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ABSTRACT 
The cold shock response of Salmonella enterica serovar Typhimurium (S. typhimurium) 
is important for its adaptation to refrigerated conditions. Survival of S. typhimurium in 
the food-chain can lead to a self-limiting gastrointestinal disease in humans which is 
responsible for economic costs of over £100 million per annum in the UK alone. The 
initial stage of the cold shock response is characterised by the preferential induction of 
specific cold-induced proteins (CIPs) with transient blockage of bulk protein synthesis 
and cell division. The most highly induced of these CIPs is an RNA-binding protein 
designated cold shock protein A or CspA which is thought to adapt the cell to low 
temperatures by reversing/preventing the adverse formation of cold-stabilised secondary 
structures in gene transcripts which are postulated to jam in the ribosome thus, 
preventing their normal translation. Adaptation of the ribosomal machinery as well as 
other structural components to the lower temperature by CspA and other CIPs enable the 
return of bulk protein synthesis and correlates with the concomitant repression of CIP 
production to a new basal level. Cell division also returns providing the lower 
temperature is above the minimum required for growth. 
In the present study, the cold shock response of S. typhimurium was investigated using a 
small custom made DNA microarray which allowed the transcriptional profiling of cspA 
and its five other paralogous genes (cspB, cspC, aspD, cspE and cspll) after a 
temperature downshift to 10°C or 4°C from optimal growth at 37°C. Changes in low 
temperature expression of the six genes were monitored in exponential and stationary 
xviii 
phase cells. Global transcriptional analysis of S. typhimuriwn was also performed using 
genomic microarrays which could measure gene expression for 97.5% of all the open 
reading frames in the S. typhimurium LT2 genome. This allowed expression data from 
other cold induced genes as well as the cspA paralogues to be examined under the same 
conditions used for the smaller array. The main findings from the array experiments 
showed that cspA and cspB appeared to be the most highly induced of the paralogue 
genes upon cold shock, with significant levels of transcription increase also being 
observed for cspC and espE at low temperature and at 37°C. The cspH gene was 
confirmed as being strictly cold-induced whilst, in contrast, cspD only exhibited 
significant levels of induction at 37°C. The genomic microarray studies detected cold 
shock induction of many other genes involved in a variety of cellular activities linked to 
the maintenance of cell envelope integrity, DNA structure and pathogenicity, among 
others. The overall levels and timing of global transcription up/down-regulation was 
observed to be influenced by growth phase and the degree to which Salmonella cells 
were cold-shocked, with gene induction also being detected at temperatures below the 
minimum for growth (4°C). These findings suggested that the cold shock response of 
this pathogen can still adapt the cell for survival under such conditions until a more 
favourable temperature arises for cell division. 
Extensive mutational analysis of the csp genes in S. yphimurium indicated that two 
strains, harbouring only a functional cspA gene or, more interestingly, the constitutively 
expressed cspE gene, were fully capable of adapting the cell for growth at 10°C and for 
colony formation at 15°C, to a level comparable to that of the wild-type strain. A mutant 
xix 
strain with no functional csp genes was incapable of growth at temperatures below 20°C 
and exhibited a reduction in viability with extended cold incubation. Other phenotypic 
tests on csp mutants seemed to indicate that CspC and CspE were capable of directly or 
indirectly enhancing the viability of cells to freeze/thaw treatment and that CspE may 
also play a role in enhancing the survival of stationary phase Salmonella cells against 
oxidative stress. 
Analysis of a selection of csp mutant strains using the same genomic microarrays 
indicated that the transcriptome was dramatically altered in the cold sensitive mutant 
strain which harboured no functional csps when compared to the wild-type. 
Differentially expressed genes in this 'csp knockout' strain encoded proteins with a 
variety of functions including RNA degradation, ribosome maturation, pathogenicity, 
drug efflux, and regulation of transcription. This gives an indication of the how 
important the CspA family is for the normal functioning of the cell and that csp deletions 
can have pleiotropic effects on the transcriptome leading to cold sensitivity. The study 
confirms the need for csp genes for successful cold adaptation of Salmonella, allowing 




1.1 A General Overview of Salmonellosis 
The Salmonella genus is generally considered as being divided into two species: 
Salmonella enterica and Salmonella bongori. The species Salmonella enterica, is an 
important agent of disease on a global scale. This motile, Gram negative rod, has over 
2000 serovars assigned to seven subspecies: I, II, ha, Illb, IV, VI, and VII (Porwollik et 
al., 2002). Over 99% of serovars that cause disease in warm-blooded animals and 60% 
of all identified Salmonella strains, belong to subspecies I. S. bongori was formally 
designated as subspecies V, but has been reassigned as a separate species. Salmonella 
serovars share between 85-100% of their genetic information (Selander, 1996, Chan et 
at, 2003). 
Diseases caused by infection with salmonellae are collectively referred to as 
salmonellosis. Humans and animals usually acquire the disease through the consumption 
of faecally contaminated water or food (Archer & Young, 1988). Subspecies I organisms 
are the major source of animal and human infection and have become highly specialised 
in the infection of mammalian and avian hosts with some serovars adapting to infect or 
cause severe disease in a single species 
For example, S. enterica serovar Typhi (S. typhi) is the causative agent of typhoid fever 
and only causes disease in humans and higher primates. A disease more prevalent in the 
developing world, typhoid fever is the result of systemic infection often transmitted from 
contaminated water. S. typhi cells endure the low pH conditions of the stomach before 
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they adhere to and invade the cells of the intestinal wall. The bacteria replicate in 
macrophages, using them as vehicles for transmission to the liver and spleen (Groisman 
& Ochman, 1997). 
Non-typhoidal salmonellosis is common in the industrialised world and is usually due 
to the consumption of contaminated food of animal origin. The main agents of disease 
here are Salmonella enter/ca serovar Enteritidi s (S. enieritidis) and Salmonella enter/ca 
serovar Typhimurium (S. typhimurium). Both serovars normally produce a self-limiting 
gastrointestinal disease in many different animals; however S. typhimurium will invoke a 
typhoid-like disease in murine species (Chan ci at., 2003). Human disease caused by S. 
enter/lid/s is mainly associated with the consumption of hen eggs. The ability to invade 
hen ovaries asymptomatically results in its vertical transmission via the eggs. S. 
typhimurium in comparison, is more associated with raw, under-cooked or contaminated 
meats and other foods, such as chocolate and mayonnaise (Pang et al., 1995). 
Food-borne disease is a term that encompasses a variety of medical conditions. Food 
poisoning can refer to illness associated with chemical or biological elements present in 
the food, such as pesticides or toxic biological metabolites. However food-borne 
infection refers to disease transmitted by food acting as a vehicle for organisms such as 
viruses, fungi, parasites, protozoa and bacteria. The symptoms of acute gastroenteritis 
caused by food-borne infection are usually diarrhoea or vomiting or both. Other 
symptoms such as fever, nausea, stomach cramps and constipation may also indicate 
infection (Archer & Young, 1988). 
The pathogenicity of S. typhimurium, which will be the organism of focus for this study, 
involves the induction of many virulence genes, a number of which are located on two 
large, unstable regions of the chromosome called pathogenicity islands. The 
pathogenicity island designated SPI-1, encodes genes that allow the invasion of the 
bacterium into the epithelial cells of the host intestine, allowing the pathogen to become 
a facultative intracellular parasite. This is not a passive process and involves the 
expression of proteins that allow the endocytosis of salmonellae into the non-phagocytic 
sub-mucosal cells from the gut lumen. This process is known as membrane 'ruffling' 
and causes enteritis and fluid secretion. Once the bacterium is inside a cell vacuole, the 
lower Mg2  concentration encountered invokes the expression of another set of genes 
that allow adaptation to intracellular life. S. typhimurium will then invade neighbouring 
epithelial cells but will usually not proceed further than the sub-mucosal layer of the gut 
in humans (Pang etal., 1995, Clements et al., 2001). 
The incidence of Salmonella-associated food-borne illness in the UK is still significant. 
A recent survey revealed that there were nearly 17,000 reported cases of salmonellosis 
for the UK in 2001. This amounted to a 11 of the total number of recorded cases for 
food-borne infection for that period (Food-borne Disease Strategy Consultative Group, 
2002). Mother UK-wide survey on the contamination levels of fresh and frozen chicken 
revealed that S. typhimurium was the most common of the 30 serotypes isolated 
accounting for 14% of the total number of Salmonella isolates (Food Standards Agency, 
2002). It should also be noted that a high proportion of food-borne infections are never 
reported by the public thus the above figures may be significantly underestimated. 
is 
Food-borne infection in the developed world is usually self-limiting with symptoms 
subsiding within days. However, in the very young, immuno-compromised and elderly, 
salmonellosis can be life-threatening. This is even more serious and prevalent in 
developing countries where proper sanitation and health care are often minimal. A high 
prevalence of Salmonella infection has also been observed in AIDS (Acquired 
Immunodeficiency Syndrome) patients, in Kenya and Peru for example. This 
phenomenon is also recognised in the USA, with salmonellosis being the ninth most 
commonly diagnosed infection in San Francisco AIDS patients (Archer & Young, 1988, 
Pang etal., 1995). 
There are many factors involved in the increase of food-borne infection in the UK over 
the past decade. Although increased awareness and improved isolation techniques in the 
lab may have some effects, these factors alone cannot explain the rise. In the developed 
world there is an ever increasing demand for large scale food production which puts 
pressure on the food industries to produce food as cheaply as possible. In poultry or 
meat processing, intensification of production can lead to situations where many 
susceptible hosts are in the same place at the same time resulting in enhanced 
opportunities for cross-contamination. Production line commercial food processing 
systems also represent a situation where the opportunities for cross-contamination are 
rife particularly during evisceration where the same equipment is used to process each 
animal. Ultimately this results in contaminated food products being passed on to the 
consumer. The demand for food with less preservatives has also increased the risk of 
infection (Humphrey, 1998). 
In the last 15 years there has been an emerging problem with multi-drug resistant S. 
typhimurium phage type DT104. It is prevalent in both, developed and developing 
countries, and is carried asymptomatically by cattle (de Jonge ci al., 2003). It can 
subsequently be transmitted to healthy animals including domestic and wild animals 
(Jorgensen ci al., 2000). In a recent UK survey, 54% of Salmonella isolates from 
chicken were found to be resistant to at least one antimicrobial drug. Multiple resistance, 
i.e. resistance to four or more unrelated drugs, was found in 23% of isolates, 75% of 
which were obtained from UK-produced chicken (Food Standards Agency, 2002). It is 
thought that the emergence of drug resistant strains of salmonellae is due to the overuse 
of antibiotics in the farming industry. However, the use of antibiotics in the treatment of 
humans is thought to be a major factor affecting the increasing resistance for developing 
countries (Pang ci al., 1995). The rapid rise of multi-drug resistant Salmonella indicates 
that the human consequences of food-borne infection cannot be tackled effectively by 
the use of antibiotics. 
During the processing of foods in industry, product preservation treatments for the 
suppression of pathogen growth are combined sequentially in a process called, microbial 
hurdle technology. These processes include: increasing acidity, salinity, drying, heating 
and cooling. However, it has been hypothesised that these sequential stresses may 
physiologically prepare any surviving pathogens for optimal virulence (Humphrey, 
1998). 
Consumer education remains a good policy for helping to reduce cross-contamination, 
which is an important contributory factor in 30% of domestic outbreaks of 
salmonellosis. Upon preparation of raw meat/chicken, bacteria that naturally reside on 
the carcass can be transferred to other foods/surfaces/packaging directly or by 
contaminated hands. The consumption of raw eggs and under-cooking of chicken are 
also major causes of disease however domestic animals have also been implicated as 
sources of infection in the home (Archer & Young, 1988, Humphrey, 1998). 
The economic costs arising from Salmonella infection in the UK each year are 
considerable. There are costs to farming regarding the monitoring of animals and their 
foodstuffs for reservoirs of infection, along with loss of productivity through employee 
illness in the industrial/business sector. Loss of public confidence and product recall can 
affect the retailers of food products while medical treatment of food-borne infection can 
inflict large, needless costs on the health service. Measures for the prevention of food-
borne infection require governmental spending on educating the public on food hygiene 
issues, with literature and TV broadcasts. Recent estimates reveal that the cost of food-
borne infection caused by Salmonella in the UK is about £110 million per annum (Food 
Standards Agency, 2000). 
In order to combat incidences of S. lyphimurium infection, there must be a better 
understanding of how this organism can persist in the food-chain despite our measures to 
combat its growth. Salmonellae and other Gram-negative bacteria have evolved signal 
transduction systems which upon the sensing an environmental stress, coordinate the 
expression of sets of genes involved in cellular defence mechanisms. These 'stress 
responses' are important with regard to the ability of a food pathogen to survive 
preservation methods in the food production process. 
1.2 Bacterial Stress Responses-The RpoS Regulon 
When bacteria experience the on set of sub-optimal conditions, the induction of a stress 
response occurs otherwise the bacteria will die. During a stress there must be a change in 
the pattern of genome expression in order for the required gene products to be expressed, 
and others that are not required, to be repressed. 
A common strategy for responding to environmental stresses is the switching between 
different sigma (a) factors, each of which is responsible for controlling the transcription 
of a specific set of genes. Sigma factors bind to RNA polymerase and confer promoter 
specificity thereby allowing the transcription of only those genes whose promotors they 
selectively recognise (Abee & Wouters, 1999). Under normal exponential growth 
conditions in E. coli, 70  (or c?) which is encoded by rpoD, is the main sigma factor in 
the cell (70 referring to its molecular mass of 70 kDa). This housekeeping sigma factor 
is responsible for transcription of the majority of promoters. When there is a change in 
optimal growth conditions i.e. a stress on the bacterium, a different sigma factor which 
directs the expression of those genes needed to survive the stress may become activated 
or elevated. E. coli has six sigma factors which respond to different environmental 
stresses: a 54  which responds to nitrogen depletion; 62 , to the need for flagellar 
synthesis; a 19 for iron transport; a 24, to extracytoplasmic stress; a 32, to heat shock; and 
38 to starvation/general stresses (Loewen ci al., 1998). The Gram positive bacterium B. 
subtilis also has a family of sigma factors with analogous roles to those found in E. colt 
e.g. CA (or a43) is the housekeeping sigma factor during favourable conditions; a 13 (or 
037) directs gene expression involved in general stress responses (Alice & Wouters, 
1999) (Hengge-Aronis, 2002). 
The E. coil a38  subunit of RNA polymerase, which is encoded by rpoS, plays a central 
role in the expression of genes which are important in a number of stresses. These 
include starvation, transition to stationary phase and oxidative, osmotic and acid stress. 
The genes which are activated by RpoS in response to these stresses make up the RpoS 
regulon (Loewen etal., 1998). It is also the key transcriptional factor in stress conditions 
for other enteric bacteria such as S. typhimurium. The aforementioned stresses affect the 
transcription and translation of rpoS and also the rate of proteolysis of a 38 (RpoS) which 
is a highly unstable protein during non-stress conditions. Interestingly, under some 
circumstances, when RpoS invokes the increased expression of genes for the adaptation 
of the cell to a defined stress, it can also result in cross-protection of the cell against 
other stresses. It should also be noted that a 70  continues to direct the expression of many 
genes during stress responses and that proteins induced through RpoS are supplementary 
or elevated thus enhancing survival (Loewen ci al., 1998). 
The transcriptional and translational controls for rpoS and its encoded protein are very 
complex. In E. colt, protein levels of RpoS are normally undetectable during exponential 
growth, but increase to 30-50% of the level of a 70  (RpoD) during stationary phase 
(Loewen et al., 1998). 
There has been evidence to suggest that rpoS may be transcriptionally activated by the 
alarmones ppGpp (guanosine-3',5'-dipryophosphate) and pppGpp (guanosine-3',5'-
tripryophosphate (collectively known as (p)ppGpp) (Lange et al., 1995). The 
accumulation of these nucleotides occurs when enterobacteria are starved for amino 
acids or nutrients, and is known as the stringent response. They are synthesised by the 
Re1A and SpoT proteins (or (p)ppGpp synthetase I and II respectively) and alterations in 
their levels can have pleiotropic effects on cell metabolism. One of these effects is the 
modulation of RNA polymerase activity via the binding of the (p)ppGpp to the P subunit 
of the polymerase complex. It is thought this altered specificity may activate rpoS 
transcription (Abee & Wouters, 1999). Lange & colleagues (1995) reported that the 
expression of rpoS using a lacZ fusion reporter gene was reduced by more than 10-fold 
in a re/A, spoT deletion mutant of E. co/i compared to a wild-type strain. The (p)ppGpp 
nucleotides have also been implicated to have a role in other stress induced changes in 
E. co/i, including heat (Takata & Isaksson, 1978) and cold shock (Jones et al., 1992). 
Negative transcriptional regulation of E. co/i rpoS is thought to be mediated by cyclic 
adenosine monophosphate (cAMP) and its receptor protein (CRP) complex. The 
adenylate cyclase that makes cAJ\4P is encoded by cya and CRP is encoded by cp. 
Investigation using rpoS::/acZ fusions revealed that exponential phase expression of 
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rpoS was increased in Acya and zlcrp strains with addition of cAMP to aAcya mutant 
decreasing expression (Lange & Henggearonis, 1991). 
In recent years, there has been increasing interest in the role of small non-coding RNAs 
(sRNAs) as important regulatory elements in global control in E. coil. The main function 
of these non-translated ENAs is the regulation of genes at the post-transcriptional level 
by a variety of mechanisms (Altuvia & Wagner, 2000). 
The production of RpoS is believed to be up-regulated by an 85 nucleotide (nt) sRNA 
called DsrA. The amounts of this sRNA are 30-fold higher at 25°C than at 42°C. 
Therefore the rpoS mRNA is more readily translated by increasingly abundant levels of 
DsrA at lower temperatures even in exponential phase (Sledjeski et al., 1996, Repoila & 
Gottesman, 2001). 
DsrA can positively regulate translation of rpoS either indirectly or directly. By base-
pairing to complementary sequence on hns nRNA the translation of hns is inhibited. H-
NS (Histone-like nucleiod structuring protein) is a nucleoid associated protein capable of 
binding and condensing DNA. It can modulate a large number of genes including rpoS, 
usually by negatively affecting their transcription. With DsrA inhibiting its translation, 
the H-NS global regulator is subsequently unable to repress the translation of rpoS 
mRNA thus leading to its indirect activation (Lease & Belfort, 2000). DsrA also binds 
directly at low temperature to the rpoS niRNA at the 5'-untranslated region (5'-UTR) 
which normally forms an inhibitory secondary structure at low temperatures. The 
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interaction with DsrA is thought to unblock the masked ribosome binding site (RBS) and 
allow translation initiation (Majdalani et al., 1998). 
Another sRNA called OxyS has been shown to negatively regulate the translation of 
rpoS mRNA, as well as other genes. This 109 nt sRNA was originally shown to be 
highly induced by oxidative stress from hydrogen peroxide in E. coil (Altuvia ci al., 
1997). However, the indirect OxyS repression of rpoS translation requires the titration of 
host factor I (or Hfq), an 11.2 kDa RNA binding protein (Zhang ci al., 1998). Hfq is a 
pleiotropic regulator capable of altering the expression of many genes through binding 
of their mRNAs (Zhang etal., 2002). It is thought to 'melt out' an inhibitory RNA 
secondary structure in rpoS mRNA allowing ribosome binding and subsequent 
translation. However, an abundance of OxyS during oxidative stress will compete with 
this interaction via its specific binding to Hfq, thus leading to indirect negative 
regulation of rpoS expression (Zhang et al., 1998). OxyS has also been shown to repress 
the expression offfiiA, which encodes a transcriptional activator (Altuvia et al., 1998). 
It should be noted that Hfq has also been determined to be important for DsrA-stability 
and therefore its up-regulation of rpoS translation. An hfq mutant strain exhibited a 
DsrA half-life of 1 minute, compared to 30 minutes in a wild-type E. coil strain 
(Sledjeski ci al., 2001). Furthermore, recent evidence has suggested that Hfq protects 
DsrA from endonucleolytic attack, by binding to and thus blocking an RNase E cleavage 
site on DsrA (Molt ci al., 2003). 
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Another positive regulator of rpoS mRNA, the 106 nt sRNA, RprA, has also been 
determined to be Hfq dependant. The promoter of this sRNA is positively controlled by 
RcsB, the response regulator used for capsule synthesis. It has been suggested that cell 
surface stress is the external signal for RprA activation. This contrasts with the low 
temperature activation of DsrA and may explain why the cell requires multiple sRNA 
regulators for RpoS i.e. different sRNAs for different stresses. Interestingly, RprA has 
not been shown to have any affect on H-NS levels. This could mean that RprA has other 
targets for repression or activation, involved in the adaptation of the cell to a different 
environmental condition (Majdalani etal., 2001, Majdalani et al., 2002). 
It is clear that the sRNA regulators play an integral part in the regulation of the 
starvation sigma factor gene, rpoS. In recent years, the number discovered in K coil has 
risen to over 50 with genome-wide studies revealing that they are wide-spread in a 
variety of bacteria (Hershberg et a/., 2003). 
H-INS has a negative affect on flfq-mediated stimulation of rpoS translation via binding 
to Hfq or the inactivation of hfq transcription (Nogueira & Springer, 2000). H-NS has 
been implicated as an important regulator for transduction of osmotic and growth-phase-
related signals which result in RpoS induction (Abee & Wouters, 1999). Additionally, 
H-NS can also inactivate the LeuO gene at the transcriptional level. Lent) is a 
transcriptional repressor of itself, and of the DsrA promoter, thus completing a loop of 
negative regulation (Nogueira & Springer, 2000, Repoila & Gottesman, 2001). 
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RpoS is also regulated at the post-translational level. The stability of RpoS increases 
after entry of E. co/i into stationary growth, with ClpPX protease being responsible for 
its degradation during exponential phase (Loewen et al., 1998). The decrease in C1pPX 
degradation of RpoS during stationary phase has been found to be linked to the 
chaperone DnaK. This protein is thought to protect RpoS from the C1pPX complex, thus 
allowing RpoS to rise to a higher concentration. Conversely, the response regulator 
RssB (MviA in S. typhimurium) has been implicated in increasing the C1pPX-mediated 
proteolysis of RpoS by direct interaction forming a complex. This RssB-RpoS complex 
may lead to an increase in RpoS sensitivity to C1pPX while also serving to reduce RpoS 
activity. DnaK may therefore promote the stabilisation of RpoS by preventing CIpPX 
action on the RssB-CIpPX complex. Other post-translational control options are possible 
involving the CIpPX, RssB and DnaK proteins and therefore further work is needed to 
determine their exact mechanism for RpoS regulation (Loewen etal., 1998, Abee & 
Wouters, 1999). 
It should also be noted that a number of regulatory factors have been shown to modulate 
the activity of genes that are recognised by the Ea 7°  polymerase (E referring to the core 
RNA polymerase sub-unit E). A diverse range of 'fine tuning' factors have been found 
including: uHF (Integration Host Factor), H-NS, Fis (a nucleoid-binding protein) and 
CRP which reportedly modulate the expression of such RpoS-dependent genes as dps, 
chpA, proP and osmY, respectively (Loewen etal., 1998). 
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The regulation of RpoS is extremely relevant to food microbiology as ArpoS strains of 
bacteria have been demonstrated to be sensitive to food processing treatments including 
the aforementioned conditions used in microbial hurdle technology (Abee & Wouters, 
1999). Indeed, environmental and clinical strains of S. typhimurium, which have natural 
mutations ranging from base-pair substitutions to deletions and insertions within rpoS, 
have been found to be sensitive to acid, heat and air-drying treatments (Jorgensen ci al., 
2000). It would seem that the regulation and induction of RpoS is of great importance 
with regard to the responses of bacteria to specific stresses which will be described 
below. 
Acid Shock 
Micro-organisms responsible for food-borne infections such as E. coil 0157:H7, S. 
typhimurium and others grow best at neutral pH i.e are neutrophiles. Acidification of 
food-stuffs is therefore still a common method used to reduce spoilage and growth of 
pathogens. These pathogens can therefore experience acid shock in the environment e.g. 
in food, or during infection e.g. in the stomach or within macrophage vacuoles 
(WilmesRieseriberg ci al., 1996, Abee & Wouters, 1999). 
Acid shock, which can be characterised as being organic (weak acid) and inorganic (low 
pH) can result in the entry of protons across the bacterial membrane into the cell at a rate 
faster than their removal by the homeostatic system of the cell. The intracellular pH is 
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thus lowered leading to disruption of various catabolic and anabolic processes (Bearson 
etal., 1998, Abee & Wouters, 1999). 
In response to acid shock, S. typhimurium has evolved adaptive survival mechanisms 
mediated by the expression of over 50 acid shock proteins (ASP5), some of which are 
proteins involved in the general stress response. This is called the acid tolerance 
response or ATR (Bearson etal., 1998, Abee & Wouters, 1999, Clements etal., 2001). 
In stationary phase, ATR mechanisms can be either RpoS-dependent or RpoS-
independent. RpoS, as described before, is a transcription factor involved in many 
bacterial stress responses including the regulation of ASPs. ASPs that are dependent on 
RpoS for their expression will not be required to be induced by acidic conditions in 
stationary phase as RpoS is naturally transcribed during this phase in any case. However 
RpoS-independent ASPs, such as the ASPs induced by the OmpR regulator protein, 
require induction by acid (Bearson etal., 1998, Bang etal., 2002). 
The RpoS-dependent ASPs are acid-inducible, and are controlled by the MviA protein 
through its influence on RpoS proteolysis degradation, mostly during organic acid 
shock. Subsets of RpoS-independent ASPs, produced during exponential phase, are 
controlled by the Fur and PhoP/PhoQ proteins. These are iron regulatory and 
extracellular magnesium sensor proteins, respectively. The PhoPQ system has been 
determined to be more important for tolerance to inorganic acid with little affect on 
organic acid stress, stress the opposite has been found for the Fur and RpoS-mediated 
ATRs (Bearson et aL, 1998). 
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S. typhimurium cells die rapidly when shifted to an environment below pH 3.5 from 
neutral conditions. However, bacteria can be adapted initially to mild acidity, pH 5, and 
thus resulting in a 1000-fold improvement in survival over a 2 hour period when 
subsequently exposed to pH 3. This adaptive resistance is due to the ATR, with ASPs 
being induced below pH 5 (Bang etal., 2002). The ATR of S. typhimurluin differs from 
the acid response (AR) of E. coli as it enables survival at pH 2 and is more dependant on 
medium composition (Abee & Wouters, 1999). 
Interestingly, a virulent S. typhimurium strain harbouring engineered mutations 
affecting the ATP, were found to be attenuated in their ability to infect mice suggesting 
a strong relationship between the ATR and pathogenesis (WilmesRiesenberg et al., 
1996). 
It should be noted that the ATR in exponential phase can have cross-protective effects 
in bacteria and can adapt them to different stresses such as heat, osmolarity and 
oxidation. These cross-protection effects can subsequently counteract the usefulness of 
microbial hurdle technology during food processing (Abee & Wouters, 1999). 
Osmotic Shock 
Hyper-osmotic shock is another tool used in the processing of foods for the purposes of 
limiting bacterial numbers- Increasing the osmotic pressure or osmolarity puts stress on a 
bacterial cell to adjust its internal osmotic pressure to a level close to that of its 
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surrounding medium. Bacteria will experience hyper-osmotic shock in lower water 
activity foods which have been desiccated or treated with salts or sugars. Enteric 
bacteria such as E. coil and S. typhimurium invoke a global genetic response to high 
osmolarity, for the retention of internal turgor pressure. 
For adaptation to osmotic upshift, S. typhimurium and other bacteria modify their 
genomic expression pattern to enable the intake and synthesis of osmoprotectants. These 
compatible solutes can be accumulated from the surrounding medium, if present, via 
specific transporter proteins in the cell membrane or in some instances, are synthesised 
de novo. The solutes proline and betaine are commonly imported, with betaine also 
being synthesised in the cell from exogenously transported choline. Two osmotically 
induced membrane bound transport proteins: ProU (ATP-driven) and ProP (Nat 
dependent) are important for osmotic adaptation (Abee & Wouters, 1999). 
The ProP uptake system is the main proline/betaine solute transporter in S. typhimurium 
and E. co/i cells in food. This is due to the relatively high concentrations (MM) of 
betaine usually found in foods. The ProU transport system has a higher affinity for its 
substrate and so, is only induced when betaine is present at low (pM) levels (Abee & 
Wouters, 1999). 
The proU operon is a target of the global repressor protein, H-NS. The inhibition of 
proU transcription is thought to be abolished by the increase in intracellular potassium 
glutamate concentration which accompanies osmotic shock. This occurs due to the 
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modification of the chromosomal DNA topology via an increase in negative supercoiling 
which in turn removes H-NS from the proU promoter (Atlung & Ingmer, 1997). 
The ProU and ProP operons both possess two promoters P1 and P2. The P2 promoter of 
proU is a70-controlled while P1 is controlled by RpoS (or c 35. P1 may also be important 
for osmoregulation during low temperature growth (Rajkumari & Gowrishankar, 2001). 
The P1 promoter for proP is RpoS-independent and is repressed by the CRP-cAMP 
complex. The P2 promoter is RpoS-dependant and modulated by FIS. Induction is likely 
to be mediated through accumulation ofRpoS upon osmotic shock with control via H-
NS and MviA (RssB in E. coil) (Loewen etal., 1998, Romeo et al., 2003). 
Oxidative Shock 
Enteric bacteria have several enzyme activities which are able to protect the cell from 
damage due to oxidative stress. Oxygen metabolism produces toxic by-products called 
reactive oxygen species. These molecules can oxidise proteins thus inactivating them, 
damage DNA, producing lesions and strand breakage, and oxidise lipids in the cell 
membrane increasing permeability. The main reactive species produced by normal 
respiration are the superoxide anion (02) and hydrogen peroxide (11 202). The damage 
from 02• and H202 is limited by the enzymes superoxide dismutase and catalase, 
respectively. Superoxide dismutase can maintain the intracellular concentration of 02 
at around 10 -10 M by breaking 02- - down into H202. This is about half the concentration 
required for oxidative damage and growth arrest in aerobic E. coil. The internal H202 
concentration (10-7 to  10-6 M), is also kept below the threshold of toxicity (10 -5 M) by 
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catalase which converts H 202 into water and oxygen. Although these enzymatic defences 
are adequate for protection against toxicity from internal oxidants, the cell must adapt to 
the much harsher oxidative conditions encountered in nature (Christman etal., 1985, 
Storz & Imlay, 1999). 
In response to oxidative shock caused by H202 or 02, exponentially growing cells of 
E. coil and S. typhimurium activate two distinct regulons controlled by the SoxRS and 
OxyR proteins, respectively (Christman etal., 1985, Storz & Imlay, 1999). The dimeric 
SoxR protein which is expressed constitutively, is thought to be directly or indirectly 
activated by 02• via the oxidation of its reduced iron-sulphur core. The activated form 
of SoxR then enhances the transcription of soxS which turns on the regulon (Storz & 
Imlay, 1999). The induction of the OxyR regulon is determined by the oxidation state of 
the OxyR protein. Activation of OxyR requires the direct oxidation of its redox-sensitive 
disulphide bond at its centre, by H202 (Zheng etal., 1998). 
In E. coli the SoxRS regulon contains a variety of 02• inducible genes with many 
different functions. As well as sodA which encodes superoxide dismutase, the gene for 
endonuclease IV, nfo, is induced. This enzyme is involved in DNA repair. Membrane-
associated proteins are also expressed, such as the ToIC outer membrane protein and the 
AcrAB efflux pump which are likely to be involved in redox-active compound exclusion 
from the cell (Storz & Imlay, 1999). Large quantities of NADPH are also produced by 
the up-regulated glucose-6-phosphate hydrogenase (Zwf) which is required for the 
reduction of oxidised proteins. There are also SoxRS-independent enzymes which 
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protect against 01 such as the cytosolic iron superoxide dismutase (SodB) and the 
periplasmic copper-zinc superoxide dismutase (SodC) (Storz & Imlay, 1999). It should 
also be noted that although a homologue of SodC has been found in S. typhimurium 
(80% identity, designated SodC-2), two other superoxide dismutases, SodC-1 and SodC-
3, have also been discovered. Phylogenetically, sodC-1 and sodC-3 differ widely from 
sodC-2 and appear to have been acquired from lysogenic bacteriophages (Gfsy-2 and 
Fels-], respectively) (Sansone etal., 2002). 
The OxyR transcription factor was discovered in S. typhimurium through the 
characterisation of a H 202 resistant mutant. Constitutive expression of OxyR in the 
mutant led to better survival after H 202 treatment, compared to a wild-type strain. OxyR 
was subsequently identified as a positive regulator of peroxide stress induced genes, 
initially in S. typhimurium and then in E. co/i also (Christman ci al., 1985, Morgan ci al., 
1986). As well as hydroperoxidase I (catalase, katG), the H202-inducible ahpCF and dps 
genes have been identified as being OxyR-regulated in S. typhimurium and E. coil (Storz 
& Imlay, 1999). The ahpCF locus (encoding alkyl hydroperoxide reductase) has also 
been shown to be induced in S. typhimurium cells during macrophage interaction 
(Francis & Gallagher, 1993). In addition, the Dps protein (DNA-binding protein from 
starved cells) has been found to promote survival of S. typhimurium in macrophages and 
a dps mutant exhibits reduced numbers of cflu/g of tissue, compared to the wild-type in 
the livers and spleens of infected mice (Halsey ci al., 2004). Such findings suggest that 
some Salmonella OxyR-regulated genes may not only play an important part in the 
general peroxide stress response but also in virulence. 
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Some genes encoding protective enzymes against H202 stress in E. coil have been found 
to be OxyR-independent. These include the DNA repair enzymes exonuclease Ill (xthA), 
DNA polymerase I (polA) and RecA. A second catalase, hydroperoxidase II (katE), is 
also OxyR-independent (Storz & Imlay, 1999). In S. typhimurium, the expression of the 
peroxide-inducible DnaK gene was also found to be OxyR-independent (Morgan etal., 
1986). 
The gene encoding the sENA OxyS, is located upstream of oxyR and transcribed 
divergently in both E. coil and S. typhimurium (Altuvia et al., 1997, Storz & Imlay, 
1999). As already described, in E. coil this regulatory sRNA is a translational repressor 
of the general stress sigma factor RpoS and is induced under peroxide-mediated 
oxidative shock (Altuvia etal., 1997). Interestingly, RpoS plays a positive regulatory 
role in expression of genes which belong to the OxyR regulon (katG, c4's) as well as for 
expression of OxyR-independent (xthA, katE) genes (Loewen etal., 1998). It has been 
proposed therefore, that OxyS control of RpoS levels may be a mechanism for the fine-
tuning of the oxidative shock response, thus preventing attempts by the cell to 
simultaneously activate kaiG and dps via both OxyR and the RpoS sigma factor. OxyS 
mediated repression of tpoS would also prevent unnecessary induction of broadly 
protective a 38-dependent proteins, when OxyR regulated stress proteins would suffice 
(Zhang etal., 1998). Growth phase effects also seem to play a role in OxyRIRpoS-
mediated expression of peroxide stress genes. E. coil, shows OxyR induction in 
exponential phase when challenged with exogenous 11202 but not in stationary phase. 
Exponential phase induction of OxyR could be abolished by the mutation of the cya and 
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crp genes whose products make up the cAMP-CRP complex. As already described, this 
complex is important for repression of rpoS expression. Furthermore, the decreased 
expression of oryR in stationary phase can be reproduced in exponential phase by 
artificially increasing the rpoS copy number. Paradoxically, this increases the H202 
sensitivity of the cells which may mean that under exponential growth conditions, the 
RpoS regulated genes are not sufficient to compensate for the repression of the OxyR 
regulon (Gonzalez-Flecha & Demple, 1997). 
As well as in starved and stationary phase cells, which exhibit oxidative shock 
resistance, some genes of the OxyR regulon are induced under other stress conditions in 
E. co/i and S. typhimurium. These include heat, acidity and osmotic shock (Storz & 
Imlay, 1999) (Christman etal., 1985, Morgan et al., 1986, Altuvia et a/., 1994, 
Humphrey etal., 1995, Ho Choi et al., 2000). 
These overlaps in function seem to constitute an efficient use of the OxyR regulon 
along with other independently controlled genes, to allow cells to adapt and tolerate a 
variety or combination of conditions i.e. for S. typhimurium, those stresses encountered 
during infection of a host. 
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Stress Responses to Extremes of Temperature 
Temperature is an extremely important parameter in determining the growth and 
survival of bacteria and other micro-organisms. Extremes of temperature will result in a 
lowered growth rate, a cessation of growth, or death in the majority of bacteria. 
However, the maximum and minimum growth temperatures will vary for different 
species and the habitats which they have become accustomed to. Equally specific micro-
organisms will have their own optimal temperature for growth, the temperature at which 
growth rate is at its maximum. 
Bacteria can be generally classed into four groups according to their growth temperature 
optima: Hyperthermophiles, thermophiles, mesophiles and psychrophiles. 
Hyperthermophiles are a class of bacteria which have optimum growth temperature of 
80°C or over, such as Thermococcus ce/er which has an optimal growth temperature of 
88°C. Thermophiles have growth optima over 45°C, like Bacillus stearothermophilus 
(600C). Mesophiles, which exhibit of optimal growth between 20°C to 45°C, are the 
class of bacteria with which people most commonly come into contact. These bacteria 
include food-borne pathogens such as E. coli 0157:H7 and S. typhimurium which have 
growth optima of around 39°C. Psychrophilic bacteria have an optimal growth 
temperature <1 5°C. This class of bacteria is represented by species such as Po/aromonas 
vacuc/ata which has a minimal growth temperature below 5°C. Certain psychrotrophic 
bacteria, which can grow optimally at mesophilic temperatures, such as Listeria 
monocytogenes, can grow under 5°C also, making them important agents of food-borne 
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infection with the widespread use of refrigeration (Abee & Wouters, 1999, Madigan c/ 
a., 2000). 
It should be noted that cardinal temperatures for growth (maximal, minimal and 
optimal) can vary according to strain, growth medium and other environmental factors. 
In addition, it is of note that the temperature ranges over which bacteria can survive, 
without cell division are much greater. This has implications in the food industry not 
only for the heat treatment of foods but for freezing as well (Madigan c/ al., 2000). 
The bacterial growth rate will depend on the rates of enzymatic reactions which 
themselves are determined by how the conformation of cellular macromolecules are 
affected by the environmental temperature (Russell, 1990). The relationship between 
temperature and bacterial growth can be described by the Arrhenius equation 
(Arrhenius, 1889, Russell, 1990). This is written as: 
r = Ac Ea/RT 
where r is the bacterial growth (or reaction rate), A is a constant related to steric factors 
and collision frequency, e represents the exponential, I? is the universal gas constant 
(1.9872 cal K'mol'), La  is the activation energy, and Tis the absolute temperature (K). 
The exponential growth rate can be plotted for bacteria according to the Arrhenius 
equation with profiles of this plot varying between thermophiles, mesophiles and 
psychrophiles. For each class of bacteria, the growth rate (or enzymatic reaction rate) 
will be lower at each end of the temperature growth range, as determined by this 
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equation (Russell, 1990, Panoffet al., 1998). Extremes of temperature bring different 
and some similar sets of problems to bacteria which will be discussed in the following 
sections. 
Heat Shock 
Pasteurisation, blanching and thermal sterilisation using water, steam, air or microwaves 
are all methods used in food processing today with the purpose of killing or inactivating 
bacterial populations. The heat stability of internal macromolecules at high temperatures 
may determine how effectively a micro-organism can survive heat treatment. Ribosomal 
sub-units and proteins may lose their structure during heating but ssDNA, RNA and the 
membrane can also sustain damage (Abee & Wouters, 1999). 
When the surrounding temperature increases (from 30°C to 42°C), a variety of bacteria 
express a conserved set of proteins known as heat shock proteins (HSP5) as part of their 
heat shock response. In E. coil, this is controlled, like stationary phase-specific gene 
expression, by an alternative sigma factor, a 32  or RpoH. Heat shock transiently increases 
the level of RpoH due to its proteolytic stabilisation and, to enhanced translation of pre-
existing rpoH mRNA. Increased RpoH levels lead to the induction of HSPs leading to 
adaptation. As this progresses and damage is controlled, autoregulation of the response 
occurs resulting in reduced RpoH levels again, through its translational repression and 
proteolysis (Yura & Nakahigashi, 1999). 
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HSPs which are induced by the response include the chaperone proteins DnaK, DnaJ, 
GroEL and GroES. These protein complexes will bind to and re-fold aberrant, de-
natured proteins using Al? or facilitate their degradation. As part of the process, 
damaged proteins are degraded by ATP-dependent proteases, such as Lon and CIp (Yura 
& Nakahigashi, 1999). 
The sensing of an elevated temperature and the subsequent signalling for induction of 
heat-shock gene expression is thought to be mediated at least in part by the ribosome. 
The trigger for this signal may be the alteration of the translational capacity of the cell. 
In E. co/i, indistinguishable protein profiles have been observed by 2-dimensional 
polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (2D-PAGE) for heat shocked cells and cells treated 
with non-lethal amounts of certain antibiotics in non-thermally stressed conditions. 
These antibiotics: puromycin, streptomycin and kanamycin, disrupt the translational 
machinery by binding the ribosome and thus produce the same signal as heat shock. In 
contrast, another group of antibiotics: tetracycline, chloramphenicol, erythromycin, 
spiramycin and flisidic acid, have been reported to invoke the same protein expression 
patterns as the cold shock response (induced at 15°C). The signal for this response is 
also thought to be linked to alteration of ribosome function (VariBogelen & Neidhardt, 
1990). 
In E. co/i, cross-protection against heat shock has been shown to increase with oxidative 
shock, acidity and ethanol treatment suggesting overlapping functions in HSPs (Morgan 
etal., 1986, VanBogelen & Neidhardt, 1990, Abee & Wouters, 1999). The heat shock 
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response is also regulated to a degree by the sigma factor 
24 or RpoE, which is usually 
associated with exocytoplasmic stress. RpoE recognises and controls a second set of 
HSPs and is known to transcriptionally activate rpoH at extreme temperatures i.e. 50°C 
(Yura & Nakahigashi, 1999). 
Food preservation via the use of thermal processing must be used with caution. Sub-
lethal temperatures can lead to transient thermotolerance in bacteria. In addition, heating 
to extreme temperatures will not only lower the quality of some foods, but may also 
select for sporulating Gram-positive bacteria, such as Bacillus and Clostridium species, 
some of which are causes of food-borne infection or poisoning (Archer & Young, 1988). 
Cold Shock 
How bacteria adapt to low temperatures is of considerable interest in the food industry. 
The extensive use of refrigeration (usually below 8°C) and freezing (-20°C) for the 
preservation of foods during storage and transit, means the ability for micro-organisms 
to persist at low temperatures is a key aspect for their potential in causing food-borne 
infection/poisoning. 
There are many physical changes in the bacterial cell in response to a downshift in 
temperature. The cell must adapt to these changes if it is to resume growth, or if below 
the temperature at which cell division can take place, survive until the temperature rises 
again. The major changes in the cell are: an increase in negative supercpiling of DNA, a 
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decrease in membrane fluidity, a change in translational capacity and a decrease in the 
general metabolic rate and thus a reduced growth rate (Graumann etal., 1996, 
Yamanaka, 1999). 
Supercoiling, which is the superhelical tension in plasmid and chromosomal DNA, is 
regulated by the concerted action of DNA topoisomerases, with hi stone-like proteins 
such as HU helping to fine-tune the supercoiling levels. DNA gyrase introduces negative 
superturns into DNA whilst DNA topoisomerse I has an antagonistic effect, relaxing the 
negative superturns (Lopez-Garcia, 1999). A transient increase in negative supercoiling 
of plasmid DNA has been reported in E. co/i HB1OI cells, upon a temperature downshift 
from 42°C to 6°C (Mizushima etal., 1997). This increase was abolished if cells were 
pre-treated with nalidixic acid, an inhibitor of DNA gyrase. The process is not thought to 
be mediated by any newly produced sensory proteins as chloramphenicol treatment of 
cells before temperature downshift did not have any effect. However, in a AhupA, AhupB 
strain, which cannot produce the HUa and HUI3 proteins respectively, the extent of 
negative supercoiling was much less obvious (Mizushima et al., 1997). It is likely that 
cold-induced changes in DNA superhelicity, may be involved in the cold shock response 
of the cell via the up-regulation of cold-sensitive genes whose protein products are 
needed for low temperature adaptation. Furthermore, the transient relaxation of plasmid 
DNA in cells exposed to heat shock, seems to play an important role in the induction of 
heat shock genes in a RpoH-independent manner (Mizushima et al., 1993). 
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In response to a downshift in temperature, bacterial cells must cope with many 
membrane-associated changes. A drop in temperature reduces membrane fluidity, and 
results in loss of membrane function, the effect of a reversible transition from a liquid 
crystalline state to a gel phase state. E. co/i counteracts this process by adjusting the fatty 
acid composition and thus lowering the melting point of the membrane allowing the 
retention of some flexibility. This is achieved by a decrease in the saturation and the 
length of the hydrocarbon chains of membrane phospholipids (Marr & Ingraham, 1962). 
The enzyme responsible for the conversion of phospholipid chain length, 3-ketoacyl-
ACP synthase II, is encoded byfabF. The synthesis of this enzyme is not induced by 
cold-shock, however, its activity is enhanced by low temperature (Yamanaka, 1999). 
Membrane change of this type in response to an environmental stimulus is known as 
homeoviscous adaptation (Sinensky, 1974). 
In B. subti/is, a Gram positive species whose response to cold shock has been well 
studied, homeoviscous adaptation is achieved differently. A two-component regulatory 
system consisting of the membrane-bound protein DesK (a sensor kinase) and the 
cytosolic DesR (a regulatory protein) is used to initiate lipid modification. A low 
temperature induced decrease in membrane fluidity is thought to activate DesK, 
enabling it to phosphorylate DesR, which enhances transcription of the des gene. Up-
regulation of des results in the production of a lipid desaturase and thus the concomitant 
desaturisation of the phospholipid membrane. Restoration of membrane fluidity leads to 
the dephosphorylation of DesR and subsequent cessation of des transcription (Cybulski 
ci al., 2002, Eriksson ci al., 2002). 
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In contrast, adaptation of membrane fluidity to high temperatures is achieved through 
an increase in saturation and length of membrane fatty acids to limit proton permeability 
of the membrane due to excessive heat (Abee & Wouters, 1999). 
In its normal growth temperature range, the cellular growth rate of E. co/i increases in 
response to increasing temperature under nutritionally rich conditions. At low 
temperatures, this linear relationship is abolished as translation initiation becomes rate 
limiting for growth, resulting in a decrease in polysomes and an increase in 70S 
ribosomes and ribosomal sub-units (Broeze et a/., 1978, Farewell & Neidhardt, 1998). 
At low temperatures, RNA can more readily form stable secondary structures through 
RINA:RNA intermolecular bonding. Highly structured mRNAs may subsequently be 
untranslatable at low temperatures resulting in a reduction of protein synthesis (Eriksson 
et al., 2002). As previously described, proteins involved in the cold-shock and heat-
shock responses can be artificially induced in E. co/i through treatment with different 
antibiotics which inhibit translation (VanBogelen & Neidhardt, 1990). With heat shock, 
translation may proceed at a rate too fast for the available pool of charged tRNAs 
resulting in an empty A-site in the ribosome. This is thought to lead in an increase in 
(p)ppGpp levels which coordinate decreases in the transcription of genes encoding 
ribosomal components. In contrast, the slowing down of translation due to cold shock 
leads to an excessive amount of charged tRNAs blocking the ribosomal A-site, and 
decreasing (p)ppGpp levels. This subsequently results in the induction of cold shock 
proteins. Therefore, it has been suggested that ribosomes can act as sensors of 
temperature (hot and cold) with subsequent high or low levels of(p)ppGpp being a 
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possible signal for the induction of heat shock or cold shock proteins, respectively 
(VanBogelen & Neidhardt, 1990, Jones etal., 1992a). 
1.3 The Cold Shock Response 
As previously described, the responses of food-borne pathogens to various stresses 
encountered during food processing are important for their survival and persistence in 
the food chain. However the focus of this study will be on the molecular aspects of how 
S. typhimurium reacts to low temperature i.e. its cold shock response. The remainder of 
this chapter will discuss what is known about the cold shock response in other well 
characterised bacterial species including Salmonella. 
Cold Induced Proteins 
E. co/i and B. subti/is, have been the most extensively characterised bacteria with regard 
to their cold shock response. Early studies of exponentially growing K co/i cultures at 
37°C revealed that a temperature shift to below 20°C arrested growth for a varying 
length of time (known as the acclimation period) depending on how low the new 
temperature was. After acclimation, the culture resumed growth at a slower rate, the 
speed of which was also dependant on the new temperature (Ng et al., 1962). Other 
early research showed that cooling E. co/i cells from 37°C to 4°C by diluting into 
minimal salts medium reduced the survival of exponential phase cultures but had no 
affect on stationary phase cells (Meynell, 1958). 
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The first protein profiles of the molecular response to cold shock were visualised using 
213-PAGE (Jones ci al., 1987). E. coli W31 10 cultures were grown at 37°C to 
exponential phase and shifted to 10°C. 3 ml portions of culture were labelled with [35 S] 
methionine for 5 minutes before temperature shift and separate portions were also 
labelled for 30 minutes at different times over a four and half hour period after cold 
shock. This study showed that of the 28 visible proteins visualised between 2 and 3 
hours after cold shock, the rate of synthesis of 13 proteins increased relative to their 
expression at 37°C whereas the synthetic rate of the others either decreased or stayed the 
same. 
Of these 13 transiently cold induced proteins (CIPs), the ones of major physiological 
interest were NusA, 1172f3, PNPase, RecA and CS7.4, later designated CspA (cold shock 
protein A) by Goldstein & colleagues (1990), which was the most strongly induced. The 
culture itself showed a 4 hour acclimation period (growth lag) before the resumption of 
exponential growth with a 24 hour generation time (Jones et al., 1987). 
The first identified CIPs seemed to have a variety of functions between them, involved 
in chromosome dynamics, transcription, translation and degradation. The NusA protein 
has terminator /antiterminator function in the transcription of target mRNAs by binding 
RNA polymerase during elongation (Greenblatt & Li, 1981). The IF2a and 1F20 proteins 
encoded by infB are translation initiation factors required for the binding of charged 
tRNAtto the 30S ribosomal sub-unit. Recently similar induction levels have been 
found for the other two translation initiation factors of E. coli, IF  and ff3, upon cold 
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shock (Tomsic et al., 2000, Giuliodori et al., 2004). PNPase, is a 3'-5'exonuclease 
which degrades newly produced mRNA from its 3 '-terminus (in some cases generated 
by RNaseE cleavage) and is thought to be important for degradation of highly structured 
RNAs (Spickler & Mackie, 2000). It was subsequently found to be part of an RNA 
degradosome working in concert with a poly(A) polymerase and RNA helicase. This 
degradosome was found to be essential for degradation of CIP mRNAs at 15°C and 
required for the transition from acclimation to cell growth resumption in E. coil 
(Yamanaka & Inouye, 2001b). The RecA protein is needed for homologous 
recombination and the SOS response, which is a mechanism involved in DNA repair. 
Cold shock did not induce other proteins of the SOS system therefore RecA induction 
may be connected with its up-regulation during stationary phase or for other 
recombination needs, perhaps during replication (Jones et al., 1987, Jones & Inouye, 
1994). 
The a and 13  sub-units of DNA gyrase have been reported to be induced by cold shock 
in E. coil (Jones et al., 1992b). The increase in their synthesis during acclimation is 
suspected to be under the control of CspA. This was supported by gel mobility shift 
assays using purified CspA and oligonucleotides corresponding to the native gyrA 
promoter of E. coil. These experiments suggested that CspA specifically binds to the 
ATTGG sequences of the gyrA promoter. These sequences are known to be recognition 
elements for Y-box proteins, eukaryotic homologues of CspA (Ladomery & 
Sommerville, 1994). Furthermore, overproduction of CspA by cloning its gene into a 
high copy number plasmid (pJ3) led to a 4 to 8-fold increase in synthesis of three CIPs, 
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one of which was the a sub-unit of DNA gyrase. The sustained production of DNA 
gyrase, important in the adjustment of DNA helical twist, may be required for 
temperature induced changes to nucleoid topology (Jones etal., 1992b, Mizushima et 
al., 1997). 
As previously described, the RU nucleoid protein (consisting of HUa and ITIJfi sub-
units) is important for modulating aspects of DNA supercoiling in response to 
temperature downshift in E. cvii (Mizushima etal., 1997). More recently it has been 
reported that there is preferential, cold induced translation of hupB mRNA compared to 
ImpA transcripts leading to an altered HUa to MUD expression ratio. The more abundant 
(HIJI3)2 homodimer is not involved in supercoiling like HTJaD and (HUa)2 but instead is 
thought to act specifically at DNA replication initiation sites. This suggests an important 
role for (HU)2 homodimers during cold acclimation (Giangrossi ci al., 2002). 
The H-NS protein was identified as being one of the original 13 CJPs synthesised at 
10°C in E. co!i (La Teana etal., 1991). Quantitative northern and western blot 
experiments revealed that This mRNA and H-NS protein levels increased by 4-fold 
within 2-4 hours after temperature downshift. Gel shift assays suggested that CspA binds 
to ATTGG sequences located between -40 and +10 in the hns promoter and thus may be 
under transcriptional control by CspA (Brandi etal., 1994). Insertion mutation of hns in 
E. co!i leads to a marked reduction in growth rate at 12°C after acclimation compared to 
wild-type cells. This suggests that H-NS, a protein implicated in transcriptional 
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repression and nucleoid maintenance, is important for cold shock response (Dersch ci 
al., 1994). 
DEAD-box proteins are a family of putative RNA helicases that are conserved from 
bacteria and viruses to humans and play many roles in RNA processing including 
mRNA transport, degradation and translation initiation (Charollais ci al., 2003). 
The cold induced protein product of the deaD gene in E. coil has been identified as a 
DEAD-box ATP-independent RNA helicase. This Cifi, known as DeaD or CsdA (cold 
shock DEAD-box protein A) is induced strongly at 15°C in E. coil and is mostly found 
in ribosomal fractions of cold-shocked cells, indicating a ribosome-associated function. 
Furthermore, a csdA deletion mutant showed a 2-fold decrease in growth rate compared 
to wild-type cells at 15°C and also exhibited filamentous growth 96 hours after cold 
shock. 2D-PAGE analysis also revealed that the csdA mutant strain had 6-fold lower 
induction levels of the major heat shock proteins (HSP5) GroEL and DnaK, compared to 
the wild type, 3 hours after cold shock. Treatment of mutant and parent cells with 4% 
alcohol, an inducer of HSPs, up-regulated GroEL and DnaK production in parent cells 
while they remained less strongly induced, as before, in the mutant strain during cold 
shock. This indicated that CsdA was required for normal derepression of HSP synthesis 
at low temperatures during early stages of recovery. Additionally, CsdA has been found 
to unwind highly structured RNA and thus may be essential for ribosome function, 
increasing translational efficiencies of mRNAs by unwinding deformed stable secondary 
structures at low temperatures (Jones et al., 1996). This probably occurs in concert with 
PNPase as part of a cold adapted mIRNA degradosome (Yamanaka & Inouye, 2001). 
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The ribosome binding factor RbfA in E. coil, was first identified as being important for 
cold shock due to its ability to act as a high copy suppressor of a cold sensitive mutation 
located at the 5'-helix in 16S rRNA (C23U mutation). The same study also revealed that 
an rbfA mutant exhibited an identical cold-sensitive phenotype to a C231J mutant 
growing poorly on agar plates. Their ribosomal extracts showed higher levels of 30S and 
SOS ribosomal sub-units compared to 705 monosomes, and a decreased polysome level 
also. It was suggested that RbfA interacts with the 5'-helix of 16S rRNA during 30S 
maturation or translation initiation (Dammel & Noller, 1995). Further 2D-PAGE work 
showed that the rbfA mutant exhibited constitutive induction of other CIPs and 
ribosomal proteins at 15°C after acclimation, when the cold shock response is usually 
repressed after cold shock adaptation. Overproduction of RbfA in an rbfA mutant 
resulted in adaptation to the cold much quicker and with a higher induction level of 
cellular proteins compared to a wild-type strain. These findings suggested that RbfA was 
needed for the adaptation of the cell to low temperature by associating with ribosomes 
and converting them for translation of bulk nIRNA in cold conditions (Jones & Inouye, 
1996). More recently it has been shown that RbfA may be multi-functional in the way it 
aids 16S rRNA maturation and could bind to the 30S particle at more than one site (Xia 
et al., 2003). 
The TF protein (trigger factor) was characterised as a CIP by Kandror & Goldberg 
(1997). E. coil strains over-expressing TF exhibited a higher level of viability to pro-
longed chilling at 4°C compared to the wild-type. TF induction could be stimulated by a 
temperature shift from 37°C to 10°C and also, by chloramphenicol treatment, like many 
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other CIPs. TF, which has been assigned many roles including an enhancer of GroEL 
binding to unfolded proteins, is thought to function as a chaperone involved in proper 
folding and refolding of cold damaged proteins at low temperatures in the cell 
(Yamanaka, 1999). 
The cold induced proteins of E. coil have been loosely categorised into two groups: class 
I and class II CIPs (table 1.1). Class I proteins are those that have been reported to be 
expressed at extremely low levels at 37°C but dramatically and rapidly induced to high 
levels (>10-fold increase) upon cold shock (15°C). Class II proteins are those that are 
expressed to a certain level at 37°C and show increased expression by only a few fold 
higher (<10-fold) at low temperature (Thieringer el al., 1998). 
Table 1.1 Known E. co/i class land II cold-inducible proteins and their functions 
NusA1 	I Transcription termination / antitermination 
Deal) or CsdA2 I RNA helicase / ribosome assembly?! RNA 
degradation 
PNP1 	13'- 5 exonuclease/ degradosome 
component 
RbtA3 	I Ribosome assembly / maturation! 
translation initiation? 
CspA1 	I RNA chaperone 
IR 
Table 1.1 continued. 
H-NS4 I Transcriptional repressor I DNA 
supercoil i ng 
RecA1 	I Recombination / SOS response 
1F1 5 I Translation initiation I RNA binding 
1F21 	I Translation initiation / fMet-tRNA 
binding 
1F35 	1 Translation initiation I initiation site 
selection I RNA binding 
GyrA6 	I Topoisomerase component I DNA binding 
HU 7 I Nucleoid protein! DNA supercoiling 
TF8 	I Protein chaperone 
References for table 1.1: Jones etal., 1987 
1  Jones ci al., 1996 2  Jones & Inouye 1996 
La Teana etal., 1991 Giuliodori etal., 2004 Jones etal., 19926 Giangrossi etal., 
2002 Kandror & Goldberg 1997 
The first in depth investigation of the cold shock response in Bacillus subti!is was 
carried out by Graumann eta! (1996). This study and subsequent reports found that apart 
from three homologues of CspA and Trigger Factor protein, the cold induced proteins of 
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the analogous response in B. subtilis varied considerably (Willimsky ci al., 1992, 
Graumann etal., 1996, Graumann & Marahiel, 1999). 
2D-PAGE analysis of B. subtilis cultures, cold-shocked from 37°C to 15°C in minimal 
medium during exponential phase, produced a distinct protein induction profile which 
differed from that of E. co!i (Graumann etal., 1996, Graumann & Marahiel, 1999). As 
already described, B. subti!is uses a different method of homeoviscous adaptation at low 
temperatures to E. co/i, adjusting through a DesKR two component regulatory system 
(Cybuiski etal., 2002). Like E. co!i, negative supercoiling of DNA increases after a 
temperature decrease in B. subtiz'is (Grau etal., 1994). Interestingly, the inhibition of 
DNA gyrase, which mediates negative DNA supercoiling, results in the cessation of 
cold-induced expression of des. This suggests that gyrase-mediated changes in DNA 
topology is important for mediating cold adaptation of the membrane, at least in the case 
of des (Grau et al., 1994, Weber, 2002). 
While overall protein synthesis decreased initially after cold shock in B. subti/is, a peak 
of transient CI? induction occurred about 1 hour after temperature downshift. After 2 
hours at 15°C, general protein synthesis resumed with the repression of CIPs. Like E. 
coli, heat shock protein induction was repressed in the cold and CIP synthesis was 
decreased at high temperatures. Other proteins that were not obviously induced by cold 
shock but were expressed at a higher level through a slight and steady increase in 
induction 3 hours after temperature downshift were called CAPs (cold acclimatisation 
proteins). Interestingly, many CAPs were found to be ribosomal proteins such as S6, 
L7/L12, L10, EF-Ts, EF-G and EF-Tu. These proteins are part of the standard 
translation apparatus and not specialised cold induced 'add-ons' such as those reported 
for E. co/i. Therefore it has been suggested that B. sithillis may somehow assemble a 
novel sub-fraction of ribosomes by incorporating different rRNAs or, may increase the 
ribosome pool in the cell to maintain translational efficiency (Graumann ci al., 1996, 
Weber, 2002). 
Several CIPs and CAPs in B. subtilis have been identified as enzymes needed in 
intermediary metabolic pathways such as amino acid synthesis, glycolysis, lipid 
metabolism, nucleotide biosynthesis and the pentose phosphate system. These enzymes 
may be more inefficient at low temperatures than others and therefore could be needed 
in higher amounts (Graumann ci al., 1996, Weber, 2002). The chemotaxis protein CheY 
a regulator of flagellar rotation and thus cell motility, and Hpr, a phosphotranferase 
system protein, are cold-induced. They may be required to compensate for lower 
diffusion after cold shock (Graumann & Marahiel, 1999). In addition, a protein 
chaperone, peptidylprolyl cis/irans isomerase (PPiB), is induced by low temperature as 
well as trigger factor (TF) (Graumann el al., 1996). A double deletion mutant lacking 
both of these protein chaperone genes in B. sub/i/is (zilig, AppiB) was found to be 
impaired in stress adaptation in minimal media (Graumann & Marahiel, 1999). 
In contrast to the cold shock response in E. coil, there is no apparent lag in growth 
(acclimation period) in B. sub/i/is cultures. A cold shock from 37°C to 13°C in minimal 
medium, results in continued growth but at a reduced doubling time (over 24 hours). A 
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temperature downshift to below 13°C in minimal medium results in cell lysis indicating 
that B. subtilis requires gradual adaptation to low temperatures (Graumann et al., 1996) 
1.4 The CspA Family 
When the molecular response to cold shock for E. co/i was examined by 2D-PAGE a 
7.4 kDa protein was identified as being the most strongly induced and was designated 
CS7.4 (Jones etal., 1987). This protein was later designated cold shock protein A or 
CspA and is the major cold shock protein of E. co/i. As the cold shock response was 
characterised further it was discovered that CspA was in fact the founding member of a 
family of CspA-like proteins in E. co!i (paralogues) and in many other bacterial species 
(homologues). E. co/i was found to contain eight other CspA paralogues designated 
CspB to CspI. 
The study of the cold shock response of B. subti/is revealed that the most strongly 
induced protein (6 to 8-fold increase) after a temperature downshift from 37°C to 10°C 
was homologous to CspA in E. co!i and was designated CspB (Willimsky etal., 1992). 
Furthermore, two cold-induced paralogues of CspB were identified and called CspC and 
CspD (Graumann etal., 1996). 
Groups of CspA homologues were subsequently found in other bacterial species using 
different techniques. Some CspA homologue carriers are pathogens like S. typhimurium, 
Listeria monocytogenes and Yersinia enteroco!itica and others have useful industrial 
applications like the lactic acid bacteria Lactococcus !actis and Lactobaci/lusp!antarum 
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(Wouters et al., 1998, Craig et at, 1998, Horton ci al., 2000, Neuhaus ci al., 2000, 
Derzelle c/ al., 2000, Hébraud & Guzzo, 2000, Kim ci al., 2001). 
The CspA family of Escherichia coil 
After the initial isolation and identification of CspA as a cold induced protein (Jones ci 
al., 1987) its gene was cloned and sequenced. The cspA gene was mapped to 79 minutes 
on the E. coil chromosome (Goldstein ci at, 1990). Subsequently, the cspA open reading 
frame (ORF) was used to detect three other highly homologous genes. These were 
designated cspB, cspC and cspD and were mapped to 35, 40 and 19 min on the E. coil 
chromosome, respectively (Lee etal., 1994). Yamanaka and colleagues (1994) who 
were seeking to identify rnukB-interacting genes, isolated cspC and the previously 
unidentified cspE gene as multi-copy suppressors of the mukBI06 chromosome 
partitioning mutation. The cspE sequence was mapped to 14.2 min on the chromosome. 
A separate study using the pJACK4 vector, which harboured a promoterless ampC ORF 
was used for constructing a library of random chromosomal DNA fragments of E. coil. 
Transformants which were ampicillin resistant at 15°C but not 37°C were deemed to be 
carrying pJACK4 derivative with chromosomal DNA containing a cold inducible 
promoter. Further analysis by computer alignments revealed that the promoter was 
homologous to those of the CspA family. The newly identified gene was called cspG 
and was mapped to 20.6 min on the chromosome (Nakashima ci al., 1996). The cspF, 
cspli and cspl genes were identified by searching the complete sequence computer 
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database of the E. co/i K12 genome using the BLAST algorithm (Yamanaka & Inouye, 
1997, Altschul eta!, 1997). 
The CspA families of Bacillus subtilis and Salmonella typhimurium 
The CspB protein of B. subtilis was initially identified as the most rapidly induced 
protein upon a temperature downshift from 37°C to 10°C. The protein was isolated on a 
2D gel and its N-terminus was subsequently sequenced. Sequence comparisons revealed 
that it had 61% identity with E. coli CspA. The CspB gene was cloned and sequenced 
(Willimsky etal., 1992). The CspC and CspD paralogues were found in a further study 
of CIPs in B. subtilis, using 213-PAGE analysis. The CspC sequence was matched to that 
of the predicted product of a second csp ORF previously found in the EMBL database 
(Watanabe & Moto, 1995). The CspD sequence was deduced by microsequencing 
(Graumann etal., 1996). 
In our laboratory, the CspB gene was identified in S. typhimurium from the isolation of 
a group of low temperature induced gene fusions containing Mud/ux insertions. The 
bacteriophage Mu derivative, Mud/ux, directs the synthesis of enzymes, encoded by the 
lux operon of Vibrofischeri, necessary for light production. This occurs when it is 
randomly transposed into a transcribed gene in the correct orientation, resulting in a 
transcriptional fusion. From a random pool of Mud/ia gene fusions, one isolate was 
found to produce light at approximately 22°C, after a temperature downshift from 37°C. 
The mRNA level of this gene fusion was also found to increase when the temperature 
was further reduced. The Mudlwc element was found to lie within a cspA homologue 
which was assigned as cspB (Craig etal., 1998). Subsequently the CspA gene was 
identified from a MudP22 lysate from S. typhimurium DNA using the ORF of the E. co/i 
cspA as a probe. The newly identified CspA gene was cloned and the sequenced ORF 
was found to have 100% identity with that of the E. co/i cspA. The CspA and CspB 
genes have been mapped to 78.9 and 42.8 min on the S. typhirnurium chromosome 
respectively and are cold inducible (Craig c/ al., 1998, Horton etal., 2000). NCBI 
database searches resulted in detection of CspC (accession no. AAC06037), CspD 
(accession no. NP_459920) and CspE (accession no. NP_459621). The gene of another 
paralogue, CspH (accession no. AAF05759) has also been found to be expressed during 
cold shock in S. typhimurium (Kim etal., 2001). In addition, a CspA gene has been 
identified in another pathogenic Salmonella serovar S. enteri/idis, with its ORF also 
showing 100% identity with the ORF of E. co/i cspA (Jeffreys etal., 1998). 
Table 1.2 shows the percentage similarities and identities between all of the CspA 
family members of E. co/i, B. sub/i/is and S. typhimurium. 
1.5 The structure of the CspA-like proteins 
CspA of E. co/i was characterised by X-ray crystallography (Schindelin etal., 1994) 
and nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) (Newkirk et al., 1994) with both techniques 
elucidating the same general structure. CspA is organised into 5 antiparallel f3 strands 
designated 131 to 135, which are joined by intervening loop regions and are the main 
source of variation between CspA homologues. The 131-133 strands lie on one side of the 
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CspA_paralogues of E. coil, Bacillus subtilis and S. typhimurium _ ___ 
Ec A Ec B Ec C Ec D_ Ec E Ec F Ec G Ec H Ec I Bs B Bs C Bs D St A St B St C St D St E St H 
EcA 100 78.9 67.1 41,6 	1 67.1 44.3 72.9 47.1 70 60.9 62.9 58.6 100 64.3 65.7 43.4 68.6 48.6 
Ec B 88.7 100 62.0 42.9 64.8 42.3 76.1 46.5 69.0 54.9 56.3 52.1 78.9 66.2 60.6 44.7 63.4 46.5 
EcC 75.7 67.6 100 42.1 82.6 38.6 65.1 41.4 70 61.4 53.6 55.1 67.1 68.6 98.6 42.7 84.1 42.9 
EcD 51.9 51.9 53.9 100 43.4 23.4 39.0 24.7 40.3 41.9 48.9 45.9 41.6 44.2 40.8 90.5 43.4 24.7 
EcE 78.6 73.2 88.4 59.2 100 44.3 65.7 45.7 70.0 60.0 58.0 56.5 67.1 70.0 81.2 42.7 98.6 47.1 
EcF 57.1 59.2 50.0 35.1 52.9 100 44.3 77.1 45.7 31.0 32.9 31.4 44.3 41.4 37.1 25.0 44.3 77.1 
EcG 85.7 83.1 72.9 51.9 80.0 60.0 100 47.1 78.6 52.1 57.1 52.9 72.9 80.0 64.3 40.8 65.7 50.0 
EcH 52.9 54.9 47.1 32.5 51.4 85.7 55.7 100 47.1 35.2 35.7 35.7 47.1 42.9 40.0 26.3 45.7 81.4 
Ec I 77.1 76.1 72.9 50.6 75.7 55.7 87.1 51.4 100 52.1 57.2 52.9 70.0 84.3 68.6 42.1 70.0 47.1 
Bs B 69.0 67.6 68.6 58.1 62.9 40.8 62.0 39.4 54.9 100 68.7 79.1 54.9 50.7 60.0 42.5 42.5 61.4 
Bs  71.4 66.2 59.4 60.8 68.1 44.3 65.7 41.4 58.6 77.6 100 68.2 62.9 55.7 52.2 52.2 49.3 58.0 
85 D 65.7 64.8 65.2 60.8 65.2 40.0 62.9 40.0 58.6 86.6 78.8 100 58.6 51.4 53.6 53.6 46.6 56.5 
St  100 88.7 75.7 51.6 78.6 57.1 85.7 52.9 77.1 69.0 71.4 65.7 100 64.3 65.7 43.4 68.6 48.6 
St B 80.0 77.5 74.3 50.6 78.6 55.7 90.0 54.3 94.3 56.3 60.0 60.0 80.0 100 67.1 46.1 70.0 45.7 
St  74.3 66.2 98.6 52.6 87.0 48.6 71.4 45.7 71.4 67.1 58.0 63.8 74.3 72.9 100 41.3 82.6 41.4 
St D 53.9 53.9 53.3 91.9 58.7 36.8 53.9 34.7 52.6 58.9 61.6 61.6 53.9 52.6 52.0 100 42.7 26.3 
St E 80.0 71.8 89.9 57.9 98.6 52.9 78.6 51.4 1 	74.3 64.3 68.1 63.8 80.0 77.1 88.4 57.3 100 47.1 
St H 55.7 56.3 47.1 31.2 51.4 85.7 55.7 87.1 51.4 38.0 41.4 40.0 55.7 54.3 45.7 1 	32.9 1 	51.4 100 
Table 1.2 The percentage identities and similarities between the CspA families of Escherichia coil, Bacillus subtilis 
and Salmonella typhimurium. 
% Similarity refers to the percentage of amino acid residues that are identical or chemically related. % Identity refers to the 
percentage of amino acid residues that are absolutely identical. KEY: Ec: E. co/i Bs: B. subti/is St: S. typhimurium 
Cells with a white background depict % identity values. Cells with a yellow background show % similarities. 
Values were calculated using the Vector Nil computer program. 
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molecule and the 134-135 strands are on the other. Together these five antiparallel strands 
are twisted to make up a 13 barrel-like structure with a tightly packed hydrophobic core 
(Schindelin et al., 1994, Newkirk et al., 1994). Figure 1.1 illustrates the general structure 
of CspA (adapted from Newkirk ci al., 1994). 
The protein was also found to contain two RNA-binding consensus sequences from the 
ribonucleoprotein (RN?) motif class of proteins. They were designated RNP I and 
RNP2. RNP 1 was determined to be on the 132 strand and RNP2 on the 133  strand (Nagai 
et al., 1990, Schindelin el al., 1994, Newkirk el al., 1994). Furthermore a single stranded 
oligonucleotide which matched the first 24 bases of the cspA transcript was designed and 
used to examine the structure of a CspA protein-olignucleotide complex, using NMR. 
Protein residues involved in complex formation were identified by looking for shifts in 
resonance frequencies as only those residues at the protein-DNA complex interface 
would show resonance frequency shifts. Significant residue shifts, showing that they 
have direct interaction with DNA, were found for residues of the RNP sites and the loop 
region between the 133  and 134 strands. This suggested that the RNP sites are likely to be 
functional in nucleic acid binding (Newkirk etal., 1994). 
CspA was found to show 43% identity with the region found in eukaryotic Y-box 
proteins called the cold shock domain (CSD) (Wistow, 1990). The CSD of Y-box 
proteins has been shown to be essential for the binding of single stranded DNA (ssDNA) 




Figure 1.1 The NMR structure of CspA of Escherichia coil showing the 5 antiparallel 
P strands (adapted from Newkirk et al., 1994). 
it does indeed bind to ssDNA and RNA in a co-operative manner but not double 
stranded DNA (Jiang et al., 1997). 
This binding was found to occur through the hydrophobic interaction between the 
exposed aromatic residues of the RNP motifs and the base rings of the ssDNA/RNA 
(Wang et al., 2000). Structural analysis of the other CspA paralogues of E. coil found 
that all except CspF and CspH had eight aromatic amino acid residues at the binding 
regions (6 phenylalanines, I tyrosine and 1 tryptophan). CspF and CspH only have three 
and four aromatic residues respectively (see figure 1.2) (Yamanaka et al., 1998). Despite 
being the most divergent in terms of sequence identity to CspA, the E. coil CspD protein 
was found to possess similar sequences in the putative 131, 132 and 133 strands to CspA 
and also retain all five hydrophobic residues forming the hydrophobic core, indicating 
that it still had a 13-structure similar to that of E. co/i CspA (Yamanaka el al., 2001). 
The Y-box proteins are the most highly conserved of all the nucleic acid binding 
proteins with the first members being characterised from eukaryotic organisms. They 
were first identified through their ability to interact with DNA containing a reverse 
CCAAT box, the Y-box sequence CTGATTGGCCAA (Wolfe el al., 1992, Ladomery 
& Sommerville, 1994). E. coil CspB, CspC and CspE have been found to bind 
preferentially to different consensus sequences in ssDNA and RNA oligonucleotides, 
using SELEX (Phadtare & Inouye, 1999). However, attempts to define the sequence 
specific RNA binding ability of CspA have so far been unsuccessful (Jiang etal., 1997). 
RNP1 	 RNP2 	 No of Residues 
CspA-Ec (1) MSGKMTGIVKWFNADKGFGFITPDDGSKDVFVHFSAIQNDGYKSLDEGQKVSFTIESGAKGPA1GNVTSL ------- 70 
CspA-St (1) NSGKMTGIVKWFNADKGFGFITPDDGSKDVFVHFSAIQNDGYKSLDEGQKVSFTIESGAKGPAkGNVTSL-------70 
CspB-Ec (1) MSNKMTGLVKWFNADKGFGFISPVDGSKDVFVHFSAIQNDNYRTLFEGQKVTFSIESGAKGPAAANVIITD ------ 71 
CspE-St (1) MTTKITGLVKWFNPEKGF'GFITPKDGSKDVFVHFSAIQSNEFRTLNENQEVEFSVEQGPKGPSAVNVVAL-------7 0 
CspB-Bs (1) ___MLEGKVKWFNSEKGFGFIEVEGQ_DDVFVHFSAIQGEGFKTLEEGQAVSFEIVEGNRGPQVTK 	------68 
CspC-Ec (1) _MAKIKGQKWFNESKGFGFITPADGSKDVFVHFSAIQGNGFKTLAEGQNVEFEIQUGQKGPAATA1 ------- 69 
CspC-St (1) _MAKIKGQGKWFNESKGFGFITPADGSKDVFHFSAIQGNGFKTLAEGQNVEFEIQDGQKGPAANVTA1 -------69  
CspC-Bs (1) ___MEQGTVKWFNAEKGFGFIERENGDDVEFSAIQSDGFKSLDEGQK3FDVEQGAQQ 	-------67 
CspD-Ec (1) 
CspD-St (1) 
CspD-Bs (1) ___MQNGKVKWFNNEKGFGFIEVEGG_DDVFVHFTAIEGDGYKSLEEGQEVSFE1VEGNRGPQA5'V 	-------67 
CspE-Ec (1) _MSKIKGNVKWFNESKGFGFITPEDGSKDVFHFSAIQTNG'KTLAEGQRVEFEITNGAKGPSV1AL -------69 
CspE-St (1) _MSKIKGNVKWFNESKGFGFITPEDGSKDVHFSAIQTNGFKTLAEGQRVEFEITNGAkSTAL-------69 
CspF-Ec (1) MSRKMTGIVKTFDGKSGKGLITPSDGRIDVQLHVSALNLRDAEEITTGLRVEFCRINGLRGESANVYLS ------- 70 
CspG-Ec (1) MSNKMTGLVKWFNADKGFGFITPDDGSKDVFVHFTAIQSNEFRTLNENQKVEFSIEQGQRGPANL-------70  
CspH-Ec (1) MSRKMTGIVKTFDRKSGKGFIIPSDGRKEVQVHISAFTPRDAEVLIPGLRVEFCRVNGLRGPTAVYLS -------70 
CspH-St (1) MSRITGIVKTFDCKSGKGLITPSDGRKDVQVHISACRQHETEALIPGIRVEFCRINGLRGPTJ'YLS-------70 
CspI-Ec (1) MSNKMTGLVKWFNPEKGFGFITPKDGSKDVFHFSAIQSNDFKTLTENQEVEFGIENGP1GPH 1 L-------70  
Consensus (1) MS KMTGIVKWFN EKGFGFITPEDGSKDVFVHFSAIQ 	GFKTL EGQKVEFEI NG KGPAAANV 	L 
Figure 1.2 Alignment of the amino acid sequences from all of the Csp homologues from Escherichia coil, 
Bacillus subtils and Salmonella typhimurium. 
Alignment colouring scheme:- Black on white: non-similar residues; Blue on white: consensus residue derived from a 
block of similar residues at a given position; Black on grey: consensus residue derived from the occurrence of greater 
than 50% of a single residue at a given position; Red on grey: consensus residue derived from a completely conserved 
residue at a given position; Green on white: residue weakly similar to consensus residue at given position. The alignment 
was calculated using the Vector NTI computer program. KEY: Ec: E. co/i Bs: B. subti/is St: S. typhimurium. 
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The structure of CspB in B. subtilis has also been elucidated using X-ray 
crystallography and NMR (Schindelin et al., 1993, Schnuchel ci al., 1993). The 
protein was shown also to have five antiparallel 0 sheets connected by turns and 
loops to form a D barrel structure. It was also shown that it can form a dimer through 
six different hydrogen bonds between the 04 strands of two different CspB 
molecules. The protein was found to adopt an L shape with the [31-fl3 strands 
(containing the two RNP motifs) sitting at a 90 0 angle to the other two f3 strands (fri 
and 	Mutational analysis of three surface exposed phenylalanine residues (Phe 
15, Phe 17 and Phe 27) located within the RNP motif binding sites revealed that they 
are essential for ssDNAIRNA binding (Schroder et al., 1995). 
Their mutation has also been found to adversely affect protein stability (Schindler ci 
al., 1998) which is also the case for Phe 18, Phe 20 and Phe 31, the equivalent 
residues of E. co/i (Hillier ci al., 1998). The ssDNA binding abilities of B. subtilis 
CspB was examined using gel mobility experiments and was found to preferentially 
bind oligonucleotides containing the Y-box sequence (ATTGG or CCAAT) 
(Graumann & Marahiel, 1994). Subsequently, it has been shown that B. subtilis 
CspB binding to ssDNAJRNA is not limited to the Y-box sequence and can bind 
with high affinity to polypyrimidine sequences (poly(dC) and poly(dT) nucleotide 
stretches (Schroder etal., 1995, Lopez ci al., 1999, Lopez ci al., 2001). The 
structures of the CspA-like proteins gave strong indications that their function(s) 
were related to their ability to bind to ssDNA and RNA. 
1.6 The function of CspA-like proteins 
Studies that showed preferential binding of E. coil CspA to ssRNA versus dsllNA 
led to the conclusion that Csps may act as RNA chaperones that can destabilise 
secondary structures of mRNA5 that have formed due to low temperatures. This was 
thought to be crucial for the efficient translation of mRNAs which would otherwise 
get 'jammed' in the ribosome. Gel mobility studies by Jiang & colleagues (1997) 
showed that CspA can bind co-operatively to ssDNA and ssRNA to cause a gel shift 
at a minimum molar concentration of 2.7x 10 5 M. The CspA-nucleotide complex 
band became supershifted if the concentration of CspA exceeded 2.7 x  i(15 M. This 
finding seems to fit with the estimated physiological concentration of CspA in cold-
shocked cells (15°C, 104 M) which is almost 10-fold higher than the minimal 
binding concentration (Jiang etal., 1997). Furthermore, the CspA protein was shown 
to enhance the activity of RNaseA and RNaseTl by 10-fold. In the presence of 3 jig 
of purified CspA the degradation of an RNA template designed to have secondary 
structures, was found to be more sensitive to RNaseA degradation. But when the 
template was heat de-natured to yield a single stranded form, CspA showed little 
interaction with it. Additionally, a 142 nt RNA fragment corresponding to the E. coil 
cspA 5'-UTR was shown to be degraded much more effectively by RNaseA and 
RNaseTl in the presence CspA (Jiang et al., 1997). 
CspA is also suspected to be a transcriptional activator of certain genes such as the 
cold-inducible gyrA and hns loci of E. coil, as previously mentioned (La Teana et al., 
1991, Jones et al., 1992b). 
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The gyrA promoter region harbours three Y-box sequences (AflGU) which are 
aligned on the same face of the DNA helix. Gel mobility studies revealed that CspA 
interaction with the gyrA promoter region declined progressively with the 
consecutive mutation of each of these AflGG sequences, with no CspA-DNA 
interaction taking place when all three sequences were disrupted. This suggested that 
the ATI'GG sequences were crucial for CspA binding. Overexpression of CspA also 
showed an increase in GyrA induction compared to the wild-type, after a temperature 
change from 37°C to 15°C (Jones etal., 1992b). CspA mediated regulation of the 
hns promoter in E. coil may be different. The hns promoter contains an AYI'GG 
sequence and in vitro reporter studies using a coupled transcription-translation 
system showed increased promoter activation with the addition of purified CspA at 
37°C and 15°C (La Teana et al., 1991). However, if the hns promoter is replaced 
with the analogous promoter of Proteus vulgaris, which has no Y-box sequence, a 
CspA-DNA complex is still formed between the purified protein and the DNA 
containing the hns promoter (Brandi et al., 1994, Giangrossi et al., 2001b). This 
finding would suggest that there are some additional determinants for the cold shock 
induction of the hits promoter, at least in E. coil. 
Studies have shown that in E. coil, CspA and CspE may increase transcription pause 
recognition at a negative cis element called the 'cold box' sequence on the 5 '-UTR 
region of the cspA mRNA (Jiang etal., 1996, Bae etal., 1999). A further study has 
indicated that CspA, CspC and CspE may function as transcription antiterminators at 
p-independent terminator sites, in vitro and in vivo, via destabilisation/prevention of 
secondary structures in mRNA (Bae et al., 2000). The ability of CspA, CspC and 
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CspE of E. coil to increase readthrough efficiency of the RNA polymerase complex 
was tested on the Ti Al promoter DNA fragment in vitro. This template had a p-
independent terminator, tR2, at the +105 position relative to the transcription 
initiation point. CspA, CspC and CspE all enhanced readthrough efficiency at 
physiological concentrations. Interestingly, all three Csps were shown to enhance 
readthrough at multiple terminator sites found within the cold-inducible met Y-rpsO 
operon in vitro and in vivo. The CIPs: NusA, 1F2, RbfA and PNP are all encoded by 
this operon suggesting their induction is initiated by Csp antitermination events. 
Readthrough is thought to be mediated by Csp interaction with regions of RNA 
secondary structures on nascent RNA and not by direct RNA polymerase binding. 
Interestingly, the CspB protein was not observed to have antitermination function in 
this study indicating a different functionality (Bae c/ al., 2000). Although E. cob 
cspB induction has been shown to be induced 17-fold upon a temperature downshift 
(Lee et al., 1994) and its protein binds preferentially to an RNA consensus sequence 
(UUUUUC) (Phadtare & Inouye, 1999), no definite in vivo functions have been 
reported to date. 
Reporter gene experiments with cspD-iacZ fusions showed that expression of E. co/i 
cspD was suppressed by about 15-fold during cold shock with its induction occurring 
between the exponential and stationary growth phases. CspD induction was also 
found to be inversely dependent on the growth rate (Lee et al., 1994, Yamanaka & 
Inouye, 1997). CspD has been found to bind ssDNA in an un-specific manner to 
produce a packed structure and inhibit DNA synthesis in an in vitro DNA replication 
assay at the initiation and elongation stages (Yamanaka et al., 2001). Overproduction 
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of CspD in E. coil led to filamentous growth, a condensed chromosome and a block 
in cell growth. its most likely function was proposed to be involved in repression of 
DNA replication (Yamanaka ci al., 2001). These findings are consistent with in vivo 
CspD-GFP (green fluorescent protein) fusion experiments, which show that CspD-
GFP is exclusively associated with the nucleoid during late exponential phase growth 
in E. coil (Giangrossi ci al., 2001a). The lower % identity of CspD to CspA of E. coil 
compared to the other paralogues could be a major factor with regards to the above 
findings that it is not a cold shock protein in the conventional sense. It is also of note 
that the CspD of S. lyphimurium exhibits the lowest % identity to its respective CspA 
paralogue too (see table 1.2). 
As previously described, CspC and CspE have been shown to be multi-copy 
suppressors of a mutation in E. coil rnukB, a gene which is essential for the 
chromosome partitioning process (Yamanaka ci al., 1994, Yamazoe ci al., 1999). 
This led to the suggestion that both of these Csps could directly or indirectly increase 
chromosome condensation and thus overcome the chromosome partitioning defects 
in the mukfl mutant strain. Camphor crystals give off vapours which decondense the 
chromosome of bacteria. Interestingly, Hu & colleagues (1996) showed that 
overexpression of a chromosomal fragment containing cspE confers resistance to 
camphor vapours, which are lethal to E. coil cells. However, the fragment also 
contains the crcA and crcB genes. Overepression of all three genes was found not 
only to confer camphor resistance, but also partially suppress the temperature 
sensitive phenotypes of E. coil strains harbouring a mukB deletion as well as two 
other strains with different point mutations in mukB (Hu ci al., 1996). Furthermore, 
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microscopic analysis revealed that nucleoids were prevented from being 
decondensed by camphor due to overexpression of these three genes (Hu etal., 
1996). How and if, CspC is truly involved with this process is stilt undetermined. 
Overexpression of CspC and CspE has also been found to increase the production of 
at least four proteins UspA (univeral stress protein), OsmY (an osmoregulatory 
protein), Dps (DNA protection protein) and RpoS (the stationary phase a-factor). 
These proteins have varied roles, suggesting that these two CspA paralogues have 
wide reaching effects within the K coil cell (Phadtare & Inouye, 2001). 
The CspI gene was found to be the fourth cold-inducible Csp of E. coil (along with 
CspA, CspB and CspG) with a cspl-lacZ fusion strain exhibiting an 8-fold increase 
in f3-galactosidase activity upon transition from 37°C to 15°C (Wang etal., 1999). 
No distinct biological function for Cspl has yet been identified. in addition there 
have been no studies to characterise the expression or function of the CspF and CspH 
proteins of E. coil but a temperature sensitive defect (filamentous growth at 15°C) in 
a quadruple csp mutant of E. coil (a AcspA AcspB AcspE AcspG strain) was 
complemented by the CspF, CspI and CspFI proteins indicating that they can provide 
a back-up system for loss of other paralogues in some instances (Xia etal., 2001). 
Other csp deletion studies will be discussed in chapter 5. 
Like E. coil, the three CspA homologues found in B. subtiiis (CspB, CspC and 
CspD) have been demonstrated to be important for cell growth at low and optimal 
(37°C) temperatures. Although all three proteins were shown to be cold-inducible at 
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15°C, mutational analysis revealed that CspD was more important at 37°C and CspC 
at 15°C. Furthermore, CspB and CspC were deemed crucial for stationary phase 
growth as a double cspll /cspC mutant strain lysed upon entry into stationary growth. 
Viable cells can only be produced from a triple csp mutation in B. subtilis if cspB is 
provided in trans on a plasmid. This shows the importance of these CspA 
homologues at the optimal temperature of 37°C. This triple mutant containing the 
plasniid in trans also exhibited slower cellular growth at 15°C compared to a wild 
strain thus showing a need for its CspA homologues for efficient adaptation to cold 
temperatures (Graumann ci al., 1997, Graumann & Marahiel, 1999). 
Interestingly, mutational studies have found that members of the CspA family seem 
to have a degree of functional interchangeability not only with other CspA family 
members but with proteins containing related structural domains such as IFI (Weber 
ci al., 2001) and the SI domain of PNPase (Xia ci al., 2001). These findings make it 
difficult to pinpoint the exact functions of the CspA homologues. 
1.7 Regulation of the CspA homologues 
The research with regard to the regulation of the genes involved with cold shock 
adaptation has been quite extensive, with some conflicting reports as a consequence. 
The regulation of CspA in E. colt can be sub-divided into different levels: regulation 
at the level of transcription, post transcription and translation. 
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Transcriptional Regulation 
Jones & colleagues (1987) and Goldstein & colleagues (1990) reported that a 
temperature downshift from 37°C to 15 or 10°C resulted in massive, transient 
induction of CspA, making up 13% of the total cellular protein synthesis. CspA was 
subsequently regarded as the major cold shock protein of K co/i. Structural 
characterisation of the E. coil cspA promoter revealed that an AT-rich 10 bp UP 
element immediately upstream of the -35 region played an important role in 
transcription. Deletion of the element caused a 4-fold decrease in j3-galactosidase 
activity from a cspA-lacZ transcriptional fusion strain after a three hour incubation at 
15°C. This demonstrated that the UP element was important for promoter activity 
(Mitta etal., 1997). It had previously been reported that the UP element was directly 
recognised by the a-subunit of DNA polymerase and conferred strong promoter 
activity in bacteria (Ross ci al., 1993). UP elements have been found subsequently in 
the promoter regions of all three other cold inducible csp genes of E. coil (cspB, 
cspG and cspl) (Wang ci al., 1999). CspE and CspC have been shown to be 
expressed at high and low temperatures (Yamanaka ci al., 1994). CspE has also been 
implicated in playing a regulatory role in cspA transcription (Bae ci al., 1999). 2D-
PAGE analysis showed that CspA production was derepressed in a AcspE strain in E. 
coil at 37°C with its level of induction reaching almost half of that found under cold 
shock conditions. It was then determined in vitro, using a cell-free system, that CspA 
production was significant at 37°C in the absence of CspE. However, CspA 
production was inhibited in a proportional manner with the addition of purified 
CspE. Primer extension determined that there was five times more cspA mRNA in a 
,icspE culture compared to the wild-type. The half-life of the cspA mRNA at 37°C 
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(2O seconds) was deemed to be the same for AcspE and wild type strains, therefore 
it was suggested that derepression of cspA expression at 37°C in the AcspE strain 
occurred at the level of transcription and not mRNA stabilisation. This was shown to 
take place even when cspA was under the control of a heterologous promoter-
indicating that CspE may be repressing cspA expression at the level of transcript 
elongation or termination, but not initiation (Bae ci al., 1999). 
Brandi & colleagues (1996) reported that, in contrast to previous studies, there is a 
massive presence of CspA (?50 i.tM) in K coil during early exponential growth at 
37°C. The level of cspA mRNA decreased with increasing cell density at optimal 
temperatures until it became virtually undetectable during mid to late exponential 
phase growth. The level of CspA also declined but remained detectable. 
Additionally, dilution of stationary phase cells with fresh medium at 37°C 
(nutritional upshift), led to a rapid increase in cspA transcription again. Although 
post-transcriptional regulation of cspA mRNA was found at 37°C, there was 
evidence for antagonistic control of transcription via the H-NS and FIS proteins. The 
level of transcription from the cspA promoter was measured in vitro in the presence 
of increasing amounts of FIS or H-NS. FIS was found to positively activate cspA 
transcription while increasing amounts of H-NS protein, a well known repressor, was 
found to have an antagonistic effect (Brandi ci al., 1999). FIS levels have been 
reported to be extremely low in exponential phase cultures and dramatically 
increased upon dilution with rich medium, with synthesis decreasing again during 
entry into exponential phase for E. coil (Ball ci al., 1992). H-NS levels in contrast 
have been reported to increase in E. coil cultures entering stationary phase from 
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exponential growth (Ueguchi & Mizuno, 1993). These reports are consistent with in 
vivo findings that stationary phase E. co/i cultures show substantially lower cspA 
transcript and CspA levels in Afis strains and higher levels in A/ins strains upon 
nutrient upshift, compared to a wild-type strain (Brandi ci al., 1999). Yamanaka & 
Inouye (2001) confirmed that expression of cspA was indeed, rapidly and transiently 
increased by culture dilution, but this did not occur with the other cold inducible csps 
of E. coil (cspB, cspG and cspl). It was also demonstrated that the same effect could 
be achieved with the addition of nutrients to stationary phase cultures (Yamanaka & 
Inouye, 2001a). 
Post-transcriptional Regulation 
An expression vector containing cspA under the control ofaX PL promoter, was 
used to investigate the regulation of CspA production in E. coil. High expression of 
CspA was obtained if cells were incubated at 10°C but poor expression was found at 
30°C to 37°C. It was demonstrated that CspA levels decreased more rapidly at 37°C 
than at 10°C even in the presence of the transcriptional inhibitor rifampicin. 
Additionally, the half-lives of cspA transcripts at 10°C were much longer compared 
to those at 37°C (Brandi ci al., 1996). These findings were in agreement with 
Goldenberg & colleagues (1996) who also reported that the half-life of cspA 
transcript increased 60-fold from 10 seconds at 37°C to 10 minutes at 10°C. These 
results suggested that cspA was in fact constitutively transcribed at high and low 
temperatures but the transcript was only stable enough at lower temperatures to be 
translated. Thus mRNA stability was thought to be crucial to the regulation of cspA. 
The element within the cspA transcript that imparted this stability at low 
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temperatures was hypothesised to be in the unusually long 5 '-untranslated region 
(UTR) of cspA mRNA. This was on account of the finding that a three base 
substitution within the 159 base pair 5 '-UTR dramatically stabilised the cspA 
transcript by 150-fold and led to its constitutive expression at 37°C. This stabilisation 
was found to be at least partially due to resistance to RNaseE degradation. 
Replacement of the cspA native promoter with a constitutive one still resulted in 
cold-induction meaning that cspA was regulated at the levels of transcription and 
mRNA stability (Fang ci al., 1997). 
As previously described, the cold shock response is characterised initially by the 
dramatic increase in expression of cold induced proteins (particularly class I CIPs 
like CspA) and the repression of the cells bulk non-CIP5. After this period of 
acclimation, the CIP synthesis is repressed to a new basal level with the resumption 
of bulk protein expression as the cell adapts to the cold (Thieringer ci al., 1998). An 
eleven base motif, located near the transcriptional start site (bases +8 to +18) within 
the 5'-UTR of cspA was implicated as the regulatory element for E. coil cspA, 
responsible for the variations in its transcript stability and its transient expression at 
low temperatures. This motif, termed the 'cold box' was also found to be common to 
cspB and csdA mRNAs in E. coil. Overexpression of the 5'-UTR of the E. coil cspA 
from an expression vector upon cold shock resulted in the prolonged induction of 
CspA and other class I cold induced proteins such as CspB and CsdA, with no usual 
drop to a new basal level. This was concomitant with a prolonged inhibition of non-
CIPs resulting in an extended lag in cell growth. The co-production of CspA together 
with the 5 '-UTR of cspA suppressed the effects of overproduction of the 5 '-UTR 
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alone. This indicated that CspA itself was either directly or indirectly associated with 
the repression of its own expression after acclimation (Jiang et al., 1996). A AcspA 
strain which only had the cspA 01ff replaced, thus leaving the 5 '-UTR intact, was 
constructed (Bae et al., 1997). Expression of the 5'-UTR of the cspA transcript was 
increased by a 3-fold margin and its half-life increased significantly also, compared 
to that in a wild-type strain suggesting that CspA regulates its own gene (including 
others) at the level of transcription and mRNA stability. It was thought to achieve 
this through the cold box on the 5'-UTR which had the consensus sequence 
UGACGUACAGA. The cold box was proposed to form a stem loop secondary 
structure (Etchegaray et al., 1996). An RNaseE cleavage site was also discovered in 
the cspA 5 '-UTR by Fang & colleagues (1997). It has been hypothesised that the cold 
box stem loop structure protects cspA transcripts from destabilisation and ENaseE 
cleavage during the cold acclimation period. However, as CspA levels increase and 
melt the stem loop via their chaperone activity, they allow attack from RNases at low 
temperature due to adaptation of the cells translational machinery thus completing an 
autoregulation loop of transient cspA expression (Bac etal., 1997, Fang ci al., 1997, 
Yamanaka, 1999). Interestingly in this regard, Craig & colleagues (1998) showed 
that further gene expression was not required for destabilisation of cspB mRNA in S. 
typhitnurium following temperature upshift from 10°C to 37°C. 
This hypothesis correlates well with the expression of cspA at 37°C. As previously 
mentioned, cspA expression occurs during the lag and early exponential stages of 
growth and decreases rapidly upon entry into mid-exponential phase. This is thought 
not only to be due to transcriptional regulation via decreasing FIS and increasing H- 
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NS levels, but also to an increase in the instability of the transcript due to the natural 
increase in RNase activity with higher cell density (Brandi et al., 1999). The 
involvement of a single ENase in the degradation of cspA mRNA would seem 
unlikely. The cold induced PNPase, has been reported to be essential for selective 
degradation of the cspA, cspB, cspG, cspl and rbfA transcripts in E. coil, and thus 
may be involved in their repression at the end of the acclimation period (Yamanaka 
& Inouye, 2001). This is supported by the finding that CIP induction is maintained to 
a high level 24 hours after cold shock in aApnp strain. Both a poly(A)polymerase 
mutant (ApcnB) and a AcsdA strain exhibited extended acclimation periods. This led 
to the postulation that CsdA may be required to unwind RNA structures that impede 
the activity of PNPase, which selectively recognises cold induced mRNAs either 
through their polyadenylated 3'-UTRs via poly(A)polymerase action or another 
common structure, such as the cold box. Therefore, it is likely that RNaseE, which is 
not cold-inducible, and other nucleases are more involved with cspA mRNA decay at 
optimal temperature (Yamanaka & Inouye, 2001). 
Interestingly the 5 '-UTR of cspB, cspG and cspl in E. coil all are unusually long 
(161, 156 and 145, respectively) but their sequences differ from each other and from 
cspA at the 5 '-UTR. This is thought to directly affect the temperature ranges over 
which they are induced, due to differences in their mRNA secondary structures and 
thus, stabilities. CspA induction in E. coil occurs over a broad temperature range 
(30°C to 10°C) whereas CspB and CspG induction occurs between 20°C to 10°C. 
CspI was determined to be induced between 15°C to 10°C (Wang et al., 1999). 
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Translational Control 
It has been shown that at low temperatures (15°C), E. coil cells contain a pool of 
non-translating ribosomes which do not contribute to cell growth (Thieringer et at, 
1998, Farewell & Neidhardt, 1998). Despite this, many mRNAs of cold shock 
proteins are translated at low temperature after which cold adapted ribosomes are 
able to translate non-cold shock proteins. The mechanism of this selective 
translational regulation has never been hilly understood and has been the subject of 
much debate. 
As previously mentioned, the induction of cold shock proteins can be stimulated at 
optimal temperatures in K coil upon treatment with sub-lethal concentrations of 
several different antibiotics (VanBogelen & Neidhardt, 1990). The cold shock 
proteins seemed to be induced upon blocking of the A-site of the ribosome with a 
reduction in (p)ppGpp levels acting as the signal for cold shock protein expression. It 
was suggested therefore that the ribosome could act directly as a temperature sensor 
that could trigger the synthesis of the cold shock response via an environmental cue. 
It has also been demonstrated that a decrease in temperature is associated with 
reduced levels of the (p)ppGpp alarmone in the cell. Conditions that cause an 
increase in (p)ppGpp levels prior to temperature downshift result in decreased 
induction of the cold shock response. In addition, an E. coil strain defective in 
(p)ppGpp production exhibits an enhanced induction of cold shock proteins at low 
temperature (Jones et al., 1992). These findings led to the notion that (p)ppGpp was 
not only important to adapt the cells translational machinery to nutritional 
deprivation, but also for signalling a cold-induced decrease in translational capacity 
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so appropriate changes in gene expression can take place accordingly (Jones et al., 
1992). It was reported for an rdfA mutant strain and a strain with a point mutation in 
the 16S ribosomal sub-unit of E. coil that, in spite of them both being defective in 
growth at low temperatures the expression of their cold shock and ribosomal proteins 
were constitutive. Also overexpression of rbfA in a wild-type strain resulted in a 
more rapid growth adaptation at low temperatures and increased synthesis of cellular 
proteins. These observations provided genetic evidence for an increase in non-
translatable ribosome levels acting as a physiological signal for the cold shock 
response which required the ribosome binding factor, RbfA, to increase the 
translational capacity of the cell (Jones & Inouye, 1996). 
Furthermore, in vitro studies showed that cell free (S30) extracts from cold shocked 
E. coil cells translated cspA mRNA better than extracts from non-cold shocked 
(control) cells prepared in the same way and normalised for their ribosome content. 
Both extracts translated a non-CIP IñRNA with almost the same efficiency. It was 
therefore concluded that the preferential translation of CspA mRNA is mediated via 
an intrinsic modification of the translational apparatus (Brandi et al., 1996). Further 
studies with S30 extracts from control (37°C) and cold shocked cells (prepared at 30, 
60, 90 and 120 minute intervals after cold shock at 10°C) revealed that the cold 
extracts translate the cspA and hns mRNAs (CIPs) substantially better at 15°C than 
the control extracts, with their induction increasing progressively over time. 
However two non-CIP mRNAs (hupA and cspD) exhibited very low translational 
activity using the cold shocked extracts. A general trend was found in that 
translational bias towards CIP mRNAs only occurred at low temperatures whereas an 
increased induction of all mRNAs could be seen at the control temperature (37°C) in 
the presence of the cold adapted translational apparatus. This provided further 
clarification that there must be some trans-acting factor(s) within the cold shocked 
translational machinery that can target CIP mENAs selectively at low temperatures 
(Giuliodori ci al., 2004). 
Candidates for these trans-acting factors, other than the RbfA and CsdA proteins 
(Jones & Inouye, 1996), which could both interact with and adapt the ribosome, have 
been recently reported. Translation initiation factors have emerged as a possible 
source of the cold-selectivity of CIP mRNA translation. 1F2, as previously described, 
was one of the first proteins to be identified as part of the cold shock response (Jones 
ci al., 1987). However, significant amounts ofIFI and 1F3, have also been found in 
cold-shocked extracts of E. coli cells and seem to increase over time after cold shock 
leading to a transient imbalance (2:1) of the initiation factor/ ribosome ratio, two 
hours after temperature downshift (Giuliodori et al., 2004). The stoichiometric ratio 
of all three IFs does not change over the course of their induction indicating a 
coordinate expression of their genes after cold shock. This study revealed 1F3 as the 
factor involved in the translational selectivity of CIP mRN As. In vitro studies 
involved measuring the relative induction of translational activity in a range of CIP 
and non-OP mRNAs before and after addition of ff3 and 1F2. Reaction mixtures 
were incubated at 37°C for 30 minutes or 15°C for 120 minutes. 1F3 invoked a high 
induction of CIP mRNAs (hns, cspA) at low temperature which was over 10 times 
that of non-CIP mRNAs, such as cspD. The mRNA for the class II CIP, HUI), 
showed intermediate induction. These findings contrasted well with the same 1F3 
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supplemented reactions at 37°C, which indicated no translational bias in favour of 
CIP mRNAs. I17 1 only had a small positive effect on cold shock mRNA translation 
and this may contribute to the effects of 1F3. 1F2 on the other hand, stimulated little 
or no translation over the whole range of niRNAs at 15°C, but induced mainly non-
CIP mRNAs (cspD in particular) at 37°C. Further experiments were carried out using 
ribosomes from extracts of cold-shocked cells with IFs and associated proteins 
removed. These ribosomes were found to have a reproducible, albeit slight 
preference for CIP nRNA translation. This suggested that ribosomes may contribute 
themselves to cold shock translational bias to a degree but the full molecular 
mechanism of this is still unknown (Giuliodori ci al., 2004). 
Other research has suggested that there is a cis-element contained within cold shock 
mRNAs themselves which are responsible for their selective translation in the cold. 
A region called the 'downstream box' (DB), which is located downstream of the 
initiation codon within the ORF of some cold shock mRNA5, has been suggested to 
interact via base-pairing with a complementary sequence (the anti-1313) of a helix 
within the 16S rRNA. This was postulated to enable the preferential translation of 
cold shock mRNA5 without cold induced ribosomal factors (RbfA, CsdA), with the 
non-cold shock mRNAs only being translated after acclimation when these factors 
have been produced (Jones et al., 1996, Sprengart ci al., 1996, Mitta ci al., 1997, 
Etchegaray & Inouye, 1999a). DB sequences have been found in all four cold 
inducible Csp genes of E. coil (Yamanaka, 1999) whilst the DB sequences of theft 
non-cold inducible paralogues (cspC, cspD and cspE) were found to be much less 
complementary to the anti-DB (Mitta ci al., 1997). 
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Experiments resulting in enhancement or lowering of translational efficiency 
concomitant with deletions or substitutions within the DB and anti-DB sequences led 
to the conclusion that this hypothesis was correct (Etchegaray & Inouye, 1999a, 
Etchegaray & Inouye, 1999b). However evidence against this model has been 
reported by O'Connor & colleagues (1999) that suggests the translational 
enhancement of 1313-containing cold shock transcripts does not involve inRNA-
I6SrRNA base-pairing, as radical mutations to the anti-DB, resulting in a viable K 
coil mutant strain, did not affect the expression of all DB-mRNAs tested. 
Furthermore, other researchers found that the anti-DB resided in a double stranded 
RNA conformation and thus would not be available for complementary base-pairing 
with mRNA (La Teana et al., 2000). Bioinformatic computer analysis has also 
indicated that the occurrence of the DB sequence in the genome is not statistically 
significant (Rocha ci at, 2000). In addition to these findings, E. coil mutant strains, 
which lack more than one cold-inducible CspA paralogue, have been shown to 
exhibit high expression of cspC and cspE mRNAs at low temperature despite reports 
that their DBs were not compatible for translational enhancement (Xia ci al., 2001). 
Clearly the mechanism of how cold shock mRNA5 by-pass low temperature 
mediated translational block requires fhrther investigation. 
1.8 Aims of this study 
The main aim of this study is to improve our understanding of the cold shock 
response of Salmonella typhimurium, a major foodbome pathogen. Cold shock 
protein A or CspA has been shown to be important for the cold shock response in E. 
coil. Many CspA homologues have been found in E. coil and other bacteria some of 
which are cold inducible and expressed to different degrees while others are 
expressed constitutively or are growth phase dependant (Graumann et al., 1997, 
Yamanaka ci al., 1998). Experimental studies and comparative database searches 
have revealed that there are 6 homologues of CspA in S. typhimurium: CspA, CspB, 
CspC, CspD, CspE and CspFl. Reports from our lab and other workers have 
indicated that at least three of these homologues (CspA, CspB and CspH) are cold-
inducible (Craig et al., 1998, Holden, 1999, Kim ci al., 2001). Apart from the 
structure of theft genes, very little is known about the other CspA homologue family 
members in S. typhimurium: CspC, CspD and CspE. 
Using a custom made small microarray (mini-array), the expression of all six CspA 
paralogues in S. typhimurium from exponential or stationary phase cultures were 
examined at various time intervals after a temperature downshift. This enabled the 
simultaneous monitoring of their gene expression at each time point allowing, a 
picture of their individual responses at the mRNA level to emerge. 
The global genetic response of S. typhimurium was also investigated using genomic 
microarrays capable of giving expression data for 97.5% of the genome. Similar 
experiments to those carried out with the mini-array were performed and the general 
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expression trends of the CspA paralogue genes and other cold-induced genes were 
examined. 
Many CspA paralogue deletion mutants were also constructed in this study and the 
effects of these mutations were subsequently characterised at low temperature and 
with other stresses, such as freeze/thaw treatment, oxidative, camphor, acid and heat 
stress. Changes in their capacity for antibiotic resistance and their reaction to 
swarming conditions were also studied. 
Using the genomic microarrays previously mentioned, the effects of the CspA 
paralogue mutations on the global genetic response to cold shock, was also 
investigated for a selection of mutants. 
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Chapter 2 
Materials and methods 
2.1 	MATERIALS 
2.1.1. 	Bacterial strains Plasmids and Oligonucleotides 
Table 2.1 	Bacterial strains used in this thesis. 
Bacterial Genotype 	 Reference/Source 
LStrain 
Escherichia coil 
MC1061 	araD139, ii(ara, ieu) 7697, LlIacX74, ga!U 
ca/K: hsr: hsm. strA 	 Casadaban (1979) 
Salmonella typhimurium 
SL1344 his- Hoiseth 
& Stocker (198 1) 
The mutant strains below were all constructed in a SL1344 background 
MPG489 acspA::Km This study 
MPG490 acspa:Km This study 
MPG491 acspc::Km This study 
MPG492 AcspD::Km This study 
MPG493 cspE::Km This study 
MP0594 zcspH::Km This study 
MPG495 LicspA This study 
MPG496 AcspB This study 
MP0497 zlcspC This study 
MPG498 LlcspD This study 
MPG499 acspE This study 
MPG500 acspH This study 
MPG50I acspA::Km, acspB This study 
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Table 2.1 continued. 
MP0502 AcspA, AcspC::Km 
MPG503 acspA::Km .âcspD 
MPG504 AcspA::Km, acspE 
MPG505 zlc.spB, zcspC::Km 
MPG506 &spB, acspD::Km 
MPG507 zlcspB, AcspE:Km 
MPG508 AcspC::Km, AcspD 
MP0509 ,icspC::Km, LlcspE 
MPG510 zlcspD, 4ãcspE::Km 
MPG51 1 LcspA, LlcspB 
MPG512 acspA, LicspC 
MPG513 &spA, LlcspD 
MPG514 acspA, zlcspE 
MPG51 5 LlcspB, acspC 
MPG516 LicspB, zlcspo 
MPG5I 7 /icspC, LlcspD 
MPG51 8 zlcspC, EicspE 
MPG519 LicspA, LlcspB, acspC::Km, 
MPG520 AcspA::Km, ãcspB, LIcspD, 






















Table 2.1 continued. 
MPG522 LicspA, LlcspB, acsp!-I::Km This study 
MPG523 AcspA, ãcspC::Km, LicspD This study 
MPG524 &spA, LlcspC, ãcspE::Km This study 
MPG525 acspa AcspC::Km, IlcspD This study 
MPG526 6csp8, /icspC, AcspE:Km This study 
MPG527 IicspC, &spD::Km, LicspE This study 
MPG528 zcspC, LlcspE, AcspH::Km This study 
MPG529 LcspA, AcspB, LlcspC This study 
MPG530 acspA, LicspB, Ltcspo This study 
MPG531 acspA, LlcspB, acspE This study 
MPG532 LicspA, AcspB, LlcspH This study 
MPG533 AcspA, IJcspC, LlcspD This study 
MPG534 IlcspB, LicspC, LIcspD This study 
MPG535 LlcspC, LIcspD, AcspE This study 
MPG536 LicspA, Acsp8, &spC, ãcspD::Km This study 
MPG537 AcspA, LlcspB, acspC, AcspE::Km This study 
MPG538 I3cspA, LicspB, AcspC, AcspH::Km This study 
MPG539 acspA, ácsp8, LlcspD, icspE::Km This study 
MPG540 AcspA, &spB, LicspD, iicspH::Km This study 
MPG541 acspA, LIcspB, acspE::Km, LIcspH This study 
MP0542 acspA, LlcspC, AcspD, zWspE::Km This study 
MPG543 LcspA, LlcspC, LlcspD, IJcspH::Km This study 
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Table 2.1 continued. 
MPG544 ilcspB, LlcspC, LcspD, LicspE::Km This study 
MPG545 AcspB, LicspC, IJcspD, &spH::Km This study 
MP0546 acspA, AcspB, AcspC, LlcspH This study 
MPG547 acspA, LlcspB, LlcspD, LicspE This study 
MPG548 LlcspA, AcspB, AcspD, AcspH This study 
MPG549 acspA, acspC, LlcspD, LlcspH This study 
MPG550 &spB, LlcspC, AcspD, LicspH This study 
MPG551 LicspB, ficspC, LicspD, AcspE::Km, LlcspH This study 
MPG552 LlcspA, zlcspC, AcspD, AcspE::Km, ilcspH This study 
MPG553 acspA, LicspB, AcspD, icspE::Km, LcspH This study 
MPG554 cspA, LicspB, iicspC, 	cspE:Km, LlcspH This study 
MPG556 âcspA, &spB, AcspC::Km, LlcspD, LicspE This study 
MPG557 acspA, LlcspB, acspC, LicspD, iJcspH This study 






Table 2.2 Plasm ids used in this thesis. 




pTOF24 pKO3 derivative which has the aph gene Merlin eta! 
(Km R) sub-cloned from pUC4K into a Hincll (2002) 
site. Has a temperature sensitive origin of 
replication, rep/k (Is) and saaB which confers 
sucrose sensitivity (Suc5); Cm R .  See figure 
5.5. 
pTOF3 pTOF1 derivative which has two Fip Merlin eta! 
recombinase target sites (FRT) flanking a (2002) 
KanR cassette, sub-cloned from pUC4K; APR 
pCP20 pSC101 derivative expressing FIp Cherepanov & 
recombinase; AmpR, CmR, Ts Wackemagel 
(1995) 
pIWH1 pTOF24 derivative containing a PstlISaIl 
fragment which includes the upstream and This study 
downstream regions of the S. typhimurium 
espA gene (no ORF) and a Nofi site for 
further cloning; CmR, Sues , Ts. See figure 5.6 
pIWH2 pIWH1 derivative containing a NotI fragment 
with a KanR cassette flanked by FRI sites This study 
sub-cloned from pTOF3; CmR, Suc?, Ts. See 
figure 5.6. 
plWH3 pTOF24 derivative containing a Pstl/Safl 
fragment which includes the upstream and This study 
downstream regions of the S. typhimurium 
cspB gene (no ORF) and a Notl site for 
further cloning; CmR,  Suc5 , Ts 
plWH4 plWH3 derivative containing a NotI fragment 
with a KanR cassette flanked by FRT sites 
sub-cloned from pTOF3; Cm', Suc?, Ts This study 
pIWH5 pTOF24 derivative containing a Pstl/Safl 
fragment which includes the upstream and 
downstream regions of the S. typhimurium This study 
cspc gene (no ORF) and a NotI site for 
further cloning; CmR,  Suc5 , Ts  
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Table 2.2. continued. 
pIWH5 derivative containing a Not! fragment 	This 
with a KanR cassette flanked by FRT sites 
sub-cloned from pTOF3; C m R ,  Suc5, Ts 
pIWH7 	pTOF24 derivative containing a PstIISaII 	This study 
fragment which includes the upstream and 
downstream regions of the S. typhimurium 
cspD gene (no ORF) and a Notl site for 
further cloning; CmR, Sue', Ts 
pIWH8 	pIWH7 derivative containing a Not! fragment 	This study 
with a Kan' cassette flanked by FRT sites 
sub-cloned from pTOF3; Cm x , Sues , Ts 
pIWH9 	pTOF24 derivative containing a PstlISaR 
fragment which includes the upstream and 	
This study 
downstream regions of the S. typhimurium 
cspE gene (no ORF) and a NO site for 
further cloning; CmR, Sue, Ts 
pIWH1 0 	pIWH9 derivative containing a Not] fragment 	This study 
with a Kan R cassette flanked by FRT sites 
sub-cloned from pTOF3; C m R , Sucs ,  Ts 
pIWH1 1 	pTOF24 derivative containing a Ns,1/SaIl 	This study 
fragment which includes the upstream and 
downstream regions of the S. typhimurium 
cspH gene (no ORF) and a NO site for 
further cloning; CmR, Sue s, Is 
plWl-112 	pIWE-Ill derivative containing a Not! fragment 	
This study 
with a Kan' cassette flanked by FRT sites 
sub-cloned from pTOF3; CmR,  Sue, Ts 
Diagrams of the vectors plWH3 to pIWH12 
are shown in Appendix C 
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The oligonucleotides used for the cloning work in this study were purchased from 
MWG-Biotech Ltd Milton Keynes, UK. They are listed on table 2.3. 
Table 2.3 Oligonucleotides used in this study. 
a The prefixes C and N refer to the 5' and 3' ends, respectively, of the deleted 
genes, i and o stand for inner and outer primers which anneal nearest to and 
furthest from the ORF of interest respectively. 
b  Restriction sites are underlined and sequences that are altered compared 
to the template are in lowercase. 
C  Accesion number of specified gene from the NCBI database. 
ci Annealing position of primer with respect to the transcriptional start site. 
External primers are used for confirmation of gene replacements/deletions. 







AAC06036c  Not! 5'-ccgttccaagcqciccgcaagagcgCCAGCCT 
CiCspA GTAAGC1TAAAAAGCTC-3' 
(+361 to  +385)d  
CoCspA Sail 5'aaaaacitcpacCAGGGGTGTGTCCGCCA 
(+808 to +832) ____________ TTCATAG -3' 
NiCspA Notl s'-cgctcttgcggccgcttgggacggCCAGTCAflT 
(+155 to +179)  TACCGGACATAGTG -3' 
NoCspA Psil 5'aaaaactQcapAACAGflACGGAGAGGAA 
(-305 to -281)  CGGGAC -3' 
cspfl deletion 
CAA72682 Not! 5'-ccgttccaaacaaccQcaagagcgGCGCflT 
CiCspB AAGGCAACTGATATTAC -3' 
(+399 to +423)  
CoCspB Sail 5'-aaaaagtcQacTGTTATTCAAGCCCGTG 
(+834 to +858)  CTTAGCG -3' 
NiCspB Not! 5'-cgctcttpcggccgcttggaacggAATATTGlT 
(+ 171 to + 195)  ACCTTTCGAATGAGC -3' 
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Table 2.3. continued. 
NoCspB Pstl 5'-aaaaaCtQcaQTAACTTGTGCGATCMT 
(-262 to -238) GCCTGAG -3' 
cspC deletion 
AAC06037 Notl 5'-ccgttccaagcqgccqcaagagC9CGTMCA 
CiCspC GCTATCTGATCGACACC -3' 
(+267 to +291)  
CoCspC Sail 5'-aaaaaQtCQacMCGCTCACCGCTAAGG 
(+715 to +739) GTCGCCC -3' 
NiCspC Notl 5'-cgctcttgcggccgcttggaacggGACClTrAAT 
(+69 to +92)  CTTTGCCATTT -3' 
NoCspC Pstl 5'-aaaaactgcagGCACTGGAAGMGCGAAG 
(-325 to -301)  TTATTG-3' 
cspD deletion 
NP 459920 Notl 5'-cbgttccaagcnqccgcaagagcgTAGCTCCTCT 
CiCspD GTCTCATTGTGTAC -3' 
(+309 to +333)  
CoCspD Sail 5'-aaaaagtcgacGCTGGTTTCCGTCACC 
(+733 to +757)  GAGCGAAC -3' 
N1CspD Notl 5'-cgctcttpcqgccgcttggaacggATGCTTCG 
(+65 to +92)  ACATCCTTCGTAIAATC -3' 
NoCspD PstI 5'-aaaaactpcagCGTC.AATAACAAACTCCA 
(-395 to -369)  TCGGAG -3' 
cspE deletion 
NP_459621 NotI s'-ccgttccaagcqaccqcaagagcgTGlAAG 
CiCspE CATACGTCCGACAGCIAAG -3' 
(+205 to +229)  
CoCspE Sail 5'-aaaaacitcgacTGCGTGUCGCGTTACACT 
(+681 to +705)  CCTC-3' 
NiCspE NotI 5'-cgctcttgcppccqcttggaacggAGACATCAA 
(-18 to +6)  AATTACCTTTACATG-3' 
NoCspE Psfl 5'-aaaaacticaQGGGACGACAAAGGCACT 
(495 to -471)  GGCATG-3' 
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Table 2.3. continued. 
cspH deletion 	I 
AAF05759 NotI 5'ccgttccaapcapccqcaagagcgGTTGAGTTT 
CiCspH TGTCGTATTAATGGC-3' 
(+150 to +174)  
CoCspH Sail 5'-aaaaaQtCQaCCCCACTGAATATGACGTAG 
(+551 to +575)  CATTG-3' 
NiCspH Notl 5'-cgctcttqcpgcccttggaacggTCATTTTACGA 
(-8 to +16)  GACAAACAAATTC-3' 
NoCspH Nsil 5'-aaaaaatQcatGTCAATGACGTCCCATAA 
(459 to -435)  TTCAGG-3' 
External primer? Sequence 
cspA deletion 
CextCspA 5'-CCTGACAGCCGGAAAGGCTGT-3' 
(+840 to +861) 
NextCspA 5'-GATGAAACGCGAkAGATCACC-3' 
(-360 to -339) 
cspB deletion 
CextCspB 5'CAACCTGCTGGACGAAGATGATGA -3' 
(+933 to +958) 
NextCspB 5'-GCAACAGTGGGCTATGMGCGAG -3' 
(-338 to -315) 
cspC deletion 
3'-CspC-R 5'flGGATCCTTGCTTATGATAGTCfl 
(+763 to +783) CGG -3' 
5'-CspC-F 5'-TTGAAlTCGTAAAGACGCAGAACA 




NextCspD 5'-CGGTAAACACGCCGCAGATGGC -3' 
(-465 to -443) 
cspE deletion 
CextCspE 5'-CCGCCTGAGCCATTAACGAAACGC -3' 
(+802 to +846) I 
Table 2.3. continued. 
5'-CspE-F 5'TTGAATTCAGAGAAMCGGATCGCTA 
(-554 to -532) TMC -3' 
cspH deletion 
3'-CspH-R 5'-UMGClTTAGCGAGTACGTCTAC 
(+625 to +645) CTCC -3' 
5'-CspH- F 5'TTGMTTCACATtCCAAAAAAATAATAA 
(-572 to -545) CTAIACGC -3' 
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2.1.2 Enzymes and Chemicals 
Restriction enzymes, Taq DNA polymerase and dNT.Ps were purchased from Roche 
(Diagnostics and Biochemicals) UK, Bell Lane, East Sussex, unless otherwise stated. 
All antibiotics and general lab chemicals were supplied by Sigma-Aldrich Co .Ltd, 
Poole, Dorset, unless otherwise indicated. Pfb polymerase and Wizard Mini-prep kits 
were purchased from Promega UK, Delta House, Chilworth Science Park, 
Southampton. Standard agarose was purchased from Flowgen, Findel House 
Excelsior Road, Ashby de la Zouch, Leicestershire and DNA Gel Extraction and 
PCR Purification Kits were supplied by Qiagen Ltd, Boundiy Court, Gatwick Road, 
Crawley, West Sussex. 1 Kb and 100 bp DNA ladders were purchased from New 
England Biolabs, Knowl Piece, Wilbury Way, Hitchin, Herts. For the microarray 
work, Superscript TM  H RNaseH-reverse transcriptase, DNase, RNaseA and RNase 
inhibitor were supplied by Invitrogen Ltd, Renfrew, Renfrewshire, UK Microcon ® 
columns for purification of the hybridisation reactions were obtained from Millipore 
Bioseparations, Concord Road, Billerica, MA, USA. CyDyeTht3-dUTP5 and 
CyDye5-dUTPs were purchased by Amersham Biosciences UK Ltd, Little 
Chalfont, Bucks. 
Table 2.4 Antibiotics used in this study 




Ampicillin dH20 §6 mg mY 1 100 pg mY 1 
Chioramphenicol Ethanol 50 mg mF 1 20 pg ml-1 
Kanamycin dH20 50 mg m11 50 pg m11 
2.1.3 Solutions 
All solutions were made with dH20 and sterilized by autoclaving at 15 pounds per 
square inch for 20 minutes. Antibiotics were dissolved in appropriate solvents (pre-
sterilised) and then filter sterilized. 
10  TBF: 1 litre contained 0.9 M Tris base, 0.9 M boric acid and 0.02 M EDTA 
(disodium salt) dissolved in dH 20 to give a final pH of 8.0. 
Tris:HCI: 1 litre contained Tris base (Iris hydroxymethyl] aminomethane) dissolved 
to the desired molarity in dH20 and the pH was adjusted to the required value by 
addition of concentrated HCI. 
Ethidiuni bromide: Ethidium bromide was dissolved in dH20 to a stock 
concentration of 10mg/mi and stored at room temperature in the dark. 
is TE buffer: 1 M Tris-HC1 (pH 8.0) and 400 pl 0.25 M EDTA was added to 990 
ml of dH2O. 
6x DNA loading buffer: Consisted of 40% (w/v) sucrose solution (in water) with 
0.25% (w/v) bromophenol blue. 
2.1.4 Solutions for hot phenol RNA extraction 
DEPC treated water: For 1 litre, 1 ml of DEPC was added to a litre of dH20, which 
was stored overnight at 37°C and autoclaved. 
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IM Sodium acetate: 300 ml of 3 M sodium acetate (pH 5.2) was added to 600 ml of 
dH20 and 0.9 ml of DEPC. This was incubated at 37°C overnight and then 
autoclaved.  
3M Sodium acetate, 1mM EDTA: 10 of 0.5 M EDTA and 0.5 ml DEPC was 
added to 0.51, of 3M sodium acetate (pH 5.2) and incubated at 37°C overnight and 
autoclaved. 
1M Tris (p11 83): To make 0.5L, 60.5 g Tris was dissolved in 0.41, of DEPC treated 
water and adjusted to pH 8.3 with I M HCI and made up to 0.51, with DEPC treated 
water. 
STOP solution: 5% phenol (Sigma RNA grade) in 95% ethanol 
Lysozyme solution: Was made up fresh when needed to a concentration of 0.5 mg 
ml-1 using TE buffer (pH 8.0). 
Phenol-Chloroform: Equal volumes of phenol (Sigma RNA grade- not buffered) 
and chloroform were mixed together. 
2.1.5 Solutions for RNA Agarose Gels 
Bromophenol Blue Solution: Solid bromophenol blue was added to DEPC treated 
water until there were solids left after vigorous mixing. This was centrifuged and the 
supernatant was retained for use. 
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10  FA Gel Buffer: To make 2L, 83.72 g of MOPS was dissolved in 1.8L of DEPC 
treated water. 33.33 ml of sodium acetate (pH 5.2) and 40 ml of EDTA (pH 8.0) was 
then added and the volume was adjusted to 2L with DEPC treated water 
S x RNA loading buffer: 8 p1 of 500 m EDTA (pH 8.0), 72 p1 of 37% (v/v) 
formaldehyde, 200 0 100% (vlv) glycerol, 308.4 p1 formamide, 400 p1 10  FA gel 
buffer and 6.8 p1 DEPC treated water was added to 4.8 p1 saturated aqueous 
bromophenol blue solution. 
All the above solutions were stored under refrigerated conditions 
2.1.6 Production of Cy-dyelm labelled cDNA 
Reverse Transcription Primer Mix: 2 mg of random hexamer primer (Promega) 
was dissolved in 1 ml of DEPC treated water to be used as a stock. For use in reverse 
transcription reactions 10 p1 of primer mix was dissolved in 90 p1  of DEPC treated 
water to yield a 200 ng Pt' solution. 
dNTP-mix for reverse transcription and labelling: This consisted of 10 p1 100 
mlvi dATP, 10 0 of 100mM dCTP, 10 p1 of 100mM dGTP and 4 p1 of 100mM in 66 
p1 of DEPC treated water. 
Cy3 and Cy5-labelled dUTP: This needed no treatment upon purchase. Both dyes 
were at 1 mM concentrations. 
ESI 
2.1.7 Solutions for hybridisation of cDNA to mini-array and 
genomic microarray slides 
Mini-arrays 
20 x SSC: To make 1L, 175.3 g NaCl and 88.3 g of sodium citrate were dissolved in 
800 ml dH20. The pH was adjusted to 7.0 and was made up to IL with more dH20. 
Borate buffer: To make 0.5L, 30.9 g of boric acid was added to 450 ml dH20 and 
adjusted to pH 8-0. The volume was made up to 0.51, with more dH20. 
3 x SSC: 15 ml of 20 x SSC was added to 85 ml d17120  and mixed. 
Wash solution 1:25 ml of 20 x SSC was added to 465 ml dH20 and 10 ml 10% 
(vlv) SDS. 
Wash solution 2:2.5 ml of 20 x SSC was added to 487.5 ml dH20 and 10 ml 10% 
(v/v) SDS. 
Wash solution 3: 2.5 ml of 20 x SSC was added to 497.5 ml 41-120. 
Genomic Arrays 
Pre-Hyb Solution: 25% (vlv) formamide and 1% (wlv) BSA were dissolved in  x 
SSC. 
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DM50 Coming 2 x hyb buffer: 50% (vlv) formamide and 02% (w/v) SDS were 
dissolved in 10  SSC. 
Details of the DNA spot lay-out along with the other technical features of the mini 
and genomic microarray slides are given in sections 3.3 and 4.3, respectively. 
2.1.8 Bacterial Media 
Luria Bertani (LB) Broth: This contained Difco Bacto tryptone (10 g), Difco Bacto 
yeast extract (5 g) and NaC1 (10 g) dissolved in 1L of dl-120. The pH was adjusted to 
7.2 and the media was then autoclaved. 
Solid Agar: LB was converted to solid agar by adding Difco agar (15 g U) prior to 
autoclaving. 
Swarm Agar: This contained Difco agar (6 g) and glucose (5 g) dissolved in 1L of 
dH2O. 
Swim Agar: This contained Difco Bacto tryptone (10 g), NaCl (5 g) and Difco agar 
(3 g) dissolved in 1L of dH20. 
Top Agar: This contained Difco Bacto tryptone (10 g), NaCl (5 g) and Difco agar (6 
g) dissolved in 1L of dH20. 
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SOC Medium: This contained Difco Bacto tiyptone (20 g), Difco yeast extract (5 g), 
NaCl (10mM), KCI (2.5 MM), M902 (10 MM), MgSO4 (10 mM) and glucose (20 
mM) dissolved in 1L of dH20. 
2.2 METHODS 
2.2.1 Manipulation of bacteria and phage 
Growth of bacterial cultures 
Overnight cultures of bacteria (both E. coil and S. typhimurium) were prepared by 
inoculating 5 ml aliquots of LB with a single colony. Cultures were grown at 37°C 
for 16 hours (overnight). Larger cultures were prepared afterwards by diluting 5 ml 
overnight cultures 1: 100 in conical flasks. 
Calculation of generation times for bacterial culture growth 
Optical density measurements of growing bacterial cultures were used to plot a time 
course in a graph using the Microsoft Excel program. Time points were selected for 
calculation of the generation time by applying a trend-line to them using the 
exponential regression option. The computer was then used to calculate the 
generation time using the formula of the regression line. 
Storage of bacterial cultures 
Bacteria were stored as streaks on LB agar plates at 4°C for up to 4 weeks. For long 
term storage, bacteria were grown in LB (with appropriate antibiotic if applicable) 
overnight. I nil of overnight culture was mixed with 70 j.il of 100% DMSO and stored 
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in sterile cryo-vials at -70°C. Cultures were recovered using sterile tooth picks to 
transfer bacteria to appropriate agar plates with antibiotic, as required 
Propagation of P22 lysates 
A 50-fold dilution of a fresh overnight culture with lOmi LB was grown at 37°C for 
45 minutes. Phage were added to give a multiplicity of infection (m.o.i.) of 1.0. The 
culture was incubated for 8 hours at 37°C after which 200 p1 of chloroform was 
added. The culture was then vortexed and stored overnight at 4 T. Cell debris from 
lysis was pelleted in a bench top centrifuge (MSE Minstrel 1000) for 20 minutes at 
2,450 g and the supernatant was transferred to a sterile bottle. 200 pA of chloroform 
was added and the solution was vortexed and stored at 4 °C for at least 2 hours. The 
solution was centrifuged again for 20 minutes at 2.450 g and the cleared lysate was 
transferred to a sterile bottle. Finally, 200 R1  of chloroform was added to this solution 
which was vortexed and stored at 4°C for several months. 
Preparation of indicator cells 
An overnight culture of the appropriate host was diluted 100-fold into LB and grown 
at 37°C to late log phase (0D600 = 0.6 -1.0). For P22 lysates, 100 !.Ll  of indicator cells 
were added to 3m1 of top agar. 
Phage titration 
Serial dilutions of the test phage were made in LB and 100 pA of each dilution was 
added to indicator cells (see before). 3 ml of molten top agar (42°C) was added and 
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the mixture was poured onto LB plates. After overnight incubation at 37°C plaques 
were counted to determine the titre. 
P22 Transduction 
100 pi volumes of serially diluted P22 phage were added to 100 il aliquots of the 
recipient Salmonella strain overnight culture. 100 tI volumes of P22 or Salmonella 
culture were added to 100 p1 aliquots of LB as controls. All mixtures were incubated 
at 30°C for 30 minutes. The mixtures were then spread on antibiotic selective LB 
agar plates and incubated overnight at 37°C (unless stated otherwise). No colonies 
were expected to be recovered from the control plates. Transductants were passaged 
at least 4 times on fresh LB plates to ensure the removal of any remaining P22. 
2.2.2 Nucleic acid manipulation and detection methods 
Agarose gel electrophoresis 
Agarose gel electrophoresis was used to resolve DNA. The gel consisted of agarose 
(GenSieve LE agarose, Flowgen) dissolved in TBE (in 0.8% w/v) containing 0.5 lig 
ml' ethidium bromide. For loading of the gel, 1110  of the total volume of 6x DNA 
loading buffer was added to the DNA and the sample was electrophoresed at 100 V 
in a 110 mm x 150 mm horizontal gel unless otherwise indicated. The size of nucleic 
acid fragments were estimated in relation to the position of pre-digested DNA 
fragments (New England Biolabs) in the agarose gel. DNA was visualised under UV 
light (k=313 nm) and photographed using an Epi Chemi II Darkroom (UVP 
laboratory products). 
I$] 
To make a gel for analysis of RNA by agarose gel electrophoresis, 1.2 g of agarose 
was dissolved with 10 ml 10  FA gel buffer and 90 ml DEPC treated water. This 
mixture was cooled to 65°C in a water bath. 1.8 ml 37% (12.3 M) formaldehyde and 
10 of 10 mg in]-' ethidium bromide was added to the agarose solution. The gel was 
poured (110 x 140 mm) and allowed to set 55 ml 10  FA gel buffer and 11 ml 37% 
(12.3 M) formaldehyde was mixed with 584 ml DEPC treated water to get 1 x FA 
running gel buffer. The set gel was submerged and allowed to equilibrate for 30 
minutes. 
To aSpi sample(s) of RNA solution, 1.25 p1 of 5 x RNA loading buffer was added 
and the mixture was incubated at 65°C for 5 minutes and cooled on ice. The 
sample(s) were loaded on to the equilibrated gel and electrophoresed at 100 V for 1-3 
hours. RNA was visualised under IJV light (X=313 nm) and photographed as before. 
PCR 
The polymerase chain reaction (PCR) was used for amplification of DNA 
fragments. Primers were designed to anneal and amplify specific regions of interest 
of DNA, and are listed in table 2.3. All reactions were in 50 p1 volumes containing 
template DNA (S ng), 3 p1 of each primer (100 pM), 5 p1 of lOx PCR reaction buffer 
(Promega), 2 p1 of dNTP mix (containing 5 mM of each dNTP), 0.5 p1 of Pfu 
polymerase (1 U p1 1  Promega), and sterile dH20. The PCRS were performed in a 
Techne Progene thermal cycler. 
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For amplification of the DNA, there was an initial denaturation stage for 1 minute at 
94°C for I cycle. Then there were 30 cycles of 94°C for 1 minute (denaturation 
stage), 53°C for 30 seconds (annealing stage) and 72°C for 2 minutes and 20 seconds 
(elongation stage). After the 30 cycles a final extension stage, for 10 minutes at 
72°C, was performed to complete the amplification. Typically, 10 0 of PCR reaction 
was examined using agarose gel electrophoresis. 
For confirmatory PCR analysis of gene replacement/deletions, a single colony of the 
bacterial strain of interest was mixed with 8 p1 of dH20 and used in place of template 
DNA. Taq polymerase (1 U 0 - ' Promega) was used in place of Pfli polymerase in 
these PCR reactions. The primers, dNTPs and 10 x PCR reaction buffer (1 U p1' Taq 
buffer, Promega) were added in the same volumes and concentrations as above, and 
the reaction was made up to 50 p1 with dI-120. 
For confirmatory PCRS, the initial denaturation period was increased to 10 minutes 
at 94°C and the annealing stage was increased to 1 minute at 53°C. 
Gel extraction and PCR purification 
Extraction of DNA fragments from agarose gels was carried out using Qiaquick 
DNA gel extraction kits (Qiagen). DNA from gel extractions was re-suspended in 30 
R1  of dH20 before use. PCR reactions and restriction endonuclease/de-
phosphoiylation digests were purified using Qiaquick PCR purification kits. Unless 
otherwise stated, purified DNA from PCR and enzymatic reactions was re-suspended 
in 50 p1 of dH20 before use. 
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Spectrophotometric measurement of DNA concentration 
From a solution of plasmid DNA (dsDNA), 5 p1 was added to a quartz cuvette. 800 
W of d17120 was added to the cuvette. The spectrophotometer (Hitachi U-2000) was 
adjusted to zero at 260 nm with a quartz cuvette filled with dH20. The cuvette with 
dH20 in the measurement beam was replaced with the cuvette containing the DNA 
solution. The absorbance was measured and multiplied by the dilution factor (800/5) 
and 50 (as 50 ig m1' of dsDNA gives an 0D260 of 1.0). The resulting value gives the 
amount of DNA in ig m1 1 . 
Spectrophotometric measurement of RNA concentration 
From a RNA preparation, 4 p1 was added to a quartz cuvette. 996 p1 of DEPC 
treated water was added to the cuvette. The spectrophotometer was adjusted to zero 
at 260 nm with a quartz cuvette filled with DEPC treated water from the same batch 
used to dilute the RNA. The cuvette with the water in the measurement beam was 
replaced with the cuvette containing the RNA solution. The absorbance was then 
measured at 260 nm and at 280 nm. The reading at 260 nm was multiplied by 10 to 
get the amount of RNA in j.tg j.tV'. The reading at 260 nm should be approximately 
twice as high as the reading at 280 nm. 
Restriction endonuclease digest 
0.1-3.Opg of DNA was digested in dH20 containing 1110th volume of 10  buffer 
(appropriate to the restriction enzyme) and the enzyme which was added according 
to the manufacturers instructions (usually 1 unit of enzyme per 0 of DNA). 
Digestion was carried out at 37°C. Restriction enzymes were inactivated by 
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incubation at 70°C for 15 minutes. Reactions were then purified using a PCR 
purification kit (Qiagen). Typically, restriction digests of insert were re-suspended in 
30 Lii of dH20 to obtain a higher concentration of DNA for analysis 
De-phosphorylation of vector 
Plasmid vectors digested with restriction enzymes were treated with shrimp alkaline 
phosphatase (SAP, Roche) used for cloning of inserts into the pre-digested vector. 
The cut vector DNA was incubated at 37°C for 1 hour in dH20 containing alOth 
volume of 10  SAP buffer and I unit of SAP. The SAP was then inactivated by 
incubation at 70°C for 15 minutes and the DNA was then purified using a PCR 
purification kit (Qiagen), typically being re-suspended in 30 p1 of dH20 for a higher 
concentration of DNA. 
Ligation 
Ligations were performed in dH20 containing a 10th volume of 10 x ligase buffer, 2 
units of ii DNA ligase (Roche) and DNA vector (50-100 ng) and 3 times the amount 
of pre-digested DNA insert, in a final volume of 20 0. The reaction mixture was 
incubated overnight at 16°C. 
Transformation of plasmid DNA by electroporation 
For the molecular cloning work in this study, MCI 061 was used as the host strain 
(see table 2.1). A single colony from a fresh LB plate was inoculated into Sml LB 
and grown at 37°C with shaking. lml of cells were then diluted 100-fold into lOOmI 
of LB and grown until the OD600 reached 0.4. The cells were harvested by 
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centrifugation at 4°C for 10 minutes at 3,840 g (Beckman J2-21 centrifuge). The 
supematent was removed and the cells were re-suspended in 25m1 ice-cold sterile 
10% (v/v) glycerol in dH20. The cells were centrifuged and re-suspended again 4 
more times. After the last centrifugation, the cells were re-suspended in lml of ice-
cold 10% glycerol and aliquoted into 50 d volumes. Purified plasmid DNA (100-300 
ng) or 1-3 tl of a ligation reaction were mixed with an aliquot of electrocompetent 
cells and left on ice for 5 minutes. The mixture was then transferred to an ice-cold 
electroporation cuvette. The cells were electroporated with a BioRad Gene Pulser 
machine at a voltage of 2.5 kV and the Pulse Controller set to 200 Ohms and 25 pF. 
After pulsing, the cells were immediately re-suspended in 950 p1 of ice-cold SOC 
medium and left on ice for 5 minutes. They were then transferred to a fresh micro-
centrifuge tube. The cells were then incubated at 37°C (unless otherwise stated) for 1 
hour to express antibiotic resistance genes before being plated onto fresh LB plates 
containing the appropriate antibiotic. Any remaining aliquots of competent cells were 
frozen at -80°C and could be stored for up to 2 months. When needed, the frozen 
aliquots were thawed on ice for 4 minutes and the plasmid DNA was added whilst 
the cells were still semi-frozen. After a further 
5 
 minutes on ice, the mixture was 
used as described above. 
Preparation of E. coil and S. typhimurlum plasmid or genomic 
DNA 
For maximum yield of plasmid or genomic DNA, lOmI of LB culture of a plasmid 
harbouring strain was grown at 37°C overnight with shaking (or 30°C for 
temperature sensitive plasmids). The cells were pelleted by centrifugation (20,000 g 
for 10 minutes using bench top centrifuge) and re-suspended in 1 ml of fresh LB. 
The culture was then processed in a Wi zard® plasmid-prep or genomic-prep column 
(Promega) and processed according to the manufacturer's instructions. The plasmid 
or genomic DNA was dissolved in a final volume of 70 t1 of dH20 and stored at - 
20°C. 
2.2.3 Microarray techniques 
Hot phenol RNA isolation from S. typhimurium 
Bacterial culture was grown to the desired ODo and aT0 sample (100 ml of 
culture) was removed and processed as below. The remainder of the culture is 
transferred to specialised conditions and samples were removed and processed at 
specific time points thereafter. 
100 ml of bacterial culture was mixed with 16 ml of STOP solution in a 250 ml 
centrifuge tube. This was centrifuged for 2 minutes at 9,820 g (Beckman J2-21 
centrifuge) at either 4°C or 10°C (depending on the temperature at which the cells 
were cold-shocked). The supernatant was removed and the cell pellet was re-
suspended in 10 ml fresh lysozyme solution by vortexing. The cell mixture was then 
transferred to a 40 ml centrifuge tube and mixed with 1 ml 10% (wfv in d1420) SDS. 
The tube was incubated in a 64°C water bath for 1-2 minutes until the sample had 
cleared. The sample was then mixed with 11 ml of 1 M sodium acetate and then 22 
ml of RNA grade phenol (Sigma) and inverted 10 times. The sample was then 
incubated at 64°C for 6 minutes with inversions every 40 seconds. After chilling the 
sample on ice, it was centrifuged for 10 minutes at 12,100 g (4°C) and the aqueous 
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layer was transferred to anew tube containing 22 ml (equal volume) of chloroform. 
After 6-10 inversions the sample was centrifuged for 5 minutes at 12,100 g (4°C). 
The aqueous layer was transferred to another empty tube and 2.2 ml 
(10th  volume) of 
3 M sodium acetate, EDTA solution was added followed by 22 ml (equal volume) of 
isopropanol. The sample was incubated at -80°C for 20 minutes. 
The sample was centrifuged at 23,700 g for 25 minutes (4°C), and the supernatant 
was removed. 40 ml of 80% ethanol was added to the tube and it was centrifuged at 
23,700 g for 25 minutes (4°C). The supernatant was removed and the pellet was air-
dried for 15-20 minutes in a fume hood. The pellet was re-suspended in 2 ml of 
DEPC treated water and the sample was split into 2 separate 2 ml centrifuge tubes. 
To each tube, 12.5 FLl of RNase inhibitor (40 U' 0), 25 0 of DNase (1 11' p1), 20 p1 
of 1 M Tris (pH 8.3) and 10 p1 1 M magnesium chloride (0.2p.m filtered, DNase, 
RNase and protease free, Sigma) was added and mixed. The samples were incubated 
for 30 minutes at 37°C. 1 ml of phenol was added and the sample was inverted 6-10 
times and centrifuged at for 23,700 g for 3 minutes in a micro-centrifuge (Sigma 
Phillip Harris Microfuge). The clear upper layer of the sample was transferred to a 
new tube containing I ml (equal volume) of phenol-chloroform and inverted 6-10 
times. The sample was micro-centrifuged as before and the upper layer was 
transferred to a new tube with 1 ml (equal volume) of chloroform and inverted 6-10 
times. This chloroform extraction was repeated 2 more times with 1 ml of 
chloroform and after the final centrifugation the clear upper layer was aliquoted as 
100 p1 volumes in new tubes- 10 p.1 (I/l 0th  volume) of 3 M sodium acetate and 200 p.1 
(2 volumes) of cold isopropanol was added to each aliquot and they were incubated 
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at -80°C for 20 minutes. The RNA samples were then micro-centrifuged at 18,000 g 
at 4°C and the pellets were washed in 300 p1 of 80% ethanol. The samples were 
centrifuged briefly at 18,000g and the ethanol was removed. The RNA pellets were 
dried at room temperature and could then be stored at -80°C. Samples were re-
suspended in 30p1 of DEPC treated water before use in microarray experiments. 
Production of Cy-dye labelled cDNA 
For analysis using the genomic microarray chips, 20 pg of each RNA sample i.e. 
each time point, was brought to a volume of 20 p.! in DEPC treated water. For the 
mini-array chips, 12 pg of RNA was brought to a volume of 20 p1. The amount of To 
RNA being used in each experiment was dependent on how many other time points 
were being reverse transcribed for microanay analysis i.e. if there were 4 time points 
to be processed (4 x 20 0 samples) then 80 jig (or 48 pg for mini-arrays) of T 0 RNA 
in 80 p1 of water would be used. 
For 20 p1 volumes of RNA, 2 0 of reverse transcription primer mix was added and 
the RNA samples were incubated at 70°C for 10 minutes followed by cooling on ice 
for 10 minutes. All samples were kept on ice for the following steps. To each sample, 
8 0 of 5 x Superscript II buffer, 4 p1 of 0.1 M Dfl solution and 2 p1 Superscript II 
reverse transcriptase (all from Invitrogen) was added along with 2 p1 of reverse 
transcription dNTP mix (Roche) and 2 p.1 of 1 mM solutions of Cy-dye dUTPs 
(Amersham). For RNA samples which had been isolated after the cell cultures were 
put in specialised conditions i.e. after To, the Cy5-labelled dUTPs were added to the 
reaction mixture. For T o  samples, Cy3-labelled dUTPs were added. In other replicate 
hybridisations of the same experiment the Cy-Dyes were swapped i.e. Cy5 was 
added to To  samples and Cy3 to the time point samples. Care was always taken to 
ensure reactions were kept out of direct sun light as the Cy-dyes were light sensitive. 
The reverse transcription reactions were incubated at 42°C for 2 hours and 30 
minutes and then 95°C for 5 minutes. 5 p1 of 0.5 M EDTA and 10 p1 of 1 M sodium 
hydroxide were added to each sample (now cDNA) and then mixed by vortexing. 
The samples were incubated at 65 °C for 10 minutes and then cooled to room 
temperature and 25 p1 of 1 M Tris-HCI (pH 7.4) was added and mixed. 
Purification of Cy-dyerm labelled cDNA 
To purify the cDNA samples, Mi crocon® spin columns (Millipore) were used as 
described by the manufacturers. To wash the columns, 500 p1 of TE (pH7.4) was 
added to each column which was micro-centrifuged at 13,000 g for 8 minutes (room 
temperature). 400 0 of TE was added to each labelled cDNA sample which was then 
micro-centrifuged transferred to the Microcon column. This was micro-centrifuged at 
13,000 g for 7 minutes. Recovered cDNA samples (about 20 p1  after micro-
centrifugation), for time points other than T o were mixed with equal volumes of T o  
cDNA samples and added to Microcon columns (final volume 40 0). 400 p1 of TE 
was added to each column and micro-centrifuged at 13,000g for 7 minutes. This step 
was repeated with 450 p1 of TE to yield 6-8 p1 of combined, labelled cDNA sample. 
The column from each sample was then inverted and placed in a fresh tube and 
micro-centrifuged for 1 minute at 13,000 g to recover the purified labelled reaction 
for each experimental time point. 
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Hybridisation of labelled cDNA to genomic microarray slides 
The hybridisation oven (Techne hybridiser HB-1) was set to 42°C. An upright glass 
staining rack containing pre-hyb solution (described in section 2.1 9) was pre-
warmed in a 42°C water bath. The slides were labelled with a diamond pen and were 
then placed in a horizontal staining rack and submerged in 0.1% SDS for 2 minutes. 
This was then repeated twice with sterile dH20. The slides were then placed in the 
vertical staining rack and incubated at 42°C for 45 minutes. After the pre-hyb wash, 
the slides were again washed twice in dH20 for 2 minutes. The slides were then spin 
dried by placing in 50 ml disposable centrifuge tubes and centrifuging at 120 g for 1 
minute (MSE minstral 1000 bench top centrifuge). 
The volume of combined (Cy3 and CyS) labelled cDNA samples were brought to 40 
pA by addition of 2 x Hyb buffer (described in section 2.1.9). These samples were 
then boiled for 5 minutes and briefly micro-centrifuged. The prepared slides were 
placed in hybridisation chambers (Gene Machines, Hyb Chambertm) which had 50 p1 
of 3 x SSC in their lowered areas. Lifter slips 11 x 60 mm (ERIE Scientific Co, 
Portsmouth, NH, USA) which were pre-washed in 95% ethanol and air-dried were 
placed on top of the slides covering the whole array grid. The prepared labelled 
cDNA was then pipetted under the lifter slip so that it spread by capillary action over 
the whole array grid. The hybridisation chambers were closed up tight and placed in 
the pre-heated hybridisation oven overnight at 42°C. 
For post-hybridisation washing, the slides were removed from the chambers and 
placed in a vertical staining jar containing 2 x SSC with 0.1% SDS which had been 
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pre-warmed to 42°C in a water bath. Once the lifter slips had fallen off the slides, the 
slides were transferred to ajar containing fresh 2 x SSC with 0.1% SDS solution at 
42°C, and were incubated for 5 minutes. The slides were then placed in a solution of 
0.1 x SSC, 0.1% SDS for 10 minutes on a magnetic stirrer at room temperature. The 
slides were then placed in 0.1 x SSC solution for 1 minute at room temperature. This 
step was repeated 4 more times by discarding used liquid and adding fresh solution 
after each minute. The slides were washed with dH20 for 10 seconds and then rinsed 
in 100% ethanol. They could then be scanned after being spin dried as described 
before. 
Hybridisation of labelled cDNA to mini-array slides 
The hybridisation oven was set to 55°C. 180 ml of 1 -methyl-2-pyrrolidinone (NMP) 
was placed into a staining jar and 3 g of succinic anhydrate was added and dissolved 
with a magnetic stirrer. 7.5 ml of borate buffer (described in section 2.1.8) was added 
to the NMP mixture. The slides were re-hydrated by placing them over sterile dFl 20 
array side down in a humidity chamber for 10 minutes. The slides were then placed 
array side up on a hot-plate at approximately 70°C for 20 seconds to snap dry. The 
slides were then placed in a staining rack (with a handle) and plunged vigorously up 
and down (34 times) in the staining jar with the NMP mixture and then left sub-
merged for 15 minutes. The rack was then plunged into boiling water 34 times and 
left sub-merged for 2 minutes. The rack was then plunged into 95% ethanol a few 
times and then spin dried as described before. 
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The mixed labelled eDNA samples were brought to a volume of 24 p1 with DEPC 
treated water. 5.2 p1 of 20 x SSC and 0.88 p1 of 10% SDS was added to and mixed 
with each sample before they were boiled for 2 minutes. The samples were then 
incubated in a 37°C water bath for 10 minutes and briefly micro-centrifuged. 
The samples were then hybridised to the slides by the same method as described for 
the genomic arrays except that, 22 x 25 mm lifter slips were used and the 
hybridisation chambers were incubated at 55°C overnight. 
For post-hybridisation washing, the slides were left in an upright staining jar with 
wash solution 1 (described in section 2.1.8) until the lifter slips had fallen off. The 
slides were then placed in a staining rack and sub-merged in a horizontal staining jar 
containing solution 1. The solution was stirred with a magnetic stiffer for 5 minutes. 
This step was repeated with solution 2. The slides were then plunged vigorously 7 
times in a staining jar containing wash solution 3 and then spin dried as described 
before and scanned. 
The isolation, Cy dye labelling, hybridisation and stringency washing steps for each duplicate in the 
mini- and genomic microarray experiments for the wild-type SLI 344 were carried out by J.F-B as 
separate independent experiments. Array data was then combined for statistical analysis. 
Scanning of Microarrays 
Microarray slides (both mini and genomic arrays) were scanned in the same manner 
using an ArrayWoRx autoscanner machine (Applied Precision Inc, Washington 
USA) connected to a PC. After slides had been processed and washed as described 
before, the backside of each was cleaned with lens paper to remove any dust. Slides 
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were slotted into the scanner slide holder (array side down) which was placed into 
the scanner chamber. On the computer monitor, the desired slide was loaded for 
visualisation and an image of it was then previewed. If required, the scanner was 
focused on the microarray by turning the focus adjustment knob inside the scanner 
and watching the slide image on the screen. When the "Maximum" value numbers 
in the focus adjustment window on screen were as high as possible and the best 
possible focus for the image was achieved, the slide was ready to be prepared for 
scanning. 
The scan area was adjusted to ensure it just covered the area of the spots. This varied 
depending on which type of slide being used (mini or genomic). The "channels" tab 
was selected and the first filter was set to Cy3. The exposure option was then clicked 
and its value was set between 0.06 to 2 seconds per frame. Using the mouse the 
yellow square was dragged and clicked to select areas in what appeared to be the 
brightest spots on the slide one at a time with the text at the bottom of the "panel 
view" window indicating if the exposure was around 100% of the optimum. If the 
value was higher than 100% (saturation was 125 1/o), the exposure time for Cy3 was 
lowered and vice versa for values lower than 100%. This process was repeated until 
the exposure time for all the most intense areas of the slide was as close to 100% as 
possible. The Cy5 channel was then selected and the exposure time was set using the 
same procedure mentioned for Cy3. The exposure times for each channel, scan area 
and slide resolution could then be saved. The purpose of adjusting the exposure times 
for both channels on each slide is to ensure that the most intense spots (genes) are 
represented as the most highly up-regulated/down-regulated on the array and to also 
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get readings for the less intense spots which may not be picked up by the charged 
coupled device (CCD) camera using the default exposure settings. 
The microarray slide was then scanned using these settings. These will differ 
slightly from slide to slide between replicates of the same and different experiments. 
This is due to slight differences in hybridisation levels between slides and varying 
levels of background. Once scanning was completed, the computer compiled all the 
image frames together to produce one picture in a TIFF format. This picture could be 
visualised on the monitor and saved. 
The pictures of the scanned slides were then further processed by applying fixed 
circle grids over the fluorescence spots on each array image from both channels i.e. 
Cy3 and Cy5. This was done manually using the mouse to drag circle grids over the 
spots so that each spot was inside each circle. This ensured that the computer, which 
was uploaded with all the spot coordinates for each particular array, was able to 
assign the intensity reading for each spot to the correct gene. This was also important 
for enabling the computer to classify the pixels within each spot as foreground and 
any signal outside the gridding circles as background. Once this step was completed, 
the pixel intensity values for each spot from images of both channels were calculated 
by the arrayWoRx program. 
The median pixel intensities of each individual spot from both channels were 
determined by the computer. The median of the spot pixel intensity values were used 
for analysis as they are less sensitive to extreme values compared to the mean and 
therefore a better measure of spots with highly skewed pixel intensity distributions. 
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For the genomic arrays the raw data was subsequently exported into the GeneSpring 
(Version 7.0) computer program (Silicon Genetics, USA) for subsequent background 
signal subtraction, data normalisation and statistical analysis of the gene expression 
results. 
The first step in the processing of the data was to subtract the pixel intensity value 
corresponding to the local background for each spot. Essentially the background 
intensity represents the intensity of the cDNA that binds to the slide even if there is 
no material spotted. This local background was calculated as the median pixel 
intensity in defined concentric areas around each spot which was then subtracted 
from the corresponding spot median pixel intensity value (the foreground intensity). 
For mini-arrays, the same method of background subtraction was done using the 
arrayWoRx program which was subsequently used for data analysis also instead of 
the Genespring program. This was because the amount of data was much smaller 
compared to that of the genomic arrays and therefore more manageable for 
arrayWoRx. 
Normalisation and statistical analysis for mini and genomic 
microarrays 
After the background signal was subtracted from the data it was necessary for the 
fluorescence intensities in each of the two scanned channels to be normalised in 
order to account for sources of experimental and biological variation which could 
obscure the underlying differences in gene expression levels attributable to biological 
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effects. Normalisation allows data sets from different slides to be comparable. Such 
variables which normalisation attempts to correct are differences in: the number of 
cells, efficiency of RNA extraction, efficiency of labelling, efficiency of 
hybridisation and accuracy and sensitivity of signal measurement. 
The fluorescence intensity pairs (R, G) for each spot on each array (where R = red 
fluorescence for Cy5 and G =green for Cy3) can be visualised in a diagnostic 
scatterplot of the two channel intensity ratios, R versus G. Figure 2.1 shows a typical 
R vs G plot before normalisation for an experiment using genomic microarrays 
measuring transcription levels in a culture of S. typhimurium 5L1344 after incubation 
at 10°C for 2 hours. The plot shows the median pixel intensity ratios for each 
individual spot (3 per gene). 
For normalisation of data derived from mini-arrays, the procedure was different 
compared to that used for the genomic ones as the number of printed DNA spots is 
considerably smaller. After background subtraction for each spot, the intensity pairs 
(ratios) for the kdtA and rplB spots (see section 3.3) were set as close as possible to 
1.0 by adjusting the exposure times for both channels. All outlying ratios which were 
very far from 1.0 either due to insufficient signal or excessive background within the 
spot foreground area were not considered for further analysis. After this adjustment, 
the mean and standard error was calculated for all the ratios from each replicated 
spot between each duplicate array slide at each time point i.e. 12 ratios in total for 
each gene, 6 per dye-swapped array. 
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Cy3 Median Intensities 
Figure 2.1 Median intensity ratios for each spot on a microarray slide 
before normalisation 
Plot of the median intensity ratios from each spot (3 copies per slide) for an experiment 
using a large microarray before data normalisation. Data are plotted on a log scale 
graph enabling all of it to be visualised with spot intensites in each channel being 
plotted against each other. 
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Data from the genomic microarrays was converted into an 'MA-plot' for use in its 
normalisation (Yang ci al., 2002) using the Genespring program as mentioned 
before. The M values (log-differential expression ratios) were plotted against those 
for A (the log spot intensities) where M = logzRIG and A = log2V(R x G). One of the 
most important sources of variability in microarray experiments is the differences in 
the labelling efficiencies and scanning properties of the two fluors known as red-
green bias. Normalisation of data assumes that the red-green bias is constant on the 
log-scale across arrays and therefore the log differential expression ratios (M) can be 
corrected by subtracting a constant (c) to get normalised values i.e. M = M - c. The 
global constant c can be estimated from the mean or median M value over a subset of 
genes that are assumed by the computer program to be not differentially expressed. 
This process is called global normalisation and is a widely used within-array 
normalisation method. However, it does not take into account evidence of spatial and 
intensity dependent biases in numerous experiments (Smyth et al., 2003). Therefore, 
in this thesis, a more robust and flexible normalisation method is used for processing 
the data from genomic microarray experiments discussed in chapters 4 and 7. This 
takes variables such as spot intensity and location into account. This method is 
known as locally weighted scatterplot smoothing (LOWESS) regression or intensity-
dependent normalisation which allows the constant c to vary between spots in an 
intensity-dependent manner as a fixed value for c implies there is no trend between 
M and A. In reality MA plots show that a majority of points lie on a curve and not in 
a straight line implying that the red-green bias depends on the intensity of each spot. 
Thus M values can be normalised by subtracting the estimated values for this curve, 
c(A), using LOWESS regression i.e. M = M - c(A). This form of regression is not 
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sensitive to differentially expressed genes which appear as outliers on an MA plot 
and has the effect of adjusting the intensities so the calculated slope is one in a 
scatterplot of R vs G after removal of red-green bias (see figure 2.2). 
Each DNA spot is printed on the genomic microarray slides 3 times with two slides 
for each time point being used for the experiments described in chapter 4 and three 
slides being used for the microarray experiments described in chapter 7. The mean, 
standard error and standard deviation for 6 or 9 normalised median intensity ratios 
representing each gene (3 from each slide) were calculated for the experiments of 
chapter 4 and 7, respectively, using Genespring. 
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Cy3 Mean Intensity 
Figure 2.2 Mean intensity ratios of each spot on a microarray slide 
after normalisation 
Plot of the mean intensity ratios for each triplicate spot (3 copies per slide) for an 
experiment using a large microarray after data normalisation. Mean spot intensites 
in each channel are plotted against each other. 
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Genespring was also used to statistically analyse replicated gene ratio values 
between duplicate (or triplicate slides) for the same time point in the genomic 
microarray experiments using the Students t test. This test is used to calculate 
whether the mean normalised intensity ratio for a gene is statistically different from 
1.0. Genes with values above 1.0 are considered to be up-regulated (induced) while 
those with values below 1.0 are considered as being down-regulated (repressed). The 
i-statistic is calculated as: 
I= Sy 
'in 
where Xis the sample average of the total number of normalised expression levels 
(n) for a particular gene and 
Sx=1/fl 	(xW 
is the standard deviation of the replicates. The Genespring program compares the 
calculated i-value for each gene with a table of the Students i-distribution with n - 
degrees of freedom to get the significance level (orp-value). 
By convention, for biological work, p-values that are below 0.05 are accepted to 
have a reasonable level of significance i.e. that there is at least a 95% probability 
level that the data is good enough to be considered significant with a 1 in 20 chance 
of being wrong. With regards to the genomic microarray data in this study, this 
would mean that there is at least a I in 20 chance of an analysed mean intensity ratio 
value for a particular gene being wrong. Data with ap-value which ranges between 
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0.05 and 0.01 is considered to have at lease a 99% probability of being good enough 
to be considered significant withal in 100 chance of being wrong. A mean intensity 
ratio with ap-value within this range is considered by convention to be highly 
significant. Finally, data with ap-value which is c 0.001, is considered to have a 
99.9% probability of being good enough to be considered significant withal in 1000 
chance of being wrong. A mean intensity ratio with ap-value within this range is 
considered by convention to be very highly significant. 
All the data from the mini- and genomic microarrays was normalised using the ArrayWoRx and 
Genespring programs by J. F-B. The normalised data was subsequently transferred into an Excel 
format and analysed by the candidate. For the mini-array data, excel was used to calculate the median 
spot intensities from foreground and background pixel values and also the standard error and standard 
deviation for the mean spot intensities on each slide. The resultant graphs from this analysis can be 
seen in chapter 3. The data from the genomic arrays were analysed in Excel by sorting the induction 
ratios for each gene into significantly up-regulated (>2.0) and statistically significant (P value ).O5) 
by highlighting the appropriate cells and using the 'sort'option, then repeating with the smaller 
number of genes and a different sorting parameter. This was also performed on the whole genome for 
sorting the significantly repressed genes ().5/ P value !9).O5). These sets of induction values were 
then compared between the different time points and experiments to ascertain if any trends existed. 
The mean T3  intensity values were also calculated using Excel. 
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Chapter 3 
Microarray analysis of cspA 
paralogue gene expression in 
Salmonella typhim urium 
3.1 Introduction 
A variety of methods have been developed over the decades for assessing bacterial gene 
expression either through the direct or indirect measurement of mRNA levels. Reporter 
genes have been used extensively for measuring bacterial gene expression by cloning or 
placing a gene which encodes an assayable protein to be under the transcriptional control 
of the gene of interest. 
Indirect mRNA measurement of gene expression can be achieved through monitoring 
the activity of J3-galactosidase, an enzyme encoded by the !acZ gene of Escherichia coil 
which can be fused to the promoter or coding sequence of the desired gene. This reliable 
reporter system remains a very useful way of determining up- and down-regulation of 
gene expression and also translational regulation. Enzyme activity (measured in Miller 
units) is determined via colorimetric analysis of a coloured by-product formed from the 
hydrolytic action of -galactosidase on a colourless substrate. One disadvantage of this 
system is the need for cells to be permeabilised for delivery of the substrate meaning that 
differences in f3-galactosidase activity can be observed due to the differing amount of 
substrate that enters the cells as a result of variations in cell permeability. This 
phenomenon can be mistaken for changes in the levels of gene expression leading to 
inaccurate analysis of individual bacterial cells (Hautefort & Hinton, 2002). Cold shock 
gene expression studies have benefited from the use of this gene reporter system in 
Salmonella typhimurium and other bacterial species (Nakashima etal., 1996, Kim etal., 
2001). 
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The Lux reporter gene system is another important method for monitoring gene 
expression indirectly through bioluminescence measurement. Luciferase, an enzyme 
encoded by luxAB of Vibrio slip. catalyses the production of photons of light which can 
be linearly quantified over several orders of magnitude with the short half-life of 
luciferase ensuring real time gene expression observation (see Hautefort & Hinton, 2002 
for recent review). In our lab, this gene reporter method was used to monitor expression 
of cspB at different temperatures in a S. typhimurium strain harbouring a cspB::Mudlux 
fusion (Craig etal., 1998). 
The jellyfish derived green fluorescent protein (GFP) has proved useful for monitoring 
gene expression in situ due to its fluorescence being directly proportional to its amount 
and also being detectable and quantifiable in tissue culture models. One advantage of 
GFP-fusions compared to the iacZ and lux systems is that there is no requirement for 
exogenous substrates as GFP is naturally fluorescent. Furthermore, because GFP is a 
small protein and remains fluorescent even when fused to a protein of interest, it can be 
used to visualise protein translocation in a bacterium (Hautefort & Hinton, 2002). This 
method has been used for determining the localisation of certain cold shock proteins in 
E. coil and B. .subtiiis (Weber etal., 2001, Giangrossi et all, 2001). However there are 
limitations to this reporter system, such as its unsuitability for real time experiments 
involving rapid changes in gene expression, likely due to its high stability but also the 
time taken for the formation of active fluorophore from GFP (Hautefort & Hinton, 
2002). Moreover, although useful and reliable, indirect methods of measuring mRNA 
levels can sometimes give misleading data when reporter systems are compared. 
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In recent years, the most advanced method of directly measuring mRNA levels has been 
developed and used to great effect in microbiology. Microarray technology is in 
principle, an extension of hybridisation based methods that have been in use for years to 
quantify and identify nucleic acids in biological samples such as southern and northern 
blotting. Microarrays are different from these techniques in the respect that instead of 
DNA or RNA from tissues/cells of interest being immobilised on a solid support, like 
nylon or nitrocellulose to be subsequently probed for each gene one at a time, the genes 
of interest themselves are immobilised and are thus used to probe labelled cDNA, 
reverse transcribed from the mRNA from the biological sample (Eisen & Brown, 1999). 
A generic microarray consists of many spots of DNA corresponding to the predicted 
ORFs of a particular genome, arranged in an ordered grid usually on a glass slide, 
although spots can still be immobilised on large positively charged nylon membranes, 
known as macroarrays. DNA spots can consist of either synthesised oligonucleotides or 
PCR products representing individual genes (referred to as oligonucleotide or cDNA 
microarrays, respectively). Advances in robotics have enabled high spoiling densities for 
DNA to be achieved on glass slides allowing the development of whole genome arrays 
for a number of eukaryotic and prokaryotic organisms. This has allowed genome-wide 
monitoring of mRNA expression in one experiment. On each slide there are usually at 
least 3 replicates of each DNA spot i.e. experimental replicates. This means slides can 
have arrays of spots representing the whole genome printed in triplicate. 
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Variations in the length and efficiencies of synthesis of the spot DNA elements can lead 
to differences in customisability, affordability and sensitivity. Furthermore, DNA probes 
can be bound to slides by different methods either via aldehyde groups which covalently 
bind to amino groups present in modified primers which are used to generate the DNA 
probe, or through slides coated in amine groups which bind via charge interaction with 
the phosphate backbone of the probe DNA. Amine groups are covalently bonded to the 
slides via baking and UV cross-linking processes whereas aldehyde slides require longer 
post-spotting processing times involving extensive dehydration and washing but 
ultimately, result in a smaller feature size which is advantageous for high density arrays. 
Non-covalent immobilisation of DNA probes can also be achieved with polylysine 
coated slides and do not require UV cross-linking methods. (Eisen & Brown, 1999, 
Lucchini etal., 2001). 
Microbial gene expression profiling using microarrays involves the simultaneous 
hybridisation of cDNA to a slide from two populations which have been labelled with 
two spectrally distinct fluorescent dyes. In this study, the two dyes used were the 
cyanine derivatives cyanine3-dUTP and cyanine5-dUTP (abbreviated to Cy3 and Cy5) 
which incorporate into cDNA during reverse transcription (see section 2.2.3). To 
measure the gene expression of an organism in response to a particular condition, RNA 
is extracted before (called the reference state) and after (the experimental state) the 
change in conditions. Both RNA samples are reverse transcribed and each is labelled 
with different Cy-dyes. The two different cDNA populations are mixed and hybridised 
simultaneously to a microarray slide which is subsequently washed to remove non- 
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specific binding and then scanned. The methods for RNA extraction and cDNA 
hybridisation employed for this study are described in section 2.2.3. 
In simple terms, scanning involves using light of a fixed wavelength to excite the 
fluorescent Cy-dyes which then emit light of another wavelength. Cy3 emits photons of 
light at a wavelength of 570 nm whereas Cy5 emits light at 670 nm. Cy3 and Cy5 emit 
green and red light respectively. The photons coming from each dye are captured by 
lenses in the scanner and quantified for each spot (which represent each particular gene). 
The excitation light specifically excites only one of the dyes used at a time and the level 
of fluorescence for each dye is analysed separately. This effectively quantifies how 
much a particular cDNA from one labelled population binds to its respective probe for 
both the reference sample compared to the experimental sample. A comparison of the 
difference between the reference and experimental states, reflect the changes in mRNA 
expression for that organism. This is usually calculated as a ratio of the two Cy-dye 
fluorescence intensities. The actual values used to determine each ratio comes from the 
intensities of the pixels that make up each spot acquired from array images. Ratios are 
determined from pixel values adjusted for background and then normalised to account 
for differences in the amount of sample labelled, dye fluorescence intensities and 
labelling efficiencies between reactions. Normalisation requires a computer package to 
centre the mean or median pixel value signal across the whole array at a ratio of one to 
one between the two Cy-dye channels. The data are then sorted into a plot of mean or 
median intensity versus ratio for each spot. A regression line is then fined to the data and 
centred at a ratio representing equivalent expression, a correction known as LOWESS 
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normalisation. After this point, the means or medians of the ratios from each 
experimental and biological replicate are statistically analysed to ascertain if the fold up-
or down-regulation of particular genes are statistically significant (Eisen & Brown, 
1999, Hatfield etal., 2003). Scanning and data processing is also described in more 
detail in section 2.2.3. 	 - 
Aside from the obvious potential that microarrays present for the study of changes in 
global gene expression in response to external stresses, they have already been utilised 
for the identification of novel regulons, analysis of in vivo gene expression and the study 
of changes in gene expression during different stages of bacterial cell cycles (Eriksson et 
al., 2003, de Saizieu et al., 2000, Lucchini et al., 2001). In addition to stress responses, 
the transcriptional signature of many bacterial species in response to the effects of 
antibiotics, agrochemicals and other pharmaceutical products is being used in the search 
for new antimicrobials and to assist in the discovery of the mode of action of newly 
developed drugs (Lucchini et al, 2001). Furthermore, microarrays have proved to be 
useful tools for genotyping and studying microbial evolution within and between 
species, by hybridising eDNA from one species/strain to a slide printed with ORFs of 
another species/strain. Characteristics such as the percentage of genes which are not 
present in both genomes and the frequency of homologous gene regions can be 
determined from these types of experiments (McClelland et al., 2000, Porwollik etal., 
2002, Chan et al., 2003). 
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However, despite the useful applications of microarrays which have already been 
mentioned, it should be remembered that mRNA is only an intermediate molecular 
signal between gene and protein. Therefore microarrays will fail to detect any post-
transcriptional or post-translational control on specific genes if present. Biological 
variability is also an important factor to consider when using microarrays. When 
preparing cells for RNA extraction, variance in results between supposedly identical 
samples can occur via such influences as differences in cell microenvironments i.e. 
nutrient/temperature gradients or different growth phases between cells from the same 
culture. In terms of experimental variability, care must be exercised with RNA sample 
extraction and reverse transcription, as well as the efficiency of labelling and the 
conditions under which it is hybridised to the array. If the results of different 
experiments within or between laboratories are going to be compared, these procedures 
need to be strictly standardised (Hatfield etal., 2003). Nonetheless, microarrays 
represent a powerful technique capable of generating interesting hypotheses which can 
be further investigated with the more traditional techniques still employed in molecular 
biology. 
3.2 Aims of this chapter 
Expression studies on specific cold-inducible csps in S. typhimurium by indirect 
measurement of mRNA levels has previously been carried out in our lab (Holden, 1999) 
and by another group (Kim etal., 2001). In the former case the expression of S. 
typhimurium cspA was examined using a transcriptional !acZ fusion reporter plasmid. 
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This vector was transformed into an E. co/i strain which maintained a low plasmid copy 
number. An exponential phase culture exhibited an 8-fold induction of c.spA-/acZ over a 
five hour period after it was shifted from 37°C to 15°C. This was a lower level of 
expression than observed in a similar study with an E. co/i cspA-/acZ fusion vector (Lee 
et a/., 1994) but may have been due to the absence of some putative regulatory elements 
in the S. typhimurium cspA-/acZ construct (Holden, 1999). 
As previously described, the expression of S. lyphimurium cspB has also been studied in 
our lab using the Mudlux bioluminescent reporter element which was inserted into the 
23 rd codon of the ORF of the native cspB gene (Craig el a/., 1998). A cspB::Mud/ux 
fusion strain (MPG361) growing in late exponential phase exhibited significant light 
production at or below 22°C but not at higher temperatures (even after a temperature 
shift from 30°C). Northern blotting confirmed that the level of cspB mRNA also 
correlated with this pattern of luminescence suggesting that cspB in S. typhimurium is 
expressed below a specific threshold temperature (Craig et a/., 1998). Further analysis of 
this strain by Holden (1999) revealed that cspB was induced at 4°C during late 
exponential phase also, although the maximum level of induction was more than 10-fold 
less than that reported by Craig & colleagues (1998) at 10°C and light production was 
delayed by twelve hours. Furthermore, a delay in cspB induction was also observed for 
stationary phase M1P0361 cultures when shifted from 30°C to 10°C and further delayed 
at 4°C, compared to the exponentially growing cultures (Holden, 1999). 
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Measurement of cspH expression in S. tyhimurium via primer extension and 3-
galactosidase activity analysis was carried out by Kim & colleagues (2001). Primer 
extension experiments revealed that the level of cspH mRNA expression was 4 to 5-fold 
higher at 15°C compared to that at 37°C, one hour after temperature downshift during 
exponential phase. However, cspH mRNA was undetectable during stationary phase at 
15°C. These findings were confirmed by a cspH-lacZ translational fusion vector which 
exhibited increased 3-galactosidase activity after cold shock during log phase but not 
during stationary phase. Northern blot analysis and a j3-galactosidase activity assay also 
confirmed that the cspH expression occurs at 37°C but only in early exponential phase 
(Kim etal., 2001). 
In this chapter, the expression of all of the cspA paralogues in S. typhimurium under 
different cold shock conditions was analysed using customised microarrays. Cultures of 
the S. typhimurium strain SLI 344 were grown to either mid-exponential phase or 
stationary phase at 37°C and then shifted to cold shock conditions. Cold shock was 
either carried out at 10°C or 4°C (only 10°C in stationary phase is reported in this 
chapter) which allowed for the cold shock response for these genes to be examined at 
temperatures above and below the minimum temperature permissible for growth (7°C) 
(Mossel etal., 1981). Samples of culture were removed just before and at various time-
points after temperature downshift for extraction of RNA and subsequent microarray 
analysis. Using microarrays allows the expression of all the csps to be monitored at the 
same time under one specific condition. 
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With regards to the other cspA paralogues in S. typhimurium which are not cold-
inducible, there have been no studies conducted to characterise their expression at the 
transcriptional level. However, 2D-PAGE analysis in our lab has been performed with 
the finding that CspC and CspE, like their homologues in E. coli, are produced 
constitutively at optimal and low temperatures (Sienkiewicz et al., unpublished data 
1999). The expression of the cspD gene in S. typhimurium is still relatively 
uncharacterised. 
3.3 Mini-array features 
The microarrays used to study gene expression during the cold shock response of S. 
typhimurium in this chapter were custom made to only include specific oligonucleotides 
corresponding to a small set of Salmonella genes. These genes included all six csp genes 
(cspA, cwB, cspC, cspD, cspE and cspl-J) and three other non-cold shock genes encoding 
ketodeoxyoctonate transferase (kdt4), the SOS ribosomal protein, L2 (plB), and 165 
rRNA. The latter genes were included as positive controls. Each positive control was 
chosen on the basis of their expected level of induction i.e. kdtA (low), rplB 
(intermediate) and thel6S rRNA gene (high). Two negative control oligos corresponded 
to regions of the tel (tetracycline resistance) and eGFP (enhanced green fluorescent 
protein) genes. Oligos for each gene were non-covalently immobilised on polylysine-
coated slides. 
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PCR-generated probes of ORFs for each gene are commonly used for whole genome 
arrays. However, using ORFs as probes can lead to some cross-hybridisation of cDNAs 
between ORFs with high sequence similarities. This would be most likely to occur 
between cDNAs derived from paralogous genes. To minimise any possible cross-
hybridisation induced error in the intensity signals for the csp paralogues, each c.sp oligo 
was designed to only have sequence corresponding to the 5'-UTR of each gene (except 
for the cspH oligo which had sequence from the 3 '-UTR). The regions chosen for oligo 
design had very low identity to each other. Table 3.1 shows the sequence for each oligo 
printed on the mini-array. 
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Table 3.1 Oligonucleotides used for the mini-array 
Gene Oligonucleoide sequence 
cspA 5'- TTGACGTACAGACCATTAAAGCAGTTTAGTAAGGCAAGTCC 
CTTCAAGAG-3' 
cspB 5'-mCTCATCAmGTTCCTCTTGAGATCTCCmAGG I I I I I I 
TCTCTCT-3' 
cspC 5'-GCAGTAATGTCTCAG I I I ATCTATG1TATGCCTACGGGCAA 
AGMAACA-3' 
cspD 5'- AGAG1TGGTGAGGI I I I GAACAGCCCCCACTCCGTCACCG 
G1TCAT-3' 




GAGI II 1GTCGTATr-3' 
kdtA 5'- CAGGGTAAGCTACATCACTCGTC1TCGGGCGAAGTACC 
GTCC-3' 
rpiB 5'- GCACCCGGTAACTCCGTGGGGCGTTCAGACCAAAGGTAAG 
AAGA-3' 
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Table 3.1 continued. 
16S rRNA 5'- ACGAGTGGCGGACGGGTGAGTAATGTCTGGGAAACTGC 
CTGAT-3' 
tet 5' CTATATGCGTrGATGCAATTTCTATGCGCACCCGTTCTCGGA 
GCACTGTC-3' 
eGFP 5'- AAGCTGCCCGTGCCCTGGCCCACCCTCGTGACCACCCTGA 
CCTA-3' 
All oligos used in the construction of the mini-array were purchased from MWG-
Biotech Ltd Milton Keynes, UK. 
Figure 3.1 shows an image of one of the mini-arrays used in this thesis. Controlled 
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Figure 3.1 Oligonucleotide layout for mini-array 
Arrays were printed in the corner of a specific area on each glass slide. 




3.4.1 Mini-array expression analysis of the S. typhimurium cspA 
paralogue genes in response to a temperature downshift from 37°C 
to 10°C during exponential phase growth 
For this experiment, a single colony of SL1 344 was used to inoculate 5 ml of LB 
medium which was placed in a shaking incubator at 37°C for 16 hours. This 5 ml 
overnight culture was added to 1 L of fresh LB in a 2 L conical flask and incubated 
again, with shaking, until the culture reached an 0D 600 of 0.5 (exponential phase). 100 
ml of culture, described as the To sample, was removed immediately for hot phenol 
RNA isolation as described in section 2.2.3. The remainder of the culture was then 
transferred to a 10°C water-bath. 
After time intervals of half an hour, 1 hour, 2 hours, 6 hours, 24 hours and 96 hours, 100 
ml aliquots of culture were removed and processed for RNA extraction in the same way 
as the To  sample. For these 'cold-shocked' samples, appropriate precautions were taken 
to make sure they remained chilled e.g. refrigerated centrifuge tubes were used and each 
sample was kept on ice during processing. 
RNA was isolated from a another separate SL1334 culture which was grown in an 
identical manner as described above, yielding a duplicate set of To and cold shocked 
RNA samples (taken at the same time points). 
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As described in section 22.3, each duplicate set of RNA samples were labelled with 
Cy-dyes via reverse transcription to produce their corresponding cDNAs for 
hybridisation to the mini-arrays. The T o sample for one set of cDNA was labelled with 
Cy3 and the cold shocked samples with Cy5. The dyes were swapped for the duplicate 
set of cDNA samples i.e. the T 0 sample was labelled with Cy5 and the cold shocked 
samples with Cy3. This procedure is called dye-swap normalisation which is a method 
of quality control for the correction of possible errors in microarray data which might 
arise from the different properties of the Cy-dyes used to label the RNA pools. The most 
important difference between the two dyes is the lower incorporation rate of Cy5 into 
cDNA that occurs during reverse transcription. Therefore, dye swapping allows this 
potential source of error to be taken into account when analysing the intensity ratios for 
each gene on duplicate slides for each time point. 
The labelled cDNA for the reference (T o) and the experimental (six time points from 0.5 
to 96 hours) samples from both cultures were hybridised to mini-arrays as described in 
section 2.2.3. Twelve mini-arrays were utilised in total, six per duplicate set of labelled 
cDNA. After scanning, the background signal was subtracted and the pixel intensity 
values for each spot (in each separate fluorescence channel) on each array were 
normalised (described in section 2.2.3). The measurement of the fold-induction of each 
gene (spot) at each specific time-point was taken from the mean of the ratio values from 
the pixel intensities in each channel from all twelve experimental replicates (six from 
each duplicate slide). As described in section 2.2.3 and 3. 1, ratios are taken from 
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intensity values for each spot in both channels i.e. C y3/Cy5 in one set of mini-arrays and 
Cy5/Cy3 in the other (as the dyes were swapped). 
Mean ratio values of pixel intensities for spots which are above one indicate up-
regulation of that gene while values below one indicate down-regulation, at that 
particular time point. Values closer to one indicate no/little change in the level of 
expression. The first set of mini-array slides in this 10°C exponential phase experiment 
and the other experiments described in this chapter were hybridised with cold shocked 
(CS) cDNA samples labelled with Cy5. The 37°C cDNA samples (T o) were labelled 
with Cy3. The second set of slides were dye swapped i.e. Cy3 (CS)! Cy5 (To). 
In this exponential phase experiment, the mini-array results indicate that after a 
downshift in temperature from 37°C to 10°C the level of transcription of cspA and cspB 
in S. typhimuriurn markedly increased (see figure 3.2). Unfortunately no spots could be 
observed at the 0.5h time point (Slide 1 - Cy5!Cy3) which was probably due to a human 
error with the reverse transcription. However, mean intensity ratios of 415.3 and 417.7 
for cspA and cspfi, respectively after 1 hour of cold shock was observed for the same set 
of slides (see figure 3.2A). The levels of up-regulation for these two cspA paralogue 
genes contrasted with those of cspC, cspD, cspE and cspH which only had ratio values 
of around 1.4, 0.4, 3.8 and 11.6 at the 1 hour time point after cold shock, respectively 
(see figure 33A). These results would seem to indicate a significant increase with 
regards to cspE and cspll in transcription upon temperature downshift but still a lower 
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Figure 3.2 Mini-array analysis of cspA and cspB expression in S. typhimurium 
at various time points after cold shock at 10°C during exponental growth 
A Each value at each time point is the mean of six pixel intensity ratios from one 
mini-array hybridised with two mixed populations of cDNA isolated from culture growing 
at 37°C (labelled with Cy3) and the other from culture incubated at 1000  (Cy5). B The 
same experiment was carried out with a separate mini-array with the Cy dyes swapped. 
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Figure 3.3A and B Mini-array analysis of cspC, cspD, cspE and cspH expression in 
S. typhimurium at various time points after cold shock at 10°C during exponental 
growth 
A Each value at each time point is the mean of six pixel intensity ratios from one 
mini-array hybridised with two mixed populations of cDNA isolated from culture growing 
at 37°C (labelled with Cy3) and the other from culture incubated at 10°C (Cy5). B The 
same experiment was carried out with a separate mini-array with the Cy dyes swapped. 
Error bars represent ± standard error for each gene at each time point. 
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The expression ratios for cspA steadily decreased after peaking at the 1 hour time point, 
with a ratio value of 207.9 after 2 hours, and then to 50.1, 18.8 and 13.6 after the 6,24 
and 96 hour time points, respectively (see figure 3.2A). The cspB gene also exhibited a 
general trend of decrease in its expression ratios after peaking 1 hour after cold shock 
with a ratio of 135.2 after 2 hours, and subsequently 358.4, 43.9 and 49.1 after the 6,24 
and 96 hour time points, respectively (see figure 3.2A) It is important to note that such 
ratios do not reflect levels or abundance of transcripts but merely the degree to which 
they have changed in relation to the T0 sample. 
The general trend of an initial large increase in transcription after cold shock followed 
by a gradual decline in transcription level with extended cold incubation for cspA and 
cspB can be observed with the second set of slides (Cy3/Cy5 - see figure 3.2B). The 
induction ratios for cspA were 159.9, 63.1, 63.4, 163, 15.6 and 2.8 at the 0.5, 1, 2, 6, 24 
and 96 hour time points, respectively. The induction ratios for cspB were notably higher 
in the early stages of low temperature incubation at 655.7, 523.7 and 606.5, at the 0.5, 1, 
and 2 hour time points before falling to 104.5, 57.2 and 13.8 at the 6,24 and 96 hour 
time points, respectively. 
The expression levels of cspC and cspD were 1.4 and 2. 1, respectively after 2 hours of 
cold shock (see figure 3.3A) The expression of cspC was repressed over the remainder 
of the experiment with induction ratios of 0.9, 0.9 and 0.7 at the 6, 24 and 96 hour time 
points respectively. After peaking after 2 hours of cold shock the expression of cspD 
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was repressed after 6 to 96 hours after cold shock, with ratios of 0.2, 0.8 and 0.7 at the 6, 
24 and 96 hour time points, respectively (see figure 33A). 
After its initial up-regulation upon cold shock, the cspE and cspH genes had reached 
their maximum levels of induction, with ratio values dropping to 2.8 and 4.3 after 2 
hours at 10°C, respectively, while the expression of cspE decreased with extended 
incubation at 10°C, with ratio values of 0.9, 1.1 and 1.0 for the 6, 24 and 96 hour time 
points, respectively. The expression level of the cold-inducible cspH gene also declined, 
with ratios of 4.4, 16 and 21 after 6,24 and 96 hours of cold shock. These findings 
indicate little change in expression after 6 hours at 10°C in comparison to the To value at 
37°C. 
The intensity ratios for the second set of slides in this experiment (Cy3/Cy5) also 
indicated that cspE and cspH generally exhibited the highest levels of induction after 
cold shock at 10°C with induction ratios of 7.9, 7.5 and 5.6 for cspE and 4, 4.41 and 2.6 
for cspH at the 0.5, 1 and 2 hour time points, respectively (see figure 33B). After 6 
hours, the expression of these genes appeared to subside with only moderate induction 
ratios of 1.4, 1.6 and 1.6 at the 6, 24 and 96 hour time points for cspE and 1.6, 1.7 and 
0.9 for cspH at the same respective time points. The cspC gene exhibited higher 
induction ratios in this slide compared to the Cy5/Cy3 slide but the general trend of 
induction was similar with early increases in transcription followed by moderate 
induction/repression indicated by ratios of 4.0, 2.0, 2.6, 1.9, 1.3 and 1.0 at the 0.5, 1, 2, 
4, 6, 24 and 96 hour time points, respectively. Figure 33B also shows the ratios for cspD 
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in this group of slides were 1.6, 2.3, 1.0, 1.9, 0.3 and 0.5 for the 0.5, 1, 2,4,6, 24 and 96 
hour time points, respectively. These ratios demonstrated a similar trend of early 
induction for this gene when compared to the previous slide ratios shown in figure 33A. 
3.4.2 Mini-array expression analysis of the S. typhimurium cspA 
paralogue genes in response to a temperature downshift from 37°C 
to 4°C during exponential phase growth 
The method for this experiment was identical to that described in section 3.4.1 with a 
single colony of SL1344 being used to inoculate  ml of LB medium and placed in a 
shaker incubator at 37°C for 16 hours. 5 ml of overnight culture was then added to 1 L 
of fresh LB in a 2 L conical flask and incubated again, with shaking, until the culture 
reached an 0D 600 of 0.5 (exponential phase). 100 ml of culture, described as the T 0 
sample, was removed immediately for hot phenol RNA extraction as described in 
section 2.2.3. The remainder of the culture was then transferred to a 4°C water-bath. 
Additional 100 ml samples, from the SL1344 culture were processed at 0.5, 1, 2, 4, 6, 24 
and 96 hours after cold shock. This protocol was performed twice with two different 
cultures. The duplicate dye-swapped labelled cDNA samples for the 7 time points were 
hybridised to mini-array slides and scanned as described in section 2.2.3. 
The induction values for cspA and cspB in the first set of slides for this experiment 
(Cy5/Cy3) gave a clear expression pattern of continual increases in transcription for the 
first 24 hours of cold shock followed by a decline in transcription level with further low 
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temperature incubation. The induction ratios were 30.7, 24.8, 55.0, 70.1, 98.5, 182.0 and 
26.40 for cspA at the 0.5, 1, 2,4,6, 24 and 96 hour time points, respectively (see figure 
3.4A). The ratios for cspB were lower but indicated a similar pattern of gene induction 
with mean values of 20.2, 12.2, 44.5, 39.3, 34.8, 85.3 and 11.8 at the same respective 
time points. 
As can be seen in figure 3.4B, the expression of the cspA and cspB genes was up-
regulated by 147.2- and 24.8-fold, respectively, in exponential phase SL1344 cells after 
half an hour of cold shock at 4°C (Cy3/Cy5). The increase in transcription of cspB 
followed a general trend of continued up regulation with induction ratios of 52.4, 3.6, 
52.0 and 139.3 at the 1, 2, 4 and 6 hour time points, respectively. The 2 hour time point 
induction ratio represents a large discrepancy in the induction profile and may be due to 
faulty spot printing for cspB on the 2 hour slide as CS intensity values for all the internal 
replicates of cspB are unexpectedly low, as shown in CD appendix A2. The general 
expression pattern appeared to be similar for cspA, with induction ratios of 49.8, 36.9, 
615.6, 65.9 and 57.7 for the same respective time points. The ratio value at the 4 hour 
time point represents two unexpectedly high induction ratios for two of the experimental 
replicates on one of the slides resulting in a skewed result. The aberration may have 
been due to a speck of dust or some other foreign object lying over them particular DNA 
spots on the slide. However, it can be seen that the other cspA induction values follow a 
similar trend as that of cspB. Both of these genes still exhibit high increases in 
transcription after 24 hours of cold shock with induction ratios of 363.18 and 114.20, 
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respectively followed by a dramatic drop over the following 3 days giving ratio values 
of 1.3 (c.spA) and 24.7 (cspB) at the 96 hour time point (see figure 3.4B). 
As with the 10°C experiment, the overall induction ratios for the other four espA 
paralogue genes (cspC, cspD, cspE and cspll) were much lower. A bar chart of the 
induction ratios for these genes derived from the first set of slides for this experiment 
(Cy5/Cy3) are shown in figure 3.5A. The ratios for the cspC, cspD and espE genes 
appeared to be much lower compared to their values for the second set of slides. The 
ratios for cspC only varied between 0.1 and 0.9 throughout the whole time course and 
between 0.1 and 1.0 for cspD. Ratio values for espE varied between 0.3 and 1.5. The 
induction ratios for cspH were higher with values of L 1, 1.0, 2.4, 1.3, 1.0, 2.5 and 1.0 at 
the 0.5, 1,2,4, 6,24 and 96 hour time points, respectively. 
As shown in figure 3.5B, transcription levels of the cspC and cspE genes increased by 
19- and 7.1-fold after the first 30 minutes of cold shock for the dye-swapped slides 
(Cy3/Cy5). The induction level of cspC appeared to fluctuate over the remainder of the 
experiment with ratios of3.0, 2.5, 6.1, 2.4, 0.6 and 1.1 at the 1, 2, 4, 6, 24 and 96 hour 
time points, respectively. The subsequent mean induction ratios for the cspE gene also 
exhibited fluctuating pattern of expression with values of 5.2, 2.1, 6.3, 3.8, 1.1 and 0.4 at 
the 1, 2, 4, 6, 24 and 96 hour time points, respectively. These results appeared to indicate 
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Figure 3.4A and B Mini-array analysis of cspA and cspB expression in S. typhimurium 
at various time points after cold shock at 4°C during exponental growth 
A Each value at each time point is the mean of six pixel intensity ratios from one 
mini-array hybridised with two mixed populations of cDNA isolated from culture growing 
at 37°C (labelled with Cy3) and the other from culture incubated at 4°C (Cy5). B The 
same experiment was carried out with a separate mini-array with the Cy dyes swapped. 
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Figure 3.5A and B Mini-array analysis of cspC, cspD, cspE and cspH expression 
in S. typhimurium at various time points after cold shock at 4°C during exponental 
growth 
A Each value at each time point is the mean of six pixel intensity ratios from one 
mini-array hybridised with two mixed populations of cDNA isolated from culture growing 
at 37°C (labelled with Cy3) and the other from culture incubated at 4°C (Cy5). B The 
same experiment was carried out with a separate mini-array with the Cy dyes swapped. 
Error bars represent ± standard error for each gene at each time point. 
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The cspD induction ratios in the second set of slides (Cy3/Cy5) appeared to indicate 
only a moderate increase in expression followed by repression for this gene upon 
temperature downshift with ratios of 1.7, Li, 1.3, 1.1, 1.7, 0.8 and 0.9 at the 0.5, 1,2,4, 
6, 24 and 96 hour time points, respectively. Interestingly, the expression pattern for cspH 
appeared to be more similar to that of the cold-inducible espA and cspB genes albeit at a 
lower level with induction ratios peaking after 24 hours of cold shock (3.9-fold) 
followed by a significant decline in transcription level at the 96 hour time point (1.2-
fold). These transcription levels were preceded by induction ratios of 1.7, 1.3, 1.0, 1.2 
and 2.2 at the 0.5, 1,2,4 and 6 hour time points, respectively (see figure 3.513). 
3.4.3 Mini-array expression analysis of the S. typhimurium cspA 
paralogue genes in response to a temperature downshift from 37°C 
to 10°C during stationary phase growth 
A single colony of SL1344 was used to inoculate 10 ml of LB medium which was 
incubated at 37°C for 16 hours with shaking. All of this overnight culture was added to I 
L of fresh LB and incubated with shaking for another 16 hours to get the culture to 
stationary phase. 100 ml of culture, described as the T0 sample, was removed for RNA 
isolation with hot phenol extraction, as described in section 2.2.3. The remainder of the 
culture was then transferred to a 10°C water-bath- This protocol was performed with a 
duplicate culture also. For this experiment, additional 100 ml samples from each of the 
two SL1344 cultures were processed at 1, 2, 4, 6, 24 and 96 hour time points. The RNA 
samples were labelled with Cy-dyes (the duplicate set of RNA samples were dye- 
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swapped as before) via reverse transcription, hybridised to mini-arrays, scanned and 
analysed as described in section 2.2.3. 
The transcription of the cspA and cspB genes increased by almost 1.4-fold after 1 hour 
of low temperature incubation and by 3.1-fold and 7.2-fold after 2 hours, respectively. 
As shown in figure 3.6A, the transcription level of the cspA and cspB genes appear to 
exhibit continual up-regulation after cold shock at 10°C with peak induction occurring 
after 4 hours of cold shock with mean intensity ratio values of 54.9 and 97.0, 
respectively. Figure 3.6A also shows that the transcription of both genes decreases 
markedly between the 4 and 6 hour time points with expression levels remaining 
generally low afterwards. Induction ratios for cspA were 5.4, 5.6 and 2.2 at the 6, 24 and 
96 hour time points, respectively, with cspB exhibiting ratios of 6.4, 11.7 and 3.5 at the 
same time points. 
The same general pattern of induction was observed for these genes in the dye-swapped 
slides (Cy3/Cy5) with transcription levels peaking after 4 hours of cold shock. The 
induction ratios for cspA were 3.3, 140.6, 163.7, 22.7, 8.6 and 3.1 at the 1,2,4,6,24 and 
96 hour time points, respectively. The values for cspB. were 1.9, 79.0, 276.5, 28.0, 44.2 
and 10.4 at the same respective time points (see figure 3.613). 
As with the previous two experiments, the induction ratios for the remaining 4 cspA 
paralogue genes were much lower than those for cspA and cspB. The cspH gene does 
exhibit a peak moderate increase in transcription after 4 hours of cold shock with a ratio 
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of 1.5 with prior ratio values of 1.1 and 0.7 at the 1 and 2 hour time points (see figure 
33A). The expression appeared to return to a level below that exhibited at 37°C with 
ratio values of 0.5, 0.8 and 0.9 at the 6, 24 and 96 hour time points, respectively. 
However, transcription increase for cspH in the second set of slides was shown to be low 
to moderate with induction ratios 1.1-, 1.3-, 1.6-fold after the 1, 2, and 4 hour time 
points, respectively (see figure 3.7B). The transcription level appeared to increase for 
aspH with mean induction ratios of 2.4 and 3.8 at the 6 and 24 hour time points. These 
values did not fit with the general expression trend observed for this gene with the 
Cy5/Cy3 slides, especially for the 24 hour time point. Looking at the individual ratios 
that make up the mean ratio for this time point it could be observed that an abnormally 
high ratio median intensity CS value for one spot was the cause of this skewed result 
(see CD appendix A3) Removing this value brought the average induction ratio down to 
a more acceptable 1.0. The induction ratio for cspH after 96 hours of cold shock was 0.9 
(see figure 3.7B). 
The transcription level of the cspC gene fluctuated below the level observed at 37 °C, 
throughout the course of the experiment, with induction values of 0.8, 0.5, 0.5, 0.1, 0.5 
and 0.2 at the 1, 2, 4, 6, 24 and 96 hour time points, respectively (see figure 3.7A). The 
induction ratios for cspE were 0.3, 0.3, 0.9, 0.1, 0.5 and 0.3 at the same respective time 
points while cspD exhibited ratios ranging between 0.1 and 1.0 throughout the time 
course (see figure 3.7A). 
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Figure 3.6A and B Mini-array analysis of cspA and cspB expression in 
S. typhimurium at various time points after cold shock at 10°C during stationary 
growth 
A Each value at each time point is the mean of six pixel intensity ratios from one 
mini-array hybridised with two mixed populations of cDNA isolated from culture growing 
at 37°C (labelled with Cy3) and the other from culture incubated at 10°C (Cy5). B The 
same experiment was carried out with a separate mini-array with the Cy dyes swapped. 
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Figure 3.7A and B Mini-array analysis of cspC, cspD, cspE and cspH expression in 
S. typhimurium at various time points after cold shock at 10°C during stationary 
growth 
A Each value at each time point is the mean of six pixel intensity ratios from one 
mini-array hybridised with two mixed populations of cDNA isolated from culture growing 
at 37°C (labelled with Cy3) and the other from culture incubated at 10°C (Cy5). B The 
same experiment was carried out with a separate mini-array with the Cy dyes swapped. 
Error bars represent ± standard error for each gene at each time point. 
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The second set of slide values indicated that transcription of the cspE gene gradually 
increased during the first 4 hours of cold shock with ratios of 0.7 (1 hours) and 1.9 (2 
hours) before peaking with 3.0(4 hours) (see figure 3.7B). The level of cspE expression 
decreased again with induction ratios of 1.5, 1.6 and 1.8 after the 6, 24 and 96 hour time 
points, respectively. Transcription levels of cspD appeared to be moderately induced 
after temperature downshift with induction values of 0.9, 1.8 and 1.6 at the 1, 2 and 4 
hour time points before exhibiting a decline in induction followed by transcription 
repression (by over 2-fold) with prolonged cold shock induction ratios of 1.1, 0.4 and 
0.7 at the 6, 24 and 96 hour time points (see figure 3.713). The level of transcription 
increase for cspC peaked after 6 hours of cold shock with an induction ratio of 4.2 with 
preceding ratios of 2.1 (1 hour), 1.2(2 hour) and 1.1 (4 hour). The transcription level of 
this gene appeared to decline after its peak induction with mean ratios of 1.4 and 1.1 at 
the 24 and 96 hour time points, respectively. 
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3.5 Discussion 
The mini-array experiments described in this chapter were designed to show the pattern 
of simultaneous gene expression for the S. typhimw'ium cspA paralogues in response to 
temperature downshift. As described previously in chapter 1, the cold shock response 
has been characterised extensively at the protein level in E. co/i and B. sub/i/is using 2D 
PAGE analysis (Jones etal., 1987, Graumann et at, 1996, Graumann & Marahiel, 1999) 
Such protein expression studies have shown a mass decrease in general protein synthesis 
after temperature downshift in tandem with a pronounced increase in synthesis of a 
number of cold-induced proteins (CIP5) which included members of the CspA family. In 
E. co/i, a period of growth lag (called the acclimation phase) was found to accompany 
the induction of the CIPs, which subsided after 4 hours, with a decrease in CIP 
production to a new basal level. This occurred along with the return of a normal pattern 
of synthesis for the cells bulk proteins. It was postulated that cold incubation arrested the 
translation of the majority of transcripts and that a number of cold induced proteins, 
including the most highly induced, CspA, adapted the translational machinery during 
acclimation, culminating in the restoration of protein synthesis and thus, the resumption 
cell division at the reduced temperature (providing it was above the minimum growth 
temperature) (Jones et at, 1987, Yamanaka, 1999). 
To characterise the dynamics of cold shock acclimation and the subsequent onset of low 
temperature adaptation at the transcriptional level, the mini-array experiments in this 
study were performed with several slides to measure increases/decreases in gene 
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expression at intervals after cold shock, to produce an expression profile for all six csp 
genes in S. typhimurium. It was hoped these mini-array experiments could confirm the 
level of cold shock induction of certain csp genes (cspA, cspB, cspl-I), as well as 
facilitate examination of the low temperature expression of other less well characterised 
cspA paralogue genes (cspC, cspD, cspE) in S. typhimurium. 
The 10°C mini-array experiment examining cspA paralogue expression in exponential 
phase SL1344 cells showed that the cspA and cspB genes both exhibited significantly 
high levels of transcription upon cold shock relative to 37°C (see figure 3.2). This was to 
be expected on the basis of several studies in our lab (Craig el al., 1998, Holden, 1999) 
and by other groups (Horton etal., 2000) indicating that both of these genes are up-
regulated at the transcriptional and proteomic level, upon temperature downshift. The 
mean intensity ratios for both genes indicated that the level of their transcription peaked 
within the first 2 hours of cold shock with a gradual decrease in expression being 
exhibited for the remainder of the experiment. This supports the notion that after cold 
shock as cell growth becomes arrested due to blockage of bulk protein synthesis, 
transcription levels of these genes are transiently up-regulated, with their transcripts 
being selectively translated to produce proteins capable of adapting the cell to the low 
temperature through their RNA chaperone activities. Homologues of both genes have 
been reported in E. co/i to bind RNA (Jiang etal., 1997, Phadtare & Inouye, 1999) 
which has lead to the theory that these RNA chaperones promote the unfolding of/or 
prevent the formation of low temperature stabilised RNA secondary structures in gene 
transcripts which otherwise become untranslatable under cold shock conditions, thereby 
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jamming the ribosome preventing bulk protein synthesis and cell growth. CspA has been 
implicated to have other functions in E. co/i such as promoting the antiterminaton of 
genes which are important for low temperature adaptation (Bae etal., 2000) and 
transcriptional activation of other cold-induced genes (La Teana, etal., 1991, Jones et 
al., 1992b). The subsequent down-regulation of CspA and CspB after a period at low 
temperature suggests a negative feed-back loop, whereby the presence of high levels of 
CspA and CspB in the cell is no longer required as the cellular translation machinery 
becomes cold-adapted and the normal level of protein synthesis returns. 
In our lab, 21) PAGE experiments by Holden (1999) and Sienkiewicz (1999) studying 
protein synthesis in exponential phase SL1344 cells after temperature downshift from 
37°C to 10°C indicated that CspA was the most abundant protein synthesised in the cell 
during cold shock with the maximum rate of CspA production occurring after 1.5 hours 
(200-fold higher than the level at 37°C) before declining after 4 hours at 10°C (still 19-
fold higher than pre-cold shock level). The acclimation period was determined to end 
after about 4 hours on the basis of these experiments which was the same length of time 
reported by Jones & colleagues (1987) for E. co/i. The transient induction of the cspA 
and cspB genes in this experiment would therefore fit with these findings. 
However, one puzzling aspect of the transcription ratios for cspA and cspB in this 
experiment is the generally higher mean intensity ratios for cspB compared to cspA even 
though at the protein level, CspA is the most highly produced protein in the cell upon 
cold shock both E. co/i (Goldstein etal., 1990, Xia et al., 2001) and in SL1 344 (Holden 
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et al., 1999). The higher induction ratio for cspB may be explained by looking at the 
mean To signals for both genes which indicate the relative level of transcription for each 
gene at 37°C before temperature downshift (see rows 38-43 in the summary sheet of the 
CD appendix Al). It can be seen that the cspB gene exhibits generally lower mean 
intensity ratios due to its lower T o signal compared to that of cpA. A lower To signal 
will raise the 10°C induction ratio. This observation would suggest that as postulated for 
the E. co/i cspA gene by Goldenberg & colleagues (1996), cspA in S. lyphimurium, 
despite being a cold shock gene, is transcribed at 37°C although not necessarily 
translated. Transcripts of cpA at 37°C, although very unstable, may be in sufficient 
amounts to be reverse transcribed and detected by the array. The cspB transcript has 
been shown to be unstable above 22°C in S. typhimurium (Craig etal., 1998), however 
signal for this gene is still detected at 37°C in this experiment but not to the same level 
of cspA, indicating that its transcript may be even more unstable compared to that of 
cspA or that it is transcribed less at 37°C. Higher induction values at low temperature 
have also been observed for S. typhimurium cspB using the whole genomic microarrays 
(see chapter 4) and also in other cold shock microarray studies with E. coil (Polissi et at, 
2003, Phadtare & Inouye, 2004), albeit to a lesser degree. 
As previously mentioned, the cspH gene of S. typhimwium was reported to be cold-
inducible by Kim & colleagues (200 1) with maximal induction at 15°C in exponential 
phase cells. More recently S. typhimurium cspH has also been reported to be highly 
transcribed at 37°C upon nutritional up-shift (Kim et al., 2004), with transcription 
starting to subside after early exponential phase growth. In this experiment, transcription 
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of cspH appeared to be up-regulated after cold shock at 10°C in exponential phase 
SLI 344 cells, with its induction ratio reaching a peak within the first 2 hours of cold 
incubation before a subsequent steady downturn in expression in a similar fashion to the 
other cold-inducible paralogue genes (see figure 3.3). This would appear to confirm the 
cold-induction of cspHin S. lyphimurium via microarray analysis. However, the level of 
transcription up-regulation for this gene is dwarfed by many orders of magnitude by 
those of cspA and cspB and thus, the CspH may not be a major cold shock protein but 
have an accessory role in cold shock adaptation, supplementing the more major roles of 
CspA and CspB. The fact that this gene is induced upon nutrient up-shift at 37°C also 
suggests that it may have evolved a specialised function, also not associated with cold 
shock (Kim et al., 2001, 2004). It should also be noted that cspA was also reported to be 
induced upon nutrient up-shift at 37°C in E. coil (Brandi et al., 1999, Yamanaka & 
Inouye, 2001). Kim & colleagues (2001) also reported that cspH had a short 5'-UTR (23 
bases) compared to the very long 5'-UTRs of cspA and cspB (159 and 145 bases, 
respectively). This difference may account for its lower level of transcription at low 
temperature and also indicate a variation in its post-transcriptional regulation since the 
5 '-UTR is thought to be very important for the mRNA stability of cold-inducible genes 
in E. coil (Brandi et al., 1996). The transcription pattern of cspH, like those of cspA and 
cspB, agrees with the suspected length of time attributed to the acclimation phase, with 
transient peak induction occurring within the first two hours at 10°C before subsiding. 
This is in agreement with cold-induced proteins aiding the low temperature adaptation of 
the translation machinery resulting in the end of acclimation after 4 hours of cold shock. 
However, the exact function of CspH is still to be elucidated in S. typhimurium. 
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The cspC and cspE genes both exhibited transient increases in transcription peaking 
within the first hour of cold shock before decreasing in transcription level for the 
remainder of the experiment (see figure 3.3). As mentioned previously, proteomic 
studies in our lab have determined that CspC and CspE are synthesised and abundant 
under optimal (37°C) and low (10/15°C) temperatures in S. iyphimurlum (Sienkiewicz ci 
al., unpublished data 1999). This has also been reported to be the case with the E. coil 
CspC and CspE homologues which were originally identified as multi-copy supressors 
of a temperature-sensitive chromosome-partitioning mutant (Yamanaka ci al., 1998). 
Subsequent studies with E. coil reported that these two Csps bind to RNA and also 
exhibit antiterminator activity like CspA, with CspE showing the highest antiterminator 
activity out of all three proteins (Phadtare & Inouye, 1999, Bae ci all, 2000). 
Overexpression studies with these two proteins in E. coil has also hinted that they are 
also involved in the regulation of a number genes, including the expression of RpoS, a 
global stress response regulator, suggesting these proteins have wide reaching influences 
in the cell (Phadtare & Inouye, 2001). The mean T o signals for the cspC and cspE genes 
in this experiment (see CD appendix Al) were relatively high compared to those for 
cspA, cspB, cspD and cspH in the majority of the slides and suggests that they are 
transcribed normally at 37°C, as well as under cold shock conditions. 
CspE has been implicated in negatively regulating the transcription of c3pA at 37°C in 
-E. coil at the level of transcript elongation or termination (Bae el al., 1999). Additionally, 
the CspC and CspE proteins in E. coil have been shown to be synthesised during growth 
under non-cold shock and cold-shock conditions with the amount of newly synthesised 
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CspC being approximately half of that of CspE at 15°C (Xia etal., 2001). Moreover, the 
amount of CspE produced under identical conditions in a AcspA/AcspB/AcspG triple 
mutant strain dramatically increased whilst a further cspE deletion led to a moderate 
increase in the induction of CspC synthesis. These results would suggest that CspC and 
to a larger extent, CspE, may contribute to cold adaptation in E. coil despite only being 
moderately cold-inducible in wild-type cells and are capable of partially compensating 
for the loss of the specialised CspA paralogues at low temperature (Xia et at, 2001). 
The higher induction ratio for cspE compared to cspC in figure 3.3 for this study could 
be an indication of a more prominent accessory role for CspE in SL1344 during cold 
acclimation. 
The induction levels for the cspD gene in this experiment indicated only a moderate and 
transient increase in transcription occurs upon cold incubation (see figure 3.3). The 
relative T0 levels for this gene were lower than those for cspC and cspE (see CD 
appendix Al). In E. coil, cspD is not cold-inducible and its expression has been found to 
be inversely proportional to growth rate (Yamanaka & Inouye, 1997). In this study it 
would appear that cspD may be transcribed upon cold-shock (but not necessarily 
translated) and is only moderately transcribed at 37°C in exponential SL1344 cells. 
It was also an aim of this chapter to characterise the expression of the cspA paralogue 
genes of SL1344 at a temperature below the minimum required for growth as would 
occur for S. typhimurium contaminating foodstuffs in industrial refrigerated conditions 
(4-8°C). Gene expression in exponential phase SL1344 cells at 4°C for the cold- 
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inducible cspA, cspB and cspH genes displayed two major differences compared to the 
10°C experiment. Generally, the peak increase in transcription for these genes was 
delayed by several hours, with their highest induction ratios being exhibited at the 24 
hour time point. The overall level of induction was also much less (see figures 3.4/5) 
compared to the initial induction values exhibited by these genes at 10°C (see figures 
3.2/3). 
The findings support those of Holden (1999) which also examined protein production in 
exponential phase SL1344 after temperature downshift to 4°C by 2D PAGE. It was 
found that the acclimation phase lasted for 24 hours and although still highly induced, 
the amount of CspA synthesised per unit of time was lower compared to that found in a 
similar 2D experiment at 10°C. Therefore, it would appear that the lower temperature 
(4°C) in SL1344 has the affect of lowering the overall kinetic energy in the cell (Ng et 
at, 1962) which leads to the much slower recovery and induction of the cold shock 
response. The cspA, cspB and cspH genes are thus maximally induced much later, with 
their products adapting the cell for survival and protein synthesis before being down-
regulated again as indicated by their lower induction values after 96 hours. 
Holden (1999) did detect new protein synthesis after extended incubation of SL1344 at 
4°C, but the number of newly synthesised proteins was only 40% of the number detected 
after 4 hours of cold shock at 10°C. As the cell cannot divide at 4°C, these newly 
synthesised proteins which are made may be important for survival at this temperature 
so the cell can function until cell division resumes at a higher temperature. 
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The cspC and cspE genes were still induced soon after temperature downshift, like the 
cold-inducible csps but their transcription levels appeared to be repressed with extended 
incubation at 4°C thus supporting the notion that while they may play accessory roles, 
their products may not be as important for cold adaptation (at least in wild-type cells) as 
those of the highly cold-inducible paralogue genes, as in E. coil (Xia et al., 2001). The 
issue of the hierarchical importance of all the cspA paralogues in SL1344 is addressed in 
more detail in chapter 6 with mutational analysis. 
As would be expected, the cspD gene showed little difference in its induction pattern 
compared to the 10°C exponential phase experiment, with slightly lower induction 
values observed at the early stages of the experiment (see figures 3.3/5). This could 
possibly be attributed to the lower temperature which affected the general level of 
induction for all the csp genes. 
Salmonella populations are more likely to be found in stationary phase in the 
environment where growth conditions are more likely to be below the optimum, 
therefore the transcriptional response of the cspA paralogue genes to cold shock were 
examined in stationary phase SL1 344 cells. The induction pattern of the csp genes to a 
temperature drop from 37°C to 10°C was observed to have some similar and some 
different characteristics to that of the exponential phase 10°C study. 
The level of transcription increase for cspA and cspB is generally much lower at 10°C in 
stationary phase SL1344 cells. Therefore, despite the temperature being above that of 
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the minimum for cell division, the induction of these cold-inducible csp genes are still 
negatively affected by growth phase. This may well reflect a higher level of pre-existing 
paralogous proteins in stationary phase. The T o intensities for these genes (see CD 
appendix A3) were found to be generally lower than those of the constitutively induced 
cspC and cspE genes indicating that in stationary phase, transcripts of cspA and cspB 
may be even more unstable at 37°C (or that cspC and cspE are more highly expressed). 
However, they still appear to be cold-induced supporting the data from 2D PAGE 
analysis by Holden (1999) Sienkiewicz (1999) in our lab. In general, protein production 
was found to decrease when stationary phase SL1344 cells were shifted from 37°C to 
10°C but CspA was still synthesised to a comparable level to that found in exponential 
phase cells. In the studies conducted by Holden (1999) and Sienkiewicz (1999) the 
protein profile did not appear to indicate recovery and resumption of general translation, 
with de novo protein synthesis in stationary phase continuing to decline with extended 
incubation at low temperature. The mini-array experiment indicates that cspA and cspB 
are induced under these conditions, peaking after 4 hours of cold shock. If their 
transcripts are selectively translated as normal in exponential phase as indicated by the 
studies by Holden (1999) and Sienkiewicz (1999), they may attempt to adapt the 
stationary phase cells for cold shock survival in the normal fashion. 
In stationary phase at 10°C the mean induction ratios for the cold-inducible cspH gene 
were also not as high as those in exponential phase. However it has been already 
reported that cspH in S. typhimurium is not inducible at 37°C or at lower temperatures 
during stationary phase growth (Kim etal., 2001). The lower induction ratios (and T 0 
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intensities) for this gene in this experiment would support these findings that the 
expression of this gene is growth phase-dependent. 
The induction ratios of the cspC and cspE genes were also lower in the stationary phase 
10°C experiment. To signal intensities for both genes were consistently among the 
highest (see CD appendix A3), which was mostly the case in the corresponding 
exponential phase mini-array experiment. 
The induction ratios for cspD in stationary phase at 10°C appeared to indicate that 
transcription was more repressed upon temperature downshift in this experiment in 
comparison to the 10°C exponential phase study described previously. This was 
particularly evident in the earlier stages of cold shock. The To signal intensities for cspD 
were also much more comparable to those of cspC and cspE while generally being 
higher than the cold-inducible paralogue genes (see CD appendix A3). These findings 
indicate that cspD in SL1344 may be induced during stationary phase growth but is not 
cold-inducible in this phase. Thus cspD appears to have very similar expression 
characteristics to its homologue in E. coil which has also been reported to be stationary 
phase/carbon starvation induced and not expressed during cold shock (Yamanaka & 
Inouye, 1997). In vitro studies with CspD in E. coil found that this protein inhibits 
initiation of transcription and can bind ssDNA to produce packed structures, suggesting 
it had a function involved in the repression of DNA replication (Yamanaka etal., 2001). 
Furthermore, in vivo experiments with CspD-GFP fusions indicated that CspD is closely 
associated with the chromosome during late exponential phase growth in E. coil 
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(Giangrossi et al., 2001). It remains to be confirmed if CspD in S. typhimurium performs 
similar activities in the cell. 
To summarise, it would seem that these mini-array experiments have enabled a filler 
picture to develop of the expression patterns of cspA paralogues in S. typhimurium. As in 
E. co/i (Lee etal., 1994), the cspA and cspB genes have been confirmed to be highly 
induced upon cold shock in exponential and stationary phase growth, with lower, but 
still significant induction at temperatures below the minimum required for growth i.e. 
4°C. Their induction patterns suggest that their products adapt the cell in exponential 
phase for resumption of protein synthesis after about 4 hours at 10°C and 24 hours at 
4°C. Therefore, these genes are likely to be important for the continued survival of 
populations of this pathogen under refrigerated conditions which could have 
implications for food spoilage and food-borne infection. 
These experiments also appear to confirm that the cspH gene in S. typhimurium is cold 
inducible as first reported by Kim & colleagues (2001). However the lower transcription 
levels compared to cspA and cspB indicate that the product of this gene may not be as 
important for cold shock adaptation compared to CspAIB and may have an additional or 
different function which has yet to be elucidated. However, this study does not address 
whether the translational efficiencies may differ for these mRNAs. 
The cspC and cspE genes seem to have similar expression characteristics to their 
homologues in E. coli (Yamanaka ci at, 1994, Bae ci at, 1999) with constitutive 
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expression at 37°C during exponential and stationary phase growth, with only a 
moderate increase at low temperatures (Xia etal., 2001) thereby suggesting a 
supplementary role for their proteins during cold shock. The importance of these genes 
for cold shock growth and survival in S. typhimurium is investigated to a greater degree 
in chapter 6. 
The cspD gene in S. typhimurium appears to be induced in cells during the stationary 
phase state and is not cold-inducible in a growth independent manner. 
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Chapter 4 
Global transcriptional analysis of 
the cold shock response in 
Salmonella typhimurium 
4.1 Introduction 
Over the past decade, projects involved in the sequencing of complete bacterial 
genomes have ballooned in numbers. Although a few bacterial genome sequences were 
already publicly available, the first publication of the complete sequence of an 
Escherichia coil strain, K-12, was especially significant, given the experimental and 
industrial importance of this organism to scientists worldwide (Blattner et al., 1997). 
With the whole genome of E. coil sequenced and the emerging potential of microarray 
technology, it was not long before the first global transcriptional profiles of the organism 
were published, reporting on the global genetic response to particular stresses such as 
heat shock (Richmond ci al., 1999) oxidative shock (Zheng ci al., 2001) or growth in 
minimal medium (Wei ci al., 2001). 
Investigation into the global genetic response to cold shock in E. coil, have only 
recently been published. Such experiments have utilised positively charged nylon 
membranes (DNA macroarrays) and glass slides (microarrays) (Polissi ci al., 2003, 
Phadtare & Inouye, 2004). 
Two different groups (Kaan, 2002, Beckering ci al., 2002) have also characterised the 
global transcriptional response to cold shock of the soil bacterium, Bacillus sub/i/is, 
which, like E. co/i, has been studied extensively with respect to its csp family and was 
among the first of the Gram-positive bacteria to be completely sequenced (Kunst ci al., 
1997). 
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The complete genome sequencing of the Salmonella typhimurium strain SL1 344 is 
currently being completed at the time of writing this thesis. However, the genome of the 
S. typhimurium LT2 strain has already been sequenced (McClelland et al., 2001) as well 
as more pathogenic Salmonella species such as Salmonella typhi CT 18 and Salmonella 
paratyphi A. As a result, this has allowed genome-wide transcriptional analysis of some 
Salmonella species via microarrays including evolutionary genomics studies allowing 
comparisons of the different genomes of specific Salmonella serovars and species 
(Porwollik etal., 2002, Chan c/ al., 2003). 
4.2 Aims of this chapter 
Jones & colleagues (1987) and Graumann & colleagues (1996) were able to observe the 
induction of several proteins other than those of the CspA family at low temperatures in 
E. ccli and B. subtilis, respectively, using 2D-PAGE analysis. In E. co/i the genes of 
some of these proteins were found to be members of a cold shock locus (metY-rpsO) 
encoding components with important roles in ribosome function, transcription control 
and mRNA recycling which are all involved in adapting the cell for growth at low 
temperatures. Studies also indicated that members of the CspA family were capable of 
controlling the expression of these genes via transcription antitermination (Bae etal., 
1999). A different set of proteins were found to be induced in B. sub/i/is with the cold 
shock response being induced more immediately after cold shock compared to that of E. 
coil which is probably due to the changeable environments in which this soil bacterium 
has evolved which contrasts with enteric bacteria. However, certain common ribosomal 
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proteins were found to be cold-induced in both species such as S6 and L7/L12 
suggesting their continued synthesis is important for many mesophilic bacteria 
(Graumann etal., 1996). 
As described before, global transcriptional responses to cold shock of both E. coil and 
B. sub/ills have been investigated using micro- and macroarrays (Kaan, 2002, Beckering 
et al., 2002, Polissi et al., 2003, Phadtare & Inouye, 2004). Apart from increasing the 
amount of data that can be retrieved from one single experiment it was also thought 
microarrays could address the limitations of 2D analysis such as un-resolvable protein 
spots and other proteins that cannot be easily identified. Cold shock microarray studies 
with these two species have enabled researchers to gain expression information on genes 
which encode proteins not previously thought to be involved in or affected by low 
temperatures thus giving a more informative and complex picture of the cold shock 
response for these organisms. Some of the results from these studies will be compared 
with those found during the course of this study, in section 4.5. 
In this chapter, microarrays harbouring printed ORFs from S. typhimurium LT2 giving 
97.5% coverage of the genome were used to study the global transcriptional response to 
low temperatures in S. typhimurium SL 1344. It was hoped that data on the global 
transcriptional response could be obtained for SL1344 cells which have been cold 
shocked to temperatures not only above that of the minimum for 5L1344 growth, 10°C, 
but also to temperatures at which cells cannot divide which is mostly the case in the 
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refrigeration of foodstuffs (4°C). Furthermore, array experiments were also performed to 
acquire global expression profiles of cold-shocked stationary phase SL1344 cells. 
4.3 Genomic microarray features and analysis 
Construction details for the backbone version of the genomic microarrays used for the 
experiments described in this chapter are outlined by Porwollik & colleagues (2001). 
The DNA probes were amplified using primers complementary to the 5' and 3' termini 
of the respective ORF s, excluding the start and stop codons, and were designed based on 
the gene sequences of S. typhimurium LT2. Each PCR product was examined by agarose 
gel electrophoresis and considered successful if a single product of the expected size was 
visualised. Each gene was printed in triplicate (experimental replicates) on SuperAmine-
coated slides (TeleChem International, USA) with the result that each slide had 3 repeats 
of the entire array (see figure 4.1). Included in this set of 4483 PCR products (97.5% of 
the 4,596 annotated LT2 sequence) are 104 pSLT ORFs, a virulence plasmid of LT2. 
The array was also supplemented with a few hundred ORFs from genes of the 
sequenced Salmonella typhi CT18 genome (Parkhill etal., 2001) which did not have a 
close homologue in S. typhimurium LT2. These genes were selected by comparing each 
annotated CT18 ORF with those of the LT2 genome with all genes exhibiting ?90% 
homology over 100 bp to LT2 being eliminated. Segments over 100 bp with >80% 
homology with another CT1 8 gene (paralogous regions) were also excluded from 
inclusion in the array. The ORFs of any remaining entire CT18 annotated genes were 
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Printed replicates of the 
whole genome array 
Figure 4.1 Layout of the PCR-gene rated probes for the genomic microarrays 
4483 DNA probes representing 97.5% of the ORFs for S. typhimiurium LT2 were printed on the 
glass slide in triplicate as illustrated. Each replicate of the array also contained 104 ORFs of the 
LT2 virulence plasmid pSLT. 
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then PCR amplified. For the remaining fragments of genes, the largest sequences were 
selected for PCR amplification. Intensity values from spots corresponding to these genes 
were not analysed in this study as there inclusion was to simply enable expression 
analysis of S. typhimurium LT2 and Salmonella typhi CT 18 with the same array. 
(Porwollik et al., 2003). 
As the data from the genomic microarrays from these experiments encompasses over 
four and a half thousand average gene expression ratios per time point, the data were 
first sorted by isolating mean induction ratio values which were over 2.0 i.e genes 
showing at least a 2-fold induction in response to cold shock. From these gene induction 
values, further sorting was performed to isolate those induction ratios which were 
considered as significant i.e. p-values which are found in the range between 0.05 and 
0.01, highly significant, p-values between 0.01 and 0.001 or very highly significant, p-
values values which were 0.001 (see normalisation and statistical analysis in section 
2.2.3 for explanation). Interesting genes which fell within these parameters are discussed 
in this section. However, genes which have importance in this study such as those 
encoding potential cold induced proteins (CIP5- see table 1.1) which were not induced 
over 2-fold or had p-values higher than 0.05 are also described. This exception was also 
applied to any gene of interest which had at least one time point which fell within the 
acceptable parameters mentioned above. 
To identify which genes were significantly repressed (down-regulated), those with 
induction ratios which were below 0.5 (>2-fold decrease in the induction level) were 
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selected. As with the up-regulated genes, not all the induction ratios or p-values of 
selected genes of interest were within these parameters for certain time points. 
4.4 Results 
4.4.1 Global transcriptional analysis of S. typhimurium in response 
to a temperature downshift from 37°C to 10°C during exponential 
phase growth 
Some of the same sets of RNA which were extracted in duplicate for the exponential 
phase 10°C mini-array experiment described in section 3.4.1 were also used for genomic 
microarray analysis in this experiment. As previously described, a single colony of 
5L1344 was used to inoculate 5 ml of LB medium which was incubated at 37°C for 16 
hours with shaking. 5 ml of this overnight culture was added to 1 L of fresh LB and 
incubated with shaking, until the culture reached an 0D600 of 0.5 (exponential phase). 
100 ml of culture, described as the To sample, was removed immediately for RNA 
isolation with hot phenol extraction, as described in section 2.2.3. The remainder of the 
culture was then transferred to a 10°C water-bath. This protocol was performed with a 
duplicate culture also. Additional 100 ml samples, from each of the two SL1344 cultures 
were also processed at 0.5, 1, 2, 4 and 6 hour time points. RNA samples from the 24 
hour and 96 hour time points were not analysed in this experiment. The RNA samples 
were labelled with Cy-dyes via reverse transcription, hybridised to genomic arrays, 
scanned and analysed as described in section 2.2.3. 20 pg of each RNA sample was 
labelled for the genomic microarrays as opposed to 12 pg for the mini-arrays. As 
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described in section 3.4.1, the replicate set of RNA samples was dye-swapped when 
labelled. Due to the large volume of data procured from these experiments, all the raw 
and normalised data for each gene in this 10°C exponential phase experiment can be 
found on the CD appendixes B  and Cl, respectively. 
Using the parameters outlined in section 4.3, the number of statistically significant 
genes which were induced by 2-fold or more for each time point during this experiment 
was found. At the 0.5, 1, 2, 4 and 6 hour time points, 65, 161, 364, 224 and 326 genes 
were up-regulated at 10°C, respectively. 
The microarray induction ratio results also reveal that the exponential cultures exhibit 
noticeable up-regulation of a number of genes expected to be cold shock inducible, as 
illustrated in table 4.1. Those ratios withp-values which fell within the significant, 
highly significant or very highly significant cateogory (see section 4.3) were 
automatically designated with ap-value of 0.05, 0.01 or 0.001, respectively. Anyp-
values which were higher than 0.05, were left unchanged. 
Both cspA and cspB appeared to exhibit cold-induced expression within the first half 
hour of cold-shock with strong induction (especially for cspB) being sustained for the 
following 5.5 hours. The cspH gene showed only a slight induction initially at the half 
hour time point (0.3-fold), with transcription increasing to a peak of 3-fold induction 2 
hours after cold shock, before decreasing to around 2-fold after 6 hours of cold shock. 
The expression of cspE increased by just over 2-fold, half an hour after cold incubation, 
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Table 4.1 Induction ratios for the cspA paralogues and CIPs in SL1 344 after 
cold-shock at 10°C during exponential phase growth 
Gene 	Time after cold Induction ± standard t - test Function/properties of gene 
name shock (Ii) Ratio deviation P value product 
ospA 	0.5h 2.7 1.4 0.08 Major cold shock protein. 
1.0h 3.5 2.3 0.01 RNA chaperone 
2 O 2.7 	2.4 	0.05 
0.1 
A Ith 	 38 	1.6 	0.00 
UspA 
1.0h 8.8 13.4 0.05 
2.Oh 25.3 19.4 0.001 
4.Oh 28.7 331.0 0.1 
6.Oh 42.5 18.0 0.001 
0.5h 0.3 0.2 0.08 
1.Oh 0.3 0.3 0.05 
paralogue 
UspA paraiogue C 
unknown function 
2.Oh 0.2 0.3 0.01 
4.011 0.2 0.2 0.08 
6.Oh 0.4 0.3 0.05 
ospE 0.5h 2.2 0.4 0.01 constitutively produced 
1.0h 2.5 0.9 0.01 cspA paralogue 
2.Oh 2.2 1.6 0.01 
4.011 1.3 0.5 0.3 
6.01) 1.5 0.8 0.2 
cspH 0.511 1.3 0.5 0.5 cold-induced cspA 
1.0h 2.2 0.8 0.05 paralogue. Also induced 
2.011 3.0 1.6 0.001 
upon nutrient up-shift 
4.Oh 2.8 0.9 0.07 
6.011 2.1 0.3 0.001 
nusA 0.5h 2.0 0.8 0.1 Transcription terminator/ 
1.0h 2.4 1.2 0.01 anti-terminator 
2.011 3.1 3.4 0.01 
4.Oh 4.3 3.7 0.1 
6.Oh 5.6 0.6 0.001 
deaD 0.511 3.4 3.5 0.1 RNA helicase 
or 1.0h 4.1 3.8 0.05 
csdA 2.011 7.1 6.0 0.001 
4.Oh 14.2 52.1 0.1 
6.Oh 13.9 7.1 0.001 
pnp 0.511 3.2 1.3 0.05 Polynucleotide 
1.0h 11.5 3.5 0.001 phosphorylase 
2.011 2.8 0.9 0.001 3'4 5' exonuclease activity 
4.Oh 2.7 1.4 0.1 degradosome component 
6.011 4.2 1.2 0.001 
Table 4.1 continued. 
Gene Time after cold Induction 	* standard 	t-test 	Function/properties of gene 
name 	shock (h) 	Ratio deviation P value product 
rbfA 0.5h 1.8 1.2 0.3 Ribosome binding factor A 
1.0h 2.1 0.6 0.01 Ribosome assembly/ 
2-Oh 4.4 2.0 o.00i maturation 
4.Oh 4.0 3.6 0.1 
6.Oh 5.8 0.8 0.001 
infA 0.5h 1.2 0.3 0.4 Initiation factor 1 
1.0h 1.5 0.5 0.05 Translation initiation 
2.Oh 2.1 1.4 0.05 
4.Oh 1.8 0.4 0.05 
6.Oh 1.9 0.4 0.01 
inffl 05h 1.6 0.7 0.2 Initiation factor 2 
1.0h 2.1 0.8 0.05 Translation initiation/ 
2.Oh 2.3 0.8 0.001 fMet-tRNA binding 
4.Oh 2.5 2.7 0.2 
6.Oh 3.1 0.3 0.001 
infC 0.5h 0.9 0.3 0.6 Initiation factor 3 
1.0h 1.0 0.4 0.9 Translation initiation/ 
2Db 1.0 0.7 0.7 Initiation site selection/ 
4.Oh 1.3 0.9 0.6 RNA binding. 
6Db 1.9 0.4 0.001 
gyrD 0.5h 1.7 0.8 0.1 Sub-unit B of 
lOb 1.9 0.7 0.01 topoisomerase Ill 
2.Oh 2.7 0.8 0.001 DNA binding 
4.Oh 2.4 1.5 0.1 
6.Oh 3.1 0.9 0.001 
fig 0.5h 0.9 0.3 0.6 Trigger factor. A pepidyl- 
1.0h 0.8 0.3 0.2 prolyl cis/trans isomerase 
2.Oh 1.0 0.4 0.8 Protein chaperone activity 
4.Oh 0.6 0.4 0.3 involved in cell division 
6.Oh 0.7 0.2 0.1 
Ms 0.5h 0.9 0.3 0.6 Histone-like nucleoid 
lOb 1.0 0.5 0.9 structuring protein 
2.Oh 0.7 0.6 0.2 Transcriptional 
4.Oh 0.7 0.7 0.4 repressor/ DNA 
6.Oh 1.5 0.3 0.01 supercoiling 
recA 0.5h 1.0 0.4 0.9 Protease and nuclease 
1.0h 1.2 0.5 0.3 activity. 
2.Oh 1.9 0.6 0.001 Recombination/ 
4.Oh 2.0 0.5 0.05 SOS response 
6.Oh 1.8 0.3 0.01 
hupfl 0.5h 0.5 0.3 0.1 subunit B of HU nucleoid 
1.0h 0.5 0.3 0.05 protein. DNA-binding/ 
2.Oh 0.3 0.2 0.001 supercoiling activity 
4Db 0.4 0.2 0.1 
6.Oh 0.4 0.2 0.05 
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remained at a constant level for the subsequent 1.5 hours at 10°C before reducing tol.5-
fold at the 6 hour time point. The induction ratio values for cspD during the course of 
this experiment indicate that this gene was repressed by 5 - 2.8-fold during the time 
course of incubation at 10°C. Unfortunately, no expression data for c5pC could be 
obtained from the 97.5% genome microarrays used during this study as the cspC ORF 
was not printed on the slides (the array covers 97.5% of the known and putative 
chromosomal and plasmid ORF5). It should also be remembered that signal arising from 
cross hybridisation between paralogues with closely related sequences cannot be 
eliminated in such studies. 
As can be seen in table 4. 1, not all thep-values calculated for some of the paralogue 
gene induction ratios were within the 95% confidence levels i.e. were over 0.05. 
However, because there are a number of time points, it is possible to see an overall trend 
in expression of the genes during cold shock with the other statistically significant 
values for the same gene. The insignificant statistical p-values for certain time points for 
these genes are likely to reflect excessive variation in background within the spot area, 
arising from specks of dust, or difficulties in accurately measuring low levels of 
transcript. Both are phenomena which could skew the mean ratio value calculated from 
replicate spots across duplicate slides thus affecting the standard deviation from which 
the p-value for the gene is calculated. This indicates that caution should be taken when 
making interpretations for specific time points based on induction ratios and p-values 
together, as false negatives may be disregarded. On the other hand, thep-values still act 
as a necessary safe-guard against giving undue attention to genes which do not have any 
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statistically significant induction ratios when no other corroborating information is 
available to support the interpretation. 
As illustrated in table 4. 1, the ratios for genes encoding suspected cold induced proteins 
whose cold shock expression has been well characterised in E. coil (see Gualerzi c/ al., 
2003 for a recent review) were examined in this set of experiments to see if they are also 
cold-induced in S. typhimurium SL1344. These CIPs have been previously categorised 
into two groups: class I and class II CIPs. Class I CIPs are dramatically induced from 
extremely low to very high levels after a shift to cold shock, while class II CIPs are 
present at a certain level before cold shock and induced only a few fold after initial 
temperature downshift (Thieringer el al., 1998). The induction of the transcriptional 
pausing class I protein, NusA (see table 4. 1), which is thought to have terminator/anti-
terminator function in E. coil (Jones & Inouye, 1994), seems to be steadily cold-induced 
in these experiments after temperature downshift with gene induction increasing from 
2.4-fold after 1 hour to 5.6-fold after 6 hours at 10°C. The transcription level of the RNA 
helicase gene, deal) (Jones et al., 1996), also increased upon cold shock in this study, 
with induction values of 4.1- and 7-fold after the 1 and 2 hour time points, respectively, 
with an even higher induction after 6 hours of cold shock (nearly 14-fold). The 
transcription level of the pnp gene, which encodes a 3'-5'exonuclease component 
(PNPase), is induced around 3-fold higher after half an hour of cold shock which then 
rapidly increases to 11.5-fold after 1 hour before falling again to 2.8-fold after a further 
hour at 10°C. This would seem to indicate clearly that this gene is cold-inducible like its 
homologue in E. coil (Beran & Simons, 2001). Mother gene whose product is a class I 
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CIP in E. coil is rbfA, which encodes a ribosome binding factor which has been reported 
to have a role in ribosome maturation (Jones and Inouye, 1996). As can be seen in table 
4.1 the induction of this gene is increased by around 2-fold after 1 hour at 10°C with 
transcription steadily increasing to 5.8-fold after 6 hours of cold shock. It would appear 
that all the equivalent class I CIP genes in SL1344 are induced to a relatively high level 
after cold shock. 
With regards to the remaining genes in table 4.1 which encode class II CIPs, the cold-
induced increases in transcription levels are for the most part, relatively low compared to 
those of the class I CIPs. The in.fA and infC genes which encode the translation initiation 
factors ff1 and ff3, respectively, show maximum increases in transcription of around 2-
fold during the course of cold incubation. By the 6 hour time point, the transcription of 
injB which encodes ff2 exhibited a higher induction ratio (3-fold) than either infA or 
infC. The gene encoding the B subunit of DNA gyrase was one of the earliest identified 
class 11 C1Ps of E. coil (Jones etal., 1992). Data for its homologous gene in SL1344 in 
this set of experiments indicated that cold-induction was moderate for the first hour at 
10°C (1.7/8-fold induction), reaching a peak increase in transcription ratio of over 3.0 at 
the 6 hour time point few hours. The genes encoding the nucleoid associated protein H-
NS and the recombination protein RecA in SL1344 also showed only weak induction at 
10°C, again with peak increases in transcription ratios of less than 2.0. On the other 
hand, the SL1344 hupB gene, which encodes another protein known as a class II CIP in 
E. coil (Giangrossi ci al., 2002) involved in DNA supercoiling (B subunit of the HU 
protein), is clearly repressed after cold shock, with transcription levels reaching a peak 
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decrease of 3.3-fold after 2 hours of low temperature incubation. The values for all the 
expression ratios for the tig gene, which encodes the protein chaperone TF (Trigger 
factor), were not statistically significant, as shown in table 4.1. Indeed, none of the 
expression values for fig in the other genomic microrarray experiments in this chapter or 
in chapter 7 were found to be statistically significant for any time point. This would 
seem to indicate that there may be a consistent problem with reliable detection of fig 
transcripts resulting in highly variable induction ratios thus affecting the mean intensity 
value e.g. an error regarding the printing of the fig oligo on each slide. 
Table 4.2 lists a number of other genes that exhibited significant increases in expression 
levels during the same 10°C exponential phase experiment The cpxP gene, which has 
been reported to be a repressor of the envelope stress activated Cpx regulatory system in 
E. colt (Raivio & Silhavy, 1997) was induced by nearly 5.8-fold after 1 hour at 10°C. 
This induction peaked to over 13-fold after a further hour of cold shock and gradually 
decreased again to 8.4- then 6.3-fold at the 4 and 6 hour time points, respectively. The 
cutA gene has been reported to confer copper tolerance in E. colt copper-sensitive 
mutants (Gupta et al., 1997) as well as being important for cytochrome c biosynthesis. 
As illustrated in table 4.2, this gene is up-regulated steadily during incubation of the 
SL1344 culture at 10°C, with transcript levels increasing by almost 2.5-fold after 4 
hours and 4.3-fold by the 6 hour time point. 
Cold shock of an exponentially growing culture of SL1344 at 10°C also seemed to 
result in the up-regulation of rho, which encodes a transcription termination factor 
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(Roberts, 1969). This gene was up-regulated by nearly 4-fold after 30 minutes of cold 
shock and subsequently induced further by nearly 6-fold and over 8-fold at the 2 and 4 
hour time points, respectively. After 6 hours at 10°C, the transcription of this gene 
decreased slightly to 7.8-fold: The rpoE gene, which encodes the extracytoplasmic stress 
sigma factor (o E)  (Miticka ci at, 2003) also appears to be induced by cold incubation at 
10°C. induction of this gene appears to steadily increase with fold increases in its 
transcript levels varying between 2.7-fold after 2 hours and 4.3-fold after 6 hours of cold 
shock. 
A gene which encodes a palmitoleoyl tranferase designated as ddg, was also found to be 
consistently induced to significantly high levels during the course of this experiment. 
This protein has previously been reported to be induced at 12°C in E. coil and important 
for catalysing the incorporation of palmitoleate into lipid A during cold shock (Carty et 
at, 1999). As illustrated in table 4.2, transcription of tUg increases by over 27-fold after 
2 hours at 10°C and further increases to 42-fold after 6 hours of cold incubation. 
Additionally, a gene encoding a homologue of a lipoprotein thought to be important for 
cell division in E. coil (O'Hara ci al., 1999) is also induced in this experiment. 
Transcript levels for this gene, nipi, increased steadily during the cold incubation of 
SL1344, rising by 5- to 6-then 8- and finally 11.5-fold at the 0.5, 2, 4 and 6 hour post 
cold shock time points, respectively. 
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Gene Time after cold 
name 	shock (h) 
Induction 	± standard 
	
t-test 




Function/properties of gene 
Periplasmic repressor of the 
cpxA regulon. lOb 	5.8 
Table 4.2 Induction ratios for some up-regulated genes in SL1 344 after cold-
shock at 10°C during exponential phase growth 
2.Oh 13.3 1.6 0.001 
4.Oh 8.4 0.7 0.001 
6.Oh 6.3 2.4 0.001 
cutA 	0.5h 2.0 0.6 0.05 Putative periplasmic 
lOb 2.1 0.7 0.01 divalent cation tolerance 
2.Oh 2.4 0.8 0.001 protein. 
4.Oh 2.4 0.5 0.057 
Cytochrome c biogenesis. 
6.Oh 4.3 0.8 0.001 
rho-0.5 h 4.0 0.7 0.001 I ranscnpuon ierminauori 
lOb 3.3 1.4 0.01 factor Rho. 
2.Oh 5.8 1.9 0.001 
4.Oh 8.3 1.0 0.001 
6.Oh 7.8 3.1 0.001 
rpoE 	0.5h 2.8 2.1 0.1 Sigma factor for RNA 
1.0h 3.7 2.0 0.01 polymerase. 
0E  or 021 
2.Oh 2.7 1.5 0.001 Response to periplasmic 
4.Oh 3.3 1.1 0.05 stress. 
6.Oh 4.3 0.5 0.001 
ddg 	0.5h 10.5 9.6 0.Ob 	F'almiloleoyulranlerase 
lOb 6.1 5.3 0.01 
2.Oh 27.8 15.4 0.001 
4.Oh 25.5 122.7 0.1 
6.Oh 42.6 25.1 0.001 
nip! 	0.5h 5.1 0.7 0.001 	Lipoprotein; cell division. 
iOn 4.6 1.9 0.001 
2.Oh 6.1 2.4 0.001 
4.Oh 8.0 6.0 0.05 
6.Oh 11.5 3.5 0.001 
invP 	0.5h 3.6 0.4 0.001 Invasion protein. 
iOn 3.0 1.2 0.01 
2.Oh 3.4 1.8 0.001 
4.Oh 3.3 1.0 0.05 
6.Oh 5.7 1.3 0.001 
dinG 	0.5h 2.0 1.0 0.1 LexA regulated (SOS) 
1.0h 2.8 1.6 0.05 repairenzyme. 
2.Oh 3.9 1.6 0.001 
4.Oh 2.5 2.0 0.1 
6.Oh 2.7 1.3 0.05 
ais 	0.5h 4.0 7.3 0.2 Aluminum inducible protein. 
1.0h 4.9 6.0 0.05 
2.Oh 8.5 8.0 0.001 
4.Oh 6.4 33.9 0.2 
6.Oh 6.9 6.0 0.01 
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As illustrated in table 4.2, the invF gene also appeared to be up-regulated in response to 
a temperature downshift during this experiment. This gene reportedly encodes a 
transcriptional regulator, required for the expression of proteins encoded by the SPI 1 
pathogenicity island which are important for epithelial cell invasion (Darwin & Miller, 
1999). The invF gene is steadily induced upon cold shock with levels of induction 
ranging between 3-to 3.6-fold during the first 4 hours of culture incubation at 10°C. 
This increases to 5.7-fold at the 6 hour time point. 
The SOS regulon, which was first characterised in E. coil, consists of a group of genes 
which are up-regulated in response to DNA damage or inhibition of replication. Such 
genes were found to be involved in a number of processes relating to DNA repair and 
replication and were also regulated by the RecA and LexA proteins (Lewis et al., 1992). 
In this experiment, a paralogous gene of a LexA regulated protein from E. coil called 
dinG, was induced by cold incubation at 10°C. The predicted product of this gene is 
reported to have multiple motifs commonly found among DNA helicases (Yasuda el aL, 
1996). The dinG gene exhibited 2.8- and 3.9-fold increases in transcription level after 1 
and 2 hours of cold shock, respectively. Other din genes, dinF (3.0-fold) and dliii (2.3-
fold) are induced after 2 hours of cold shock (see appendix Cl). 
The SL1344 gene which encodes an aluminium-inducible protein, designated ais, is also 
up-regulated after cold shock. In E. co/i this gene is thought to be part of a group of 
related proteins found in pilin- and antimicrobial peptide resistance-related operons 
(Rigden, 2003). This gene was up-regulated by nearly 5-fold after 1 hour of cold shock 
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and by 8.5-fold after 2 hours at 10°C. This induction ratio decreased to around 6.9-fold 
after the 6 hour time point. 
Table 4.3 shows a group of genes which appeared to be down-regulated after the 
exponentially growing SL1334 culture was incubated at 10°C. As mentioned in section 
4.3, those genes with induction ratios which were below 0.5 (?2-fold decrease in the 
induction level) were selected. Those with p-values which were < 0.05 were considered 
for further analysis. As with the genes analysed before (see tables 4.1 and 4.2), not all 
the induction ratios orp-values were within these parameters for certain time points. 
Only a selection of the more interesting down-regulated genes, are listed in table 4.3. 
The mopA and mopB genes encode the GroES and GroEL polypeptides, respectively, 
which have been identified as members of the heat shock regulon in E. co/i controlled by 
the heat shock sigma factor, RpoH (or a 32) (Fayet et al., 1989). As illustrated in table 
4.3, both these genes appear to be down-regulated under cold shock conditions during 
this experiment. After 2 hours of culture incubation at 10°C, transcription of the mopA 
and mopB genes are repressed by 20- and 25-fold respectively. By the 6 hour time point 
these genes are down-regulated further by 100- and 33-fold, respectively, compared to 
their transcription levels before temperature downshift. Additionally, the genes encoding 
two other heat shock proteins, DnaK and Lon (Liberek & Georgopoulos, 1993, Chung & 
Goldberg, 1981), also seem to be down-regulated. Transcriptional repression of dnaK 
reaches a peak after 1 hour at 10°C (over 16-fold) while maximal repression of Ion 
occurred after 2 hours of cold shock (3.4-fold). 
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Table 4.3 Induction ratios for some of down-regulated genes in SLI 344 after 
cold-shock at 10°C during exponential phase growth 
Gene 	Time after cold Induction ± standard t-test Function/properties of gene 
name shock (h) Ratio deviation P value product 
mopA 	0.5h 0.1 0.1 0.07 Gr0ES; chaperone Hsp6O 
1.0h 0.5 5.5 0.5 with peptide-dependent 
2.Oh 0.05 0.1 0.001 ATPase activity, affects cell 
4.Oh 0.05 0.1 0.1 division. 
6.Oh 0.01 0.03 0.01 
mopS 0.5h 0.07 0.1 0.06 UroL; cnaperone risplu, 
1 .Oh 0.01 0.03 0.01 affects cell division. 
2.Oh 0.04 0.06 0.001 
4.Oh 0.03 0.06 0.05 
6.Oh 0.03 0.05 0.01 
dnaK 0.5h 0.2 0.2 0.1 Chaperone RsplO in DNA 
1.0h 0.06 0.1 0.05 biosynthesis/cell division 
2.Oh 0.1 0.2 0.001 
4.Oh 0.07 0.1 0.06 
6.Oh 0.06 0.1 0.05 
Ion 0.5h 0.4 0.3 0.2 DNA-binding, ATP- 
1.0h 0.5 0.3 0.07 dependent protease; 
2.Oh 0.3 0.3 0.01 cleaves RcsA and SuIA, 
4.Oh 0.3 0.3 0.1 heat shock k-protein. 
6.011 0.3 0.2 0.05 
stpA 0.5h 0.2 0.2 0.07 DNA-binding protein with 
1.Oh 0.2 0.2 0.01 chaperone activity. 
2.Oh 0.3 0.2 0.01 
4.Oh 0.2 0.2 0.08 
6.Oh 0.2 0.2 0.05 
figE 	0.511 0.4 0.3 0.1 i-iageiiar Duosyninesis; hook 
1.0h 0.3 0.2 0.01 protein. 
2.011 0.2 0.1 0.001 
4.Oh 0.1 0.2 0.11 
6.Oh 0.04 0.06 0.01 
tsx 	0.5h 0.3 0.3 0.1 Nucleoside channel; 
1.0h 0.3 0.3 0.05 receptor of phage T6 and 
2.Oh 0.2 0.2 0.001 colicin K. 
4.Oh 0.1 0.2 0.1 
6.Oh 0.1 0.1 0.01 
1.0h 0.3 0.3 0.05 	transport. 
2.Oh 0.3 0.3 0.01 
4.Oh 0.3 0.3 0.1 
6.Oh 0.3 0.2 0.05 
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The expression of the gene encoding the DNA-binding protein, StpA, was also repressed 
during this experiment (Sonnenfield etal., 2001) Transcription of the stpA gene was 
down-regulated by over 5-fold after 1 hour at 10°C with this level of repression staying 
relatively constant before subsiding slightly after the 6 hour time point to just over a 4- 
fold repression. 
The transcript levels for one of the flagellar biosynthesis genes, flgE, whose product 
forms part of the hook structural protein of the flagellum in S. typhimurium (Chillcott & 
Hughes, 2000) appears to decrease by 3.7-fold after 1 hour of cold shock (see table 4.3). 
The level of gene repression increases after an additional hour of cold shock (over 6.6-
fold) and rapidly continues until the 6 hour time point (25-fold). The repression offigE 
is one of the manyfig genes which exhibited transcription repression after cold shock 
(see 2 hour time point in appendix Cl). 
Two genes whose products are regarded as important for nucleoside transport are also 
repressed. The first gene, tsx, encodes an outer membrane protein that functions as a 
substrate-specific channel for nucleosides (Nieweg & Bremer, 1997). The second gene, 
called nupG, has been extensively characterised in E. coil, whose product is also 
involved in nucleoside transport (Munch-Petersen etal., 1979). As shown in table 4.3, 
transcriptional repression of tsr gradually increases from 4-to 12.5-fold between I and 6 
hours after cold shock. However, the level of down-regulation of nupG is fairly constant, 
with fold decreases in induction of 3.4-, 3.1- and 3.6-fold at 1,2 and 6 hours after 
temperature downshift to 10°C, respectively. 
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4.4.2 Global transcriptional analysis of S. typhimurium in response 
to a temperature downshift from 37°C to 4°C during exponential 
phase growth 
As with the experiment described previously, the RNA samples isolated at various time 
points for the 4°C exponential phase experiment for the mini-arrays (section 3.4.2) were 
used for Cy-dye labelling labelling and genomic array analysis. The method for this 
experiment was identical to that described in section 3.4.2, with a single colony of 
SL1344 being used to inoculate 5 ml of LB medium and placed in a shaker incubator at 
37°C for 16 hours. 5 ml of overnight culture was then added to I L of fresh LB in a 2 L 
conical flask and incubated again, with shaking, until the culture reached an 0D600 of 0.5 
(exponential phase). 100 ml of culture, described as the To sample, was removed at this 
point for hot phenol RNA extraction as described in section 2.2.3. The remainder of the 
culture was then transferred to a 4°C water-bath. Additional 100 ml samples, from the 
SL1344 culture were processed at 1, 2, 6, 24 and 96 hours after cold shock. This 
protocol was performed twice with two different cultures. 
The duplicate dye-swapped labelled cDNA samples for the 5 time points were 
hybridised to genomic microarray slides and scanned as described in section 2.2.3. 
Extended cold shock time points, 24 and 96 hours, were included for analysis in this 
experiment due to previous 2D PAGE studies in our lab indicating that the cold shock 
response of S. typhitnurium is delayed at 4°C in comparison to the response at 10°C 
(Holden, 1999). Therefore, any gene expression in the later stages of cold shock 
incubation could be monitored. 
Using the aforementioned parameters in section 4.3 for isolating induced genes, the 
overall number of up-regulated genes for each time point was found. A total of 301, 312, 
104, 619 and 479 genes were up-regulated after 1, 2, 6, 24 and 96 hours of incubation at 
4°C, respectively 
Induction values for all the csp genes and a selection of CIP genes at all the time points 
for this experiment are listed in table 4.4. There seems to be induction of cspA during the 
first two hours of culture incubation at 4°C with transcription increases of over 6.3- and 
nearly 8-fold at the 1 and 2 hour time points, respectively. It would appear that the 
induction of cspA is sustained for the remainder of the experiment, with mean induction 
ratios between nearly 4.2 and 6 being observed during the subsequent 94 hours of cold 
shock. As with the exponential phase experiment at 10°C, the fold increase in 
transcription levels was much higher for cspB compared to espA. The cspB gene 
exhibited a 51-fold increase in transcription after 1 hour of cold shock, and over an 120-
fold induction increase after 2 hours at 4°C. The induction value decreased to 21.2 after 
6 hours but curiously, increased again with prolonged cold shock incubation at 50.3 and 
over 139 at the 24 and 96 hour time points, respectively. 
Unfortunately, all of the p-values for every mean induction ratio for the cspD and cspE 
spots fell outside the desired significance levels (p = 0.05) and therefore no comments 
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can be made on them with any great confidence. However, the induction values for both 
genes seem to indicate that their expression may be similar to that observed at 10°C with 
cspD being consistently repressed and espE showing some up-regulation (see table 4.1). 
Only one induction value for the cold-inducible cspH gene fell within the 95% 
confidence levels. This was the 96 hour time point which indicated that cspH was still 
induced after prolonged incubation at 4°C with a value of 2.9. 
The gene encoding the cold-induced terminator/anti-terminator, nusA, exhibited an 
increase in transcription level by nearly 2.8-fold after 2 hours at 4°C. The induction level 
increased with prolonged cold incubation with a ratio of 9.3 after 24 hours and then 
returned to a lower level after 3 more days at 4°C (3.8). The transcription levels of the 
RNA helicase gene, deaD, increased in this experiment by just over 5.9-fold after 1 hour 
of cold shock but exhibited significantly higher levels in the later stages of the 
experiment with induction ratios of 38.5 and 14.1 at the 24 and 96 hour time points, 
respectively. All but one of the p-values for the exoribonuclease gene, pnp, were outside 
the 95% confidence levels. The single significant time point indicated that pnp 
expression was increased by 3.31-fold, after culture incubation at 4°C for 24 hours 
compared to before temperature downshift. This also appeared to be the case with the 
ribosome binding factor gene, rbfA, which had induction ratios of 5.8 and 2.5 after 24 
and 96 hours of cold shock, respectively (see table 4.4). 
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Table 4.4 	Induction ratios for the cspA paralogues and CIPs in SL1 344 after 
cold-shock at 4°C during exponential phase growth 
Gene 	Time after cold 	Induction 	± standard 	t - test Function/properties of gene 
name shock (h) Ratio deviation P value 
product 
cspA 	1.0h 	6.3 	1.7 	0.001 Major cold shock protein. 
2.011 7.9 1.9 0.01 RNA chaperone 
6.Oh 	4.2 	1.2 	0.001 
24.011 6.0 1.9 0.001 
96.Oh 	5.8 	1.2 	0.001 
cspB 	1.011 51.1 31.3 0.01 	cold-induced CspA 
2.011 	120.9 	62.1 	0.01 paralogue 
6.011 21.2 20.2 0.05 
24.011 	50.3 	7.9 	0.001 
96.011 139.5 16.1 0.001 
cspD 	l.Oh 	0.7 	0.6 	 U. 	L.SpM paIdltsyue UI 
2.011 0.5 0.3 0.2 unknown function 
6.011 	0.4 	0.4 	0.2 
24.011 0.2 0.1 0.06 
96.011 	0.1 	0.1 	0.07 
	
1.011 3.1 2.2 0.1 	Constitutively proauceo 
2.011 	2.2 	1.3 	0.1 cspA paralogue 
6.011 0.9 0.4 0.8 
24.011 	0.9 	0.6 	0.7 
96.011 1.2 1.9 0.8 
cspH 	1.0h 	1.8 	1.8 	0.3 	cold-induced CspA 
2.011 2.8 2.9 0.2 paralogue. Also induced 
6.011 	1.6 	1.7 	0.4 	upon nutrient up-shift 
24.011 3.8 4.1 0.1 
96.011 	2.9 	0.7 	0.01 
nusA 	1.011 3.3 1.6 0.05 	Transcription tenninator/ 
2.011 	2.8 	0.6 	0.05 anti-terminator 
6.011 3.6 4.9 0.2 
24.011 	9.3 	0.5 	0.001 
96.011 3.8 1.2 0.01 
deaD 	1.011 	5.9 	0.9 	0.001 	RNA helicase 
Or 2.011 5.3 6.1 0.1 
csdA 	6.011 	7.6 	14.6 	0.1 
24.Oh 38.5 2.2 0.001 
96.Oh 	14.1 	3.6 	0.001 
pnp 	1.0h 0.9 0.4 0.8 	Polynucleotide 
2.011 	1.2 	0.4 	0.4 phosphorylase 
6.Oh 1.5 0.7 0.3 	3'4 5' exonuclease activity 
24.Oh 	3.3 	0.3 	0.001 degradosome component 
96.011 1.9 0.6 0.06 
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Table 4.4 continued. 
Gene Time after cold • Induction 	± standard 	t-test 	Function/properties of gene 
name 	shock (h) 	Ratio deviation P value product 
rbfA 1.0h 0.8 0.3 0.3 Ribosome binding factor A 
2.0h 1.1 0.4 0.6 Ribosome assembly/ 
6.Oh 1.8 1.9 0.4 maturation 
24.Oh 5.8 0.4 0.001 
96.Oh 2.5 0.6 0.01 
infA 1.0h 2.6 0.7 0.01 Initiation factor 1 
2.Oh 2.5 0.8 0.01 Translation initiation 
6.011 2.9 1.7 0.09 
24.Oh 3.1 1.8 0.09 
96.Oh 3.5 1.8 0.05 
infB 1.0h 0.9 0.3 0.6 Initiation factor 2 
2.Oh 1.2 0.5 0.5 Translation initiation! 
6.Oh 2.4 2.7 0.1 fMet-IRNA binding 
24.Oh 5.9 0.5 0.001 
96.Oh 2.7 0.5 0.001 
infC 1.0h 2.0 1.2 0.1 Initiation factor 3 
2.Oh 1.5 0.5 0.2 Translation initiation! 
6.0h 0.8 0.7 0.7 Initiation site selection! 
24.011 	2.5 	0.3 	0.001 	RNA binding. 
96.Oh 3.0 0.9 0.01 
gyrB 	1.0h 	4.1 	1.5 	0.01 	Sub-unit B of 
2.Oh 3.8 1.2 0.01 topoisomerase Ill 
6.Oh 	2.9 	2.3 	 0.1 	DNA binding 
24.Oh 9.6 2.5 0.001 
96.Oh 	8.2 	2.0 	0.001 
fig 	1.0h 0.5 0.3 0.2 	
Trigger tactor. A peplayl- 
2.011 	0.5 	0.4 	 0.2 prolyl cis/trans isomerase 
6.Oh 0.5 0.4 0.2 	Protein chaperone activity 
24.Oh 	0.3 	0.2 	0.07 involved in cell division 
96.011 0.3 0.3 0.1 
tins 	1.0h 	1.2 	1.1 	 0.7 	Histone-like nucleoid 
2.Oh 0.7 0.6 0.5 structuring protein 
6.011 	0.3 	0.3 	 0.1 	Transcriptional 
24.Oh 0.4 0.2 0.09 repressor/ DNA 
96.Oh 	0.5 	0.3 	 0.1 	supercoiling 
recA 	1.011 2.5 1.4 0.1 nuclease 
2.Oh 	2.8 	0.4 	0.01 
	
activity. 
6.Oh 2.1 2.7 0.4 	Recombination / 
24.011 	5.6 	1.4 	0.001 SOS response 
96.Oh 6.9 1.7 0.01 
hupB 	1.0h 	1.0 	1.0 	 0.9 	Subunit B of RU nucleoid 
2Db 0.6 0.4 0.3 protein. DNA-binding! 
6.Oh 	0.5 	0.5 	 0.3 	supercoiling activity 
24.Oh 0.2 0.1 0.06 
96.011 	0.2 	0.2 	0.05 
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All three of the translation initiation factor genes, infA, injB and infC, were up-regulated 
in this experiment. Induction of all the initiation factor genes seemed to peak after 
prolonged incubation with induction ratios of 3.5 and 3.0 for infA and infC after 96 
hours, respectively, and a maximal ratio of 5.9 for the infB gene after 24 hours of cold 
shock. 
The DNA gyrase sub-unit gene, gyrB, exhibited rising up-regulation throughout the 
experiment with over 4-, 9.6- and 8.2-fold increases in transcription level at the 1, 24 
and 96 hour time-points, respectively. 
None of the induction ratios for the fig and hns genes had significant p-value for this 
experiment. Most of the induction values were below 1.0, which was also the case for 
these genes in the 10°C exponential phase experiment (see table 4.1). The gene for the 
SOS response recombination protein, RecA, exhibited increasing expression during cold 
incubation at 4°C with induction ratios of over 2.8, 5.6 and 6.9 at the 2, 24 and 96 hour 
time points respectively. In contrast, the hupB appeared to be down-regulated in the later 
stages of the experiment with transcription being repressed by around 5-fold at the 24 
and 96 hour time points (see table 4.4). 
As with the previously described experiment at 10°C, induction ratios for a selection of 
up-regulated genes from the 4°C exponential phase experiment are listed in table 4.5. All 
of the up-regulated genes listed in table 4.2 also exhibited significant levels of increased 
induction in this experiment. Induction values for the genes from table 4.2 for the 4°C 
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exponential phase experiment can be found in appendixes C  and C2. Table 4.5 lists 
some interesting genes which were also induced at 10°C but not described before in 
section 4.4.1 and also induction values for genes which appear to be more highly up-
regulated at 4°C compared to 10°C. Other genes are listed due to their high induction 
after extended periods of cold incubation (24, 96 hours). 
As shown in table 4.5, the gene encoding UmuC, a component of DNA polymerase V 
reportedly involved in SOS mutagenesis (Reuven et at, 1999) appeared to be up-
regulated in the later stages of this experiment (values were not statistically significant at 
early time points). Transcription levels increased by around 4-fold before decreasing 
slightly by just under 3-fold at the 24 and 96 hour time points, respectively. The SoC 
gene showed a significantly high increase in its level of expression after 24 hours of cold 
shock, with an induction ratio of over 14. This decreased by half at the 96 hour time 
point (6.8). The homologue of this gene has been reported to encode a protein involved 
in replication of the chromosome in E. coil (Bates etal., 1997). A maximum induction 
ratio of 3.8 was observed for the same gene during the 10°C exponential phase 
experiment also. 
The yqhC gene has been described as a putative transcriptional regulator in S. 
typhimurium (McClelland etal., 2001) which could be related to the AraC/XylS family 
of transcriptional activators (see Gallegos et al., 1997 for a review). The expression of 
this gene seems to be up-regulated to a fairly high level 2 hours after temperature 
downshift with an induction ratio of 5.4 (see table 4.5). However, after prolonged cold 
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Table 4.5 Induction ratios for some up-regulated genes in SL1 344 after cold-
shock at 4°C during exponential phase growth 
Gene Time after cold Induction 	± standard 	t - test 	Function/properties of gene 
name 	shock (h) 	Ratio deviation P value product 
umuC lOb 0.9 0.3 0.5 Error-prone repair 
2.Oh 1.0 0.3 0.9 component of DNA 
6.Oh 1.4 0.6 0.4 polymerase V with UmuD 
24.Oh 4.0 0.5 0.001 
96.Oh 2.9 0.4 0.001 
mioc 1.Oh 2.2 1.8 0.2 Initiation of chromosome 
2.Oh 3,1 2.9 0.1 replication. 
6.011 3.0 7.7 0.3 
24Db 14.4 1.2 0.001 
96.Oh 6.8 2.0 0.01 
yqhC I Oh 3.9 1.8 0.05 Putative transcriptional 
2.Oh 5.4 1.4 0.01 regulator (AraC/XyIS 
6.Oh 3.2 4.0 0.2 family). 
24.Oh 24.5 6.7 0.01 
96.Oh 23.1 3.1 0.001 
yhbY lOb 3.1 0.8 0.001 Putative RNA-binding 
2Db 3.6 0.7 0.001 protein. 
6.Oh 2.5 2.3 0.2 
24.Oh 3.1 1.0 0.01 
96.Oh 2.0 0.9 0.1 
sulA lOb 4.2 1.1 0.01 Suppressor of Ion; inhibitor 
2.Oh 5.6 1.0 0.001 of cell division and FtsZ ring 
6.Oh 3.0 3.0 0.2 formation upon DNA 
24.Oh 5.6 1.6 0.01 damage/inhibition. 
96Db 8.0 3.2 0.01 
treF 1.0h 2.5 1.9 0.1 Cytoplasmic trehalase. 
2.011 2.5 1.2 0.09 
6.Oh 1.4 0.4 0.1 
24Db 2.2 0.3 0.001 
96.Oh 9.3 1.4 0.001 
tonB 1.0h 0.8 0.6 0.6 Energy transducer; uptake 
2.Oh 1.1 0.8 0.8 of iron, cyanocobalimin; 
6.Oh 1.6 2.0 0.5 sensitivity to phages, 
24.Oh 7.0 0.9 0.001 colicins. 
96.Oh 5.7 3.9 0.05 
ybdE I Oh 4.5 2.2 0.05 Putative inhibitor of septum 
2Db 4.0 0.9 0.01 formation. 
6.Oh 1.6 1.5 0.4 
24.Oh 2.6 0.4 0.01 
96.Oh 2.3 0.3 0.01 
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incubation at 4°C, the fold induction increase rises to over 24.5-fold after 24 hours and 
decreases slightly to just over 23-fold. 
The ybbY gene, whose product has been reported to bind RNA in E. coil (Ostheimer ci 
al., 2002) is cold-induced in this experiment. Table 4.5 shows thatyhbY exhibited a high 
initial level of gene induction peaking with a ratio of 3.6 after 2 hours of cold shock 
before a gradual reduction in transcription level indicated by ratios of 3.1 after 1 day and 
2.0 after 4 days at 4°C. The SuIA protein is a component of the SOS response and is also 
involved in the regulation of cell division in E. co/i (Mukherjee ci al., 1998). The 
homologous gene for this protein in SL1344 is also induced by incubation at 4°C in this 
study (see table 4.5). The level of induction for this gene increased from 4.2-fold to 5.6-
fold between 1 and 2 hours after cold shock. The level of induction was the same after 
24 hours but seemed to increase to about 8-fold by the 96 hour time point. 
Another interesting finding in this 4°C experiment was the increased induction level of 
the ireF gene, a cytoplasmic trehalase involved in the metabolism of the sugar trehalose 
(Horlacher etal., 1996). This sugar has already been reported to be essential for the 
viability of E. coil at low temperatures Kandror c/al., 2002). Its level of induction 
appears to more than quadruple in the last 72 hours of cold incubation, rising from 2.2 to 
9.3. Like treF, the tonB gene also exhibits stronger gene induction during the later stages 
of with induction ratios of 7.0 and 5.7 at the 24 and 96 hour time points, respectively. 
The tonB gene encodes a cytoplasmic membrane protein which plays an important role 
in iron metabolism in E. co/i (Jaskula etal., 1994). 
The yhdE gene encodes an uncharacterised putative inhibitor of septum formation 
(McClelland etal., 2001). As shown in table 4.5, this gene is induced to a maximal level 
after the first hour of incubation at 4°C with a ratio of 4.5. The level of induction then 
decreases after prolonged cold incubation with ratios of 2.6 and 2.3 at the 24 and 96 
hour time points respectively. 
In terms of the expression patterns of down-regulated genes in this experiment, there 
appeared to be no perceivable differences when their induction values were compared 
with those for down-regulated genes in the 10°C exponential phase experiment. All the 
genes listed in table 4.3 were repressed to similar levels in this experiment. There also 
did not appear to be genes that were uniquely repressed at 4°C and not at 10°C. 
4.4.3 Global transcriptional analysis of S. typhimurium in response 
to a temperature downshift from 37°C to 10°C during stationary 
phase growth 
As with the previous experiments in this chapter the same sets of RNA which were 
extracted in duplicate for the corresponding mini-array experiment described in section 
3.4.3 (stationary phase 10°C), were also used for genomic microarray analysis in this 
experiment. A single colony of SL1344 was used to inoculate 10 ml of LB medium 
which was incubated at 37°C for 16 hours with shaking. All of this overnight culture 
was added to 1 L of fresh LB and incubated with shaking for another 16 hours to get the 
culture to stationary phase. 100 ml of culture, described as the T0 sample, was removed 
immediately for RNA isolation with hot phenol extraction, as described in section 2.2.3. 
The remainder of the culture was then transferred to a 10°C water-bath. This protocol 
was performed with a duplicate culture also. For this experiment, additional 100 ml 
samples from each of the two SL1344 cultures were processed at 1, 4, 24 and 96 hour 
time points. RNA samples from the 2 hour and 6 hour time points were not analysed in 
this experiment. The RNA samples were labelled with Cy-dyes (the duplicate set of 
RNA samples were dye-swapped) via reverse transcription, hybridised to genomic 
arrays, scanned and analysed as described in section 2.2.1 All the raw and normalised 
data for each gene in this 10°C stationary phase experiment can be found on the CD 
appendixes B3 and C3. 
When a general analysis was performed on the data to sort the number of genes that 
were up-regulated at each time point that fell within the ?2-foldlp = :50.05 parameters, it 
was discovered that only 13, 25, 0 and 13 genes from the 1, 4, 24 and 96 time points, 
respectively, exhibited p-values which were 0.05. Only 5 of these genes, all from the 4 
hour time point, had an induction ratio over 2.0. This finding would appear to indicate 
that, for reasons which are not entirely clear, an unacceptably high level of error(s) has 
occurred during the course of this experiment. When the scanned images of all the arrays 
from this experiment (2 array slides per time point) were visualised, they all appeared to 
have very high levels of background covering most of each array. It would appear that 
the background resulted in skewing of the median intensity calculations for the large 
majority of genes on each slide. This would have a knock on affect with the calculations 
for the average ratios for each gene and result in p-values which would fall outside the 
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desired 95 % confidence limits. It is more difficult to explain how this could have 
happened for all the arrays in this experiment given that the RNA for each duplicate set 
of slides was isolated at different times and seemed to hybridise satisfactorily for the 
corresponding mini-array experiment (section 3.4.3). It is possible that there may have 
been a problem with one of the reagents used in the reverse transcription for each of the 
RNA samples which is carried out on the same day as the hybridisation. It may also be 
the case that there was a human error or reagent problem during the hybridisation and/or 
stringency washing stages of the experiment for both sets of slides. There is also a 
possibility that the batch of genomic slides used in this experiment could have been 
faulty or sub-standard. 
Poor significance values mean that any high induction ratios must be viewed with 
caution. Table 4.6 lists all the induction ratios for the cspA paralogue genes and also, for 
those which encode CIPs. It can be observed from this table that the p-values for all the 
induction ratios for each gene fall outside the parameters described in section 4.3. It 
would seem that despite the deleterious effects that the background has had on the 
standard deviation and the p-values, the csps exhibited a similar order in terms of their 
induction values with cpA and cspB having higher induction ratios than the other 
paralogue genes with peak values of 3.0 and 4.6, respectively. It is difficult to comment 
on the induction values of the cspE or cspH genes as the majority of the induction values 
for their time points from the other experiments in this chapter also had poor statistical 
significance. None of the induction ratios for cspD were above 1.0 which was also the 
case for this gene in the other experiments (see tables 4.1, 4.4 and 4.7). 
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The deaD, rbfA and infA genes all exhibited varying degrees of significant up-
regulation for the 10°C and 4°C exponential experiments (see table 4.1 and 4.4). The 
induction values for the same genes in this experiment mostly indicate limited induction 
or repression (table 4.6) although thep-values make these ratios untrustworthy and thus 
make it difficult to know if stationary phase is truly having a negative affect on these 
genes. Comparing these ratios with those obtained for the same genes in the 4°C 
stationary experiment described in section 4.4.4 also has limited usefulness as most of 
their p-values are also higher than 0.05. However, if the significant 4°C stationary values 
for these genes (all the 96 hour time points - see table 4.7) are compared with those for 
the same time points during exponential growth (table 4.4) it appears that stationary 
phase may have a negative affect on expression at 4°C at least at the 96 hour time point. 
This may also be the case at 10°C. No such comparisons can be made for the remaining 
Cifi genes in table 4.7, as the induction values for each of their time points are either 
insignificant or have no significant induction value to compare with in table 4.4. 
However, it can be said that the maximum levels of induction reached by genes in the 
4°C stationary phase experiment, in general, are lower compared to that of the 4°C 
exponential study (see section 4.4.4 for more detailed analysis). In light of the effects 
caused by excessive background in thelO°C stationary experiment, it can only be 
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Table 4.6 Induction ratios for the cspA paralogues and CIPs in SL1 344 after 
cold-shock at 10°C during stationary phase growth 
Gene Time after cold Induction 	± standard 	t - test 	Function/properties of gene 
name 	shock (h) 	Ratio deviation P value product 
cspA 1.0h 1.0 0.3 0.9 Major cold shock protein. 
2.Oh 1.9 1.5 0.3 RNA chaperone 
24.Oh 3.0 8.2 0.3 
96.Oh 1.7 1.9 0.4 
cspB 1.0h 2.4 2.1 0.2 Cold-induced CspA 
2.Oh 4.4 9.1 0.2 paralogue 
24.Oh 4.6 123.6 0.4 
96.Oh 3.3 8.3 0.3 
cspD 1.0h 0.5 0.6 0.4 CspA paralogue of 
2.Oh 0.7 0.6 0.5 unknown function 
24.011 0.4 0.7 0.3 
96.Oh 0.4 1.1 0.4 
cspE 1.0h 0.7 0.4 0.4 constitutively produced 
2.Oh 0.8 0.3 0.5 cspA paralogue 
24.Oh 0.5 0.3 0.1 
96.Oh 0.7 0.4 0.3 
cspH l.Oh 1.0 0.3 U.O uuu-ilIuuUvu L.pn 
2.Oh 0.9 0.3 0.5 paralogue. Also induced 
24.Oh 0.8 0.5 o.s upon nutrient up-shift 
96.Oh 1.0 0.4 09 
nusA 1 Oh 0.8 0.3 0.4 Transcription terminator/ 
2.Oh 1.0 0.3 0.9 anti-terminator 
24.Oh 1.0 0.3 0.9 
96.Oh 0.8 0.4 0.5 
deaD 1.0h 1.0 0.5 0.9 RNA helicase 
Or 2.Oh 0.5 0.4 0.3 
osdA 24.Oh 2.0 4.9 0.5 
96.Oh 0.7 0.4 0.4 
pnp 1.0h 1.2 0.3 0.4 Polynucleotide 
2.Oh 1.4 0.3 0.07 phosphorylase 
24.Oh 1.0 0.8 0.9 3'4 5' exonuclease activity 
96.Oh 1.2 0.6 0.5 degradosome component 
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Table 4.6 continued. 
Gene Time after cold Induction ± standard t-test Function/properties of gene 
name shock (h) Ratio deviation P value product 
rbfA 1.0h 1.1 0.3 0.7 Ribosome binding factor A 
2.Oh 1.4 0.4 0.1 Ribosome assembly/ 
24.Oh 1.4 0.6 0.2 maturation 
96.Oh 1.3 0.4 0.3 
in  1.0h 1.3 0.3 0.1 Initiation factor 1 
2.0h 1.1 0.4 0.7 Translation initiation 
24.Oh 1.0 0.3 0.9 
96.Oh 0.9 0.4 0.8 
1MB 1.0h 0.9 0.3 0.7 Initiation factor 2 
2.Oh 1.0 0.3 0.8 Translation initiation/ 
24.Oh 1.5 0.8 0.3 fMet-tRNA binding 
96.Oh 1.1 0.3 0.6 
infC 1.0h 0.8 0.6 0.6 Initiation factor  
2.Oh 0.8 0.3 0.5 Translation initiation/ 
24.Oh 0.3 0.5 0.2 Initiation site selection/ 
96.Oh 0.8 0.4 0.4 RNA binding. 
gyr 1.0h 1.0 0.3 0.8 Sub-unit B of 
2.Oh 1.2 0.3 0.4 topoisomerase Ill 
24.Oh 1.2 0.7 0.6 DNA binding 
96.Oh 1.4 0.7 0.3 
tig 1.0h 0.6 0.4 0.3 Trigger factor. A pepidyl- 
2.Oh 0.6 0.3 0.2 prolyl cis/trans isomerase 
24.Oh 1.0 0.3 0.8 Protein chaperone activity 
96.Oh 0.9 0.5 0.7 involved in cell division 
hns 1.0h 0.6 0.5 0.3 Histone-like nucleoid 
2.Oh 0.5 0.5 0.3 structuring protein 
24.Oh 0.7 0.5 o.s Transcriptional 
96.Oh 0.4 1.0 0.4 repressor/ DNA 
supercoiling 
recA 1.Oh 0.8 0.4 0.5 Protease and nuclease 
2.Oh 0.9 0.3 0.4 activity. 
24.Oh 1.2 0.5 0.5 Recombination / 
96.Oh 0.8 0.3 0.5 SOS response 
hupB 1.0h 0.6 0.5 0.3 Subunit B of HU nucleoid 
2.Oh 0.5 0.3 0.2 protein. DNA-binding/ 
24.Oh 0.7 0.4 0.4 supercoiling activity 
96.Oh 0.6 0.6 0.4 
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assumed that a similar phenomenon may be occurring at this temperature i.e. a lower 
induction ratio for all the genes in general 
Some of the very few genes from this 10°C stationary phase experiment that did have 
?2-fold induction values and acceptable significance levels were analysed. One was 
found to show a lower induction level compared to its corresponding time point during 
exponential phase. The rho gene (Roberts, 1969) is induced by over 3-fold after 4 hours 
of cold shock (p = 0.05) at 10°C during stationary phase (see appendix C3) compared to 
over 8-fold in the 10°C exponential phase experiment after 4 hours (see appendix Cl). 
Transcription of the mreC gene which encodes a rod shape determining protein (Wachi 
et al., 1989) and the yebG gene, which encodes a DNA damage-inducible protein of the 
SOS regulon (Lomba et al., 1997) increased by over 2.8-fold (p = 0.05) and 2.24-fold (p 
= 0.01), respectively, after 4 hours of cold shock in the 10°C stationary phase 
experiment. In the exponential phase 10°C experiment, these genes were both up-
regulated throughout the whole time course with respective peak inductions after 2 and 6 
hours of cold shock of 2.3- and 3.5-fold. The yebG gene was induced to an even higher 
level in the 4°C exponential experiment (a maximum of 15.3-fold after 96 hours) while 
mreC was only induced in the earlier stages of the same experiment (a maximum of 
2.49-fold after 2 hours). These results would seem to indicate that these genes are cold-
induced in exponential and stationary phase. 
The remaining three genes which exhibit a ?2-fold induction value and an acceptable 
significance level are the uncharacterised PSLT022, aSTM1 862 and yrfC genes which 
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encode putative virulence plasmid, cytoplasmic and inner membrane proteins, 
respectively (McClelland etal., 2001). Each of these genes were induced by over 2.5-
fold at the 4 hour time point but none had comparable statistically significant induction 
ratios to the exponential phase experiments at 10°C or 4°C. 
Another statistically significant gene ratio of interest which was induced in this 
experiment was thefigfi gene which encodes a portion of the basal body rod within the 
flagellum (Chilcott et al., 2000). This was the only gene to be identified in more than 
one time point as being significant. It was only slightly induced by 1.7- (p = 0.01) and 
1.62-fold (p = 0.05) after the 1 and 4 hour time points, respectively. 
The only other statistically significant gene of interest in this experiment, the 
lipoprotein encoding nipI gene (OHara etal., 1999), exhibited a small increase in gene 
induction (1.8-fold, r005) but is induced to a much higher level in the 10°C 
exponential phase experiment (see table 4.2). 
The majority of the other statistically significant genes in this experiment encoded 
putative inner and outer membrane proteins as well as some periplasmic and transport 
proteins. 
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4.4.4 Global transcriptional analysis of S. typhimurium in response 
to a temperature downshift from 37°C to 4°C during stationary phase 
growth 
The method for setting up this experiment was identical to that of this experiment was 
identical to that of the previous 10°C stationary phase experiment, except the low 
temperature stress was carried out at 4°C. 10 ml of SL1344 overnight culture was added 
to 1 L of fresh LB and incubated with shaking for another 16 hours to get the culture to 
stationary phase. 100 ml of culture, described as the T0 sample, was removed for RNA 
isolation with hot phenol extraction, as described in section 2.23. The remainder of the 
culture was then transferred to a 4°C water-bath. This protocol was performed in 
duplicate. For this experiment, the additional 100 ml samples from each of the two 
SL1344 cultures were processed at 4, 24 and 96 hour time points. The RNA samples 
were labelled with Cy-dyes via reverse transcription, with the duplicate set of RNA 
samples being dye-swapped as before. Each labelled eDNA sample was hybridised to 
genomic arrays, scanned and analysed as described in section 2.2.3. All the raw and 
normalised data for each gene in this 4°C stationary phase experiment can be found on 
the CD appendixes B4 and C4. 
Unfortunately, the induction ratios for all but 4 genes for the 24 hour time point in this 
experiment had p-values which were higher than 0.05. This suggests that like the 
previously described 10°C stationary phase experiment slides, the duplicate slides for 
the 24 time point had very high levels of background across one or more of the three 
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array copies resulting in the skewing of most of the pixel intensities and thus giving poor 
significance values. However, the other slides for the 4 and 96 hour time points gave 
useful data. General analysis of gene expression in this experiment revealed that 317, 2 
and 704 genes were up-regulated by ?2.0-fold with p-values 0.05 at the 4, 24 and 96 
hour time points, respectively. The range of statistically significant induction ratios over 
2.0 during the early and late stages of this experiment compared to those for the 
exponential phase 4°C experiment (section 4.4.2) were analysed. It was found that the 
induction ratios at the 4 and 96 hour time points in the 4°C stationary experiment ranged 
between 2.0-6.6 and 2.0-9.6, respectively, compared to 2.0-23.8 and 2.0-83.5 for the 2 
and 96 hour time points for the exponential phase study, excluding the very highly up-
regulated cspB gene (induced over 100-fold in both time points-see table 4.4). The 
highly induced genes at stationary phase were not the same as those which exhibited 
pronounced up-regulation during exponential growth indicating that a change in phase 
may have an affect on the cold shock response. Additional variables, such as differences 
in nutrient availability, reduced growth rate, pH etc may alter the global transcriptional 
response to cold shock resulting in weaker and different expression profiles. 
Table 4.7 lists the average induction ratios and pvalues for the cspA paralogue genes 
and for genes encoding CIPs. It can be seen that most of the 4 and 96 hour time point 
ratios can be considered as significant whereas none of the 24 hour values are 
significant. This means that only the expression levels at the early and very late stages of 
this experiment can be discussed for most genes. This is the case for the cspB gene, 
which exhibited an increase in expression by over 3-fold after 4 hours at 4°C which 
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decreased to 1.7-fold after a further 92 hours of cold shock. The expression pattern of 
the c.spA gene cannot be described with any confidence due to all of its time points 
displaying poor significance values. This was also the case for cspD whose homologue 
is stationary phase-induced in E. co/i (Yamanaka & Inouye, 1997), and the cspH gene. 
However, the table does show that after 96 hours of cold shock, the expression of the 
cspE gene is down-regulated by 20-fold. 
As previously mentioned in section 4.4.3, only the 96 hour time points for the deaD, 
rbfA and infA genes, were statistically significant with ratios of 0.3, 1.9 and 1.6, 
respectively (see table 4.7). In comparison, the expression ratios for rbfA and infA in the 
4°C exponential experiment after 96 hours of cold shock were 2.5 and 3.5. 
The RNA helicase encoding gene, deaD, increased in ratio by over 14-fold for the 
exponential phase experiment compared to an induction ratio of 0.3 for the same gene in 
this experiment, indicating over a 3.0-fold decrease in induction after 96 hours at 4°C. 
This result would seem to demonstrate the affect of growth phase on a well characterised 
[iU 
However, the transcription of the other Cifi genes in this 4°C stationary phase 
experiment (nusA, pnp, inifi, infC, gyrB, hg, hns, recA and hupB) did not have any 
statistically significant induction ratios for any time point as can be seen in table 4.7. 
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Table 4.7 Induction ratios for the cspA paralogues, CIPs and some other up-
regulated genes in SL1 344 after cold-shock at 4°C during stationary phase 
growth 
Gene 	Time after cold Induction ± standard it - test Function/properties of gene 
name shock (h) Ratio deviation P value product 
cspA 	4.0h 0.6 0.2 0.1 Major cold shock protein. 
24.Oh 0.6 0.5 0.3 RNA chaperone 
96.0h 0.5 0.3 0.2 
csp8 	4-Oh 	3.2 	0.7 	0.001 	cola-inaucea CspA 
24.Oh 1.9 1.1 0.1 paralogue 
96.Oh 	1.7 	0.5 	0.05 
cspD 4.O - ho 3 0.2 0.09 OspA paralogue of 
24.Oh 0.3 0.5 0.2 unknown function 
96.Oh 0.2 0.1 0.06 
c.spE 4.0h 0.8 0.2 0.3 constitutively produced 
24.Oh 0.3 0.3 0.1 cspA paralogue 
96.Oh 0.05 0.06 0.05 
-as-pH 4.Oh 0.8 0.6 0.6 cold-induced cspA 
24.Oh 1.4 0.5 0.2 paralogue. Also induced 
96.Oh 1.5 0.5 0.1 upon nutrient up-shift 
nusA 4.Oh 0.5 0.3 0.1 Transcription terminator/ 
24.Oh 0.6 0.4 0.2 anti-terminator 
96.Oh 0.3 0.3 0.09 
deaD 4.Oh 0.5 0.3 0.1 RNA helicase 
or 24.Oh 1.2 0.5 0.6 
osdA 96.Oh 0.3 0.2 0.05 
pnp 4.Oh 1.2 0.3 0.3 Polynucteotide 
24.Oh 1.3 0.6 0.3 phosphorylase 
96.Ofl 1.2 0.3 0.4 3'-* 5' exonuclease activity 
degradosome component 
rbfA 4.Oh 1.7 0.4 0.06 Ribosome binding factor A 
24.Oh 0.6 0.4 0.2 Ribosome assembly! 
96.Oh 1.9 0.4 0.01 maturation 
infA 4.Oh 1.3 0.6 0.3 Initiation factor 1 
24.Oh 1.2 0.4 0.4 Translation initiation 
96.Oh 1.6 0.3 0.05 
infO 4.Oh 1.1 0.2 0.4 Initiation factor2 
24.Oh 1.1 0.6 0.8 Translation initiation! 
96.Oh 0.3 0.2 0.1 fMet-tRNA binding/ 
protein chaperone 
infC 4.Oh 0.3 0.2 0.06 Initiation factor 3 
24.Oh 0.5 0.4 0.3 Translation intiation/ 
96.Oh 0.3 0.3 0.1 Initiation site selection! 
RNA binding. 
gyrO 4.Oh 1.2 0.3 0.3 Sub-unit B of 
24.Oh 1.1 0.4 0.7 topoisomerase II! 
96.Oh 1.0 0.4 0.8 DNA binding 
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Table 4.7 continued. 
Gene Time after cold Induction 	± standard 	t-test 	Function/properties of gene 
name 	shock (h) 	Ratio deviation P value product 
fig 	4.Oh 0.8 0.2 0.4 
Trigger factor. A pepidyl- 
24.Oh 0.9 0.4 0.7 prolyl cis/trans isomerase 
96.Oh 0.3 0.2 0.07 Protein chaperone activity 
involved in cell division 
hns 	4.Oh 0.3 0.2 0.05 Histone-like nucleoid 
24Db 0.2 0.6 0.2 structuring protein 
96.Oh 0.1 0.2 0.08 Transcriptional 
repressor/ DNA 
supercoiling 
recA 	4.Oh 0.9 0.3 0.6 Protease and nuclease 
24Db 0.6 0.4 0.3 activity. 
96.Dh 0.2 0.2 0.06 Recombination / 
SOS response 
hupB 	4.Oh 0.4 0.2 0.05 Subunit B of HU nucleoid 
24.Oh 0.4 0.5 0.2 protein. DNA-binding/ 
96.Oh 0.2 0.2 0.07 supercoiling activity 
rspA 	4.Oh 2.6 0.7 0.05 Putative dehydratase, 
24.Oh 2.4 2.3 0.2 starvation sensing protein. 
96.Oh 3.3 0.8 0.01 
prg! 4.Oh 4.5 0.5 0.001 eeii invasion protein; 
24.011 1.6 0.8 0.2 cytoplasmic. 
96Db 2.8 0.4 0.001 
sipD 4.Oh 2.5 0.3 0.001 Cell invasion protein. 
24.011 1.5 0.6 0.2 
96Db 2.6 0.8 0.01 
spaP 4.Oh 3.4 0.4 0.001 Surface presentation of 
24.Oh 1.4 0.6 0.2 antigens; secretory proteins 
96.Oh 2.7 0.8 0.05 
copR 4.Oh 2.1 0.4 0.01 Copper resistance; 
24.Oh 1.6 0.8 0.2 transcriptional regulator. 
96.Oh 2.7 0.8 001 
rtbK 4.Oh 6.6 1.2 0.001 LPS side chain defect: 
24Db 1.9 1.4 0.2 phosphomannomutase. 
96.Oh 1.5 0.8 0.3 
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Table 4.7 also lists a group of up-regulated genes, most of which have been 
characterised. The majority of the more highly expressed statistically significant genes 
which exhibited induction ratios over 2-fold in this experiment only had putative 
functions. Table 4.7 lists a few genes which appeared to be exclusively up-regulated in 
the cold during stationary phase growth. 
Table 4.7 shows that transcription levels of the rspA gene, which encodes a starvation 
sensing protein (Goodrich-Blair & Kolter, 2000), is up-regulated after 4 hours of cold 
shock at 4°C by over 2.6-fold. This up-regulation appears to be sustained with gene 
induction increasing to nearly 3.3-fold after 96 hours of low temperature incubation. 
This gene is not induced in any of the experiments conducted at exponential phase, as 
might be expected. The prgl and s,D genes are cell invasion proteins (Sukhan etal., 
2003, Cherayil et al., 2000). The expression levels of both are up-regulated by 4.5- and 
2.5-fold, respectively, at the 4 hour time point. The induction ratio of prgl decreases 
slightly to 2.8 after 96 hours, whereas the level remains relatively constant for sipD at 
the same time point. The prgl gene only exhibited a slight up-regulation in expression in 
the early stages of the 4°C exponential experiment (peak induction 1.9) but was induced 
to a much higher level in the 10°C exponential experiment (peak induction 3.8). The 
sipD gene was similarly induced at the same times during these exponential phase 
studies. 
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The spaP gene encodes a protein involved in secretion (Li el al., 1995). In this 
experiment, the induction of spaP increased by 3.4-fold after 4 hours of cold incubation 
and had decreased to 2.7-fold after 96 hours. This gene displayed a peak induction of 2.5 
in the late stages of the 4°C exponential experiment and 4.2 at the 6 hour time point 
during the 10°C exponential study. 
The copR gene, which encodes a transcriptional regulator involved in copper ion 
resistance (Lim & Cooksey, 1993) is also cold induced during the 4°C stationary phase 
experiment (see table 4.7). Transcription levels increased 2- and 2.7-fold at the 4 and 96 
hour time points, respectively. This gene also exhibited a maximal induction ratio of 
2.23 after 24 hours of cold incubation during the 4°C exponential phase experiment. 
The rfl,K gene has been reported to encode a phosphomannomutase, an enzyme 
involved in cell surface 0-polysaccharide biosynthesis (Jayaratne, et a!, 1994). 
Interestingly, this gene appears to be the most highly induced gene in the cell after 4 
hours of cold shock during the 4°C stationary phase experiment and was not up-
regulated during cold shock at exponential phase. 
Analysis of genes which exhibited statistically significant induction ratios that were 
0.5 i.e. repressed by 2-fold revealed that 35, 1 and 69 genes fell within these 
parameters at the 4, 24 and 96 hour time points for the 4°C stationary phase experiment. 
Interestingly, the transcription of the clpP gene which encodes a stress response protease 
(Thomsen etal., 2002) was repressed by 12.5-fold after 96 hours of cold shock whereas 
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the same gene was induced by 2-fold at the same time point during the 4°C exponential 
phase experiment. There were 18 other genes which were down-regulated after 96 hours 
in the stationary phase experiment but up-regulated in the corresponding 4°C 
exponential phase study. Only 5 of these genes were characterised and the rest had 
putative functions. Genes of particular interest werefisJ hrpA and rseA which encode a 
23S rENA methyltransferase, an ATP-dependant helicase and a negative regulator of the 
extracytoplasmic stress sigma factor, RpoE (McClelland el al., 2001). Expression of two 
other heat shock induced genes, dnaK and dna.J (Liberek & Georgopoulos, 1993), was 
also down-regulated at the 96 hour time point during the 4°C stationary phase 
experiment exhibiting ratios of 0.03 and 0. 1, respectively. Both of these genes were also 
down-regulated during the 10°C exponential phase experiment but no statistically 
significant ratios could be found for the 4°C exponential study. 
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4.5 Discussion 
The main aim of this set of experiments was to gain a better insight into the global 
transcriptional response of S. typhimurium using genomic microarrays after a 
temperature downshift from 37°C to 10°C or a temperature below which cell division 
takes place, 4°C (Mossel ci al., 1981). Any differences in the cold shock responses 
induced during exponential and stationary phase at both temperatures were also 
analysed. It was hoped that a comparison of the results gained from experiments in this 
chapter and the cold-induced changes to the transcriptome reported in other species 
using micro- and macroarrays, such as E. coil and B. subtilis (Kaan, 2002, Beckering ci 
al., 2002, Polissi ci al., 2003, Phadtare & Inouye, 2004) would also reveal any 
fundamental differences of the cold shock response across different species. 
The simultaneous transcriptional response to temperature downshift of the six csp genes 
of S. typhimurium SL1344 using mini-array analysis has been described in chapter 3 of 
this thesis. When the induction values for the cspA paralogue genes from the mini-array 
10°C exponential phase experiment were compared to those of the same genomic array 
study in this chapter, some differences were found. The most obvious difference was in 
the level to which certain genes, particularly cspA and cspB, were found to be induced 
using the two different arrays. Comparing the values obtained for the first 6 hours of 
cold shock it can be seen that the peak statistically significant induction ratios for the 
mini-array cspA and cspB spots drop condsiderably from over 400 (slide 1 values), to 
3.8 and 42.5 in the genomic array. The differences in peak induction ratios did not vary 
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by such a vast margin for the cspD, cspE or cspll spots with peak slide 1 mini-array 
values of 2.1, 3.8 and 11.6, respectively, compared to 0.4, 2.5 and 3.0 for the genomic 
array. As previously mentioned, no cspC ORF was printed on the genomic array and 
thus no values could be compared. 
It would appear that cDNA produced by reverse transcription from mRNA from some 
of the other paralogues were cross-hybridi sing with the cspA and cspB spots on the 
genomic array. The mENAs are likely to be present in higher amounts and more stable 
during exponential phase before temperature downshift, than those for the cold-inducible 
cspA and cspB genes, and therefore provide a source for cross-hybridision in the T 0 (pre-
cold shock) sample. A high To value will result in a lowering of the induction ratio. The 
csp induction ratios for the mini-arrays were much higher because cross-hybridisation 
was minimised due to the selected sequence of the printed oligos for each gene (as 
described in section 3.3) whereas those of the genomic array were PCR products 
containing the ORFs for each gene. 
In our lab, CspC and CspE have both been determined to be constitutively produced at 
37°C during exponential phase in SL1344 (Sienkiewicz etal., unpublished data 1999). It 
is therefore likely that cross-hybridisation at 37°C of cDNAs from either or both of these 
paralogue genes, adds to the much lower induction ratios for cspA and cspB observed 
with the genomic arrays. 
An indication of the level of transcription for each gene on the genomic array during the 
T0  time point (before cold shock) can be observed by looking at the mean control (To) 
spot intensity values given in column H of each normalised Excel data file (see CD 
appendixes C  to C4). By calculating the average To intensity from all the spots on each 
array, the transcription level for each gene on the array can be classed on the basis of 
whether its transcript is present in below or above average amounts, at 3 7°C. The T 0 
intensity values for the cspA paralogue genes with statistically significant induction 
ratios in the genomic 10°C exponential array experiment were analysed. They show that 
the values for cspE and cspD, mostly had above average T o intensities throughout the 
time course. It is possible that a similar situation would be found with cspC had this 
gene been printed on the array. These values contrast with those for espA, cspB and 
cspH which all have below average intensity values at each time point. This supports the 
finding that these 3 csp genes are cold-inducible and their transcripts are unstable during 
exponential phase at 37°C thus lowering their To intensities (Horton et at, 2000, Craig 
et at, 1998, Kim ci at, 2001). 
It is interesting that in the genomic array the cspD gene consistently shows the highest 
To intensity values in relation to all the c.sp genes in the 10°C exponential experiment. 
The T0  intensity values for this gene were over 2-fold higher than that for cspE at most 
of the time points in this experiment. Expression of this gene until now has been 
uncharacterised in S. lyphimurium and there have been no reports to suggest that it is 
stationary phase induced like its homologue in E. co/i (Yamanaka & Inouye, 1997). In 
this genomic array, this is probably due to cross-hybridisation, as the To intensities for 
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cspD in exponential phase SL1344 cells in the corresponding mini-array experiment (see 
section 3.4.1 and appendix Al) were generally lower compared to the other paralogue 
genes. The cDNAs of cspE and most likely cspC also, may be cross-hybridising with the 
cspD spots thus giving this gene an artificially high T o  signal. However, as discussed in 
section 3.5, the cspD gene did exhibit higher To  signal in the stationary phase 10°C 
mini-array experiment suggesting that it is induced by stationary phase growth at 37°C, 
like its homologue in E. coil. Yamanaka & Inouye (1997) also reported that the level of 
expression for E. coil cspD was inversely proportional to the cellular growth rate. 
The higher average cspE To intensity levels at the different time points for cspE during 
the 10°C exponential experiment would appear to support the previous findings in our 
lab that CspE is indeed produced during exponential growth at 37°C (Sienkiewicz ci al., 
unpublished data 1999). The higher T0 intensity values for both cspD and cspE might 
also explain why the differences in their respective induction ratios between the mini-
and genomic arrays were not as large as for those of cspA and cspB. 
With regards to cspH, the differences in its induction ratios between the two types of 
array for this experiment were also not as pronounced as those for cspA and cspB. This 
gene also had the lowest T o  intensity values amongst those of the csp genes. This 
therefore indicates that cspH is not only strictly cold-induced, albeit at a low level, but 
that it is not transcribed significantly at 37°C during mid-exponential phase under the 
conditions examined. This statement gains support from a study by Kim & colleagues 
(2001) which reported that cspH in S. typhimurium was only induced in early 
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exponential growth at 37°C or under cold shock conditions (15°C) during mid-
exponential phase. The cspH To intensity data also seems to indicate minimal cross-
hybridisation between its ORF and eDNA from the other csp genes. At the protein level 
(and thus also at the genetic level), CspH exhibits the lowest sequence identity to the 
other CspA paralogues (see table 1.2). 
Although the recorded induction ratios for cspA and cspB varied in magnitude between 
the mini- and genomic arrays for the 10°C exponential studies, it was evident that the 
higher expression of cpB compared to cspA after cold shock, was still being detected by 
the array (see table 4.1 and figure 3.2). Similar findings, under similar conditions were 
reported for array experiments with E. co/i (Polissi et all, 2003, Phadtare & Inouye, 
2004). As previously discussed in chapter 3, the much higher level of transcription 
increase for cspB compared to the main cold shock gene, cspA, was attributed to higher 
levels of cspA transcription detected at 37°C compared to that of cspB thus lowering the 
induction ratio. It is unclear whether this reflects differing transcript stabilities for the 
two genes at 37°C or different rates of transcription or indeed a combination of both. 
CspA is the most highly synthesised protein upon cold shock in both S. typhimurium 
and E. coil (Holden, 1999, Goldstein et al., 1990). It may be the case that while the cspB 
gene exhibits higher increases in transcription during cold shock compared to cspA, the 
former is more efficiently translated thus explaining the higher amounts of CspA during 
acclimation in 2D studies (Holden, 1999). The unusually long 5'-UTRs of these 2 genes 
(in both E. coli and S. typhimurium) have been postulated to be very important for post- 
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transcriptional regulation, with differences in secondary structure motifs imparting 
different levels of stability to each transcript. These differences are thought to be related 
to the varying temperature ranges over which the cspA, cspB, cspG and cspl transcripts 
are translated in E. coil (Wang et al., 1999). This may also be the case in S. typhimurium 
with cspB having a less stable transcript than cspA. 
As previously discussed in chapters 1 and 3, the growth lag (or acclimation) after cold 
shock, is described as the period during which the cell adapts to the lower temperature, 
prior to the resumption of cell division, the concomitant return of the synthesis of house-
keeping proteins and the down-regulation of class I cold shock protein production 
(including CspA). From 2D PAGE analysis, the acclimation period has been determined 
to last for 4 hours after temperature downshift from 37°C to 10°C in both S. 
typhimurium (Holden, 1999, Sienkiewicz, 1999) and E. coil (Jones et al., 1987), during 
exponential phase. These findings appeared to be partially supported by the mini-array 
data in chapter 3 with transcript levels of the cold-inducible cspA gene decreasing by 4-
fold between 2 and 6 hours after cold shock. The reduction in transcription level for both 
cspB and c.spH was much less consistant between dye-swapped slides and their 
induction appeared to subside after the 6 hour time point. The timing of repression was 
slightly different for the same genes in the corresponding genomic array experiment. 
This suggests that the transcription of cspA is more tightly controlled than cspB and thus, 
was switched off more abruptly after the cell has adapted to the cold. These 
discrepancies may be a cDNA detection issue as a result of the different nature of the 
printed oligos on the two types of array i.e. 5/3 '-UTR vs ORF. In a similar E. coil study 
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with microarrays (Phadtare & Inouye, 2004) transcription for all the cold-inducible csps 
(cspA, cspB, cspG and espi) was repressed to pre-temperature shift levels with induction 
ratios ranging from 0.7-1.0, after 5 hours. This may indicate a significant variation 
between S. typhimurium and E. co/i in terms of repression of their cold-inducible csps 
after acclimation. 
The cspD gene exhibits a 3 to 5-fold decrease in expression during the course of the 
10°C exponential experiment (see table 4.1). This is different from the induction ratios 
observed with the mini-array which showed up-regulation (over 2-fold) after the first 2 
hours of cold shock. This difference may be a consequence of the higher T o intensities 
recorded for cspD in the genomic array in comparison to the T o intensities found for this 
gene in the mini-array. The reason behind this may be again be due to cross-
hybridisation at 37°C in the genomic array. The down-regulation observed for cspD 
during the course of this genomic array experiment might have been expected on the 
basis of the mini-array results (chapter 3) and the similar transcriptional behaviour of its 
homologue in E. co/i (Yamanaka & Inouye, 1997). 
The cspE gene exhibited a fairly constant level of up-regulation, based on the genomic 
array (between 2.3 to 2.5-fold) during at least the first 2 hours of cold shock (see table 
4. 1) These results give a clear indication that there is some induction of cspE after 
temperature downshift. Although CspE has previously been found to be produced at 
37°C and 10°C in SL1344 (Sienkiewicz et a/., unpublished data 1999) its function 
remains uncharacterised. However in E. co/i, its homologue has been implicated to have 
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various functions including transcription antitermination and chromosome condensation 
promotion, among others (Bae ci al., 2000, Hu ci al., 1996). 
One of the main advantages of using the genomic microarrays was that they enabled the 
procurement of expression data for other genes which encode well known cold-induced 
proteins (CIPs). Such gene induction data for class I (high cold-induction) and class II 
(moderate cold-induction) CIPs in SL1344 for the 10°C exponential experiment is also 
shown in table 4.1. Those genes which encode all of the class I CIPs except for the cold-
induced cspA paralogues, are grouped together on the chromosome in S. typhimurium 
(McClelland 2001). These genes are nusA, rbfA,pnp and deaD. One of the class II CIP 
genes, inJB, is also within this localisation of cold-induced loci. As previously described 
in chapter 1, this identical gene arrangement has been found in E. co/i and described as a 
cold shock locus (Bae etal., 2000). Bae & colleagues reported that the CIP genes, nusA, 
rbfA, pup and injB were part of the metY-rpsO region which had the following genetic 
structure: 
P- 
where P represents promoters and t represents various transcription terminators. As well 
having this gene arrangement, deaD is also downstream of pup separated by only one 
other gene, n!pI (McClelland etal., 2001, Ohara, etal., 1999). The cold shock-induction 
of all the CIPs at this locus, was proposed by Bae & colleagues (2000) to be aided by the 
transcription antitermination activities of CspA and CspE at the multiple terminator sites 
which enabled read-through and subsequent low temperature expression of the 
downstream locus genes in E. co/i. This is thought to occur via destabilisation of RNA 
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secondary structures formed at low temperature, through Csp binding. Curiously, no 
expression data for any of the aforementioned genes in this cold shock locus was 
obtained from macro and microarray low temperature studies with E. co/i (Polissi ci a!, 
2003, Phadtare & Inouye, 2004). 
Table 4.1 shows that the of the nusA, rbfA and deaD genes all have peak inductions 
around the 4 to 6 hour post—cold shock period while pnp induction dramatically peaks 
early after 1 hour of cold shock before decreasing again. It therefore appears that these 
genes may indeed encode important CIPs in S. typhimurium, although regulation of their 
expression appears to differ, and thus play similar roles in low temperature adaptation to 
those reported in E. co/i (Jones el a/., 1987, Jones & Inouye, 1996, Jones el a/., 1996, 
Zangrossi et a/., 2000). NusA has been reported in E. co/i to be a post-transcriptional 
regulator of target gene transcripts by binding RNA polymerase during elongation. It has 
been postulated to regulate gene expression via terminator /antiterminator activities 
during cold shock (Greenblatt & Li, 1981, Jones etal., 1987). Ribosome binding factor 
A (RbfA) has been reported to interact with the 5'-helix of 16S rRNA in E. co/i during 
30S maturation or translation initiation (Dammel & Noller, 1995) and is essential for 
ribosome adaptation to cold shock conditions for the translation of bulk mRNA after 
cells became cold-adapted (Jones & Inouye, 1996). The deaD and pnp genes encode a 
DEAD-box ATP-dependant RNA helicase and a 3 '-exoribonuclease called 
polynucleotide phoshorlyase (PNPase), respectively (Jones ci aL, 1996, Zangrossi ci al., 
2000). DeaD was initially reported to unwind highly structured RNA during cold shock 
and thus is essential for ribosome function, increasing the translational efficiency of 
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mRNA by unwinding deformed stable secondary structures (Jones et al., 1996). Raynal 
& Carpousis (1999) reported that DeaD and other DEAD-box RNA helicases of E. coil 
interact with poly(A) polymerase, an enzyme which promotes polyadenylation at the 3' 
end of mRNAs, a post-transcriptional modification thought to regulate transcript 
degradation. Unfortunately, there was no statistically significant data for pcnB which is 
the gene that encodes this enzyme. 
These findings were supported by subsequent work that suggested that PNPase, DeaD 
and poly(A)polymerase work in concert with each other for the efficient and selective 
degradation of csp mRNAs (cspA, cspB, cspG and cspl transcripts) to enable cold shock 
adaptation in E. coli (Yamanaka & Inouye, 2001). This report supported the notion that 
PNPase selectively degraded csp mRNAs which had been polyadenylated by poly(A) 
polymerase in a preferential manner due to their poly(A) tails. Deal) was proposed to 
unwind any stable RNA structures which impeded PNPase. The degradation of csp 
mENAs was suggested to promote the end of acclimation phase in the cell as these 
transcripts would trap ribosomes and consequently block the translation of bulk mRNAs, 
thus preventing adaptation (Yamanaka & Inouye, 2001). Interestingly, the CspE protein 
has been reported to impede PNPase and the endoribonuclease RNaseE in their 
respective external and internal removal of poly(A) tails from RNA (Feng et al., 2001). 
This suggests possible regulation of this selective degradation system by the 
constitutively produced CspE in E. coil. The data in the present SL1344 study partially 
agrees with this theory as deaD induction reaches a peak at the 4 hour time point, which 
agrees with the length of time reported by Holden (1999) for the lag phase in SL1344. 
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However, pnp induction reaches its maximum after 1 hour of cold shock before being 
abruptly decreasing. Beran & Simons (2001) previously reported thatpnp mRNA in E. 
coli started to become unstable after 2 hours of cold shock. This finding would appear to 
be reflected in this study. This gene also appears to be highly transcribed at 37°C with 
all of its T0  intensity values reaching above average levels (see CD appendix Cl). This is 
also the case for nusA, but rbfA and deaD mostly exhibited below average intensities at 
37°C. Therefore, it would seem that some class I genes are induced to a certain extent at 
37°C while others are only induced under cold shock conditions. However, it cannot be 
determined with microarrays whether the pnp and nusA genes are translated at 37°C, 
which was reported to be the case in E. coil (Jones etal., 1987, Beran & Simons, 2001). 
Additionally, the expression of a gene encoding a putative DEAD-box RNA helicase, 
WE, is also up-regulated after cold shock (see CD appendix Cl). 
Interestingly, two other genes found in the cold shock locus, truE and yhbC (McClelland 
et at, 2001), were up-regulated during the course of the experiment reaching respective 
induction peaks of 4.1- and 8.8-fold (see CD appendix Cl). The truB gene encodes a 55 
synthase and yhbC encodes a putative cytoplasmic protein. It is not clear if their 
increased expression levels are a direct result of the prolific transcriptional activity 
suspected to occur at this locus or stabilization of their transcripts upon cold shock. It is 
also unknown if the products of these genes have any real functional importance to the 
cell under cold shock conditions. 
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The remaining genes in table 4.1 encode the class II CIPs which were classified in E. 
coil by virtue of their moderate and generally late induction under cold shock conditions 
(Thieringer et al., 1998). Interestingly, the injB gene, which is part of the 
aforementioned cold shock locus surrounded by class I CIP genes, is the most highly 
induced of the class H genes. Transcription increases steadily throughout the duration of 
cold incubation to its highest induction ratio of over 3-fold at the 6 hour time point. This 
gene encodes the translation initiation factor 2 (11 72) which mediates the binding of 
charged tRNA!t to the small ribosomal subunit prior to translation (Tomsic et al., 
2000). It would appear that this gene is indeed cold induced in S. typhimurium along 
with the other initiation factor genes, infA (encoding IF I) and infC (1173) which encode 
class II genes in E. coil (Giuliodori et al., 2004). Using cell-free extracts in K coil to 
study the affect of the three initiation factors on preferential translation of cold-induced 
mRNA, Giuliodori & colleagues (2004) found that as well as certain cis-elements which 
were postulated to form secondary/tertiary structures in the 5 '-UTR as opposed to 
sequence motifs, the translation of the mRNA tested (c.spA) appeared to be selectively 
up-regulated in the presence of 1173. Translation of non-cold shock mRNAs (cspD and 
hupA) was virtually unaffected. This cold translation discrimination was speculated to be 
linked to a rate limiting isomerisation step in the 30S ribosome prior to initiation which 
is controlled by ff3 at low temperature. Curiously, the translational bias effect was 
slightly increased in the presence of IF 1 but ff2 induced little or no stimulation of 
translation in the cold (15°C). In the present study, infA transcription increased by over 
2-fold after 2 hours at 10°C, and stayed around this level for the next 4 hours. The inJC 
gene, exhibited more moderate induction (1.88-fold) after 6 hours but unfortunately, no 
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other time point had statistically significant ratios. If the 1173 molecule is as important as 
the above report indicates in E. coil, it can only be assumed that pre-existing levels of its 
mRNA (which should be the case according to the genes consistently above average T o 
intensities) are translated upon cold shock to produce the required amounts of protein for 
preferential cold translation. Transcription of the injB gene, which is also highly 
expressed at 37°C (see T0 intensities on CD appendix Cl) appears to be up-regulated 
further upon cold shock (see table 4.1). This may also be a result of its location on the 
chromosome among the class I CIP genes in the cold shock locus. 
Two other genes which encode class II CIPs and were moderately induced by cold 
shock in this experiment were gyrB and recA. These genes encode the DNA gyrase 
subunit B and Reck a protein of the SOS regulon and which plays a role in 
recombination, respectively (Jones ci al., 1992, Jones ci al., 1987). As shown in table 
4. 1, a temperature downshift from 37°C to 10°C in SL1344 results in almost identical 
induction levels for these two genes after 2 hours (L9-fold) and 6 hours (1.8-fold) of 
cold shock. Both these genes exhibit above average levels of expression at 37°C (see T0 
intensities on CD appendix Cl) but there moderate induction after cold shock does go 
some way in confirming that they are class IT CIP genes in S. Lyphitnurium. The 
sustained production of functional DNA gyrase is crucial in the adjustment of DNA 
helical twist and thus may be required for temperature induced changes in chromosomal 
supercoiling important for transcription, recombination and replication (Jones et al., 
1992b, Mizushima ci al., 1997). The transcription of the gyrA gene was also slightly up-
reguated upon cold shock but not to the same extent as gyrB (see appendix Cl). With 
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regards to the moderate induction of the RecA gene in S. typhimurium, it is also 
interesting that other genes of the SOS regulon are found to be cold-induced in this 
experiment (see table 4.2) 
The hns gene, whose product has been implicated in transcriptional repression and 
nucleoid maintenance during the cold shock response (Dersch ci al., 1994) has been 
described as a class II CIP gene in E. coil. In this experiment, the only statistically 
significant induction ratio (6 hour time point-see table 4.1) indicates a very small 
increase in induction after cold shock. Although H-NS has been designated as a class II 
CIP (Thieringer ci al., 1998) its gene induction was expected to be higher in this study 
due to the finding that its transcription was up-regulated by 3 to 4-fold after cold shock• 
in E. coil (La Teana, ci all, 1991, Phadtare & Inouye, 2004). However, this gene may 
have been induced to a higher level during the earlier stages of this experiment with the 
6 hour time point representing a trough in the decline of an induction curve. In E. coil, 
hns insertional mutants are severely growth impaired upon temperature downshift in E. 
coil (Dersch et al., 1994). Unfortunately, the remaining data for hns in the other genomic 
array experiments (see tables 4.4 and 4.6) was not statistically significant and therefore 
no confident statements can be made on its expression under cold shock conditions in S. 
iyphimurium. Equally, H-NS in SL1344 may not play a similar role to its homologue in 
E. coil during cold shock. 
The hupB gene encodes a 13-subunit of the nucleoid-associated protein HU which is 
involved in the fine tuning of DNA supercoiling. The gene encoding this class 11 CIP 
Ow- 
gene of E. coil appears to be repressed in SL1 344 after cold shock, as shown in table 4.1 
In E. coil, hupB has been recently shown to be preferentially transcribed, and more 
efficiently translated upon cold shock compared to the a-subunit gene, hupA. The 
altering of the HUa to FIIJfI ratio has been speculated to be important for cold adaptation 
in E. coil with (11Uf3)2 dimers playing a putative role in chromosomal replication 
initiation events (Giangrossi, etal., 2002). The T0 intensities for hupB in this experiment 
are consistently well above the average array intensity (see T o intensities on CD 
appendix Cl) so it does remain possible that high amounts of pre-existing hupB 
transcript are adequate for the onset of cold shock (10°C) in SL1344 during exponential 
phase. 
As previously mentioned, the fig induction ratios for all the genomic array experiments 
in this chapter were unfortunately statistically insignificant. This gene encodes the 
trigger factor protein chaperone or TF which has been identified in E. coil as being a 
class II CIP and important for viability at refrigerated conditions (Kandror & Goldberg, 
1997). The same study and the recent cold shock microarray report in E. coil (Phadtare 
& -Inouye, 2004) observed a moderate (1.7-fold) increase in the induction of fig after 
cold shock at 10°C. In a similar fashion to fig in this experiment, four other genes whose 
products are reportedly cold-inducible in E. coil, all exhibited statistically insignificant 
induction ratios for every time point. These genes were hscA, hscB, otsA and otsE which 
encode heat shock protein homologues and trehalose phosphate synthase and 
phosphatase, respectively (Lelivelt et al., 1995, Kandror et al., 2002) 
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in the current experiment, the expression of three other genes reported to be involved in 
the cold shock response of E. coil, aceE/F (which encode two pyruvate dehydrogenases) 
and yfiA (encodes a cold-induced translation inhibitor, protein Y), were all repressed by 
3 to 4-fold during cold incubation (Jones etal., 1994, Agafonov etal., 2001). However, 
none of these three genes were observed to be induced by over 2-fold in the recent cold 
shock genomic array study in E. coil (Phadtare & Inouye, 2004) suggesting either a 
detection problem issue for these genes in the E. coil studies or that pre-existing 
transcripts from 37°C growth are selectively translated at 10°C also. 
The many other genes which were found to be highly induced during the course of the 
10°C exponential experiment in S. typhimurlum have a variety of functions but some 
could also be linked by common mechanisms. When each time point was analysed, 
certain genes involved in recognisable pathways or systems could be seen to be 
consistently up-regulated during cold shock. 
In E. coil, the cpxP gene has been reported to encode a periplasmic protein which 
functions as a negative feedback repressor of the Cpx two-component system (Danese & 
Silhavy, 1998). This regulatory system consists of the membrane sensor kinase, CpxA, 
which is activated by autophosphoryation upon stress at the bacterial cell envelope 
(outer membrane, periplasm and inner membrane) with resultant phosphotransfer to the 
cytoplasmic response regulator, CpxR. Phosphorylated CpxR functions as a 
transcriptional activator of genes encoding protein folding and degradation molecules 
(Raivio, etal., 1999). These gene products are synthesised which function to re-fold or 
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degrade periplasmic proteins which have mis-folded as a direct result of cell envelope 
stress. This system is activated by a variety of stresses including starvation, high 
osmolarity and elevated pH (Raivio, et al., 1999, De Wulf et al., 2002). CpxP, appears to 
block activation of this pathway with its repression being dependant on an intact CpxA 
protein (Raivio, etal., 1999). 
As can be seen in table 4.2, the gene encoding the CpxP repressor protein in SL 1344 
becomes highly induced upon cold shock with its transcription level steadily increasing 
to a peak (over 13-fold) after the 2 hour time point at which stage it appears to be the 30 
most highly expressed gene in the cell. This would clearly seem to indicate part of the 
cellular response to envelope damage caused by low temperature incubation. An 
attractive theory is that the improper folding or the re-folding of cold shock-damaged 
proteins in the cell envelope, trigger the activation of the Cpx regulon. Unfortunately, 
only one statistically significant induction ratio for the other cpx genes was observed 
with cpxA being moderately induced by 1.8-fold after 2 hours of cold shock. All the 
genes of the cpx regulon exhibited below average To intensities for every time point 
indicating that they were not expressed to any great degree during exponential growth at 
37°C. This agrees with the finding that cpxRA is induced by the onset of stationary phase 
at 37°C and thus exhibits minimal expression during non-stress exponential growth (De 
Wulf el al., 2002). It is possible that by the 2 hour time point the cpxA gene has already 
been maximally induced (via CpxR activation) with CpxP-mediated repression resulting 
only in moderate induction of cpxA at this point of the experiment. The induction of 
cpxP starts to subside after 2 hours at 10°C with its level of transcription decreasing by 
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half after 6 hours (6.3-fold). This could be the result of its own feedback inhibition via 
CpxR in the inner membrane. 
Another gene whose product is reported to be involved in activation of envelope stress 
combative genes in E. coil, is rpoE, which encodes the extracytoplasmic stress sigma 
factor (RpoE or c?) (see Alba & Gross., 2004 for a recent review). Interestingly, the 
SL1344 rpoE gene is up-regulated in this experiment (see table 4.2) with a relatively 
steady level of expression (ranging from 2.7-4.3-fold) being exhibited throughout cold 
shock incubation. In E. coil the rpoE operon consists of the rpoE gene arranged directly 
upstream of rseA and rseB which both encode negative a   regulators and rseC .whose 
product plays a minor positive regulatory role in 
&E activity (Alba & Gross, 2004). A 
similar genetic arrangement was found in S. typhimurium (McClelland ci al., 2001). The 
current model for the activation of C;E in E. coil suggests that the accumulation of 
unfolded outer membrane porins (OMPs) in the periplasm as a result of 
extracytoplasmic stress, initiate a proteolytic cascade which degrades the cytoplasmic 
membrane spanning RseA protein. The cleavage of the RseA periplasmic domain occurs 
via another transmembrane protein YaeL which is activated by a protease, DegS. 
Inactivation of RseA leads to the release of & by its inhibitory cytoplasmic domain 
(Alba ci al., 2004). Several genes have been reported to be induced by 
&E in E. coil 
including those encoding the periplasmic protease DegP (HtrA in S. typhimurium) FkpA, 
involved in folding envelope proteins and the gene encoding the heat shock sigma 
factor, rpoH, also (Dartigalongue ci at, 2001). It is of note that with regards to the 
findings in the present study, some of the genes which constitute this regulon, such as 
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degP and rpoH (among others), also form part of the Cpx regulon described before 
(Connolly etal., 1997, Dartigalongue et al., 2001). 
De Las Penas & colleagues (1997) have previously reported that 
E  is required for 
viability of E. coil cells at not only elevated temperatures but at a lower temperature also 
(18°C). The macroarray cold shock study of E. coil (Polissi ci al., 2003) also observed 
an up-regulation of rpoE transcription (3.4-fold increase) after 1 hour of culture 
incubation at 16°C. These findings would therefore suggest a definite role for the rpoE 
regulon during cold shock in SL 1344, in concert with the cpx-regulated proteins. Other 
genes which are significantly induced in this experiment include the &L  regulatory genes 
rseA and yaeL which reach peak inductions of 6.6 and 4.4-fold, respectively, after 2 
hours. Higher expression of aE  regulated genes after cold shock is also detected in this 
experiment withficpA, rpoH and cuiC (which encodes a copper sensing protein, 
Dartigalongue etal., 2001) reaching peak induction ratios of 3.4, 3.3 and 4.0, 
respectively. 
Two other highly induced genes in this experiment which encode products that are 
reportedly linked to the cell envelope in E. coil, are ddg and nipl. As shown in table 4.2, 
transcription levels of both of these genes reach peak inductions at the 6 hour time point 
of 42.6-fold (dig) and 11.5-fold (n!pJ). The induction ratios for ddg and nipi at this time 
point are the joint highest (with cspB also being induced by 42-fold) and 
7th  highest, 
respectively, most strongly up-regulated genes in the cell. Although these peak 
inductions are observed after the suspected acclimation period, they are both highly 
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induced (especially &!g) before this stage (see table 4.2). It is not known whether 
induction of these genes continue to increase after 6 hours. The c/zig gene is the S. 
typhimurium homologue of the E. coil ipxP gene, which encodes a known cold-induced 
palmitoleoyl tranferase (McClelland etal., 2001, Carty ci al., 1999). This enzyme has 
been shown to mediate the preferential incorporation of palmitoleoyl instead of laurate 
into lipid A after temperature downshift to 12°C in E. coil (Carty etal., 1999). As 
described in chapter 1, this process maintains the membrane fluidity at low temperatures 
by increasing the level of unsaturation in the lipopolysaccharides (LPS) of the outer 
membrane. This response is known as homeoviscous adaptation (Sinensky, 1974). 
Vorachek-Warren & colleagues (2002) showed that minimal inhibitory concentrations 
of rifampicin and vancomycin decreased by 10-fold inanE. co/i !pxP mutant at 12°C 
compared to a wild-type strain whereas there was no difference at 30°C. This suggested 
that !pxP was important for maintaining outer membrane integrity (of which lipid A is a 
part) by altering its physical properties under refrigerated conditions. It was also the first 
acyltransferase whose gene was reported to be specifically induced by cold shock as 
opposed to its enzyme simply exhibiting an increased activity (Vorachek-Warren ci al., 
2002, Catty ci al., 1999). It is of note that c/zig of SL1344 is induced beyond the 
expected time point for the end of acclimation phase (4 hours) meaning the activity of its 
product may be required for the survival of cold-adapted cells. 
In E. co/i, an insertion mutant strain of the nipI gene became osmotically sensitive and 
exhibited filamentous growth at elevated temperatures. The gene was determined to 
encode a lipoprotein which appeared to be essential for normal cell growth and function 
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(Ohara et al., 1999). Interestingly, nipi is located just downstream ofpnp, the last gene 
on the metY-rpsO cold shock region, and upstream of the deal) gene in E. co/i and S. 
typhimurium (Ohara, etal., 1999, McClelland etal., 2001). In E. co/lit was considered 
unlikely that this gene was only required for normal cell growth and morphology at 
elevated temperatures as the insertion mutant was osmotically sensitive at 30°C and 
37°C as well as at 42°C (Ohara et al., 1999). It would thus seem possible that in light of 
the findings in this study, this gene may also play an important role at low temperatures 
in SL1344. There have been no reports to date on the expression of n/pJ during cold 
shock in E. coil. It is not clear whether its low temperature induction in SL1344 is the 
result of a further read-through event past thepnp terminator locus mediated by 
antiterminator activity in a similar way as described by Bae & colleagues (2000) in E. 
co/i, or the lipoprotein is specifically required for the re-initiation of normal cell division 
after cold shock adaptation in SL1344. The latter proposal would certainly fit with the 
induction profile of n/pI, whose rate of induction appears to quicken after the 4 hour 
time point which has been reported to be the end of the acclimation period in SL1344 at 
10°C (Holden, 1999). However, unlike ddg, which exhibits T0 intensity values which are 
well below the average at each time point, the n/pI gene has T0 intensities close to 
average. This shows that, as described by studies of their respective E. co/i homologues, 
ddg is strictly induced by the cold whereas n/pI appears to be important at 37°C (in E. 
co/i and S. typhimurium) as well as being significantly up-regulated during cold 
incubation in S. typhimurluin. 
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The cutA gene encodes a disulfide isomerase is required for the biogenesis of a c-type 
cytochrome in E. co/i as well as having a presently undefined role in promoting the 
transport of copper, a micronutrient which can be toxic to bacteria in excess 
concentrations (Gupta ci al., 1997, McClelland ci a/., 2001). As shown in table 4.2, the 
homologous gene of cut4 in S. typhimurium is moderately up-regulated by cold shock at 
10°C at the onset of temperature downshift (0.5h) reaching a peak transcription increase 
of 4.3-fold at the 6 hour time point. This gene also exhibited T 0 intensities which were 
well below average at every time point during the experiment thus indicating minimal 
expression at 37°C. The cutA gene was one of a number of cold-induced genes, observed 
in the current experiment, involved in cytochrome biogenesis with cybC (encoding 
cytochrome b562), dniR (transcriptional regulator of cytochrome c552), dsbD (c- type 
cytochrome biogenesis protein), hybB ( putative cytochrome component) and nrJE 
(cytochrome c552 heme modification) among other up-regulated genes which exhibited 
peak induction ratios ranging from 2.3 to 4.4 (McClelland ci a/., 2001). It would thus 
appear that an increase in cytochrome biogenesis takes place during cold shock in 
SL1344. This would imply that the cell actively promotes the maintenance/production of 
the membrane electron carrier proteins at low temperatures which are essential for 
generation of the proton motive force and continued ATP synthesis (Madigan et a/., 
2000). It is not clear whether the induction of genes encoding these proteins are a direct 
response to cold-induced physical damage of the cell membrane or a reaction to the need 
for more ATP in the cell at the lower temperature. With this in mind, two proteins which 
encode sub-units of the pyruvate dehydrogenase complex in E. co/i have been reported 
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to be cold-induced and this complex is important for initiation the TCA cycle, a crucial 
metabolic pathway which generates ATP (Yamanaka, 1999). 
In E. colt the rho gene which encodes the Rho transcription termination factor (Roberts, 
1969), binds to nascent RNA transcripts during the transcription of genes with Rho-
dependant terminators leading to their premature termination by inducing the 
dissociation of the RNAP complex (Nudler & Gottesman, 2002). The S. typhimurium 
homologue of rho appears to be cold-induced at 10°C during exponential growth, as 
shown in table 4.2. Zheng & Freidman (1994) showed that an E. colt nusA mutant strain 
which exhibited a lethal viability impairment, could be made viable again with a 
mutation in the rho gene. This appeared to prove that an inter-play, between the NusA 
(an antiterminator) and Rho (a termination factor) takes place with both factors 
exhibiting antagonistic roles to each other (Railing & Linn, 1987), as well as cooperating 
with each other. It is thought that NusA-mediated pausing possibly allows Rho to catch 
up with the elongating RNAP complex to displace it (Worbs etal., 2001). In the current 
study, it would appear that although Rho is expressed to a significant level at 37°C (see 
T0 intensities in CD appendix Cl) and it is also produced in higher amounts in SL1344 at 
low temperature. 
The invF gene encodes a transcriptional regulator encoded in the S. typhimurium SPI1 
pathogenicity island and has been also been reported to be required for Salmonella 
invasion into cultured epithelial cells (Darwin & Miller, 1999). The SPI1 gene cluster 
encodes at least 30 genes which are involved in the construction of a type III secretion 
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system that translocates protein effectors from the bacterium into host cells, leading to 
morphological changes in the host cell and resulting in bacterial invasion (Darwin & 
Miller, 2001). In this experiment, the invF gene (table 4.2) along with many other 
invasion and antigen surface presentation genes (iv, prg, spa, s/pD and sirC genes) all 
appear to be up-regulated at 10°C at stages before and after acclimation (see appendix 
Cl). Their To intensity values indicate that they are also expressed to significant levels 
during growth at 37°C, as would be expected as this is the physiological temperature of 
a human host. Their up-regulation would seem to suggest an importance to the cell even 
at low temperature as might be encountered, for example, when S. typhimurium is 
excreted from its host into the environment. If the transcripts from these genes are 
translated, Salmonella cells in chilled conditions would be primed and ready for cell 
invasion once ingested by a host to cause disease. 
An SL1344 gene which appears to be induced in this experiment after very limited 
expression at 37°C, is the dinG gene (see table 4.2) which in E. coli is part of the SOS 
response regulon which responds to DNA damage or inhibition of chromosome 
replication (Lewis et al., 1992). This gene shows the highest induction of the din genes 
which also show low to moderate and significantly high (over 2-fold) inducton ratios 
throughout the experiment (see appendix Cl). DinG in E. coli has been postulated to be 
a DNA helicase which functions to displace obstacles which impede rapid progression 
of the replication fork. Interestingly, the overexpression of dinG by a multi-copy 
plasmid suppresses a cold sensitive mutant of E. colE which is thought to encode a 
mutant protein which interferes with replication (Yasuda, et al., 1996). In the present 
study, it is possible that DinG expression may be important for re-initiation of 
chromosomal replication after temperature downshift, which could be impaired due to 
cold-induced changes in DNA structure that interfere with chromosome replication. The 
induction pattern of this gene peaks after 2 hours of cold shock before appearing to 
decrease again afterwards. This pattern of expression would seem to fit with the return 
of cell division (and thus chromosome replication) around the 4 hour time point (the end 
of the lag phase). The dinG gene appears to be the more consistently and strongly 
induced of three din genes upon cold shock, with dinF and dliii also being up-regulated 
with peak inductions of 3.0- and 2.3-fold respectively. These genes are also induced 
upon DNA damage and are part of the SOS regulon (McClelland et al., 2001). 
The isis gene shows limited expression at 37°C but high induction at 10°C in & 
lyphimurium (see table 4.2). This gene (later designatedpmrG) was found to be a 
homologue of an aluminium-inducible gene in E. coil and to be controlled by the PmrA-
PmrB two-component system which promotes LPS modification and resistance to 
cationic antimicrobial peptides like polymyxin (Rigden, 2003, Gunn et al., 2000). 
However, pmrG was determined not to be necessary for polymyxin resistance in S. 
typhimurium. It could be the case, that the product of this highly induced gene, which 
reaches a peak increase in transcription after 2 hours of cold shock (8.5-fold) may be 
mediating an important modification of the outer membrane LPS, possibly in response 
low temperature damage It is also interesting -that the sixA gene, which encodes a 
phosphohistidine phosphatase is up-regulated to a fairly constant level at 10°C and like, 
ais, shows very low transcription levels at 37°C (see appendix Ci). The products of both 
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of these genes are linked through their classification as members of the co-factor-
dependent phosphoglycerate mutase (dPGM) superfamily (Rigden, 2003). It has been 
speculated that Ms (or PmrG) also has phophoprotein phophatase activity but what is 
not clear is the exact role for both of these proteins (Ms and SixA) during cold 
adaptation in SL1344. 
Among other genes which exhibited cold induction in this experiment at most or all of 
the time points (above 2-fold) with minimal to average transcription levels at 37°C were: 
eco (encodes a serine protease inhibitor, ecotin), hEn (involved in flagellar gene 
regulation), repA (virulence plasmid replication), sn/A (cell division inhibitor of SOS 
regulon), spy (spheroblast formation), yebG ( SOS regulon protein) zunB and znuA/C 
(zinc transport) (McClelland, etal., 2001- see CD appendix CI). As indicated, these 
genes encode proteins that seem to be involved in a plethora of cellular 
activities/functions, such as virulence, motility, replication, cell division and 
micronutrient transport indicating that low temperature seems to influence a variety of 
systems in 5L1344 other from those involved with the translational efficiency. Whether 
these induction ratios reflect an unavoidable consequence of sudden cold shock or a 
directed form of adaptation for an anticipated environmental encounter is unclear. 
Some differences between the induction values for up-regulated genes in this 
experiment and those for the same genes during the cold shock microarray experiment at 
15°C in E. co/i, were uncovered. In wild-type E. co/i, ddg (palmitoleoyl transferase), 
dinG (DNA helicase), dnaG (DNA primase),ftpA (RpoE regulon protein), to/A 
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(membrane protein) were all down-regulated after 1 hour of cold shock with induction 
values of 0. 1, 0. 2, 0.2, 0.3 and 0. 3, respectively (Phadtare & Inouye, 2004). These values 
contrasted with those for the homologous genes in SL1344 with induction values above 
2.0-fold for most of the time points after low temperature incubation at 10°C (see CD 
appendix Cl). It may be possible that the difference in cold shock temperatures (15°C 
compared to 10°C) would cause the repression of these genes in one experiment and the 
induction of them in another or it could be connected to a difference in the regulation of 
these genes between species. 
Table 4.3 shows SL1344 genes which are down-regulated after a cold shock from 37°C 
to 10°C during exponential phase. The homologues of the mopA and mopB genes in E. 
coil which encode the heat shock proteins GroEL and GroES, respectively, are two of 
the most strongly repressed genes in SL1344 at 10°C (Fayet eta)., 1989). Their 
transcription is controlled by the heat shock sigma factor, RpoH (or a 32), and both have 
been determined to be essential for E. coli growth at temperatures above 30°C including 
at 42°C (high temperatures). At least one is required for viability at below 20°C (low 
temperatures) (Fayet et al., 1989). As described in chapter 1, GroEL and GroES work in 
concert as protein chaperones which bind to and re-fold heat damaged proteins in an 
ATP-dependent manner (Yura & Nakahigashi, 1999). The T 0 intensity values for both 
mopA and mopB were extremely high, well above the overall average intensity on all the 
slides for this experiment. This demonstrates that these genes are very highly induced at 
37°C in SL1344 which makes their strong repression (by 100- and 33-fold, respectively, 
after 6 hours), at 10°C all the more dramatic. Either one or both of these genes are in the 
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top 3 most repressed genes in the cell at every time point during this experiment. 
Moreover, 2D gel studies in the our lab (Sienkiewicz unpublished results, 1999) have 
provided evidence that the GroES and GroEL proteins are not up-regulated at 10°C in 
SL1344. 
Microarray analysis of E. coil at 15°C by Phadtare & Inouye (2004) showed that the 
mopA and mopB genes were induced by 9.3- and 8-fold, respectively, after 1 hour of 
cold shock with an exponential phase culture. These findings strongly contrast with 
those found in this experiment with the only greatly different variable (apart from 
bacterial species) being the temperature, by a margin of 5°C. It is entirely possible that 
this difference in temperature is responsible for the repression of these heat shock genes 
in SL1344. However, the repression of these genes at 10°C could be the result of a 
negative regulatory switch that has been activated at a temperature threshold existing 
between 15°C and 10°C. 
However, a macroarray study of the cold shock response of B. subillis at 15°C 
(Beckering et al., 2002) also reported repression of the genes encoding GroEL and 
GroES with ratios of 0.2 and 0.1. Therefore, it may be the case that the cold shock 
regulatory system for the mop genes in S. typhimurium is more similar to that in B. 
subtiiis than in E. coil. Indeed, the ability for E. coil GroES and GroEL to re-fold 
denatured proteins has been reported to rapidly decrease below 15°C (Mendoza et al., 
2000). 
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The duaK gene, which encodes a heat shock protein in E. co/i, also showed a noticeable 
level of down-regulation in this experiment (see table 4.3) after high levels of expression 
at 37°C (see To intensities CD appendix Cl). DnaK has been characterized as a protein 
chaperone which, along with its co-chaperones DnaJ and GrpE, assists proper protein 
folding/re-folding or degradation of mis-folded proteins. It has been linked to many 
cellular processes including chromosome replication, protein transport, cell division and 
autoregulation of the heat shock response itself, in E. coil (Yura & Nakahigashi, 1999). 
Indeed, a similar level of repression has been observed in this experiment for dnaf and 
grpE showing that associated heat shock genes in the cell are also turned off upon 
incubation at 10°C (see CD appendix Cl). As also shown in table 4.3, the gene encoding 
Lon, a heat shock induced, ATP-dependant protease, is also highly repressed after cold 
shock in SL1344 at 10°C (Chung & Goldberg, 1981). This enzyme is involved in the 
breakdown of abnormal proteins which have been irreversibly damaged by heat stress 
(Yura & Nakagashi, 1999). Lon has been reported to negatively regulate expression of 
the invasion genes in S. typhimurium some of which are found within the SPI 1 
pathogenicity island. Mutants of Ion show an increased capacity to invade epithelial cells 
but are unable to cause systemic infection in mice (Takaya eta!, 2002, Takaya etal., 
2003). This finding supports results from this study, showing that many invasion genes 
exhibit significant levels of up-regulation at 10°C, possibly as a result of ion down-
regulation. Furthermore, a functional dnaK gene has recently been reported to be critical 
for S. typhitnurium survival within macrophages and subsequent systemic infection in 
mice (Takaya et al., 2004). It would seem that while this gene is important for cell 
survival at high temperatures as well as during other stresses such as oxidative shock in 
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macrophages, its transcription is turned off at 10°C in SL1344 and is thus not likely to 
be required during cold shock. 
In what would first appear as something of a paradox, the gene encoding the heat shock 
sigma factor, rpoH (or 032), is actually significantly induced in this experiment with 
induction ratios between 2 and 3-fold being exhibited at different time points (see CD 
appendix Cl). Although this sigma factor is responsible for positively regulating the 
expression of the aforementioned heat shock genes, its synthesis is reportedly controlled 
in E. co/i at the translational level with high temperature directly disrupting its mRNA 
secondary structure leading to enhanced ribosome entry and initiation of translation 
(Kanemori el al., 1999). This positive regulation probably does not occur at low 
temperatures which in this study would account for the repression of, and not the a 32 
mediated induction of, the mopA, mopB, dnaK and Ion heat shock genes (Yura ci al., 
1999). 
StpA has been reported to be a nucleoid-associated protein in E. co/i, which binds 
curved DNA with a higher affinity than the homologous DNA regulatory protein H-INS 
(Sonnenfield etal., 2001, Atlung & Ingmer, 1997). The sipA gene is a multi-copy 
suppressor of the cold-sensitive phenotype exhibited by an hns mutant strain in E. co/i 
(Atlung & Ingmer, 1997). In this experiment, this gene shows a fairly constant level of 
repression during incubation at 10°C (see table 4.3). This repression contrasts with the 
low level of up-regulation detected for the hns gene after 6 hours of cold shock (see 
table 4.1) H-NS has been characterised as a class II UP gene in E. co/i (Thieringer ci al., 
1998). In E. coli, the similar functional properties of StpA to H-INS is postulated to allow 
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it to complement an ,ins mutant through the regulation of some but not all of its genes 
(Sonnenfield etal., 2001, Atlung & Ingrner, 1997). In this study, it would seem that, at 
least in S. typhimurium, sapA is not up-regulated at low temperatures indicating that H-
NS may mediate efficient gene modulation at 10°C. 
TheflgE gene is one of a number of flagellar biosynthesis genes which are dramatically 
down-regulated upon cold shock in this experiment (see table 4.3). Its product is 
assembled to form the flagellar hook protein and is normally produced in concert with 
the flagellar motor or basal body proteins (Chillcott & Hughes, 2000). The expression of 
the genes for flagellum biosynthesis are classed as early, middle and late genes as their 
products need to be assembled in a particular order and therefore they are expressed at 
different times during normal flagellation (Chillcott & Hughes, 2000). In this experiment 
there were many other flagellar genes from theflg andfli operons which exhibited 
transcription repression consistently at each time point examined (see CD appendix Cl). 
LikeflgE, all of these genes belonged to the middle gene class and were all involved in 
the assembly of different parts of the basal body and hook proteins. The majority of 
these genes exhibited above average T o signals indicating that they were significantly 
expressed (in some cases very highly expressed) at 37°C before the temperature drop to 
10°C. This proves that the onset of cold shock rapidly shuts off the expression of these 
genes. The early genes in S. typhimurium,fihC andflhD (there are only 2) which form 
the master flagellar operon, make up a heteromultimeric complex which mediates the 
a70-dependent transcription of all of the middle and some of the late (flagellar propeller) 
genes. Both of these genes show increases in expression during this experiment with 
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peak inductions of 3-fold (fl/iC) and 2-fold (t7/iD) at the 2 hour time point. It would thus 
appear that while these genes are still transcribed at 10°C they may be negatively 
regulated at the post-transcriptional level, resulting in the reduced expression 
(repression) of the middle genes for flagellar biosynthesis (Chillcott & Hughes, 2000). 
The tsr gene encodes an outer membrane protein channel in E. coil which faciltates the 
uptake of sub-micromolar concentrations of deoxynucleosides and nucleosides from the 
environment. These molecules can be subsequently used as precursors for the 
biosynthesis of nucleic acids, or used as sources of carbon and nitrogen. However, they 
must be transported from the periplasm into the cell via the proton motive force driven 
inner membrane transporters encoded by the nupC and nupG genes or their paralogues 
(Nieweg & Bremer, 1997, Munch-Petersen, 1979). The homologous tsr and nupG genes 
of SLI 344 appear to be down-regulated after cold shock at 10°C in this study (see table 
4.3). Only one statistically significant ratio value for the nupC gene was observed which 
was a 2-fold repression in transcription at the 6 hour time point (see CD appendix C1) 
The simultaneous repression of these genes indicates that they are co-regulated. There 
above average To  intensities indicated that cold shock has a dramatic negative affect on 
their transcription. In E. coil, the DeoR and CRP proteins are involved in the repression 
and activation, respectively, of the tsr and nup genes (Nieweg & Bremer, 1997). The 
DeoR gene is moderately induced to a peak of 1.9-fold after 2 hours of cold shock while 
the CRP gene is induced by 2.5-fold after 6 hours at 10°C in S. typhimurium. It is not 
known whether the transcripts for these genes could be translated to produce these 
regulatory proteins during cold shock, however, their induction patterns would support 
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the notion that the nucleoside transport genes could be negatively regulated by 
moderately increased amounts of DeoR at low temperature before the end of acclimation 
phase (around 4 hour time point) after which the increased expression of CRP after 6 
hours may mediate the return of their induction (during the period afterwards). 
The genes which were repressed by cold shock at 10°C with exponentially growing 
SL1344 were compared with the induction values for the same genes in the cold shock 
micro- and macroarray experiments for E. co/i and B. subti/is, respectively (Phadtare & 
Inouye, 2004, Beckering et al., 2002). It was found that nupC, nupG, c/pB (heat shock 
protein), dps (DNA-binding protein) and thefli andfig genes, were all significantly up-
regulated (?2-fold) after 1 hour of cold shock in E. co/i at 15°C (exponential cultures). 
The nupG, c/pB andfli/flg genes exhibited prolonged induction after 5 hours of cold 
shock (Phadtare & Inouye, 2004). All of these genes, some of which have been 
described above, show prolonged transcriptional repression during cold shock at 10°C in 
SL1344 (see CD appendix Cl). As postulated before, an opposing expression pattern 
was observed for the mopA and mopB genes when E. co/i and S. typhimurium were 
compared, and may be due to the difference in cold shock temperature (10°C compared 
to 15°C). Curiously though, Beckering & colleagues (2002) found that the c/pB gene in 
B. subti/is was repressed (as in this study) at 15°C (0.4-fold after 70 minutes of cold 
shock). It remains unclear whether these discrepancies are due to the different cold 
shock temperatures or are true species (or genus) differences. 
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The other exponential phase microarray experiment in this chapter was undertaken with 
the purpose of characterising the transcriptional response of SL 1344 at a temperature 
below that of the minimum required for cell division i.e. 4°C. It was hoped that the 
results of this experiment would be able to reveal if S. zyphimurium adapts its gene 
transcription to a temperature which is comparable to that found during the refrigeration 
of foodstuffs. 
When looking at the genomic array results for the 4°C exponential phase experiment in 
general, it was found that many more genes were up-regulated after extended periods of 
cold incubation compared to the earlier time points with 619 and 479 genes being 
induced by more than ?2-fold (p-value 0.05) at the 24 and 96 hour time points 
respectively. This contrasts with 301, 312 and 104 genes being within the same 
parameters at the 1, 2 and 6 hour time points. The levels of gene inductions for the late 
time points were also noticeably higher. For example, at the 24 and 96 hour time points 
45 and 32 genes, respectively, exhibited induction ratios which were ?10-fold, whereas 
only 10, 6 and 1 of the gene ratios at the 1, 2 and 6 hour time points were ?10-fold. (see 
24 and 96 hour sheets in CD appendix C2). This would appear to indicate that, despite 
SL1344 being unable to divide at 4°C, high levels of transcription still occur but only 
after an extended period of cold shock, allowing adaptation, which at this temperature 
could simply mean survival. 
It would thus appear that the lower cold shock temperature in this experiment prolongs 
the acclimation period. Protein profiling studies by Holden (1999) with exponential 
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phase SL1344 cultures at 4°C and 10°C indicated that the acclimation phase appeared to 
end after 24 hours of cold shock at 4°C (compared to 4 hours at 10°C) with general 
protein synthesis returning again after this. Furthermore, the number of newly 
synthesised proteins detected at 4°C was only around 40% of that detected at 10°C but 
in general, the overall response was similar between the two different temperatures. This 
seemed to prove that protein synthesis could take place at 4°C, after translational block 
was overcome after 24 hours (and 4 hours at 10°C) in SL1344 (Holden, 1999). 
With regards to the general up-shift in transcription after 24 hours at 4°C in this array 
study, it may be the case that certain mRNAs for regulators of transcription are finally 
translated when adaptation occurs thus leading to the induction of genes belonging to 
their respective regulons shortly afterwards. The notion that the acclimation phase 
culminates in transcription levels peaking for most genes around the 24 hour time point 
and then gradually subsides to a new basal level thereafter is supported by the mini-array 
data for the cspA paralogues in section 3.4.2. As shown in figures 3.4 and 3.5, the 
induction level of the cold-inducible cspA, cspB and cspH genes all peaked at the 24 
hour time point. They decreased again but remained at a higher level than that shown at 
37°C after the 96 hour time point. Curiously, while the csp genes in the mini-array 4°C 
experiment appear to show a general lowering of their induction values compared to 
those found at 10°C using the mini-array (section 3.4. 1) this is not found, at least for the 
csp genes, in the corresponding genomic array studies (see table 4.4). 
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Nevertheless, table 4.4 shows that the cspA and cspB genes are induced at 4°C with 
cspB induction being particularly strong (peaking at 139.5-fold). The induction ratios for 
cspB were generally much higher than those for the mini-array 4°C study which was the 
opposite scenario to that found at 10°C. It is unclear why this would be the case for cspB 
but not for cspA (see table 4.4 and figure 3.4). However, the experiment does 
unambiguously show that the main cold inducible csps are induced at this temperature. 
Unfortunately, the statistical significance of the cspD, cspE and cspH ratios were poor 
for this experiment. However, the cspH gene which was also shown to be induced with 
the mini-array was up-regulated at the 96 hour time point (p-value D.05) by 2.88-fold. 
Therefore all three cold-inducible csps were up-regulated at 4°C but with their proteins 
possibly promoting cold adaptation at a later stage, due to the lower temperature. 
Induction values for the class I and II genes in the 4°C experiment are also shown in 
table 4.4. Interestingly, the nusA, deaD, pnp and rbfA genes were all maximally induced 
at the 24 hour time point (9.3, 38.4, 3.3-fold and 5.8 respectively) which is the suspected 
time around which acclimation is thought to end. Afterwards the induction value for the 
mesA, deaD and rbfA genes are seen to decrease by more than half at the 96 hour time 
point (the value for pip fell just outside the desired p-value range). These findings 
compare favourably with the idea that maximal gene induction and translation of these 
important class I CIP genes after 24 hours at 4°C leads to SL1344 becoming cold-
adapted and their subsequent, gradual down-regulation (or mRNA instability) afterwards 
(96 hours) when their products are no longer needed. Once again, the deaD gene seems 
to be the most highly up-regulated of the class I genes as was the case at 10°C (see table 
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4. 1). It would therefore seem that this RNA helicase (Jones et al., 1996) is particularly 
important during cold shock. Also as observed before, the To intensities for these four 
genes indicate that the pnp and nusA genes were clearly transcribed before temperature 
downshift but deaD and rbfA were not (see CD appendix C2). 
The translation initiation factor genes (infA, in)B and itfC) were all induced at 4°C 
which was also an indication that translation may be active at this temperature despite 
cell division being arrested. The infA gene appears to be induced by a constant level 
throughout the whole experiment (2.5 to 3.5-fold) whereas poor p-values for the early 
time points meant that only infB and infC can be said to be induced at the later stages 
with confidence (5.9- and 2.5-fold respectively after 24 hours). Therefore, the IF 
molecules are likely to be playing their same roles at this lower temperature with regards 
to translation adaptation but, as with the other CIPs mentioned, only having their desired 
affect at a much later time point at 4°C i.e. around 24 hours. 
As also shown in table 4.4, the gyrB and recA genes were more highly induced after 24 
hours of cold shock at 4°C (9.6- and 5.6-fold, respectively). This shows that the 
induction of these genes follow a similar pattern to other CIP genes in this 4°C 
experiment. However, their induction appears to be sustained after the cell has become 
cold-adapted, with transcription levels remaining high 72 hours later. This could indicate 
a need for SL1344 to retain higher levels of GyrB and RecA in the cell to maintain and 
protect the helical topology and integrity of its DNA during prolonged incubation at 
4°C. Unfortunately there were no statistically significant ratio values for the other class 
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II genes, fig and hns, and only one (96 hour time point) for hupB (see table 4.4). As at 
10°C, this value indicated that hupB was actually repressed during cold shock (0.19- 
fold). 
As mentioned in section 4.4.2, table 4.5 lists genes which were found to be up-regulated 
at 4°C. All of these genes were actually induced at 10°C but with some exhibiting higher 
induction levels at 4°C. Most of these genes also showed significant induction after 
extended cold incubation at the 24 and 96 hour time points. 
The umuC gene, is induced after extended incubation at 4°C, in SL1344. The level of 
induction after 24 hours of cold shock reaches 4-fold before dropping to just under 2-
fold after 96 hours (see table 4.5). Induction ratios for umuD at the same time points are 
7.8 and 3.9, respectively (see CD appendix C2). These two genes constitute part of the 
SOS regulon. UmuC and UmuD act in response to DNA damage by promoting 'check-
point control' which allows more time for accurate DNA lesion repair events, like 
excision repair, before damaged DNA is replicated. UmuD can also undergo cleavage to 
a shorter form termed UmuD' which is facilitated by RecA. The UmuD' protein 
complexes with UmuC to form DNA polymerase V, a specialised polymerase which can 
replicate over any remaining DNA lesions that are irreversibly damaged or not repaired 
in a process called translesion DNA synthesis (Reuven et al., 1999). With regards to this 
study, it would appear that the induction levels of these genes after 24 hours of cold 
shock indicate that their products may be important for SL1344 adaptation at 4°C. Their 
induction gives credence to the notion that at this temperature, DNA damage starts to 
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become an issue for the cell. In contrast, the maximum induction ratios for these genes 
during the 10°C exponential phase experiment were only 1.3 for umuC and 1.7 for 
umuD (the 2 hour time point). It also may be worth mentioning that the SOS regulon 
gene, dinG (Lewis ci al., 1992) which was induced at 10°C (peak induction of 3.9-fold 
after 2 hours-see table 4.2) was also strongly induced during the early (4.6-fold after 2 
hours) and late stages (9.2-fold after 24 hours) of this experiment. Additionally, when 
the T0 intensities for these genes are observed at 10°C and 4°C, it is clear that they are 
not induced to a great level at 37'C. Their induction may be elicited by the low 
temperature, probably via the positive SOS response regulator, RecA, which is also 
induced at both cold temperatures in SL1344 during exponential phase growth (Jones ci 
at, 1987). 
Another gene which exhibited high induction levels after 24 hours at 4°C in SL1344 
was mioC, which is located just clockwise of the origin of replication, oriC, on the 
chromosome of E. coli and S. typhimurium (Bates etal., 1997, McClelland etal., 2001). 
An intact mioC gene, together with another gene, gid4, which is just counter-clockwise 
of oriC, have been reported to be involved in replication at the origin only under sub-
optimal conditions, such as low temperature and/or altered DNA superhelicity (Bates ci 
al., 1997, Skarstad etal., 1990). It is therefore interesting that after 24 hours of cold 
shock at 4°C, mioC is induced by 14.41-fold (see table 4.5) with gidi4 being induced by 
13.8-fold at the same time point (see CD appendix C2). Their inductions decline after 96 
hours to 6.8- (mioC) and 6.9-fold (gidA). Both genes exhibit below average T o intensity 
levels indicating that they are truly cold-induced (see CD appendix C2). Both were also 
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induced at 10°C with peak inductions after 2 hours of cold shock (3.8-fold). These 
findings may indicate that active transcription from the origin is taking place at 4°C in 
SL1344, reaching a peak just before and then the end of acclimation phase (24 hours at 
4°C). This process is presumably very important for adapting the cell for survival at the 
4°C temperature despite being unable to divide. The induction of these replication 
regulatory genes is not as high at 10°C. 
The yqhC gene encodes a putative transcriptional regulator with a motif exhibiting 
homology to the common AraCfXyIS family of positive regulators (McClelland et al., 
2001, Gallegos etal., 1997). Members of this extended protein family are linked through 
an amino acid sequence homology within a region constituting a DNA-binding domain 
and are found in a wide range of microbes, including E. co/i and S. typhimurium. The 
AraC/XylS family proteins tend to regulate genes involved in three main cellular 
processes: carbon metabolism, stress response and pathogenesis (Gallegos et al., 1997). 
The yqhC gene has not been characterised so its function is not clear, but it exhibits a 
very high induction after 24 hours of cold shock at 4°C (24.5-fold) in SL1344 and this 
remains sustained after 96 hours (23.1-fold), as shown in table 4.5. Two other genes, 
ryiR and yeaM, which encode the AraC/Xy1S family xylose operon regulatory protein 
and a putative AraC/XyIS family protein, respectively, were induced at the 24 and 96 
hour time points in this experiment (see CD appendix C2). Like the yqhC gene, they also 
had below average T o  intensity levels. However, their induction levels were not as high 
as that for yqhC. It would thus appear that yqhC may be an important transcriptional 
regulator for SL1344 at cold temperatures during its acclimation period. Indeed, at the 
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24 hour time point in the 4°C experiment, yqhC is the 10th most highly induced gene in 
the cell. 
As shown in table 4.5, theyhbY gene is induced during cold incubation at 4°C in 
SL1344 with up-regulation remaining above 3-fold throughout the whole time course. 
This gene was found to be transcribed at a below average level at 37°C (see To 
intensities in CD appendix C2). This was also found to be the case at 10°C, peak 
induction reaching 2.5-fold after 6 hours. Interestingly, the crystal structure of the yhbY 
protein product for E. coil has been determined to have a structural fold similar to that of 
the C-terminal domain of the translation initiation factor 3 (11 73) which binds to the 16S 
rRINA of the 30S ribosome. In addition, the YhbY protein has also been found to co-
sediment with free SOS ribosomal subunits (Ostheimer ci al., 2002). So it may be 
possible that the homologue of this putative RNA-binding protein in S. lyphimurlum is 
somehow involved in adapting the translational machinery of the cell under cold shock 
conditions at 4°C and 10°C. 
The suiA gene which is part of the SOS regulon, encodes a protein in E. coil which 
directly interacts in an inhibitory manner with the cell division protein FtsZ, which 
polymerises to form the Z ring, a structure which recruits other proteins to form the 
septum needed for cell division (Mukherjee ci al., 1998). In this study, suiA is induced at 
4°C in SL1344 during the early (1 and 2 hours) and at the late stages (24 and 96 hours) 
of the experiment as shown in table 4.5. This gene was also induced at 10°C but at a 
lower level. The suiA gene also exhibits below average expression at 37°C as indicated 
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by it T0  intensities (see CD appendix C2). The fact that the sn/A product is an inhibitor of 
septation in E. coil would suggest its continued up-regulation at 4°C in SL 1344 may 
hinder cell division possibly via the SOS response even after the end of acclimation 
(around 24 hours). The gene for Lon is significantly repressed at 10°C (see table 4.3). 
Unfortunately, no statistically significant values could be observed for the Lon gene at 
4°C. Interestingly, SulA is known to be degraded by Lon, a protease, in E. coil which 
supports the notion that SulA could be allowed to accumulate at this temperature (Ishii 
& Amano, 2001). Additionally, table 4.5 shows that the uncharacterised yhdE gene in S. 
typhimurium also exhibited low expression at 37°C but an increase in transcription 
levels after cold shock at 4°C (and to a lesser extent at 10°C). This gene has been 
designated to encode a putative inhibitor of cell division (McClelland etal., 2001). 
Table 4.5 shows that the treF gene exhibits an increase in transcription by 2.2- and 10-
fold at the 24 and 96 hour time points, respectively. In E. coil, this gene has been 
reported to encode a cytoplasmic trehalase (Horlacher ci al., 1996). The substrate for 
this enzyme, trehalose, is a non-reducing disaccharide which reportedly is critical for 
enhancing the viability of bacterial cells (and other microscopic animals) during many 
stresses including low to freezing temperatures, probably by helping to maintain 
protein/membrane integrity through stabilisation (Kandror ci al., 2002). Trehalases 
reduce trehalose levels by converting it into glucose (Horlacher etal., 1996). As 
mentioned above, in E. coil, two genes have been identified as being induced upon 
temperature downshift from 37°C to 16°C whose products were involved in increasing 
the concentration of trehalose in the cell. These genes were otsA and otsl3 which were 
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determined to encode trehalose phosphate synthase and phosphatase, respectively 
(Kandror etal., 2002). These genes exhibited poor significance values for their induction 
ratios at 10°C, but at 4°C, otsA and otsB show respective induction values of 4.9- and 
10.7-fold after 96 hours of cold shock (see CD appendix C2). This indicates that these 
trehalose synthesis enzymes are probably produced in SL1344 (once the translational 
apparatus has become cold-adapted after acclimation phase) increasing the amount of 
cytoplasmic trehalose to stabilize cellular components against the affects of cold shock. 
The function of the cytoplasmic trehalase encoded by ireF has been postulated to ensure 
the utilization and thus removal of internal trehalose when the cell starts to experience 
non-stress conditions again. This role is thought to be supplementary to a periplasmic 
trehalase encoded by ireA (Horlacher ci al., 1996). It is possible that SL1344 lrcF 
induction and protein product synthesis is specific to this 4°C experiment as its peak 
induction at 10°C was only 1.4-fold after 2 hours of cold shock. 
The lonB gene encodes an inner membrane protein in E. coil which facilitates the 
harnessing of the membrane's electrochemical potential by the outer membrane, to allow 
active transport of vitamin B 12  and iron-siderophores into the periplasm from outside the 
cell via high affinity outer membrane receptors. Thus TonB has been characterised as an 
energy transducer between the membranes (Jaskula el al., 1994). In S. lyphimurium this 
protein has also been extensively characterised and has been determined to be important 
for the functioning of many iron transport systems during host infection, a situation 
which is presumed to represent an iron-restricted environment. Mutations of lonB in S. 
typhimurium and S. lyphi have been reported to restrict their growth inside mouse Peyers 
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patches/mesenteric lymph nodes and human monocytes, respectively (Tsolis et al., 1996, 
Gorbacheva et al., 2001). In this study, tonB appears to be cold-induced after 24 hours at 
4°C in SL1344 (see table 4.5). The induction level then decreases from 7.0-fold to 5.7-
fold after 96 hours of cold shock. The only statistically significant induction value for 
tonB at 10°C was after 6 hours of cold shock (1.4). However the early induction values 
at 4°C (1, 2 and 6 hours) were not statistically significant either so no direct comparison 
can be made- It has been reported that tonB-dependant processes such as vitamin B 1 2 up-
take activity, decline upon blockage of protein synthesis via ribosome-inhibitory 
antibiotics, in E. coli (Kadner & McElhaney, 1978). As one of the central parameters 
that cold shock affects is protein synthesis (Broeze ci al., 1978) it could be the case that 
the low temperature in this experiment has resulted in the decline of tonB-dependant 
processes in SLI 344. The high induction of tonB and other tonB-dependant genes (see 
erbB and exbA inductions in appendix C2) after the 24 hour time point would therefore 
be a good indicator that resumption of protein synthesis (the end of acclimation) has 
occurred at 4°C. The tonB To intensity signals also indicated a low level of transcription 
of this gene at 37°C (see CD appendix C2). 
As previously mentioned, the genes which were repressed in the 10°C exponential 
phase experiment were also down-regulated at 4°C. Even after extended incubation at 
4°C, the mopA and mopB genes were still the most highly repressed genes in the cell at 
the 24 and 96 hour time points. In general the data from this 4°C study seems to 
indicate that the process of cold acclimation still takes place at this temperature, but at a 
much slower rate, despite the fact that once protein synthesis resumes (around 24 hours 
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after cold shock) the cell is unable to undergo cell division. These findings are in 
agreement with those found during the 2D profiling study of protein synthesis in SL1344 
during extended incubation at 4°C, carried out previously in our lab (Holden, 1999). For 
many of the genes discussed above, induction reached a peak after the 24 hour time 
point, indicating that transcription and translation resumed with vigour. 
As described in section 4.4.3, the vast majority of gene induction values from all the 
time points in the 10°C stationary phase experiment were not statistically significant. 
This was attributed to very strong background signal over large areas of the microarray 
slides. The affects of the background can be seen in table 4.6, with all the induction 
values for the cspA paralogue genes and class I and H CIP genes exhibiting p-values 
above 0.05. Therefore, information at the transcription level with regards to the 
expression of the cspA paralogue genes at 10°C during stationary phase can only be 
reliably commented on from the mini-array results from section 3.4.3. 2D-PAGE studies 
of protein synthesis in our lab (Holden, 1999) with stationary phase SL1344 cultures 
indicated that although bulk protein synthesis decreased upon temperature downshift 
from 37°C to 10°C or 4°C, fewer cold-induced proteins became induced and protein 
synthesis continued to decline with extended cold incubation, compared to the situation 
with exponential phase cells. There also appeared to be substantial differences in protein 
profiles between exponential and stationary phase experiments indicating a growth-
phase dependent shift in the dynamics of the cold shock response (Holden, 1999). 
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As mentioned above, the only characterised (non-putative) genes in this experiment 
which had statistically significant induction ratios >2-fold were the rho, mreC and yebG 
genes with ratio values of 3.1, 2.8 and 22, respectively, all at the 4 hour time point. The 
up-regulation of rho upon cold shock, despite its above average expression at 37°C, 
would appear to be a common feature of the transcriptome for at least the 10°C 
exponential and stationary phase experiments as well as the 4°C exponential phase study 
(see table 4.2 and CD appendixes C  C2 and C3). No statistically significant values for 
this gene could be obtained for the 4°C stationary phase experiment. Although the 
magnitude of rho up-regulation in the 10°C stationary phase experiment was less than 
half of that observed in exponential phase at the 4 hour time point (3.0- compared to 8.3-
fold) its induction indicates that Rho may still be important for low temperature 
stationary phase growth/survival in SL1344, possibly controlling transcription levels of 
other important genes in concert with NusA (Railing & Linn, 1987, Worbs el al., 2001). 
The mreC gene is not expressed to a high level at 37°C but is cold-induced in the early 
stages of both the exponential phase experiments (10°C and 4°C) as well during this 
10°C experiment in stationary phase. The product of this gene has been reported to be 
involved in cell division and elongation in E. coil (rod-shape determining protein) 
although it is not clear why it would be up-regulated during the 4°C exponential 
experiment (2.1-fold after 1 hour) when cell division does not occur (Wachi et al., 
1989). On the other hand, the yeW gene showed little expression at 37°C but exhibited 
peak increases of 3.5- (6 hours) and 15.3-fold (24 hours) during the 10°C and 4°C 
exponential phase experiments, respectively (see CD appendixes C  and C2). These 
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findings would appear to indicate a requirement for the transcription of this gene upon 
cold adaptation at both temperatures in exponential phase cells. In E. co/i, yebG has been 
determined to be a member of the SOS regulon and induced in response to DNA damage 
(Lomba ci at, 1997). This apparently cold-inducible gene would also seem to be up-
regulated during stationary phase under low temperature conditions suggesting that it 
may be transcribed and translated in response to cold-induced activation of the SOS 
response. 
The 4°C stationary phase experiment appeared to be more successful than the 
corresponding 10°C study. However, the induction values for all but four of the genes 
from the 24 hour time point were statistically insignificant so this time point was 
ignored. This is particularly disappointing as 5L1344 cells are thought to become 
adapted to cold shock at 4°C after 24 hours although this may not be the case in 
stationary phase cells. The 2D-gel studies by Holden (1999) also observed that the 
general level of protein production appeared to decline with prolonged cold incubation 
(96 hours) of stationary phase SL1344 cells at 4°C which, as with the 10°C experiment, 
contrasted with the protein synthesis increase observed with exponential phase cells after 
acclimation. These findings would appear to get support from this 4°C stationary phase 
array experiment when comparing the 96 hour time point induction values with those of 
the corresponding exponential 4°C study. The 27 statistically significant, most highly 
induced genes in 4°C exponential phase cells have ratios above 10, with the top five 
genes having induction ratios ranging between 43- and 139-fold. In contrast, the five 
statistically significant, most highly induced genes after 96 hours for stationary phase 
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cells have ratios which range from 4.5 to 7.7 thereby indicating that a much a lower 
level of transcription is taking place (see CD appendix C4) 
As shown in table 4.7, unfortunately most of the cspA paralogue and CIP genes did not 
have statistically significant induction values for any of the time points in this 
experiment. However, 2D-gel experiments with stationary phase SL1344 cells at 4°C 
reported by Holden (1999) showed that the protein profiles were different to those of the 
exponential phase experiment but with some proteins remaining induced between 
phases, namely CspA, which was the only detectable protein to still be made after 
prolonged incubation (96 hours) at 4°C in stationary phase SL1344 cells. Table 4.7 
shows that the cspB gene is up-regulated after 4 hours of cold shock by 3.2-fold which 
contrasts with the induction ratios found for exponential phase cells after 2 and 6 hours 
of over 120 and 21, respectively (see table 4.4). Therefore, stationary phase would 
appear to negatively affect the level of transcription for cspB at this temperature but its 
induction would indicate that CspB may still be made under these conditions. The 4°C 
induction level of cspB at the 96 hour time point (1.7-fold) in stationary phase contrasts 
even more with the corresponding exponential phase value (139.5-fold) indicating 
clearly that transcription does not appear to recover after extended cold incubation in 
stationary phase SL1344 cells. 
The To intensity values for the espE gene in the 4°C stationary phase experiment 
indicated that this gene was significantly induced at 37°C (see CD appendix C4), 
suggesting that its protein may be produced at optimal temperatures in both phases. This 
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is supported by mini-array data in chapter 3 with high cspE signal being detected at 
37°C in both phases (although no 4°C stationary phase study was carried out). However, 
table 4.7 shows that cspE is down-regulated by 20-fold after 96 hours of cold shock. As 
CspE has been postulated to be important for anti-terminator activity at the promoters of 
class I CIP genes (metY-rpsO region) in E. coil (Bae et al., 2000) which have crucial 
roles in cold shock adaptation, the strong repression of its gene may contribute to the 
apparent depression of general transcription induction (and protein synthesis- Holden, 
1999) under these conditions. 
With regards to the CIP genes in this stationary phase experiment, the deaD gene 
exhibits over a 3.5-fold repression in the level of transcription after 96 hours at 4°C (see 
table 4.7) whilst the same gene is induced by over 13-fold in exponential phase cells (see 
table 4.4). The contrasting gene induction ratios between stationary and exponential 
phase cells at 4°C suggests that DeaD production is much lower in stationary phase 
which could be another major factor in the supposed continued block in protein 
synthesis under these conditions. There was a much less dramatic contrast observed for 
the induction of the rbfA gene which also encodes a protein important for cold-
adaptation of the translation apparatus (Jones & Inouye, 1996), between the different 
growth phases at 4°C, for the same time point. This gene had an induction ratio of 1.9 in 
stationary phase cells (see table 4.7) compared to 2.5-fold in exponential phase cells (see 
table 4.4) after 96 hours. The gene encoding translation initiation factor 2, infA, also 
only exhibits moderate induction at this time point in stationary phase cells (1.6-fold), 
compared to a 3.5-fold induction in exponential phase cells at 4°C. No growth phase 
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comparisons could be made between the induction values for two other class II C1Ps, 
hns and hupB, which were repressed after the 4 hour time point in stationary phase cells 
at 4°C (0:3 and 0.4, respectively) due to poorp-values in the exponential phase study. 
With these results in mind, it would appear that the combination of stationary phase 
stress and incubation at 4°C has impacted heavily on normal transcription in SL1344 
cells. It is not clear if cold adapation actually takes place around 24 hours after cold 
shock in these cells as it seems to do in exponential phase cells at the same temperature 
(40C). 2D-studies by Holden (1999) did not observe the end of acclimation in stationary 
phase cells at this temperature but only a continued decrease in protein synthesis. The 
lower transcription levels observed in this study for genes encoding proteins considered 
to be important for adaptation (deaD, rbfA etc) may be the cause of this perpetual 
downturn in protein synthesis. However, no comment can be made about the difference 
in the levels of preexisting proteins and their importance at different phases of growth. 
Despite the generally lower levels of induction in this experiment, transcription of a 
number of genes did appear to be up-regulated at the 4 and 96 hour time points. Very 
few of the most highly induced genes from the exponential phase experiments i.e. ddg, 
cpxP, rho etc, had statistically significant induction values in this study. Nevertheless, 
some of the genes, most of which exhibited below average levels of T o signal indicating 
low expression at 37°C, are listed in table 4.7. One notable gene was rspA, whose 
product in E. coil is a putative dehydratase which has been reported to perturb an 
increase in the accumulation of the stationary phase sigma factor, RpoS (or a5, via 
increased enzymatic activity (Goodrich-Blair & Kolter, 2000). While the T 0 signal 
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intensity of rspA is not far below the average at the 4 and 96 hour time points for this 
experiment, the T0 intensities for the rpoS gene were extremely high (7-10 times higher 
than the average across slides), as would be expected in a stationary phase culture at 
37°C (see CD appendix C4). As shown in table 4.7, the expression of rspA increases by 
2.5- and 3.3-fold after the 4 and 96 hour time points, respectively. However, there were 
no statistically significant induction ratios for rpoS at any time point in this experiment 
or indeed, for any of the other experiments described in this chapter. An attractive theory 
is that up-regulation and subsequent translation of rspA leads to a decrease in the 
accumulation of as  during cold shock. In wild-type E. co/i, RspA needs to be 
overexpressed from a plasmid to suppress levels of a s (Goodrich-Blair & Kolter, 2000), 
but cold shock may be a situation under which this could occur without artificial up-
regulation. Without reliable expression data for rpoS during cold shock, this theory still 
remains to be proved. 
The two invasion protein genes, prgl and s/pD (Sukhan etal., 2003, Cherayil etal., 
2000), which were induced (along with other invasion genes) in the exponential phase 
experiments while exhibiting above average T o intensities (see CD appendix C4), were 
also induced by temperature downshift in the stationary phase 4°C experiment (see table 
4.7). In this experiment however, prgl and s/pD along with some other invasion genes 
had low To  intensities indicating that stationary phase growth repressed their induction. 
Despite this, their induction after cold shock would seem to indicate that the cold-
induced up-regulation of these invasion genes is independent of growth phase. PrgI 
forms a portion of a membrane-spanning protein structure (the needle complex) 
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important for the fUnctioning of the type III secretion system while SipD is an effector 
protein secreted by the type III system which may have chaperone activity and is 
essential for the translocation of other effector molecules to invoke engulfment of 
salmonellae by non-phagocytic host cells (Sukhan et al., 2003, Cherayil etal., 2000). It 
is not clear why these genes would still be up-regulated at 4°C in stationary phase while 
not showing high induction at 37°C, unlike the exponential phase studies. Additionally, 
the invG gene whose protein product also forms part of the needle complex (Sukhan et 
al., 2003) is induced Therefore it could be the case that SL1344 is still attempting to 
produce invasion proteins under these conditions despite the depression in general 
protein synthesis reported by Holden (1999). Furthermore, the spaP gene, which 
encodes another invasion protein of the type Ill secretion system (Li et al., 1995) 
exhibits low T0  intensities in this experiment (see CD appendix C4) yet is still induced at 
4°C (see table 4.7) and under cold shock conditions during both of the exponential phase 
studies. 
The copR gene is a homologue of a plasmid-borne gene encoding a copper resistance 
transcriptional activator, originally characterised in the phytopathogen, Pseudomonas 
syringae (Lim & Cooksey, 1993). Although copper is an important micronutrient for 
bacteria required in the active sites of many enzymes as well as being critical for 
electron transport in some respiratory pathways, it can also act as a catalyst for harmful 
redox reactions which cause DNA and lipid membrane damage as well as the generation 
of free radicals within the cell (Munson etal., 2000). In P. syringae this gene is part of a 
two-component signal transduction system with the copS gene, thought to encode a 
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transmembrane sensor kinase that detects increases in copper levels in the periplasm and 
subsequently phosphorylate the response regulator, CopR. This is then thought to 
activate genes encoding periplasmic and outer membrane proteins involved in copper 
sequestration, thus preventing toxic levels of free copper ions entering the cytoplasm 
(Lim & Cooksey, 1993). In this study, the copR and copS genes are induced after 4 and 
96 hours of cold shock (2 to 2.7-fold) in stationary phase SL1344 cells at 4°C (see copR 
in table 4.7). These genes exhibited below average expression at 37°C, and were also 
induced highly after the acclimation period (24 hours) in exponential phase SL1344 at 
4°C (see CD appendix C4). Interestingly, it has previously been reported that E. coil 
cells which have been cold shocked at 5°C for 1 hour exhibited an increase in resistance 
to toxic levels of copper ions (Whiting & Rowbury, 1995). It was postulated that cold-
induced damage to the outer membrane porins could block the free difThsion of copper 
ions into the periplasm. Another theory suggested that the cold-shocked cells were better 
able to repair copper ion-induced damage to DNA/membranes/enzymes via the cold-
induced proteins first identified by Jones & colleagues (1987). However, it may be the 
case, as suggested by the results in this study, that cold incubation itself induces copper 
resistance genes whose products in turn reduce the susceptibility of enteric bacteria to 
copper ions, or that cold-induced damage to DNA/membranes etc, mimic the toxic 
effects of copper in the cell leading to copRS up-regulation. 
After 4 hours of cold shock at 4°C in stationary phase SL1344 cells, the rjbK gene is the 
most highly, statistically significant, up-regulated gene in the cell (see table 4.7). This 
gene encodes a phosphomannomutase which is required for one of the steps in GDP- 
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mannose synthesis, a precursor component of surface polysaccharides (LPS) in E. coil 
and S. iyphimurium (Jayaratne ci al., 1994, Turner et al., 1998). The rjbK gene which 
was up-regulated by 6.6-fold along with other 0-polysaccharide biosynthesis genes such 
as rjbM, rjbP and rfrV(2.0 to 4.0-fold) at the 4 hour time point was identified as being 
an important gene for pathogenicity in S. lyphimurium due to rfbK mutants being 
attenuated in day old chicks (Turner ci al., 1998). All the rib genes exhibited average to 
below average T o  signal intensities in this experiment whereas they all had well above 
average To  intensities in both exponential phase experiments indicating that at 37'C, 
they are more highly induced in exponential phase cells compared to stationary phase 
cells. The few statistically significant induction ratios for the rib genes in the 
exponential phase experiments indicate strong repression (see CD appendix C4) thus 
their cold induced expression during this experiment is unique to stationary phase. It is 
not clear if the up-regulation of this gene is a response to LPS damage as a result of cold 
shock in this phase or the result of a general up-shift in virulence factor transcription. 
There appeared to be some genes which exhibited down-regulation after 96 hours at 
4°C in stationary phase SL1344 cells but were induced at the same temperature and at 
the same time point in exponential phase cells. One such gene was the stress-induced 
protease gene, c/pP (Thomsen ci al., 2002). T0 intensities for this gene were above the 
average in the exponential and stationary phase experiments (see CD appendixes C  to 
C4), suggesting that induction of this gene is not growth phase dependant at 37°C but is 
at 4°C. Three other characterised genes, fisi, hrpA and rseA, exhibited the same 
expression features at 37°C and 4°C between the two growth phases. Thus stationary 
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phase cold shock must introduce a physiological block to transcription for these genes. 
Expression of other genes like the heat shock genes, dnaK and dnaf (Liberek & 
Georgopoulos, 1993), seem to be repressed by temperature in a phase independent 
manner 
The induction ratios of many genes related to starvation were analyzed in the stationary 
phase 4°C experiment and found to all be statistically insignificant (with the exception 
of rspA). These genes included the stationary phase sigma factor gene, rpoS, as 
previously mentioned, cstA (carbon starvation protein), dps (stress reponse DNA-
binding protein) and sspAB (stringent starvation protein A and B) (McClelland et al., 
2001). MI these genes exhibited very high To intensities for this stationary phase 
experiment, indicating induction at 37°C, as expected, but no reliable p-values for their 
expression ratios at 4°C. Other genes which encode sRNAs/proteins involved in the 
regulation of rpoS expression at the transcriptional and post-transcriptional level, such as 
crp, leuO, oxyS, hns and hfq, also did not have any statistically significant induction 
values at 4°C in this stationary phase experiment (Loewen etal., 1998). The spoT gene 
(whose product synthesises the rpoS-inducing alarmone, ppGpp) did show very low up-
regulation (1.4-fold) after 4 hours of cold shock at 4°C in stationary phase cells, but 
there were no other statistically significant ratios from this experiment. 
In summary, these genomic microarray experiments have confirmed the importance of 
certain genes, such as the cold-inducible cspA paralogues and the class I CI? genes 
during cold shock in SL1344, as well as demonstrating the affect of low temperature on 
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the transcriptional up-regulation of genes whose products are involved in cell envelope 
maintenance/structure such as cpxP, rpoE, nipi and ddg in this pathogen. The cold shock 
response appears to be interlinked at the transcriptional level with other cellular 
processes such as virulence factor expression, the SOS response (probably via recA) and 
copper resistance, among others. Different cold shock temperatures and growth phases 
appear to change the dynamics of the transcriptome, with a major drop in the 
transcription level for the whole cell upon stationary phase growth at 4°C. It is 
unfortunate that this could not be accurately observed at 10°C due to high background 
making the array data statistically unsound. 
The 4°C experiments also indicate that at temperatures below the minimum required for 
cell division, transcription in response to cold shock is still active with maximum 
transcription levels for some genes suggesting the availability of cold-adapted 
translation machinery, essential for ending acclimation (around 24 hours in exponential 
phase cells) despite the lack of cytokinesis. This suggests that exponential phase S. 
zyphimurium cells living at normal refrigerator temperature (4°C) can adapt after one 
day to the chilled conditions enabling their survival until a more favourable environment 
presents itself for growth i.e. raised temperature/ingestion etc. The genomic arrays 
appear to indicate that this adaptation is much more difficult for SL 1344 cells in 
stationary phase at 4°C. However, this ignores the possibility that such cells may already 
exhibit a high level of adaptation prior to temperature downshift. 
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Chapter 5 
Construction of csp mutants in 
Salmonella typhimurium 
5.1 	Introduction 
One of the most common methods employed for the characterisation of genes involved 
in a bacterial stress response, is their deletion from the chromosome and the subsequent 
investigation of the phenotypic changes they may (or may not) invoke. Through this 
process, informed interpretations can be made on the molecular role(s) of the gene 
within the cell with regards to its functionality and regulation. The encouragement of 
homologous recombination between an altered locus, engineered in vitro, and the target 
allele on the chromosome is the most popular approach to the replacement/deletion of a 
gene. 
With regards to investigating the cold shock response, many gene replacements and/or 
deletions of cspA paralogue genes, have been made in a number of bacteria. The most 
notable of these are Escherichia co/i, Bacillus sub/il/s and Lactococcus fact/s. 
Subsequent experimentation with the resultant mutant strains have allowed researchers 
to gain an insight as to how dispensable these paralogues are, and whether they can 
compensate for each other under normal and cold stress conditions. 
In E. colE, cspA was the first of the nine paralogue genes (cspA to cspl) to be disrupted. 
Bae and colleagues (1997) replaced the native cspA coding region with a cat 
(chloramphenicol resistance, C mt) gene. This was achieved using a piasmid based 
approach whereby the vector, pWkgdA, had the 5 , upstream and 3' downstream 
regions of cspA cloned either side of the CmR  gene. The vector also had a kanamycin 
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resistance gene (Km') with a ga/K (galactokinase) gene directly downstream so that 
ga/K was under the control of the Km' promoter. The plasmid was also temperature 
sensitive so cells would only retain the plasmid at the permissive temperature (30°C). 
The plasmid was transformed into a ga/K mutant (JC7623) and transformants were 
grown at 42°C to allow integration of the plasmid into the host chromosome via a 
single homologous recombination event between one of the cloned complementary 
regions on the plasmid and its corresponding host sequence. Integrants were recovered 
on selective media (LB-Cm agar) and were then grown in LB medium with 
chloramphenicol and 2-dG, an unmetabolizable analogue of galactose. This was to 
negatively select against cointegrates, as 2-dG is toxic to the cell in the presence of a 
functional ga/K gene. This forced a second recombination to produce disruptants with 
the cat gene in place of cspA resulting in a 2dGR Km' Cm' phenotype. 
The resulting AcspA::Cm strain, WB002, exhibited no perceivable growth defects at 
37°C or 15°C. 2-dimensional gel electrophoresis studies revealed the total protein 
synthesis for the mutant strain at 15°C did increase marginally (1.3-fold) for CspB and 
CspG, compared to the wild type. Furthermore, the production of CspB and CspG in 
the AcspA::Cm strain was sustained at the same level as CspA in the wild strain, 3 
hours after cold shock. In contrast the wild strain which exhibited minimal production 
of CspB and CspG at the same time point had detectable levels of CspA. Only after 16 
hours at 15°C was there a repression of CspB and CspG synthesis. The CspB and CspG 
proteins were also detectable upon temperature downshift to 30°C in the AcspA::CmR 
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strain, whereas in the wild strain only CspA is produced at the same temperature. In 
addition to this, the protein levels for CspE, which is constitutively expressed at 37'C, 
increased by more than 2-fold. These observations suggested that the disruption of the 
cspA may have led its other highly homologous, cold inducible paralogues, CspB and 
CspG, and the non-cold induced CspE, acquiring, at least a partial compensatory role. 
The AcspA: Cm strain also showed an increased expression of the 5' untranslated 
region of cspA at 3 7°C. This supported the notion that CspA is involved in its own gene 
regulation. 
The follow up work to this study by Bae and colleagues (1999) was to try and elucidate 
the function of the non-cold inducible CspE protein in K coil. This was aided by the 
construction of a cspE disruption in JC7623 (recif, recC). The c.spE coding sequence 
was replaced by a kanamycin resistance gene (KanR)  via the transformation of JC7623 
with a linear DNA fragment. The insert harboured a K mTt gene flanked by the 5' 
upstream and 3' downstream regions of the cspE sequence. The growth patterns of the 
resulting replacement strain were then investigated. 
The AcspE::Km strain showed no differences in growth rate in rich or minimal media 
at 37°C compared to a wild-type strain. But when stationary phase cells were diluted 
with fresh medium there was a 2.5-fold longer lag in growth, in contrast to the wild-
type. Although this did not occur for a AcspA::cai strain, a double mutant strain 
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(JcspA.,:ca114cspE::Kni) had a longer lag period after stationary phase culture dilution. 
However in both cases normal growth was resumed after the lag period. This indicated 
that CspE may have a role in the acclimatisation of nutritionally starved cells in fresh 
medium. 
2D-gel analysis indicated that CspA production increased by more than 4-fold in a 
AcspE::Km strain at 37°C compared to a wild-type strain. This equated to almost half 
of the level observed after cold shock in a wild strain. These findings suggested that the 
disruption of cspE causes the derepression of cspA at 37°C. This suggested that CspE 
(as well CspA itself as discovered previously) may be involved in the regulation of 
cspA under non-cold shock conditions. 
The disruption of espE had many other pleiotropic effects on the induction of other 
proteins. This included the expression of the UspA (Universal Stress Protein A) protein 
which non-specifically responds to growth arrest. It decreased in production indicating 
that CspE plays a positive as well as a negative role in gene expression at 37°C. 
Phadtare & Inouye (2001) continued this research with the investigation of the cellular 
role(s) of CspE and CspC. A c.spC disruptant was constructed in an identical manner to 
the AcspE::Km strain with a spectinomycin (SpcR) marker being used instead of Km 
for the replacement of the coding sequence. A double mutant (AcspC::Spcl4cspE::Km) 
was also constructed via P1 transduction. 
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Firstly, the expression pattern of CspC was studied and it was found to be 
constitutively expressed at 37°C, like CspE, but not during lag phase growth (unlike 
CspE). It was also found that osmotic stress, alcohol stress, high and low pH and 
temperature stress did not invoke any significant induction of CspC or CspE. However, 
like the AcspE: :Km strain, the cspC disruptant showed a downregulation in the 
production of UspA. 
IPTG controlled vectors, overexpressing CspC and CspE were used to investigate the 
affect their increased production had on the cell. The synthesis of four proteins were 
consistently and significantly upregulated by both vectors. These were UspA, the 
osmotically induced protein OsmY, the starvation induced DNA protection protein, 
Dps and the stationary phase sigma factor, RpoS. 
Experiments measuring the levels of the uspA, osmY, and dps mRINAs found that uspA 
mRNA was four times higher in the CspE overproducing strain than the wild-type and 
3-fold lower in the AcspC::Spc/AcspE::Km strain. The level of osmY and dps mRNA 
was also significantly higher in the CspC overproducing strain and lower in the 
AcspC: Spc strain compared to the wild-type, it was also found that the 
upregulation/deletion of cspC, prolonged/shortened the half-life of the mRNAs of the 
three genes mentioned. 
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Similarly, the overexpression and deletion of CspC and CspE also affected the amount 
and stability of mRNA for rpoS. This led to the postulation that the expression of dps 
and osmY may be upregulated by the transcriptional activation of RpoS, which in turn is 
influenced by the level of CspC and CspE synthesis. This was supported by 
experiments examining the amounts of mRNA for dps and osmY in ArpoS strains with 
and without vectors overexpressing CspC. The levels of dps and osmY were 
significantly lower in a zlrpoS strain compared to a CspC overproducing zirpoS strain. It 
was found that the mRNA for two other RpoS regulated genes proP and kaiG, which 
are induced by osmotic and oxidative stress respectively, were influenced in a similar 
way by CspC overproduction. The AcspC: :SpclzicspE: :Km strain also exhibited lower 
levels of c/ps and osmY mRNA under osmotic stress compared to the wild-type 
indicating that their induction under osmotic stress and not only normal conditions, are 
affected by CspC and CspE. 
The CspD protein had previously been reported to be induced under stationary phase 
and carbon starvation conditions but is regulated independently of RpoS (Yamanaka & 
Inouye, 1997). To investigate this protein further in E. cob, Yamanaka and colleagues 
(2001), disrupted the coding sequence for cspD with a Km' gene in vitro and linearly 
transformed it into a recD mutant to create a AcspD: :Km strain. The AcspD::Km strain 
grew normally in rich and minimal media over a temperature range from 15°C to 42°C 
without any perceived morphological changes. Thermotolerance and oxidative 
tolerance of stationary phase cells were also not affected by the mutation. Furthermore, 
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the growth rate of mutant, and wild-type stationary phase cells were the same after 
dilution with fresh LB medium. The expression of ipoS was also unaffected by the 
mutation. Finally, through 2D gel analysis, the expression patterns of proteins from 
exponential and stationary phase cultures were identical for the cspD mutant and wild-
type strains. All these findings indicated that cspD was probably dispensible for normal 
cell growth. 
The most extensive research using csp mutants in E. co/i was carried out by (Xia ci al., 
2001). Using an identical method to Phadtare & Inouye (2001), strains which had the 
resistance genes of kanamycin (Km) replacing cspB, kanamycin and spectinomycin 
(Spc) replacing cspG and tetracycline (Tet) replacing cspE and cspl were constructed. 
The single disruptant mutants for 3 cold-inducible csp genes (cspB, cspG and cspl) did 
not show any growth defects upon cold shock as was the case for a cspA disruptant 
(Bae eta!,, 1997). Using P1 transduction, four double disruption strains, 
AcspA::CmIAcspB::Km, AcspA::CmIAcspG::Km, AcspB::KmIAcspG::Spc and 
AcspA ::CmIAcspI: :Tet were produced, but they exhibited no discernable phenotype at 
low temperatures either. However, 2D gel analysis did reveal that these single and 
double replacement strains expressed the remaining cold-inducible Csp genes at higher 
levels and for a prolonged time. 
A triple replacement strain (AcspA ::CnildcspB: :KmIAcspG:: Spc) did not show any 
growth defects at 30°C, 25°C, 20°C or 15°C but did have a longer lag period compared 
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to the wild-type when the temperature was shifted from 37°C to 15°C. 2D gel analysis 
revealed that the CspE protein was substantially upregulated in the triple mutant 
compared to the wild-type, 3 hours after cold shock (15°C). This was also observed at 
the transcriptional level by assaying cspE mRNA by primer extension. The CspI protein 
was also synthesised at a higher level 5 hours after cold shock in the triple mutant. 
The much higher levels of CspE in the triple mutant strain suggested that it may have 
been compensating for a defect in cell growth at 15°C due to the replacement of the 
three other Csps. Therefore, the cspE coding sequence was replaced to produce a 
quadruple mutant strain (AcspA::CmIAcspB: :KmIAcspE: :Tet IA cspG: :Spc). Although 
CspI protein levels were induced to a higher level in this strain compared to the wild-
type, the absolute amount was much less than that of CspE in the triple mutant strain. 
At 37°C, the level of the CspC protein was marginally higher with little change when 
cells were cold shocked to 15°C. The quadruple mutant strain grew normally at 37°C in 
rich media but much more slowly compared to the wild-type at 15°C (a lag of nearly 4 
hours). The viability of the quadruple mutant strain was also much reduced during 
prolonged incubation at 15°C and 4°C compared to the wild-type. 
The most interesting phenotype of the quadruple mutant strain, was that it exhibited 
filamentous growth when grown at 15°C in LB liquid medium for a period of 3 days. 
Cells grew up to an average length of 40 pm with some growing up to 200 Pm with 
prolonged incubation. Interestingly, a staining experiment with 4, 6-diamidio-2- 
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phenylindole (DAP1) revealed that DNA replication or chromosomal partitioning was 
not impaired in the mutants, due to the almost even segregation of the chromosomes 
within the filamentous cells. This led to the conclusion that there was a defect in 
septum formation in the mutant strain at 15°C. The majority of filamentous cells 
resumed to dividing into normal sized cells when returned to 37°C 
The ability of the nine CspA paralogues to complement the defect in colony forming 
ability at 15°C was investigated by cloning each coding sequence for the nine genes 
into IPTG-inducible vectors. All of the paralogues except for CspD, were able to 
complement the defect, some only in the presence of 1PTG (CspA, CspE and CspF) and 
some only in its absence (CspB, CspC and CspH). Yamanaka & colleagues (2001) had 
reported that the overproduction of CspD causes a morphological change in cells 
similar to that observed in DNA replication mutants and results in cell death. Therefore 
it would seem the inability of CspD to complement the quadruple mutant would support 
this finding. Cells from colonies that grew under the complementing condition at 15°C 
did not exhibit any morphological aberrations showing that the filamentous phenotype 
was repressed by the complementing paralogue gene. This demonstrated that the shared 
RNA-binding functions of the CspA paralogues, that were deficient in the quadruple 
replacement strain, were essential for colony forming and normal cell division at 15°C. 
The first reported mutational analysis for the investigation of CspA homologues in 
Bacillus sub/i/is, was carried out by Willimsky and colleagues (1992). The CspB 
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protein which was rapidly induced by cold shock, was identified as a protein 
homologous to CspA of E, co/i. The cspB gene was subsequently cloned and 
sequenced. A replacement mutant (AcspB: :Cm) was made via a double-crossover 
recombination event between a linearised plasmid with an in vitro constructed cspB 
disruption and the cspB region of the chromosome. 
The cell viability of the mutant strain compared to the wild-type after freezing 
treatment at -80°C for 24 hours revealed that the disruption of cs1,,l3 reduced 
cryotolerance. The average percentage survival was 2% compared to 27% for the 
parental strain. This percentage increased to 44% for the mutant and 96% for the 
parental strain when cells were pre-shocked at 10°C for 2 hours, prior to freezing. This 
suggested that there are other complementing proteins present at 10°C that could 
compensate for the absence of CspB. 
Graumann & M.arahiel (1996) identified two other homolgues in B. subtilis (CspC and 
CspD). 2D gel analysis was also performed on a cspB replacement mutant (AcspB: :Cm) 
at 15°C. The induction of CspC and CspD in the mutant had increased to a higher level 
than that of the wild-type strain after cold shock. Their induction was prolonged to over 
2 hours in the mutant whilst the cold shock response had finished in the wild-type 
strain. 
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In a further study by Graumann and colleagues (1997) single replacement mutants of 
the cspC and cspD genes were produced. The cspC (AcspC: :Km) and cspD 
(AcspD::Cm) mutants did not exhibit any growth defects at 37°C and 15°C. 2D-PAGE 
analysis showed an increase in CspB production at 37°C in the cspC and cspD mutants 
and at 15°C in the cspC mutant compared to the wild-type. This indicated that the 
functional paralogues could successfully compensate for loss of single Csps. Double 
replacement strains were constructed and their growth rates were examined at 37°C. 
The cspB/C and cspB/D mutants but not the cspC/D mutant had reduced growth rates at 
37°C and also a reduction in cell survival during the stationary phase compared to the 
wild-type. This was also the case for exponentially growing cultures cold shocked to 
15°C. When cold shocked stationary phase cultures were diluted with fresh medium at 
15°C, the lag phase of the cspC/D and the cspB/D mutants were longer compared to the 
wild-type. The growth lag was prolonged further still in the cspB/C mutant. These 
results suggested that CspB was functionally more important at 15°C and 37°C for cell 
growth than the other paralogues. The cspB/C mutant's higher growth rate at 37°C and 
slower growth rate at 15°C compared to the cspB/D mutant, suggested that CspC was 
more important at 15°C and CspD at 37°C. 
A triple replacement strain could only be produced in the presence of a plasmid 
encoding c.spB in trans which could not be cured. This indicates that B. subtilis requires 
at least one of its csp genes to be viable. 
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Gene disruption methods were also employed for the characterisation of the csp genes 
of Laciococcus lad/s by Wouters & colleagues (2001). Five csp genes, four of which 
are tandemly located, cold inducible pairs (cspA/cspB and cspC/cspD) and the 
constitutively expressed cspE, had previously been identified by Wouters & colleagues 
(1998). 
Multiple replacement strains (cspA/cspB and cspA/cspB/c.spE mutants) were 
constructed using a double crossover replacement strategy similar to that described 
before. Although these mutants exhibited identical growth rates, adaptation and lag 
times at 30°C and 10°C compared to the wild-type, they did show differences in the 
induction patterns of the remaining Csps. 2D gel analysis revealed that compared to the 
wild-type, CspE production doubled at 10°C in a cspA/cspB mutant, while the level of 
CspC synthesis was higher at 30°C but not at 10°C. CspD was produced by 
cspA/cspB/cspE mutant cells at 30°C whereas it is only detected under cold shock 
conditions in the wild-type strain. Its production level did not exceed that of the wild-
type at 10°C. CspC production decreased upon cold shock in the triple mutant 
compared to the wild-type. Therefore the deletion of cspA and cspB was compensated 
for by higher levels of CspE at 10°C and the further deletion of cspE led to the 
production of CspD at 30°C (Wouters ctat,2001). 
The ability of the mutant strains to survive freeze/thaw challenges was also 
investigated. Culture samples of the cspA/cspB mutant were incubated at 10°C for two 
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and four hours prior to freezing (-20°C) and subsequent thawing after four 24 hour 
intervals. The pre-exposure to 10°C for 2 and 4 hours increased survival by 50 and 
nearly 1000-fold respectively. This was very similar to the wild-type response. The 
triple mutant however, only exhibited an increase in survival of 10 and 100-fold after 
exposure to 10°C for 2 and 4 hours respectively. These experiments suggest that the 
increased synthesis of CspE under cold conditions compensates for the loss of cspA and 
cspB in the double mutants and results in a similar level of cryotolerance to the wild-
type. Likewise, the reduced capacity for freeze/thaw survival in the triple mutant strain 
can be explained by the absence of CspE and thus a lower overall basal level of Csp 
production needed for effective cryotolerance (Wouters etal., 200]). 
5.2 Aims of this chapter 
All of the csp mutant strains constructed in E. colt, B.subti/is and L. lactis were able to 
give useful information and raise interesting questions about the organisation and 
hierarchy of importance of the CspA paralogues for each species. The aim of the work 
in this chapter was to construct deletion mutants of the csp genes in Salmonella 
typhimurnirn so as to dissect the cold shock response and identify differences between it 
and those that have already been characterised. 
Many of the methods employed in the disruption of csp genes, described in section 5. 1, 
involved creating the gene replacement on a suitable plasmid and recombining it into 
the chromosome. This meant that (A) the antibiotic gene used to disrupt the target locus 
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could not be easily removed from the chromosome and (B) the number of subsequent 
replacements for the strain was limited by the number of available antibiotic markers. 
In this study, a replacement method is used which allows the excision of the antibiotic 
marker from the chromosome after the replacement of the target sequence. This allows 
the same marker to be re-used in another replacement for a different locus. This means 
that precisely engineered deletions of coding sequence can be made with no possibility 
of a marker obscuring the phenotype of the mutated gene. 
As already mentioned the cspB coding sequence of S. typhitnuriuni has been disrupted 
in our laboratory by a transcriptional reporter system (Francis & Gallagher, 1993, Craig 
et al., 1998). The Mudlux element was transcriptionally fused 70 bp downstream of the 
cspB ORF. This disruption strain was useful for the characterisation of cspB expression 
and confirms that the gene can indeed be disrupted. However, the randomly transposed 
element cannot be removed and it is unknown whether the Lux gene products have any 
other effects on the cell which could obscure any observed phenotype. Therefore, it was 
decided that the cspB coding sequence would be disrupted again in this study with a 
more precisely targeted approach with a removable antibiotic marker. 
Graumann & colleagues (1997) disrupted all but one of the three csp genes in B. 
subiihs. Using the three different combinations of double mutant, an examination of 
how the single functional Csp gene i.e monogene strain, was able to be performed. 
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These strains were useful as conclusions on the affect of a single gene could be drawn 
with confidence with no possibility that other Csps could be influencing any observed 
phenotype. 
Therefore, not only was the construction of double, triple and quadruple mutant strains 
important in this chapter but also that of the 6 possible monogene strains for S. 
typhimurium. The construction of a deletion strain which had all 6 Csp genes deleted 
from the chromosome was also a priority as this would reveal whether S. iyphimuriun; 
cells could survive without its fill complement of CspA. paralogues or if at least one is 
needed (like B. subtilis) for viability. 
5.3 Deletion of genes using conditionally replicating plasmids 
For the deletion of CspA and its five other paralogues in S. typhimurium, circular 
DNAs (plasmids) were transformed into wild-type SL1344 cells. These piasmids had 
cloned regions of homology which flanked the target ORF and were forced to integrate 
into the chromosome by a single homologous recombination event. This was achieved 
by selection for plasmid marker genes under specialised conditions. Replacement of the 
target ORF occurred after the second homologous cross-over event when surviving 
transformants were grown under permissive conditions allowing cointegrate resolution. 
Subsequently, selection against the plasmid enabled the identification of survivors 
which now had the ORF replaced. The ORF was replaced with an antibiotic resistance 
cassette which had flanking Flp recombinase target sites (FRT sites). These sites 
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allowed the excision of the cassette from the chromosome when replacement strains 
were transformed with a helper plasmid encoding Flp recombinase. This leaves an in-
frame deletion with a short scar which should not have any polar effects on genes 
downstream. 
5.3.1 Gene Replacement-deletion Procedure 
The method employed for the construction of the replacement-deletion mutants was 
similar to that used by Merlin & colleagues (2002). This involved a two step PCR 
procedure to construct the desired gene deletion in vitro. This is outlined in figure 5.1. 
Segments of sequence directly upstream and downstream of the target gene were 
initially amplified by PCR independently (figure 5.1 A). The primers were designated 
as No-Ni and Ci-Co. N (N-terminal) primers amplify sequence upstream of the target 
gene and C (C-terminal) primers anneal downstream. The i (inner) and o (outer) 
prefixes refer to whether the primer anneals nearer or further from the target gene 
respectively. The inner primers were designed to anneal to regions as close as possible 
to the N and C-termini of the target ORF. This is to ensure that the translational signals 
are maintained in the final constructed mutant. The Ni and Ci primers contain 24-
nucleotide-long 5' tails with complementary sequences which have the Not] restriction 
site for insertion of a KmR FRT cassette. The No and Co primers contain .11 -nucleotide 
long tails with appropriate restriction sites (PstI and Sail respectively) for subsequent 
cloning steps. 
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The second PCR step involves the fusion of the two products using their 
complementary ends (figure 5.1 B). This was achieved by using 10 of each initial 
PCR product (as template) in a 50 p1  PCR reaction. The fusion product, which 
effectively is the gene deletion in vitro, was amplified using the No and Co primers. 
The fusion PCR product was then cloned into the pTOF24 vector by means of the 
aforementioned restriction sites (figure 5.1 Q. Recombinant plasmids were recovered 
by selectively growing transformed MCI 061 cells on LB-Cm agar plates. The fusion 
PCR product replaces a K mR gene on the vector enabling the identification of 
recombinant plasmids via Km 5 screening. 
In a second cloning step, a K mR FRT cassette was cloned into the vector using the 
single Notl restriction site provided by the complementary region within the fusion 
PCR product (figure 5,1 D). LB-Cm-Km agar plates were then used to recover 
recombinant plasmids from transformants. This produces the final construct for allele 
replacement. 
The construct was then transformed into a SL1 344, for the replacement of the target 
ORF. integration of the construct into the chromosome was achieved by streaking 
transformants on LB-Cm-Km agar plates and incubating at 43°C (figure 5.2 A). This 
will select for the plasmid and the replacement cassette while the high temperature 
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Figure 5.1. Construction of the Replacement Vector 
Wild type genes, engineered sequences and plasmid genes are indicated by green, red and yellow 
boxes respectively. The FRT cassette is indicated by an orange box. Y is the gene targeted 
for deletion, X and Z are flanking genes; sacB encodes levan sucrase and repAts indicates a 
temperature sensitive origin of replication. 
A Regions upstream and downstream of the target gene (Y), are PCR amplified using specifically 
designed primers. The outer primers (No and Co) provide Pstl and Sail sites while the inner primers 
(Ni and Ci) provide a unique Notl site within their complementary tails. B The desired gene deletion is 
created in vitro via a fusion PCR using the complementary tails and the outer primers again. C The 
fusion PCR product is then cloned into the pTOF24 vector using the Pstl and Sall restriction sites. This 
will replace the vectors native KmR  gene and ti-ansforrnants are selected on LB-Cm agar at 30°C. 
D The FRT cassette is cloned into the unique No/I site provided by the fusion PC  insert, thus 
conferring KmR back to the final replacement vector. This construct is then transformed into SL1 344 
for in vivo replacement of the target gene. These transformants are recovered on LB-Cm-Km 
agar at 30°C. 
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will prevent any plasmid replication due to its temperature sensitive origin of 
replication. Therefore, selection will favour integrants resulting from a single 
homologous recombination between one of the homologous upstream or downstream 
regions and the corresponding wild-type locus on the chromosome. Integrants are 
recognised as large colonies on a background of microcolonies. One integrant was re-
streaked on the same medium at 43°C and then cultured in LB medium for 16hrs at 
30°C to release selective pressure. This will allow the cointegrate to resolve via another 
homologous recombination (figure 5.2 B). Serial dilutions of this culture were plated on 
LB-sucrose-kanamycin (LB-Suc-Km) agar plates at 37°C overnight. The sucrose killed 
any bacteria that harboured a functional sacB gene either in the chromosome or on a 
plasmid. The sacB gene, originating from B. sub/i/us, encodes levan sucrase which 
catalyzes sucrose hydrolysis and levan extension. 
The products of this reaction are toxic to S. typhirnurluin thus conferring a sucrose 
sensitive (Suc 5) phenotype. This gene enables the counter-selection against cells which 
have the replacement vector. The kanamycin will select for the retention of the cassette 
which should have replaced the target gene on the chromosome (figure 5.2 Q. Colonies 
recovered on these plates were patched on to LB-Suc-Km and LB-Cm-Km agar plates. 
This enabled the recovery of S ucR KmR Cm  colonies which had lost the replacement 
vector and retained the FRT Km' cassette (figure 5.2 C). Confirmation of target gene 
replacement was checked by PCR using primers which anneal to sites upstream of the 
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Figure 5.2. Deletion of target gene using the replacement vector 
Wild type genes, engineered sequences and plasmid genes are indicated by green, red and yellow 
boxes respectively. The FRI cassette is indicated by an orange box. Y is the gene targeted 
for deletion, X and Z are flanking genes; sacB is a levan sucrase gene and repA indicates a 
temperature sensitive origin of replication. 
A The replacement vector integrates into the native chromosome with a single homologous 
recombination event. lntegrants are selected for by growing transformants at 43°C on LB-Cm-Km 
plates. B Integrants are then grown in LB liquid medium with no selective pressure at 30°C. This 
resolves the plasmid from the chromosome in a second crossover event C LB-Suc-Km plates select 
for gene replacement and plasmid loss (via the toxicity of a functional sacB gene) at 37°C. D PCR 
confirmation of allele replacement. E Flp recombinase-mediated excision of the FRI cassette from 
the chromosome after transformation with pCP20. The circular form of the cassette does not replicate 
and is lost. The pCP20 helper plasmid can be cured at 42°C. F The gene deletion is confirmed as 
before by PCR analysis. 
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No and downstream of the Co primers. These primers were designated Next (external) 
and Cext (figure 5.2 D). 
The cassette was then removed from the chromosome by transforming the replacement 
strain with pCP20. As mentioned above, this helper plasmid contains aflp gene which 
encodes FIp recombinase. It also has chloramphenicol and ampicillin antibiotic 
markers. This plasmid is temperature sensitive, but there is enoughflp expression at 
30°C to catalyse recombination of the FRT sites in the cassette. Therefore all pCP20 
transformants isolated on LB-Cm (or LB-ampicillin) agar plates at 30°C should have 
their FRT cassettes excised from the chromosome. Colonies were.tested for kanamycin 
sensitivity and these transformants were then cured of pCP20 by streaking them on LB 
agar at 43°C. The loss of the plasmid was confirmed by Cm  or Amp  phenotypes 
(figure 5.2 E). 
Finally, the removal of the FRT cassette was confirmed by performing an identical 
PCR using the Next and Cext primers. The amplified PCR fragment from a deleted 
target ORF should be smaller in size to its corresponding wild-type locus (figure 5.2 F). 
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5.4 Deletion of cspA paralogue genes in Salmonella typhimurium 
Deletion of the cspA ORF. in S. typhimurium 
As already outlined, the gene replacement method used in this study requires multiple 
steps involving molecular cloning of DNA. This was achieved by PCR of genomic 
DNA isolated using a Qiagen genomic DNA preparation kit. 
For amplification of the N-terminal (upstream) cspA region from the genomic DNA, 
the NocspA and NicspA primers were used as described in section 2.2.2 with Pifi 
polymerase. These primers introduced a Psi.l restriction site at the 5' end and a Noll site 
at the 3' end of the amplified fragment (see table 2.3). The PCR fragment was 495 bp 
long with a 24 nt long single stranded complementary tail (figure 5.3). The C-terminal 
(downstream) cspA region was amplified using primers CicspA and CocspA. 
The resultant DNA fragment harboured a Notl restriction site at the 5' end and a Sail 
site at the 3' end. This fragment was 482 bp in length excluding the single stranded tail 
(figure 5.3). 
The fusion PCR involved using these two DNA fragments as the source of template 
DNA. 1 jil of each was used in an identical PCR with primers NocspA and CocspA. As 
described in section 5.3, the internal primers (NicspA and CicspA) create a 
complementary tail between the two initial PCR products. 
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Figure 5.3 Initial PCR amplification of cspA upstream and downstream regions. 
Lane 1, FOR amplification of N-terminal (upstream) region using primers NocspA 
and NicspA producing a 495 bp fragment with a Pstl site at the 5'end and a 24 bp 
overhanging tail with a Noti site at the Tend; lane 2, FOR of C-terminal (downstream) region with 
primers CicspA and CocspA producing a 482 bp fragment with a 5' 24 bptail complementary 
to the N-cspA fragment (with Notl site) and a Sail site at the Tend -, M, 100 bp DNA marker, the 
sizes and positions are indicated. 
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This sequence also has an incorporated Noll restriction site (see table 2.3), During the 
PCR, the fragments will anneal to each other at these homologous regions whilst the 
external primers (NocspA and CocspA) amplify them thus producing larger 
concentrations of ftised N-cspA and C-cspA regions. 
The desired product had the N-cspA (upstream) and C-cs/.A (downstream) regions of 
sequence without the intact ORF of cspA. A Noll restriction site replaced the native 
ORF. When the fusion PCR products were examined on an agarose gel (figure 5.4) the 
correct fragment was identified according to its calculated size (1001 bp) and isolated 
via DNA gel extraction. The purified fragment was then ready for digestion with Psi! 
and Sail restriction enzymes and re-purified using a PCR purification kit (Qiagen) and 
re-suspended in 30 il of sterile H 2 0. The pTOF24 plasmid (figure 5.5 A) was also 
digested with Ps/I and Sail and then de-phosphorylised and purified (section 2.2.2). 
These steps resulted in the release of the Km' gene (1306 bp) from the vector which is 
flanked by Ps/i and Sail sites (figure 5.5 B). The fusion PCR fragment was then cloned 
into the cut vector in a ligation reaction (section 2.2.2) between the two open, de-
phosphorylised restriction sites to yield a new plasmid termed pIWHI (table 2.2). 
Electro-conipetent MC 1061 i. coii cells were then transformed via electrol.oration with 
1-3 tl of the ligation reaction. The cells were allowed to recover at 30°C in SOC 
medium and were then plated on LB-Cm plates and incubated at 30°C overnight. 
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Figure 5.4 Fusion PCR of N-cspA and C-cspA sequence regions. 
Lanes 1-4, Four identical fusion PCRs using 1 p1 of each initial PCR (Fig 5.3) as template 
with the NocspA and CocspA primers being used to amplify. The initial PCR products fuse 
via their complementary tails producing fragments 1001 bp in size. These fragments are indicated 
inside the area highlighted in red and were gel purified; M, 100 bp DNA marker. 
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The colonies that were recovered were transferred to LB-Cm and LB-Cm-Km agar 
plates and incubated again at 30°C overnight. Any colonies that grew on both kinds of 
agar plate were ignored as transformants harbouring uncut pTOF24 having a functional 
Kill" gene. Any colonies which grew on the LB-Cm plates but not on the LB-Cm-Km 
plates were regarded as transformants harbouring a plasmid with the Km gene 
replaced with the fusion PCR fragment, thus being Kill s (pi "I). Colonies that were 
Cm' Km" were grown in LB overnight at 30°C (with appropriate antibiotic) and mini-
prepped in a Wizard mini-prep column (Promega). The purified plasmid DNA was then 
digested with Ps/I and Sail and examined on an agarose gel along with undigested 
pTOF24 and Pstll Sail digested pTOF24 to confirm the correct construction of pIWHJ 
(figure 5.6). 
The Ps/Il Sail digestion of pTOF24 yielded two fragments of 1306 bp, containing the 
KmR gene and 5620 bp which was the remainder of e plasmid. Ps/Il ail digested 
pIWH1 yielded two fragments of 1001 bp, containing the fusion PCR insert and the 
remaining 5620 bp. This restriction pattern confirmed the insertion of the fusion PCR 
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Figure 5.5 A The pTOF24 vector. B Restriction digested vector and fusion PCR insert. 
A Diagram of the pTOF24 vector showing relevant restriction sites and genes. B Lane 1 
the pTOF24 vector digested with PsfI and San; lane 2, the purified fusion PCR product digested 
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Figure 5.6 A The pIWHI construct. B Restriction analysis of pIWHI 
A Diagram of the pIWHl construct showing the relevant restriction sites and genes 
including the cloned fusion FCR insert with the N-cspA and C-cspA regions. B Lane 1, 
undigested pTOF24 vector; lane 2, Pstl/SaII digested pTOF24; lane 3, Psf I/Sail digested 
pIWH1, yielding the fusion PCR insert (1001 bp) confirming correct construction; M 1 kb 
DNA markers. 
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The next cloning step involved the insertion of a Km' gene which is flanked by Fip 
recombinase target sequences (FRT sites) and Noll sites, into pIWI-Il. This cassette was 
cut from the pTOF 3 plasmid (see table 2.2) by Noll restriction and purified by resolving 
through gel electrophoresis and subsequent gel extraction (figure 5.7). 
The pIWHI vector was digested with Noll and de-phosphorylated with alkaline de-
phosphorylase to allow insertion of the Noll digested Km   cassette between the N-c.spA 
and C-cspA regions of pIWH1, to produce another plasmid termed plWH2. 1-3 Ill of 
ligation reaction was used to transform MC 1061 cells. Transformants were recovered 
on LB-Cm plates. All recovered colonies were patched on LB-Cm and LB-Cm-Kin 
agar plates. Colonies that had regained kanamycin resistance i.e. were determined to be 
CmR KmR, were then grown in LB culture (with appropriate antibiotic) and mini-
prepped. The correct construction of plWH2 was confirmed by restriction analysis 
(figure 5.8). PsilI Sail digested pIWH2, gave four DNA fragments of 5620 bp, 1240 bp, 
588 bp and 552 bp in size. This plasmid was then used for subsequent replacement of 
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Figure 5.7 Gel extraction of FRT cassette from pTOF3 
Lanes 1-5, purified Pstl/SaII digested pTOF3 resolved on an aga rose gel to 
release the 1 388 bp FRI KmR cassette (highlighted in red box) for subsequent 
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Figure 5.8 A The pIWH2 construct. B Restriction analysis of pIWH2 
A, Diagram of the pIWH2 used for the integration and replacement of the cspA ORF. B Lanes 1-5, purified 
PstlISalI digested pIWH2 clones, releasing fragments 588 bp and 552 bp in size (encoding most of the 
flanking N and C-cspA regions respectively) and a fragment 1240 bp in size (mostly FRT cassette 
sequence) confirming correct construction of the replacement vector; M 1 Kb DNA marker. 
The pIWH2 replacement vector was transformed into competent SL 1344 cells by 
electroporation and several of the recovered transformants were then streaked on LB-
Cm-Km agar plates and incubated at 42°C overnight. As mentioned before, integrants 
were recognised as large colonies within a background of more numerous 
microcolonies. One integrant was sub-cultured on a second LB-Cm-Km plate at 42°C 
and subsequently grown in LB liquid culture with no antibiotic at 30°C overnight. This 
allowed resolution of pIWH2 by another homologous recombination. Serial dilutions of 
this culture were then plated on 5% LB-Suc-Km plates and incubated at 37°C 
overnight. This step selected for the retention of the Km' cassette and the death of any 
bacteria with a functional sacB gene (in the chromosome or on a plasmid). All 
recovered colonies were screened for a Suc' K m  C mS phenotype and appropriate 
colonies were then analyzed by PCR to confirm replacement of the cspA ORF with the 
Km R cassette. 
Primers NextcspA and CextcspA were used for the confirmatory PCR (as described in 
section 2.2.2), and PCR products were examined by gel electrophoresis (figure 5.9). A 
wild type PCR product was used for comparison, to determine if a replacement of the 
cspA ORF had occurred. With the external primers, a wild-type PCR gave a DNA 
fragment of 1221 bp in size. The expected size for a successful replacement was 2429 
bp - 3 correct products are shown (figure 5.9). This new strain was designated 
MPG489 and had the genotype his, 4c.spA::Km. 
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The next step was to remove the Kn1R  cassette from the chromosome to leave a scar' 
or footprint in place of the original cspA ORF. As previously described, this could be 
achieved with the aid of pCP20 (see table 2.2). This plasmid was transformed into 
competent MPG489 cells and selected for on LB-Amp-Cm plates at 30°C overnight. 
Transformants were then tested for kanamycin sensitivity on LB-Km plates. The pCP20 
vector was then cured from suitable colonies by growing transformants on LB plates at 
the restrictive temperature of 42°C (pCP20 has a temperature sensitive origin of 
replication). After confirmation of plasmid loss, another confirmatory PCR analysis 
was carried out to ensure that the Ftp reconibinase had allowed site-specific 
recombination between the FRT sites flanking the KmR  cassette (figure 5.10). 
Using the NextcspA and CextcspA primers, PCR amplifications of the cspA region in 
wild type SL1344 and K m S MPG489 were resolved by agarose gel electrophoresis. As 
before, the PCR product for the wild-type amplification was 1221 bp in size. The 
fragment for the K m"' MPG489 was 1132 bp. This indicates that the Km cassette was 
removed from the chromosome to leave a single FRT site (48 bp) in place of the cspA 
ORF. A total of 182 hp of the target ORF were removed, leaving 20 bp at the N-
terminal, and 8 bp at the C-terminal of the ORF intact. This deletion strain was 
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Figure 5.9 PCR confirmation of cA ORF replacement 
Lane 1, PCR amplification of wild-type genomic DNA using the NextcspA 
and CextcspA primers producing a 1221 bp fragment; Lanes 2-4, PCR of DNA 
isolated from 3 different colonies of MPG489 using the same primers. The 
replacement of the cspA ORF with the cassette is confirmed by a 2429 bp fragment; 
M, 1 Kb DNA marker. 
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Figure 5.10 PCR confirmation of cspA ORF deletion 
Lane 1 PCR of wild-type genomic DNA with NextcspA and CextcspA primers 
producing a 1221 bp fragment; lanes 2 and 3, PCR of genomic DNA isolated 
from 2 different colonies of MPG495 yielding 1132 bp fragments confirming the 
removal of the FRI cassette to produce the cspA ORF deletion strain; M, 1 Kb 
DNA marker. 
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Deletion of the remaining cspA paralogue ORFs in S. typhimurium 
The same strategy was used to delete each of the cspA paralogues. For the deletion of 
the c.spB, cspC, cpD, cspE and cspH loci, the plasmids 1)IWH3 to pIWHI2 were 
constructed (see Appendix C and table 2.2) with the even numbered plasmids being 
used for the integration and replacement of the target genes. The resulting strains are 
listed in table 2.1. information on the fragment sizes for PCRs in the construction and 
confirmation of the remaining paralogue deletions are shown in table 5.1. It also gives 
the number of base pairs that have been removed/preserved for each ORF. images of 
confirmatory gels for these deletions are shown in Appendix D. 
Table 5.1 PCR sizes in the deletion of remaining paralogue ORFs. 
Target Gene 
cspC cspD cspE cspH 
PCR sizes N-term F-466 428 498 512 482 
(bp) C-term 470 483 459 511 436 
Fusion PCR 962 935 981 1047 942 
Confirmatory Wild-type 1296 1261 1276 1378 1217 
PCR sizes Replacement 2484 2498 2451 2549 2475 
(bp) Deletion 1184 1182 1155 1277 1179 
ORF base pairs 1-term 0 19 2 6 16 
remaining C-term 9 16 3 5 13 
ORF base pairs removed 204 175 217 199 134 
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5.5 Construction of multiple cspA paralogue deletion mutants 
With the construction of single deletions for each of the cspA paralogue genes 
completed, the next aim was to move deleted loci from one strain into another to create 
double mutants. Once a method was established for this, construction of several 
different multiple deletion strains could then be achieved, culminating in the production 
of a complete null' mutant, which had 5 of the paralogue ORFs deleted and I replaced 
with a cassette (MPG558). 
The first multiple paralogue mutant strain constructed was MPG50I. This strain had 
the genotype 4c.'q14:.Kni1Ac.spB. For the construction of this strain, a P22 lysate was 
made from the replacement strain MPG489 (genotype AcspA::Km). The method for 
lysate production is outlined in section 2.2.1. The lysate of M1PG489 was then used for 
transduction of the AcspA.:Km replacement locus, into the chromosome of MPG496 
Acsp8), the recipient strain. Successful transductants were isolated on LB-Km agar 
plates and their genotype was confirmed by PCR using the appropriate external primers 
for the c.spA and cspB genes, after curing these strains of P22 as described in section 
2.2. 1. It was important to check that the cspB gene was still deleted in the transductant, 
and that a wild type c.spB gene was not transduced to the recipient strain from MPG489. 
After PCR confirmation, the FRT KmR  cassette was removed by transforming the new 
strain with pCP20 as described before. The new strain was cured of residual P22 by 
streaking them on LB agar plates and growing at 37°C overnight, 4 times. The 
genotype of the new double deletion strain (4cspAAcspB) was confirmed by PCR 
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(figure 5. Ii) and could be transduced with another paralogue gene carrying the FRT 
Km' cassette in place of the ORE. Lysates ofMPG49l, MPG492, M1PG493 and 
MPG494 were used for the transduction of cspC c.spD, cspE and cspH replacements 
respectively. 
As already mentioned, one of the main aims was not only to make double, triple and 
quadruple deletion strains of the c.spA paralogue genes in S. iphinzuriunz, but also the 
construction of strains possessing only one functional paralogue gene. These monogene 
strains (MPG55I-557) were of particular significance as it was hoped they would give a 
better insight into the importance of individual paralogue genes in coping with low 
temperature and other stresses. The complete null mutant, was also a priority and it was 
constructed by transducing a 4cspE:.Km replacement into M1PG557 (AcspA, Ac.spB, 
/ic.spC, Ac.spD, Ac.sH). Interestingly, this was the only rnonogene strain without a FRT 
KrnR cassette that could be constructed, as the other 5 monogene strains were resistant 
to transformation with pCP20. Thus, this strain was used for making MPG558. This 
null strain was also unable to be transformed with pCP20 under the conditions used and 
so the cassette remained within the replaced c.spE ORF region. The genotype of 
MPG558 was confirmed by PCR (figure 5.12) using the external primers for each cspA 
paralogue gene as listed in table 2.3. A total of 69 new replacement/deletion mutants 
were made using established molecular cloning methods to construct 6 different 
replacement vectors with sequential P22 transductions to build multiple deletion strains. 
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Figure 5.11 PCR confirmation of double deletion of cspA and cspB 
Lanes 1 and 3 FOR amplifications of wild-type genomic DNA using the NextcspA/CextcspA 
and NextcspB/CextcspB primer pairs to produce fragments 1221 bp and 1261 bp in size 
respectively. Lanes 2 and 4 FOR amplifications of genomic DNA from the double mutant strain 
MFG51I yielding bands 1132 bp and 1184 bp in size respectively, using the primer pairs 
NextcspAlCextcspA and NextcspB/OextcspB confirming the deletions of the cspA and cspB ORFs 
in MPG511; M, 1 K markers 
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Figure 5.12A and B PCR confirmation of genotype of MPG558 
A Lanes 1, 3, 5,7 and 9, PCR amplifications of wild-type DNA yielding bands of 1221 bp, 1296 bp, 1261 bp, 1276bp and 121 7bp 
in size respectively using the primer pairs NextcspA/CextcspA, NextcspB/CextcspB, 5'-CspC-F/3'-CspC-R, NextcspD/CextcspD 
and 5'-cspH-F/3-cspH-R respectively. Lanes 2, 4, 6, 8, and 10, PCR amplifications of MPG558 genomic DNA yielding bands of 
1132 bp, 1184 bp, 1182 bp, 1155 bp and 1179 bp in size respectively using the primer pairs NextcspA/CextcspA, NextcspB/ 
CextcspB, 5'-CspC-F/3'-CspC-R, NextcspD/CextcspD and 5'-cspH-F/3-cspH-R respectively which confirmed the deletion of 
their respective genes in MPG588. B Lane 1, PCR amplification of of MPG 558 genomic DNA with the 5'-CspE-F/CextcspE 
primers yielding a 2549 bp fragment confirming the transduction of the FRT cassette to replace the cspE ORF. These collective 
gels confirm the construction of the MPG588 strain which has mutations in all CspA paralogue genes. 
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Figure 5.13 Flow diagram outlining the construction of the csp mutants in 
S. typhimurium 
The letters A. B. C, D, E and H stand for their respective csps. FK represents a kanamycin 
resistance cassette flanked by FRT sites replacing the gene letter which precedes it. Black 
lines indicate the FLP-catalysed removal of the cassette via pCP20 from one stain to produce 
another. Red lines indicate the transduction of an FK-replaced csp into one strain to produce 
another. 
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A flow diagram of the construction history of all the mutants is shown in figure 5.1 3 . 
5.6 Discussion 
In this study, the cspA paralogue genes of S. typhiinurizirn (cspA, c.5pB, cspC, c5pD, 
c.spE and cspH) were replaced/deleted from the chromosome with a view to aid in the 
study of their cellular role(s) and assess in part, how different their expression and 
regulation is compared to their well studied homologues in E. co/i, B. subli/is and L. 
141c/is. 
The method employed, involved the use of a conditionally replicating plasmid 
harbouring the in vitro constructed replacement of the target gene, to integrate and 
recombine with the chromosome resulting in the replacement of the target locus in the 
host cell. Once a replacement was confirmed, the antibiotic cassette (Km" gene) was 
excised from the chromosome using a helper plasmid encoding a site-specific 
reconibinase which targets flanking FRT cassette sequences. The excision leaves a 
short 'scar' sequence resulting in a strain which can be used to build multiple mutants 
by receiving replacements via P22 transduction. 
This method was used to successfully build double, triple and quadruple mutants of 
these paralogue genes. The six cassette containing monogene strains (MPG55I-556), 
were also constructed. Apart from MPG555, all were unable to be transformed with the 
pCP20 vector for Flp recombinase-mediated excision of their Km" cassettes. This may 
be due to the deleterious effects of their collective mutations. MPG555 had the cassette 
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removed to produce MPG557. This strain was healthy enough for the P22 transduction 
of the final replacement (Ac.spE::Km) to allow construction of the complete null mutant 
strain MPG558. The fact that MPG555 was the only transformable monogene strain 
could indicate that CspE was the only protein abundant enough, or functionally capable 
of, maintaining the cells viability during transformation. Alternatively, CspE may have 
been required for the replication and/or partition of pCP20 in S. tiphiiniiriiini either in a 
direct or indirect capacity. With the replacement of cspE, the MPG558 strain was 
unable to be transformed again with pC.P20 thus the cassette was not excised from the 
chromosome. 
Other gene deletion studies which involved the use of pCP20 for FRT cassette removal 
(Datsenko & Wanner, 2000, Merlin et al., 2002) did not report any problems with 
regard to transformation of the vector into multiple knockout strains. The 
genes/operons which were deleted in these studies had either been uncharacterised or 
not reported to be cold-inducible. Therefore, it may be that the majority of the 
monogene strains constructed in this study could not be transformed with pCP20 
because of the cold conditions needed for effective electroporation. As described in 
section 2.2.2, the bacterial cells are kept on ice before and after electroporation, as 
closure of the membrane pores produced by the pulse is delayed at 0°C (Potter, 1993). 
Therefore. it may be that all the monogene strains except MPG557 were unable to 
retain pCP20 as a result of deleterious effects invoked by their cp deletions in cold 
conditions. It is not clear why the c.spE monogene strain, MPG555, was transformable 
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under the same conditions. However, the deletion of cspE would appear to abolish the 
transformability of MPG557 as the'null' strain, M1PG558, is not transformable with 
pCP20. Further studies involving alternative methods of transformation would be 
required in order to elucidate if the cumulative nature of the specific gene deletions for 
this study along with the cold electroporation conditions were the reason why some 
monogene strains are un-transformable as opposed to it being a technical phenomenon. 
One would suspect it to be the former as transformation of particular single, double, 
triple and quadruple deletion mutant strains were achieved with no problems. 
This method of gene deletion was very successful. One criticism would be that the 
construction of replacement plasmids can take several weeks but once built integration 
and replacement of target loci can take only days. Quicker methods have been 
developed for gene inactivation using PCR produced linear DNA fragments with small 
regions of target gene homology flanking a selectable marker. One method involves the 
strains being transformed with these linear fragments harbouring the lambda Red-Gam 
recombination system, either on a plasmid or on the chromosome. This facilitates the 
recombination of the linear DNA at the target locus while inhibiting the native RecBCD 
nuclease, which normally degrades linear DNA (Datsenko & Wanner, 2000, Link ci al., 
1997, Merlin etal., 2002, Murphy, 1998). Time is saved using this method as the linear 
fragments are produced by PCR and thus dispense with time consuming cloning steps. 
PCR of selectable markers which have flanking FRT sites are also used for their FLP- 
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catalysed removal using pCP20 after successful gene replacement using this method 
(Datsenko & Wanner, 2000, Merlin el al., 2002). 
Despite the technique used in this study being more time consuming compared to the 
Red-Gam linear transformation method, it still has the advantage of being able to 
remove the selectable marker which was not possible for the gene replacement 
techniques employed by researchers constructing knockouts of c.sps in E. co/i, B. 
sub/ills and L. laciococcus. 
To the authors' knowledge, these are the first multiple asp gene mutants to be 
constructed for investigation of the cold shock response in S. lyphinnirizim and the first 
example of a cp 'null' in the enterobacteriaceae. In contrast to this finding, a strain 
with all the csp genes replaced in B. sub/i/is was only viable if c.spB was present in 
trans on a plasmid which could not be cured (Graumann etal., 1997). This indicates 
that S. typhimurium can remain viable when all its c.sp genes are replaced/deleted 
(MPG558) but B. sub/i/is cannot. Because only a maximum of four of the nine cp.s' of 
E. co/i have been replaced in one strain (Xia el at., 2001) it is not possible to make a 
phenotypic comparison between the csp 'null' strain of S. Iyphiinuriuni and the more 
closely related E. co/i species which like Salmonella is Gram negative and enteric. The 
inability for B. subti/is to remain viable without any csps may be due to the 
environmental conditions in which it has evolved. B. sublilis has become the model 
organism for studies of the bacterial cold shock response representing the Gram- 
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positive branch of mesophilic soil bacteria. This bacterial species lives in the upper 
layers of soil and is therefore subject to a variety of stresses (Weber & Marahiel, 2002). 
Although the enteric E. co/i and Salmonella spp. can survive in the soil also, their life-
cycle is much more complex, as they are transmitted from the soil to the intestine of 
animals in which they can survive and subsequently be shed alive in the infected 
animal's faeces. Therefore the viability ofMIPG558 may be a result of its evolutionary 
relationship with animals in which growth occurs at 37°C and there is no need for 
functional C.SpS. However, lower growth temperature becomes problematic when S. 
lvphimurium is shed into the atmosphere and thus could result in loss of viability for 
MPG558. This is proved to be the case as described in chapter 6. 
The deletion of all the CSps in B. sub/i/is without the presence of cspB in Irans may not 
be possible because this species is not adapted to survival in the animal gut but to living 
in the soil where it has evolved to survive much more changeable temperatures 
particularly lower temperatures in the winter months. The loss of all the c.sp genes 
could therefore have a more severe effect on this organism's viability, even at 37°C and 
thus be lethal. As a result of this, having its full complement of csps could be much 
more important for the survival of B. sub/i/is. As already described, S. lyphimurium has 
twice as many csp genes (six) compared to B. .ih/iIs (only three), and therefore is 
much better protected if multiple csp genes are deleted. This also gives an indication of 
how differently these two microorganisms have evolved and also how important the 
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three csps of B. sublilis may be to its viability whereas the six csp genes of S. 
lyphimuriuni may merely be useful genes to possess for survival when shed into the 
environment until an opportunity for infection occurs thus explaining the viability of 
MPG558 at 37°C. 
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Chapter 6 
Phenotypic analysis of Salmonella 
typhimurium cspA paralogue 
mutants 
6.1 Introduction 
Adaptation to cold shock has been characterised as a multigenic response in bacteria 
with the induction of a plethora of genes encoding proteins needed for the protection and 
recovery of the cell at low temperatures (Jones etal., 1987, Graumann el at., 1996). 
Cold shock has many effects on the bacterial cell including stabilisation of secondary 
structures in RNA and DNA resulting in the reduced efficiency of transcription, 
translation and DNA replication (Broeze ci at., 1978, Graumann & Marahiel, 1998). A 
transient inhibition of cell growth and proliferation follows a temperature downshift in 
E. co/i with an abrupt change in protein expression profiles. The synthesis of most 
proteins is inhibited after the temperature decrease, with the high induction of a number 
of cold shock proteins, despite the growth lag. Expression of these proteins reaches a 
maximum during this lag period when the cell seems to undergo adaptation to the colder 
temperature, a phase known as acclimation. After this acclimation period, the cold shock 
gene expression declines to a new steady state level which is lower than that before cold 
shock as cell division resumes (Broeze ci at., 1978, Jones ci at., 1987, Jones ci at., 
1992). 
CspA was identified as the most highly induced among the cold shock proteins of E. 
co/i (Goldstein ei'al., 1990, Yamanaka etal., 1998). The majority of its eight other 
paralogues (CspB to CspI) have also been studied to a reasonable degree (for reviews 
see (Graumann & Marahiel, 1998, Phadtare etal., 1999, Yamanaka, 1999). 
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Initial studies of CspA in E. coil suggested that it possessed an RNA chaperone 
function. CspA was proposed to bind mRNA molecules and prevent/reverse the cold 
induced formation of secondary structures which prevented ribosomes from translating 
them into proteins. This action was thought to adapt the cell to the low temperature by 
unblocking cold-induced translation inhibition, thus allowing the return to bulk protein 
synthesis and cell division as the cell moves out of the acclimation phase (Jiang et al., 
1997). Subsequently, CspB, CspG and CspI were determined to be cold-inducible 
paralogues of CspA in E. coil and were suspected of having similar functions or playing 
supplementary roles to the massive concentration of CspA molecules produced at low 
temperature (Lee etal., 1994, Nakashima etal., 1996, Wang etal., 1999). Other studies 
proposed that CspA had multiple functions including being a transcriptional 
antiterminator capable of increasing read-through efficiency in a cold shock operon 
containing many intrinsic termination sites. The protein products of the genes within this 
operon were important for many cold shock adaptation processes. The transcription of 
the same operon was also determined to be enhanced by CspC and CspE in E. cob, two 
constitutively produced paralogues of CspA (Bae etal., 2000). CspC and CspE have 
also been proposed to bind the nucleoid and enhance condensation of DNA (Yamanaka 
etal., 1994). A separate study has also reported that both of these proteins are capable of 
binding RNA and ssDNA, both of which would be required for their aforementioned 
functions (Phadtare & Inouye, 1999). Another paralogue of CspA in E. coil, CspD, is 
only expressed upon entry into stationary phase or upon carbon starvation. It has been 
postulated to be involved in chromosomal replication in nutrient-depleted cells 
(Yamanaka et al., 2001). The function of CspF and CspH in E. co!i are as yet unknown. 
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6.2 Aims of this chapter 
Compared to the many studies done with E. coil, the six members of the CspA family in 
S. iyphimurium have only been marginally studied. The expression of the CspA protein 
of S. typhimurium has been investigated in our lab (Holden, 1999, Craig et al., 1998, 
Sienkiewicz et al., unpublished data 1999) and by other researchers (Horton c/ al, 
2000). Like its homologue in E coil, CspA appears to be the most highly induced 
protein in S. typhimurium after a temperature downshift from 37°C to 10°C. S. 
typhimuriurn CspA also has 100% amino acid sequence identity with its respective 
homologue in E. coil (see table 1.2). The expression of cspB has been determined to be 
cold shock inducible in S. lyphimurium (Craig el al., 1998). The expression of cspH has 
been reported to be cold-induced with maximum induction occurring at 15°C, but only 
during exponential phase growth (Kim et al., 2001). Recently, cspH has also been shown 
to be expressed upon nutrient up-shift at 37°C under the control of Fis (Kim ci al., 
2004). The characteristics of the other cspA paralogue genes of S. lyphimurium, cspC, 
cspE and cspD have not been investigated in any great detail. 
In chapter 5, various cspA paralogue deletion strains of the S. iyphiinurium strain 
SL1344, were constructed. The purpose of the experiments described in this chapter, is 
to try and get an insight into the possible functions of the cspA paralogue genes/proteins 
in S. typhimurium via the interpretation of any interesting phenotypes that the mutants 
may express. 
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In this study, the majority of the csp mutants which were constructed (see table 1.1) are 
subjected to a temperature downshift during exponential growth in rich media for up to 
167 hours. Turbidity measurements of each culture were analysed and compared to those 
of wild-type SL1344 cultures in order to determine if the deletions caused specific 
impairments in cold shock adaptation during extended low temperature growth. The 
colony forming ability of most of the strains is also investigated to measure the level of 
their growth impairment (if any) at a range of low temperatures. 
The survival of a selection of mutants is also determined after a number of freeze/thaw 
challenges to ascertain if the CspA paralogues of S. typhimurium are involved in 
cryoprotection. As with the refrigeration experiments, these tests were also carried out to 
try and answer important questions about the survival potential that these genes could 
impart to S. typhimurium when exposed to similar conditions during food storage either 
in a domestic or industrial setting. Similarly, the survival after acid or heat treatment, 
two commonly used methods in minimal food processing (Abee & Wouters, 1999), is 
investigated for certain deletion strains. 
The survival during exposure to camphor crystals for specific mutants is tested in order 
to confirm if a common function in chromosome condensation exists between the CspE 
molecules of S. lyphimurium and E. coil. Furthermore, the survival of certain csp mutant 
strains is tested after exposure to hydrogen peroxide to investigate if these genes have 
any potential role in the survival of S. lyphimurium during important stages of infection 
i.e. survival of the oxidative burst in macrophages. This is also relevant to food hygiene 
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as H202 is a common component of most disinfectants. In addition, the effect of the 
mutations on motility and their impact on antibiotic resistance is investigated. 
6.3 Results 
6.3.1 Growth of S. typhimurium csp mutant strains following a 
temperature downshift from 37°C to 10°C 
To ascertain if the cumulative csp deletions in SL1344 displayed any notable 
phenotypes, the growth pattern of the wild-type SL1344 strain after a cold shock from 
37°C to 10°C was studied first as a control for comparison. This was achieved by 
inoculating 1 ml of an overnight wild-type SL1344 culture into 100 ml liquid LB (in 
triplicate) and growing at 37°C with shaking. 50 ml aliquots of each culture were 
transferred to a 10°C shaker incubator when they had reached mid-exponential phase 
(0D600 = 0.4) with the remainder of the cultures staying at 37°C. Culture growth was 
monitored by spectrophotometric analysis (0D600) of 1 ml portions at various intervals 
up to 24 hours after cold shock. 
Figures 6.1A and B show plots of the average optical densities versus time. As can be 
observed, the growth of SL1344 slows abruptly upon temperature downshift, with no 
obvious lag in growth whereby optical densities rise slowly at a relatively constant rate. 
Growth continues over the next 6 hours compared to the cultures maintained at 37°C, 
with a generation time of 24 hours (calculated as described in section 2.2.1). The 
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Figure 6.1 A and B Spectrophotometic analysis of the growth of SLI 344 
after a cold shock at 10°C during exponential growth 
A Growth of SL1 344 cultures over a 12 hour period. Closed circles represent a 
culture maintained at 37°C. Open circles represent an aliquot from the same culture 
transferred from 37°C to 10°C and maintained at this temperature. 
B The same growth curves measured over a period of 27 hours. 
All measurements were taken at wavelength of 600 nm. Each time point is an 
average of three separate experiments treated similarly with error bars representing 
± standard deviation. 
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growth between 12 and 24 hours after cold shock. This suggested an adaptation of the 
wild-type SL1344 strain to the low temperature. 
Cultures of SL1344 maintained at 10°C for more than 95 hours, reached optical densities 
comparable with those of cultures continuously incubated at 37°C. These experiments 
provided a cold shock growth profile, to which cold-shocked csp mutant strains could be 
compared. The first group of csp mutant strains of SL1344 to be grown at 10°C were 
MPG495, MP0496, MPG497, MPG498, MP0499 and MPG500, which had the cspA, 
cspB, cspC, cspD, cspE or cspH ORFs deleted, respectively. Cultures of these single 
mutant strains (25 ml LB inoculated with 0.25 ml overnight) were grown at 37°C in 
triplicate and then transferred to a 10°C shaker incubator as before once they had 
reached mid-exponential phase (013600 of 0.4). Triplicate wild-type SL 1344 cultures (50 
ml LB) were also grown at 37°C to mid-exponential phase with half of each being 
transferred to 10°C and the rest maintained at 37°C. Spectrophotometric analysis of 1 ml 
portions of each culture was carried out at 15, 21, 39, 49, 94 and 167 hour time points 
after cold shock. Figure 6.2 shows the average optical densities versus time for this 
experiment. 
Cultures grown at 37°C behaved as expected reaching an average 0D600 of 1.80 around 
47 hours after cold shock. The culture growth curves of the single mutant strains were 
very similar to that of the wild-type at 10°C, except for the MPG495 strain, which 
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Figure 6.2 Spectrophotometic analysis of the growth of single csp SL1344 mutants 
after cold shock at 10°C during exponential growth 
Growth was measured over a period of 171 hours. All measurements were taken at a 
wavelength of 600 nm. Each time point is an average of three separate experiments 
treated similarly with error bars representing ± standard deviation. 
Caveat:: The higher OF) values for the growth rate analysis in this experiment and the 
subsequent mutant studies in this chapter are only semi-quantitative and do not represent 
the true OD values. 
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After 94 hours at 10°C, the average 0D600 of MPG495 (1.57) was comparable to that of 
MPG496, MPG497 and MPG499 (1.59, 1.60 and 1.62, respectively) 
The wild-type, MPG498 and MPG500 strains had slightly higher average 0D600 (1.69, 
1.65 and 1.64, respectively). At this time point, all cold-shocked cultures had 
comparable optical densities to the wild-type culture that was maintained at 37°C (1.61). 
After this time point, growth of all the strains at 10°C continued, albeit at a much 
reduced rate. These results suggested that the deletion of cspA (strain MPG495) had a 
slightly negative effect on cell growth initially, under cold shock conditions. 
Figure 6.3 illustrates a plot of optical density versus time from an identical experiment 
testing the growth of double csp deletion mutants in SL1344 under cold shock 
conditions. The cultures of the double mutant strains MPG5 11 (AcspA /AcspB), MPG5 12 
(zlcspA /AcspC), MPG5 13 (AcspA /AcspD), MPG5 14 (AcspA /AcspE), MPG5 15 (zlcspB 
/AcspC), MPG516 (AcspB /AcspD), MP0507 (AcspB /AcspE::Km), MPG517 (zlcspC 
/AcspD), and MIPG5 18 (AcspC /AcspE) were all grown to mid-exponential phase and 
transferred to a 10°C shaker incubator. Wild-type SL1344 cultures were grown as before 
at 37°C and 10°C. 1 ml portions of each culture were spectrophotometrically analysed 
21, 38, 49, 93 and 164 hours after cold shock. 
The growth curves for all the double mutant strains at 10°C were very similar to that of 
the wild-type except for that ofMPG5l4. This strain clearly exhibited slower growth, 
compared to the other double mutants and the wild-type strain at 10°C. The average 
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Figure 6.3 Spectrophotometic analysis of the growth of double csp 81.1344 mutants 
after cold shock at 10°C during exponential growth 
Growth was measured over a period of 168 hours. Al measurements were taken at a 
wavelength of 600 nm, Each time point is an average of three separate experiments 
treated similarly with error bars representing t standard deviation. 
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0D600 of the MPG5 14 cultures (1.51) was not comparable to that of the other strains 
even after 164 hours at 10°C (ranged from 1.69 to 1.80). 
The IvIPG512 strain showed slower growth between the 53 and 97 hour time points 
resulting in a noticeably lower average optical density compared to every strain except 
MPG514, 93 hours after temperature downshift. The optical density ofMPG512 became 
comparable to the wild-type and the other mutant strains (except MPG5 14) around 146 
hours after cold shock. The main finding of this experiment was that a further deletion of 
cspE in a cspA deletion mutant strain resulted in a greater growth impairment at 10°C. 
The growth of triple csp mutants at 10°C was investigated with an identical design of 
experiment. The mutant strains MPG529 (zicspA /AcspB /AcspQ, MPG530 (AcspA / 
AcspB /AcspD), MP053 1 (AcspA /AcspB /AcspE), MPG532 (AcspA /AcspB /AcspR), 
MPG533 (AcspA /AcspC /AcspD), M1PG524 (AcspA 14cspC /AcspE::Km), MPG534 
(AcspB /AcspC /AcspD), MPG525 (AcspB /AcspC::Km /AcspE), MPG535 (zlcspC 
/AcspD /AcspE) and MPG528 (AcspC /AcspE /AcspH: :Km) were all examined for 
growth defects over a period of 167 hours, after cold shock during mid-exponential 
phase. As before, 1 ml portions of triplicate cultures were spectrophotometrically 
analysed at various time points after temperature downshift (14, 21, 38, 46, 93 and 167 
hours). Wild-type cultures were grown at 10°C and 37°C also, to compare to the 
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Figure 6.4 spectrophotometic analysis of the growth of triple cap SL1344 mutants 
after cold shock at 10°C during exponential growth 
Growth was measured over a period of 171 hours. All measurements were taken at a 
wavelength of 600 nm. Each time point is an average of three separate experiments 
treated similarly with error bars representing ± standard deStion. 
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The MPG529, Iv1PG532, and MPG524 strains exhibited slower growth rates during the 
first 21 hours of cold shock, compared to all but one of the mutant strains (MPG531) and 
the wild-type. 
After this time point, the rate of growth for these three strains appeared to quicken but 
their range of average optical densities (1.39 to 1.43) were still not as high as those for 
the other mutant strains and the wild-type (1.51 to 1.64) at the 97 hour time point, with 
the exception ofMPG53 1. The average optical densities of these strains were 
comparable with the wild-type cultures that were maintained at 37°C, 167 hours after 
cold shock. 
However, the main finding of this study was that the mutant strain MPG531 exhibited 
severe growth impairment at 10°C over the course of the experiment. MPG53 I showed a 
growth lag of 14 hours after temperature downshift after which growth resumed at a 
slow rate with a calculated doubling time of 165 hours. This rate of growth was 
maintained for the duration of the experiment reaching an average 0D 600 of 0.78 
compared to 1.79 for the cold-shocked wild-type culture, after 167 hours at 10°C. This 
indicates that the addition of a cspB deletion to a AcspA /dcspE strain results in a much 
bigger impairment of growth at 10°C. Furthermore, this result indicates that cold 
sensitivity resulting from multiple mutations results in a severe phenotype when 
combined, but only with specific combinations of deletions, thus revealing a possible 
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Figure 6.5 Spectrophotometic analysis of the growth of quadruple cap SL1344 
mutants after cold shock at 10°C during exponential growth 
Growth was measured over a period of 169 hours. Al measurements were taken at a 
wavelength of 600 nm. Each time point is an average of three separate experiments 
treated similarly with error bars representing ± standard deviation. 
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The same approach was used to examine the cold shock growth of a variety of quadruple 
csp mutant strains (figure 6.5). These were MPG546 (AcspA /AcspB /AcspC /AcspJJ), 
MPG548 (AcspA /AcspB /zicspD 14cspH), MPG549 (AcspA /AcspC /AcspD/AcspJ, 
MPG537 (AcspA /AcspB /zlcspC /AcspE: :Km), MPG539 (AcspA /AcspB /AcspD 
/AcspE::Km), MPG541 (AcspA /AcspB /AcspE::Km 1AcspH),MPG547 (AcspA /AcspB 
McspC /AcspD), MPG542 (AcspA /AcspC i4cspD /AcspE::Km), MPG545, (AcspB 
/AcspC/AcspD /AcspH::Km) and MPG544 (AcspB /AcspC/AcspD /AcspE::Km). 
Cultures of the wild-type strain were also grown at 10°C and 37°C as before. Samples 
from every culture were analysed 14, 21, 38, 46, 94 and 165 hours after temperature 
downshift. 
The MPG537 strain showed the most pronounced impairment of growth with the 
average optical density rising from 0.42 to 0.46 between 46 and 165 hours after cold 
shock. This strain was considered to be unable to grow at 10°C indicating that a further 
cspC deletion in a AcspA /AcspB /AcspE strain caused an additional impairment in cold 
shock adaptation for SL1344. 
Other quadruple csp mutants also showed some level of impaired growth at 10°C. 
Cultures ofMPG541 grew very slowly up to 94 hours after cold shock. After this time 
point the growth rate appeared to quicken to produce a final average 0D600 of 0.72 by 
165 hours after cold shock. A larger number of sampling points would be required to 
confirm this, however. This strain exhibited a decreased level of growth comparable to 
the TvIPG53 1 strain from the previous experiment (figure 6.4) indicating that the deletion 
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of cspH in a AcspA /AcspB /AcspE strain also results in a growth impairment at low 
temperature, but not to the extent of a cspC deletion. 
MPG539 and MPG542 also showed impaired growth compared to the wild-type strain at 
10°C, both growing to an average optical density of 1.16 and 1.28, 165 hours after 
temperature downshift compared to 1.78 for the wild-type cultures. The cultures of the 
remaining mutant strains eventually reached cell densities comparable to that of the 
wild-type strain which had been continuously incubated at 37°C at the 169 hour time 
point. However, only the MP0550 strain exhibited a growth profile similar (if not 
identical) to that of the wild-type at 10°C. 
The last of this series of experiments involved examination of the growth patterns of the 
monogene strains (SL1344 mutants which harboured only one functional csp) at 10°C. 
These strains have been designated as follows: MPG551 (cspA 74 cspfl /AcspC/AcspD 
i4cspE: :Km /AcspJI), MPG552 (cspBV AcspA /AcspC /AcspD /AcspE::Km /AcspH), 
MPG553 (cspC '7 AcspA /AcspB /AcspD /AcspE::Km /AcspH), MPG554 (cspD 'J AcspA 
/AcspB /AcspC /AcspE::Km IAcspH), MP0557 (cspE 7 AcspA /AcspB /AcspC /AcspD 
IAcspIJ) and MPG556 (cspH 'J AcspA /AcspB /AcspC: Km /AcspD /AcspE). The 
complete null mutant strain of SL1344 which had no functional CspA or paralogue 
genes MPG558 (AcspA /AcspB /AcspC /AcspD /AcspE: Km IAcspH) was also grown at 
10°C, along with wild-type cultures at 10°C and 37°C. Samples of each culture were 
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Figure 6.6 Spectrophotometic analysis of the growth of the monogene and complete 
null cap SL1344 mutants after cold shock at 10°C during exponential growth 
Growth was measured over a period of 170 hours. All measurements were taken at a 
wavelength of 600 rm. Each time point is an average of three separate experiments 
treated similarly with error bars representing ± standard deviation. 
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growth. The plot of the average 0D600 versus time for this experiment is shown in figure 
The growth profiles for the mutant strains observed in this experiment revealed that, as 
might be expected, the complete null mutant strain (MPG558) did not grow under cold 
shock conditions. The monogene strains MPG554 and MPG556, which only had 
functional CspD and CspH genes respectively, also did not grow at 10°C. 
The MPG552 and MPG553 strains exhibited identical growth patterns during the first 46 
hours after temperature downshift. However the final 0D600 reached by MPG553 at 166 
hours was lower than observed for MPG552 (average OD600 of 0.87) perhaps implying 
that the growth rate ofMPG553 slowed down (only one time point). This compared to 
an average 0D600 of 0.63 for MPG553 at the same time point both of these strains still 
showed impaired growth compared to the wild-type at 10°C. 
MPG551, which only had a functional cspA gene, closely matched the growth profile of 
the wild-type. The average 0D600 for this strain after 166 hours at 10°C (1.45), was 
comparable to those of the wild-type cultures grown at 10°C and 37°C (1.45 and 1.47, 
respectively). The MPG557 strain, which only had a functional cspE gene, did not grow 
to the same level as MPG551 and the wild-type at 10°C. The growth of this strain was 
almost at the same level as that of the wild-type for the first 21 hours of cold shock, after 
which the growth rate reduced to finally give an average 0D600 of 1.38 at the end of the 
experiment. 
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In order to correlate the cell density readings from these experiments to actual cell 
growth, or lack of cell growth depending on the strain, viable plate count analysis was 
carried out for the wild-type strain and the complete null mutant strain (MPG558). Each 
strain (25 ml LB) was grown to mid-exponential phase (0D600=0.4) and cold-shocked to 
10°C. Triplicate 1 ml portions of each culture were taken before temperature downshift 
and at 25, 96, and 214 hours after cold shock. Each sample was serially diluted in 
bacterial buffer and spread on to LB agar plates. Plates were incubated for 16 hours at 
37°C and colonies were counted to calculate the number of colony forming units per 
millilitre of culture (cflu/ml). Figure 6.7 shows the plot of the average cflu/ml versus time 
after cold shock at 10°C for SL1344 and MP0558 cultures. 
This experiment revealed that cell numbers of the wild-type strain did increase at least 
during the first 96 hours of cold shock at 10°C by nearly 8-fold. This was followed by 
some cell death during the later stages of growth. This correlates well with the optical 
densities recorded in the previous experiments for SL1344 cultures over a similar time 
span at 10°C. The M1PG558 strain did not grow at 10°C and after 96 hours of cold shock, 
the average cifi/mi count had decreased by nearly 3-fold. This confirms the previous 
finding illustrated in figure 6.6, that MPG558 cannot grow at 10°C and in fact exhibits a 
slight reduction in potential for survival after the onset of cold conditions. 
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Figure 6.7 Viable plate counts of SL1344 and MPG558 cultures after cold shock 
at 10°C during exponential growth 
Open circles represent viable counts for the wild-type SL1 344 strain. Closed circles 
represent viable counts for MP0558. Each time point is an average of three separate 
experiments treated similarly with error bars representing ± standard deviation. 
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6.3.2 Colony forming ability of the cspA paralogue deletion mutants 
To fbrther test the cold sensitivity of the csp mutant strains of S. typhimurium, the 
ability for a selection of mutants to form colonies on agar plates at 15°C was tested. 
Similar tests carried out by Xia & colleagues (2001) were able to highlight cold sensitive 
phenotypes in deletion mutants of E. coil. In this study, small samples (5 Ml)  of 
overnight cultures grown at 37°C in LB liquid medium were streaked on to LB agar 
plates and incubated at 15°C for 72 hours. These tests were carried out at least three 
times for each strain. Figure 6.8 shows images of plates that are representative for each 
strain tested. From these images, it can be observed that after 72 hours incubation at 
15°C, the wild-type strain can form colonies. The MPG551 and MPG557 strains which 
only have functional cspA and cspE genes, respectively, also form colonies. Strain 
MPG552 (cspB monogene) also formed single colonies under the same conditions but 
did not grow as extensively as the TvIPG551 and MPG557 strains, producing smaller 
colonies. The MPG553 strain (cspC monogene) could not produce colonies but did grow 
at the point of inoculation and also at the areas of the first two streaks. The MP0554, 
MPG556 and MPG558 strains (cspD and cspH monogene and null mutant strains, 
respectively) did not exhibit any growth on the agar plates over the course of these tests. 
These findings suggest that cells from overnight cultures which only harbour a 
functional cspA, cspB or cspE gene are still capable of recovering and growing under 
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Figure 6.8 Images from the colony forming ability tests of the wild-type, monogene 
and complete null csp mutant strains 
Samples from overnight cultures of each strain indicated, were streaked on to LB agar 
plates which were incubated at 15°C for 72 hours. Each test was conducted at least three 
times. The images shown are representative of these repetitions for each strain. 
cold shock conditions (15°C) to form colonies. However, the MPG552 strain 
consistently did not grow as well as the MPG55I and MPG557 strains. The lack of any 
growth of the MPG554 and MPG556 strains indicates that having functional CspD or 
CspH genes only, is not sufficient for colony formation in SL 1344 under the conditions 
tested, with the result of these strains behaving like they were complete null mutant 
strains i.e. MPG558. 
All plates from this study were restored to room temperature (25°C) for another 72 
hours to determine if the strains that grew poorly, or not at all, could recover. Single 
colonies were observed to grow on the plates inoculated with MPG554, MPG556 and 
MPG558, indicating that the cells of these strains were viable after pre-incubation at 72 
hours at 15°C. M1PG553 (cspC monogene), also grew to form single colonies at room 
temperature. 
Colony forming tests were carried out with the same selection of strains but with 
incubations at 20°C and 23°C for 48 hours. Interestingly, at 20°C identical results were 
observed for every strain to those found at 15°C. However at 23°C, all the strains 
including those that did not grow at 15°C and 20°C (MPG554, MPG556 and MPG558), 
produced single colonies. This indicated that a threshold existed between 20°C and 23°C 
whereby strains that showed impaired growth at low temperatures were able to produce 
single colonies thus making their csp mutations less problematic. It is likely that at 23°C, 
other factors are expressed that can compensate for these mutations. 
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More colony forming ability tests were carried out on another selection of mutants the 
images for which are shown in figure 6.9. The MPG537 strain, which has the CspA, 
CspB, CspC and CspE genes deleted, did not grow at 15°C over 72 hours just like the 
complete null and the CspD and CspH monogene strains. As MPG537 only has a 
functional CspD and CspH gene, this finding confirms that these genes alone or in 
combination cannot compensate for the low temperature colony formation defect and 
that a genotype of AcspA, AcspB, zlcspC, AcspE is the minimum requirement for no 
growth under these conditions. 
The MPG53 1, MPG54 I and MPG539 strains grew at the area of inoculation but could 
not produce single colonies. These plates were very similar in appearance to the CspC 
monogene strain (MPG553). Interestingly, MIPG53 1, MIPG541 and M1PG539 are the 
only other strains which have non-functional CspA, CspB and CspE genes, like 
MPG553. 
Other strains such as the triple mutants MPG526, MPG532 and MPG535 and the 
quadruple mutants M1PG546 and MIPG550 did not show any growth defects and 
produced single colonies at 15°C. These findings complemented those for the MPG55 I 
and MPG557 strains as these triple and quadruple mutants had either functional CspA or 
CspE genes with some having both. This suggested that at least one of these genes is 
required for colony formation at 15°C. 
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Figure 6.9 Images from colony forming ability tests on a selection of csp mutant 
strains 
Samples from overnight cultures of each strain indicated, were streaked on to LB agar 
plates which were incubated at 15°C for 72 hours. Each test was conducted at least three 
times. The images shown are representative of these repetitions for each strain. 
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It was also found that although MPG537, MPG554, MPG556 and M1PG558 were able to 
grow and form colonies when their plates were shifted from 15 0C to room temperature, 
these strains would not grow if the plates were incubated at 4°C for 28 days and then 
moved to room temperature. This indicated that excessive refrigeration of these strains 
decreased their viability over an extended period of time. Interestingly this was only 
found for strains that had a combined core Ac,spA '2JcspJ3 Ac.5pC I4cspE phenotype, 
whilst the other strains were able to recover. 
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6.3.3 Freeze/thaw survival of cspA paralogue deletion mutants 
The ability for the monogene and complete null mutant strains to survive freezing 
temperatures was investigated. Previous studies with cspA homologue mutants in B. 
subtilis and L. lactis have indicated that CspA-like proteins may play important roles in 
the survival of bacteria following freezing treatment (Willimsky et al., 1992, Wouters et 
al., 2000, Wouters etal., 2001). 
Cultures of the wild-type, MIPG55I, MPG552, MPG553, M1PG554, MPG556, MPG557 
and MPG558 strains were grown to mid-exponential phase (OD 60o 0.4) at 37°C in 100 
ml of liquid LB. Five 1 ml samples were removed from each culture. Four of these I ml 
aliquots were frozen at -20°C and the remaining one was serially diluted in bacterial 
buffer. 200 j.tl samples of each serial dilution were spread on to LB agar plates which 
were incubated at 37°C for 16 hours. Colony counts of these plates gave the cfu/ml for 
each untreated strain which was considered as 100% survival. After 24 hours at -20°C, 
all of the I ml aliquots of each strain were thawed by placing them in a 37°C water-bath 
for 3 minutes. All but one of the aliquots for each strain was returned to -20°C with the 
retained aliquot being serially diluted and the cfu/ml calculated. This figure was used to 
calculate the percentage survival of each strain after one freeze/thaw cycle. This process 
was repeated 3 more times with the remaining three samples at -20°C for each strain 
over the subsequent 3 days. This experiment was also repeated two more times with 
each strain. A plot of the average percentage survival of these three experiments after 
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Figure 6.10 % survivalof the wild-type, monogene and complete null 
CspA paralogue mutant strains of SLI 344 after freeze/thaw treatment 
The percentage survival data is shown as an average from three independent 
experiments treated similarly with error bars representing ± standard deviation. 
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The survival of all the strains tested was reduced by each subsequent freeze/thaw cycle. 
After the first cycle, the average survival of the strains ranged from 0.41 to 1.85%. 
However, after another freeze/thaw cycle, clearer differences in the capacity for some 
strains to survive freeze challenge start to emerge. The average survival of the wild-type 
strain decreased by almost 18-fold which was comparable to that of M1PG557 (the cspE 
monogene strain) which showed just over a 20-fold reduction in survival. The wild-type 
and MPG557 strains showed average survivals of 0.10 and 0.09%, respectively, which 
were the highest of the group of strains tested. MPG553 and MPG554, which have 
functional cspC and cspD genes respectively, showed similar average survivals after the 
second freeze/thaw cycle of 0.03 and 0.01%. The remaining strains, MPG551, MPG552, 
MPG556 and M1PG558 all exhibited survivals that were up to 10-fold lower than 
MPG553 which ranged from 0.003 to 0.005%. After the third freeze/thaw challenge, it 
can be seen that the survival ofMPG557 is comparable to that of the wild-type, with 
both strains having average survivals just over 0.01%. M1PG553 showed a 5-fold lower 
survival compared to the wild-type and MPG557 strains as it did after the second 
freeze/thaw cycle with an average of 0.002%. This was a higher level of cryotolerance 
compared to the remaining strains which had average survivals ranging from 0.0001 to 
0.0006%. This trend continued after the final freeze/thaw challenge, with the best 
survivors i.e. the wild-type (0.0008%) and MPG557 (0.0013%) showing>5-fold higher 
average survival values than MIPG553 (0.00016%). The other strains tested all had 
survival values which were between 110 to 230-fold lower than the wild-type with the 
MPG55I, M1PG552, M1PG554, MPG556 and M1PG558 all exhibiting average survivals of 
7.70 x 106,  3.77 x 106,  5.33 x 10.6,  3.73 x 106  and 8.33 x 106%. 
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The main findings of this experiment would suggest that the loss of certain CspA 
paralogues in SL 1344 does hinder the capacity for this bacterium to survive freezing 
treatment. The results suggest that CspE alone enables the cell to survive freezing to a 
level that is comparable to the wild-type. While the cspC monogene strain, MPG553, 
showed higher survival levels after each freeze/thaw treatment than the majority of the 
other strains, it was not to the same level as the wild-type. Nevertheless, this suggested 
that CspC may play a role in cryoprotection. The remaining monogene strains along 
with the complete null strain, displayed very similar levels of survival, especially in the 
latter part of the experiment after four freeze/thaw cycles. This would seem to indicate 
that the CspA, CspB, CspD and CspH genes are not capable of providing cryoprotection 
for S. lyphimurium after immediate freezing from exponential phase growth, and as a 
result have similar survival levels to the complete null mutant (M1PG558). 
6.3.4.i Testing for antibiotic resistance in a multiple cspA paralogue 
mutant strain 
Treatment of E. co/i cells with non-lethal amounts of certain antibiotics such as 
chioramphenicol and tetracycline have been shown to induce a cold shock response, 
including the production of CspA (VanBogelen & Neidhardt, 1990). A transcriptional 
response which shows similarity to that of the cold shock response is also produced 
when E. co/i is challenged with the antimicrobial peptide colicin E3 (Walker et at, 
2004). Furthermore, it has also been reported that the disruption of the cspA gene in 
3.) 
Staphylococcus aureus causes an increased resistance to the human antimicrobial 
peptide, cathepsin B (CG 117-136) (Katzif etal., 2003). 
In light of these obsevations, the MPG558 strain, which lacked all six csp paralogues in 
S typhimurium, was tested for increased resistance or sensitivity to chloramphenicol, 
tetracycline and the antimicrobial peptide, polymyxin B. 
To 3 ml of liquid LC top agar, 0. 1 ml of an overnight culture ofMPG558 was added 
and the mixture was poured and allowed to set on LB agar plates. Once set, 8mm filter 
paper discs were placed carefully on the LC top agar in the centre of the plate. Different 
plates were used for each antibiotic. Each disc had 3 tig of either chloramphenicol or 
tetracycline or 300 units of polymyxin B. This experiment was also carried out with 
wild-type SL1344 as a comparison. Plates were incubated at 37°C for 16 hours and the 
diameters of any zones of inhibition on the plates were measured. These experiments 
were repeated two more times and representative images of plates from these tests are 
shown in figure 6.11. 
There did not seem to be any significant differences between the wild-type and 
MPG558 zones of inhibition for any antibiotic with regards to their diameters. In the 
experiments shown, the chioramphenicol plates exhibited the largest zones of inhibition 
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SL13344 	 SL13344 	 SL13344 
3mg chloramphenicol 	3mg tetracycline 300 units polymyxin B 
MPG558 	 MPG558 	 MPG558 
3mg chloramphenicol 	3mg tetracycline 	300 units polymyxin B 
Figure 6.11 Antibiotic resistance/sensitivity tests of wild-type SL1344 and MPG558 
with chioramphenicol, tetracycline and polymyxin B. 
0.1 ml of overnight cultures of each strain was mixed with molten LC top agar which 
was poured on to LB agar plates and allowed to set. Filter paper discs with 30 pg of either 
chloramphenicol or tetracycline or 300 units of polymyxin B were placed in the centre of 
each plate. The plates were incubated at 15°C for 16 hours. The diameters of zones of 
bacterial growth inhibition around the discs were measured at their widest points in 
millimetres. These images are representative of three identical experiments with each 
antibiotic on both strains. 
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with diameters of 26 and 28mm for SL1344 and MPG588, respectively. The tetracycline 
plates had smaller zones of inhibition with diameters of2l .5 and 19mm for SL1344 and 
MPG558, respectively. For the polymyxin B plates, the zones of inhibition diameters 
were 19 and 20mm for SL1344 and MPG558, respectively. These results suggest that 
the deletion of the cspA paralogue genes in SL1344 do not change the cells capacity to 
resist the effects of the antibiotics tested or make them more susceptible. 
6.3.4 ii Swarming and swimming ability in a multiple cspA 
paralogue mutant strain 
Salmonella typhimurium cells are capable of differentiating into elongated, 
hyperfiagellated, multinucleate swarm cells from their short, mobile, vegetative state. 
Swarm cell differentiation can be triggered by extracellular signals with swarming 
taking place in media containing 0.4 to 0.8% agar w/v. Swarmer cells move within an 
encasement of polysaccharides, surfactants and proteins which surrounds the colony 
(Togouchi el al., 2000, Kim el al., 2003). This complex mixture may reduce surface 
friction to aid rapid expansion of a colony. Specially made swarm agar (containing 0.6% 
agar w/v compared to 1.5% w/v for normal solid agar see section 2.1.8) was inoculated 
with I .tl of an overnight culture of M1PG558 (grown in LB) to test if deletion of all the 
cspA paralogue genes in SL1344 had an affect on swarming motility. The same 
experiment was carried out with wild-type SLI 344 which is able to swarm, for 
comparison. As a negative control, the S. lyphimurium strain LT2, which is defective in 
swarming, was also tested. After inoculation in the centre of each plate, each plate was 
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transferred to a 37°C incubator for 16 hours. Each experiment was repeated two more 
times and representative images of each can be seen in figures 6.13 A, B and C. 
The M1PG558 strain did not show any observable defects in swarming motility when 
compared to the swarming plate of the wild-type. As expected, the LT2 cells did not 
swarm and their growth was limited to the point of inoculation. Therefore these results 
would indicate that CspA or its paralogues are not essential for swarming motility in 
SL1344. 
A similar experiment was carried out on the wild-type and MPG558 strains which 
tested their swimming ability on swim agar. This medium contained 0.3% agar (wlv) 
which enables motile, vegetative bacteria to swim through the agar in an outward 
fashion from the initial point of inoculation. 1 il of overnight cultures (grown in LB) 
were used to inoculate the same plate which was then incubated at 37°C for 7 hours. 
This experiment was repeated two more times and a representative image of these 
experiments is shown in figure 6.13 D. 
The MPG558 strain showed swimming motility. This indicated that the csp deletions of 




Figure 6.12 Swarming and swimming abilities of wild-type Salmonella typhimurium 
strains compared to MPG558 
All inoculums were I jl of overnight culture. A Swarming motility test for SL1 3344.13 Swarming 
motility test for MPG558. C Swarming motility test for LT2 (negative control). Each swarming 
plate was incubated at 37°C for 16 hours. Swarm agar was used in each test which only 
contained 0.6% agar. D Swimming motility test for the SL1 344 and MPG558 strains. Plates 
were incubated at 37°C for 7 hours. Swimming agar contained 0.3% agar. These images are 
representative of three in dependant experiments. 
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6.3.5 The effect of acid shock on a multiple cspA paralogue mutant 
strain 
The effect of acid shock on S. lyphimurium has been studied by many researchers 
resulting in various publications on how this bacterium adapts to low pH conditions 
(WilmesRiesenberg et al., 1996, Bearson ci al., 1998, Pfeifer ci al., 1999, Bang ci al., 
2002, de Jonge ei al., 2003). As described in chapter 1 of this thesis, S. typhimuriuni has 
an acid inducible survival mechanism called the acid tolerance response (ATR). This is 
characterised by the synthesis of many acid shock proteins (ASPs) upon exposure to a 
moderate acid shock (pH 4.3). These proteins are then thought to adapt the cell to a more 
severe acid shock (pH 3). S. typhimurium has two distinct ATR systems known as the 
exponential phase and stationary phase ATRs, with each system having its own 
characteristic ASPs and regulators which control ASP production (Bearson ci al., 1998, 
Bang et al., 2002). The acid shock response is thought to be very important during the 
course of infection when S. typhimurium is in the stomach or within macrophage 
vacuoles (WilmesRiesenberg et at., 1996, Abee & Wouters, 1999). 
MPG558 and the wild-type SL1344 strain were tested for differences in their percentage 
survival after a moderate acid shock followed by a severe acid shock during exponential 
phase growth. Cultures of each strain were grown in liquid LB to an 0D 60 0 of 0.4. Three 
samples were taken from each culture (1 ml aliquots) and one from each set was 
centrifuged for 5 min at 18,000 g. The supernatant was removed and the bacterial pellets 
were washed by re-suspending them in 1 ml of LB which was adjusted to pH 4.3 with 
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concentrated hydrochloric acid (moderate acid shock). The washed cells were 
centrifuged again and re-suspended again in I ml LB pH 4.3. These acidified I ml 
aliquots were placed with the other untreated samples from both strains in a 37°C water 
bath for 2 hours. The two acid adapted aliquots and one other I ml sample of each strain 
were then centrifuged and washed as before with LB that had been adjusted to pH 3 
(severe acid shock). Re-suspended 1 ml samples were incubated again in a 37°C water 
bath for 2 hours along with the remaining single 1 ml samples from each strain which 
were untreated. All the I ml samples from each strain (one acid shocked at pH 4.3 and 3, 
one acid shocked at pH 3 only and one which had received no treatment) were serially 
diluted in bacterial buffer. 200 ii samples from each dilution were spread on LB agar 
plates which were incubated at 37°C for 16 hours. The cfu/ml were calculated for each 1 
ml aliquot sample from each strain. The figure for the untreated samples represented 
100% survival for each strain. The figures for the other acid shocked samples (acid 
adapted and non-adapted) were divided by the cfu/ml figure for their respective 
untreated samples and multiplied by 100 to get their percentage survivals. This 
experiment was done in triplicate with the average survivals of acid adapted and non-
adapted SL 1344 and MIPG5 58 strains illustrated by the bar chart in figure 6.13. 
Samples from both strains which had been acid-adapted at pH 4.3 for 2 hours exhibited 
higher average survivals (7.7% for SL1344 and 9.2% for MPG558) compared to their 
respective non-adapted samples. This indicated that the acid tolerance response was still 
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Figure 6.13 % survival of acid adapted and non-adapted wild-type SL1344 and MPG558 
strains following acid shock 
Acid adapted cells were pre-shocked at p1-I 4.3 for 2 hours at 37°C. Severe acid shock was 
achieved by shocking adapted and non-adapted cells at pH 3 for 2 hours at 37°C. % survival 
was calculated from the cfu/ml values from untreated and acid shocked cells of each strain. 
The percentage survival data is shown as an average from three independent experiments treated 
similarly with error bars representing ± standard deviation. 
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acid shock at pH 3 negatively affected the non-adapted cells of both strains to the same 
level, with SL1344 and MPG558 showing average survivals of 0.06 and 0.05%, 
respectively. These results would seem to indicate that the deletion of the six cspA 
paralogue genes in SL 1344 do not have any effect on the ATR during exponential phase. 
6.3.6 The effect of camphor shock on multiple cspA paralogue 
mutant strains 
As previously described, overexpression of a chromosomal DNA fragment containing 
the crcA, cspE and crcB sequences in wild-type E. co/i confer resistance to the lethal 
action of camphor crystals which is thought to decondense the chromosome of bacterial 
cells (Hu et al., 1996b). Further studies of these three genes in E. co/i have shown that 
the double mutant strain AcspE /zlcrcB and the triple mutant zlcrcA IAcspE /AcrcB both 
show increased sensitivity to camphor treatment compared to that of the wild-type 
suggesting that the nucleoids of these mutants are more sensitive to decondensation 
(Sand et al., 200' )). 
With these findings for E. co/i in mind, the effect of camphor treatment on wild-type 
SLI 344 compared to that on the 1v1PG557 and MIPG558 strains with regards to cell 
survival was investigated. The MPG557 strain was used in these experiments as well as 
the complete null CS!)  deletion strain (MPG558) because it possessed a functional CspE 
gene only and therefore might be expected to compensate for any increased sensitivity 
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found in MPG558 as a result of its absence. This was carried out with the assumption 
that CspE had a similar role in chromosome dynamics to that of its E. co/i homologue. 
To test camphor sensitivity, 5 ml LB overnight cultures of all three strains that were 
tested (SL1344, MPG557 and MPG558) were used to inoculate 25 ml of LB (100-fold 
dilution) and these cultures were grown to early exponential phase (0D600= 0.2) at 37C. 
To calculate the cfu/ml figure for 100% survival, 1 ml portions of each culture were 
serially diluted in bacterial buffer and 200 j.tl samples from each dilution were spread on 
LB agar plates. These plates were subsequently incubated at 37°C for 16 hours. Colony 
counts were multiplied by the dilution factor to calculate the cfu/ml. After the first 1 ml 
portion was removed, approximately 100 mg of camphor crystals was added to each 
culture. Each culture was vortexed and placed in a 37°C water-bath. I ml samples from 
each culture were removed, serially diluted and processed as before at 20 minute 
intervals for 80 minutes after camphor treatment. The percentage survival for each strain 
was calculated by dividing the cfu/ml figures for each strain before treatment by those 
calculated at each time point after treatment and multiplying by 100. This experiment 
was done three times with the bar chart in figure 6.14 showing the average percentage 
survival + standard deviation for the strains at the various time points after camphor 
treatment. 
All the strains were sensitive to camphor treatment with the average percentage survival 
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Figure 6.14 % survival of the wild-type SL1344, MPG557 and MPG558 strains following 
camphor treatment 
% survival was calculated from the cfu/ml values from untreated and camphor shocked cells of 
each strain. 0.1 g of camphor was added to each culture when it had reached an aD 500 of 0.2. 
1 ml samples were removed 20, 40, 60 and 80 minutes after camphor treament. The percentage 
survival data is shown as an average from three independent experiments treated similarly 
with error bars representing ± standard deviation. 
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40 minutes after camphor treatment. All three strains were relatively unaffected 20 
minutes after camphor treatment indicating that significant cell death must have 
occurred after 20 and 40 minutes. After 1 hour of camphor treatment the MPG557 and 
MPG558 strains had percentage survivals that were 2 and 1.5-fold less than that of the 
wild-type. Although the standard deviation bars indicated that this was unlikely to be 
significant. The average percentage survival figures 80 minutes after camphor treatment 
were around ii, 6 and 25-fold lower than those found at the 60 minute time point, for 
SLI 344, MPG557 and M1PG558, respectively, indicating a further increase in cell death 
for all strains. SL1344 and MIPG557 showed average survivals of 0.0005% with 
MPG558 exhibiting an average survival level of 0.00015%. 
The results from this experiment indicate that, for at least the first hour of camphor 
treatment, the survival capability of all the strains tested are the same, with no strain 
showing any significant differences in camphor sensitivity compared to the others. After 
80 minutes camphor treatment, the M1PG558 strain does show a 3-fold less average 
percentage survival compared to the wild-type and cspE monogene strains. However, the 
significance of this finding is questionable especially when the general trend of the 
experiment is taken into consideration. 
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6.3.7 The effect of heat shock on a multiple cspA paralogue mutant 
strain 
It has been reported by Van Bogelen & Neidhardt (1990) that cold shocking E. co/i cells 
from 37°C to 10°C invokes the repression of heat shock proteins. A transient blockage 
of the heat shock response was also observed if cultures were treated with non-lethal 
doses of tetracycline and chloramphenicoJ, an antibiotic which could also induce the 
synthesis of various cold shock proteins in E. coil. 
With this physiological link between heat and cold shock considered, the heat shock 
sensitivity ofMPG558, compared to that of the wild-type, was tested to investigate if the 
deletion of the cspA paralogue genes in SL 1344 hindered or enhanced its survival at 
high temperature. Previous studies with Salmonella enlerilidis isolates have shown that 
the level of survival after heat shock can depend (as with many other stresses) on the 
growth phase of the organism (Humphrey el al., 1995). Therefore, exponential and 
stationary phase cultures of wild-type and M1PG558 were heat-shocked and compared. 
Cultures of SL1344 and MPG558 were grown to mid-exponential phase in liquid LB 
(0D600' 0.4) and 1 ml portions of each were centrifuged at 18,000g for 5 minutes. The 
resulting bacterial pellets were re-suspended in 1 ml of bacterial buffer to get the cells to 
1110th of their original density. 100 pl from each re-suspension was pipetted into a PCR 
tube which was placed in a thermal cycler. Another 100 p1 from each was put on ice. 





















Figure 6.15 % survival of the wild-type SLI 344 and MPG558 strains after heat shock 
treatment during exponential and stationary phase growth 
Cells were heat-shocked at 52°C for 15 minutes. The % survival was calculated from 
the cfu/ml values of the untreated and heat-shocked cells of each strain. The percentage 
survival data is shown as an average from three independent experiments treated similarly 
with error bars representing ± standard deviation. 
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untreated and heat-shocked 100 tl samples were diluted with 900 ii of bacterial buffer. 
These I ml solutions were then serially diluted with more buffer and 200 tl samples of 
each dilution were spread on LB agar plates. The plates were incubated at 37°C for 16 
hours. Colony counts from each plate were used to calculate the cfti/ml for the untreated 
and heat-shocked cells of each strain (SL1344 and MPG558). The percentage survival 
for each strain was calculated by dividing the cfu/ml for the heat-shocked samples by 
that of the un-treated ones and multiplying by 100. These experiments were performed 
in triplicate for each strain. For measuring the effect of heat shock on stationary phase 
cells cultures that had been inoculated with single colonies and grown for 16 hours in 5 
ml of liquid LB were used and processed in the same manner as the mid-exponential 
phase cultures. These experiments were also done in triplicate for SL1344 and MPG558. 
Figure 6.15 shows a bar chart of the percentage survival results of these experiments. 
The effect of heat treatment had a much more severe effect on the survival of 
exponentially growing cells compared those isolated during their stationary phase. The 
average survivals for SL13 44  and MPG558 during exponential phase were 1.37 and 
1.33% respectively, compared to 67.1 and 74.6% for stationary phase cultures. These 
results indicate that the stationary phase state, which has been shown to be more 
resistant to a variety of stresses including heat shock (Kolter et al., 1993) is maintained 
in SL1344 cells which do not harbour any functional c5pA paralogue genes. 
Furthermore, the percentage survival results suggest that deletion of the cspA paralogue 
genes in SL 1344 does not increase or decrease its susceptibility to heat shock, as the 
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survival figures for the wild-type versus the mutant strain for each growth phase do not 
differ greatly. 
6.3.8 The effect of oxidative shock on multiple cspA paralogue 
mutant strains 
Cellular mechanisms required for resistance to oxidative stress encountered in the 
environment have also been found to assist S. typhimurium in withstanding the 
respiratory burst of macrophages encountered during infection. Furthermore, Salmonella 
mutant strains with increased sensitivity to oxidative shock have been shown to have a 
reduced capacity to survive in macrophages (Halsey ci al., 2004). Like other 
environmental stresses, the oxidative stress sensitivities of bacterial cells have been 
found to differ depending on their growth phase i.e. exponential phase versus stationary 
phase cells (Kolter el al., 1993, Humphrey etal., 1995). 
To test if the deletion of all the cspA paralogue genes in SL 1344 had an effect on its 
ability to survive oxidative challenge, the peroxide sensitivity of the MPG558 strain 
compared to that of the wild-type was compared. Stationary phase and exponential phase 
cells were challenged. 
For the stationary phase experiment, single colonies of each strain were used to 
inoculate 5 ml of LB which was incubated with shaking overnight at 37°C for 16 hours. 
To I ml of each overnight culture, hydrogen peroxide (H 202) was added to a final 
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concentration of 20 mM. These aliquots were vortexed and immediately placed in a 
37°C water-bath for 1 hour. Two other I ml samples (one from each strain) were 
incubated at 37°C also for the same period of time. After the incubation, all the samples 
were serially diluted in bacterial buffer and 200 il samples from each dilution were 
spread on LB agar plates which were subsequently incubated at 37°C for 16 hours. 
Colony counts were multiplied by the dilution factor to calculate the cfui/ml. The 
percentage survival for each strain was calculated by dividing the cfu/ml for the 
oxidative shocked samples by that for the untreated sample and multiplying by 100. 
Other stationary phase samples of each strain were challenged with H 202 at a 
concentration of 50 mM and processed as already described. Experiments using both 
peroxide concentrations were done in triplicate for the wild-type and MPG558. Figure 
6.16A shows bar charts of the percentage survival results for these experiments. 
In general it can be seen that stationary phase cells from both strains show sensitivity to 
oxidative stress at the two different concentrations. However, it would seem that the 
mutant strain exhibits significantly higher sensitivity to peroxide compared to the wild-
type. The average ofMPG558 after 1 hour incubation in a medium concentration of 20 
mM H202  was 0.12% compared to 24% for the wild-type. The average survival for 
SL1344 was much less with a 50 mlvi peroxide challenge at 3.7%. Stationary phase 
MPG558 cells did not survive the higher peroxide concentration challenge. 
As these results were significant and consistent it was determined that this phenomenon 
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Figure 6.16 % survival of the wild-type SLI 344 and CspA paralogue gene deletion 
mutant strains after oxidative shock during stationary phase growth 
A % survival of stationary phase SL1 344 and MPG558 cells after 1 hour incubation at 37°C 
in media with H 202  concentrations of 20 mM and 50 mM. B % survival of stationary phase 
the SL1 344, MPG558 and the monogene mutant strains after 1 hour incubation at 37°C in 
medium with a H 202  concentration of 20 mM. The percentage survival data for both 
experiments is shown as an average from three independent experiments treated similarly 
with error bars representing ± standard deviation. 
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the stationary phase cultures of the wild-type, MPG558 and all the monogene strains 
(MIPG55I, M1PG552, MPG553, MPG554, MPG556 and MPG557). They were only 
challenged with 20 mM H 202 so that a percentage survival figure could be calculated for 
MPG558. Figure 6.1613 shows the average percentage survival results for this 
experiment. 
Interestingly, apart from the wild-type strain, the cspC and cspE monogene strains 
(MPG553 and MPG557, respectively) show the highest levels of survival after oxidative 
challenge. MPG553 and MPG557 exhibit average survivals of 23.2 and 29.8% 
respectively, compared to that of the wild-type which was 29.5%. The cspA monogene 
strain, MPG55 1, had an average survival of almost 5% while the survivals for the cspB, 
cspD and cspH monogenes strains were lower still at 1.06, 1.73 and 1.02%, respectively. 
As expected, the complete null strain also showed a low average survival (0.57%). 
To test the effect of H 202  on exponentially growing cells, I ml from 5 ml LB overnight 
cultures of all the monogene strains along with SL1344 and MPG558, was diluted 100-
fold with LB and each of these cultures were grown at 37°C until they reached an OD (,o() 
of 0.4. To 1 ml of each culture, H 202 was added to a final concentration of 5 MM. The 
remainder of this experiment was carried out as before for the other peroxide 
concentrations to get the percentage survival for each strain after oxidative challenge. A 
lower concentration of H 202 was used compared to that for the stationary phase cultures 
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Figure 6.17 % survival of the wild-type SL1 344, MPG558 and the monogene mutant 
strains after oxidative shock during exponential phase growth 
All strains were incubated for 1 hour at 37°C in medium with a H202 concentration of 5 mM. 
The percentage survival data For both experiments is shown as an average from three 






shock (Kolter el al., 1993). The average percentage survivals for each strain in this 
experiment are shown by a bar chart in figure 6.17. 
The exponentially growing wild-type strain along with the cspA, cspB, cspC, and cspE 
monogene strains exhibit the highest average survivals of 11.5, 6.4, 85, 7.8 and 9.9% 
respectively. Interestingly, the survivals for the cspl) and cspH monogene strains and the 
complete null mutant strain were much lower compared to the other strains with average 
percentages of 1.2, 2.7 and 1.4%, respectively. 
The main findings of these experiments were that compared to the wild-type, MPG558 
showed an impaired ability to survive oxidative shock in the stationary phase and 
exponential phase state. This was also the case for the M1PG554 and MPG556 strains 
which only possess the CspD and CspH genes respectively. Interestingly, during 
stationary phase, the presence of either the cspC or c.spE genes conferred similar 
survival levels after peroxide challenge to that of the wild-type. 
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6.4 Discussion 
This chapter describes experiments which have been carried out on the various cspA 
paralogue mutant strains of S. typhimurium (strain SL1344) which were constructed 
during the course of this study. As with similar studies with E. coil, B. sublilis and L. 
lac/is, these experiments were carried out to assess if there were any major phenotypic 
differences between the csp mutant and wild-type strains. Any phenotypes observed 
could be considered as a consequence of the presence or absence of cpA paralogue 
genes thus giving an indication of their possible function(s). 
After a cold-shock from 37°C to 10°C, for .E. co/i growing exponentially, growth is 
arrested and the synthesis of the majority of proteins is turned off. After a 4 hour lag in 
growth during which 24 proteins have been shown to be synthesised (14 transiently), the 
response is completed with exponential growth resuming and a generation time of 24 
hours. The magnitude of the cold shock response also depends on the extent of the 
temperature downshift. The E. co/i strain used was grown in MOPS medium 
supplemented with glucose (Jones et al., 1987, Jones etal., 1992). However, no growth 
lag period was observed when E. coli cultures growing in nutrient broth were rapidly 
chilled from 37°C to 15°C (Broeze et al., 1978). Furthermore, growth of B. sub/i/is after 
cold shock in supplemented minimal medium also displayed no detectable lag period 
(known as acclimation) with growth simply continuing albeit at a much reduced rate. 
The expression of around a dozen cold induced proteins (CIPs) is detected 30-60 
minutes after cold shock which subsequently decreases until a new pattern of protein 
synthesis is reached 2 hours after temperature downshift (Graumann c/ a/., 1996, 
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Graumann el al., 1997). These findings indicate that the growth medium is important 
with regards to detecting a growth lag after cold shock in bacteria. 
In this study, there appeared to be no obvious growth lag exhibited by S. typhimurium 
SL1344 after a temperature shift for 37°C to 10°C but a very gradual increase in growth 
with a generation time of 24 hours (see figure 6.1). This contrasts with similar 
experiments from other groups which have reported growth lag times of 6 and 2 hours 
for cultures of S. enieritidis and S. typhimurium strain LT2, respectively, after a 
temperature downshift from 37°C to 10°C in LB medium (Jeffreys et al., 1998, Horton 
ci al., 2000). This would suggest that more turbidity measurements would be required at 
time-points closer together after cold shock to resolve this anomaly. As the cells adapted 
to the cold conditions the doubling time decreased accordingly with a generation time of 
17 hours being calculated for SL1344 between 12 and 24 hours after cold shock. This 
result compares well with the findings of Horton & colleagues (2000) who reported a 
similar lag period for S. typhimurium LT2, followed by a generation time of 
approximately 15 hours after exponential cell growth had resumed during cold shock at 
10°C. 
The different species of bacteria discussed above i.e. E. co/i, B. sub/i/is, S. enteritidis 
and S. typhimurium have all been determined to possess at least one CspA family 
member which is cold shock inducible, either through 2D analysis or reaction to CspA 
antibody. 
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S. typhimurium has been determined to have 6 CspA family members with CspA, CspB 
and CspH being cold-inducible (Holden, 1999, Craig et al., unpublished data 1998, 
Craig ci al., 1998, Sienkiewicz ci al., unpublished data 1999). in E. coil, the CspC and 
CspE proteins have been reported to exhibit constitutive expression at high and low 
temperatures while CspD is induced upon nutritional downshift (Yamanaka & Inouye, 
1997, Phadtare & Inouye, 2001). Computer database comparisons have found that the 
CspC, CspD and CspE proteins of E. coil have 98.6%, 90.5% and 98.6% identity, 
respectively, with their homologous proteins in S. typhimurium (see table 1.2). 
In order to determine the importance of each member of the S. typhimurium CspA 
family, various mutant strains of SL1 344, which had different combinations, from one to 
all six paralogue genes deleted or replaced were grown to exponential phase at 37°C and 
then cold-shocked to 10°C. Differences in the ability to adapt to the cold and resume 
exponential growth between the mutants and the wild-type strain were observed by 
measuring the turbidity (optical density at 600 nm or 0D 600) of the growing cultures 
which is, within certain limits, directly proportional to cell number (Madigan ci al., 
2000). Culture growth was monitored at intervals over periods up to 171 hours. 
The first selection of the CspA family mutants to be studied in this way were single 
deletion mutant strains MPG495, M1PG496, MPG497, M1PG498, MPG499 and MPGSOO, 
which harboured deletions of cspA, cspB, cspC, cspD, cspE and cspfl, respectively. As 
illustrated in figure 6.2, the strain harbouring a cspA deletion (MPG495) exhibited a 
noticeably slower initial rate of growth after temperature downshift compared to the 
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other single mutants and the wild-type. This seemed to indicate that CspA has an 
important function in cell adaptation to the cold but can be compensated for by some or 
all of its remaining functional paralogues and thus still being able to grow relatively well 
at 10°C. Furthermore, the other single mutant strains which all had functional cpA 
genes did not show any discernable differences in growth at 10°C compared to the wild-
type. This suggested that CspA does play an important role under these conditions with 
regards to adaptation of SL1 344 cellular growth and that the other 5 paralogue genes 
(cspB, c,spC, cspD, cspE and cspH) are dispensable. This result contrasts with another 
study of a cspA single deletion strain in E. coil which did not show any growth defect at 
low temperature compared to the wild-type (Bae el al., 1997). This could be due to the 
fact that E. coil has nine CspA family proteins, compared to six in S. lyphimurium and 
could therefore be better protected if CspA is inactivated, by compensation from the 
other proteins. Other single mutant strains of E. coil with defective CspB, CspG or CspI 
genes, which are cold-inducible, also did not show any discernable differences compared 
to the wild-type at low temperatures (Xia ci al., 2001). 
When the cold shock experiment was repeated with double cspA paralogue mutants, 
MPG5 14, which had a AcspA /AcspE genotype, clearly showed growth impairment 
compared to the other double mutants. This impairment was more pronounced compared 
to that of the MPG495 in the previous experiment (see figure 6.3). Even after several 
hours of growth at 10°C this strain did not reach an optical density which was 
comparable to that of the other double mutants tested. This suggested that the addition of 
a c,spE deletion to a zlcspA strain had an additional effect on growth impairment at 10°C. 
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The deletion of cspE alone does not seem to effect growth at 10°C (see MPG499 in 
figure 6.2) which is most likely due to the presence of a functional cpA gene. 
Nevertheless, CspE cannot fully compensate for the deletion of cspA resulting in the 
slight growth impairment observed for M1PG495. Therefore it can be postulated that 
CspA may be more important for adaptation to low temperature compared to CspE but 
that CspE can play a key supplementary role to CspA in the wild-type during cold 
shock. CspE and CspA have been demonstrated to be transcription antiterminators for 
genes encoding a number of CIPs which are important for low temperature adaptation 
and growth in E. co/i. These CIPs include NusA, a transcriptional regulator, 1F2, a 
translation initiation factor, RbfA, a ribosome binding factor and PNPase, an 
exoribonuclease which selectively degrades mRNAs and plays a critical role in cold 
adaptation (Bae e. al., 2000). CspA and CspE may well enhance the expression of these 
proteins in S. typhimurizim which could explain the slight growth impairment for 
MIPG5 14 at the start of this experiment. 
When the growth of a selection of triple mutant strains were compared to that of the 
wild-type at 10°C, it was found that the addition of a cspB mutation greatly enhanced the 
impairment of a strain with a AcspA /AcspE genotype. This strain, designated MIPG531, 
ceased to grow after temperature downshift for 14 hours after which growth resumed at 
a very slow rate (see figure 6.4). This observation suggested that the cold-inducible 
CspB molecule takes over as the major cold shock protein capable of adapting the cell 
for growth at low temperature, albeit not as effectively as CspA, when cspA and cspE 
are deleted. Thus, its deletion culminates in the severe growth impairment observed for 
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MPG53 1. The fact that the 4cspA /AcspE strain (MPG514) exhibited growth impairment 
at 10°C and the zlcspA IAcspB strain (MPG511) did not (figure 6.3), would seem to 
indicate that the CspE protein had a higher importance for growth adaptation under these 
conditions compared to CspB despite the gene for this protein having been shown to be 
induced at low temperatures (Craig et al., 1998). Interestingly, CspE has been shown to 
be very highly induced during cold shock in a AcspA IAc5pB /AcspG mutant strain of E. 
coil compared to the wild-type, suggesting that the cell tries to compensate for any 
potential defect caused by the triple deletion. Furthermore, the deletion of cspE to 
produce a AcspA /AcspB .•4cspE /AcspG strain resulted in a further increase in growth 
lag after cold shock and an inability to form colonies at 15°C (Xia et al., 2001). These 
findings were perhaps unexpected for E. co/i as CspE was known to be constitutively 
produced at high and low temperatures and therefore not atypical cold shock protein. It 
was thought that the expression of cspE was negatively regulated by the cold-inducible 
CspA, CspB and CspG (Xia et al., 2001). A functional cspE gene in a Ac5pA /Ac.spB 
SLI 344 strain seems to be enough for normal growth under cold conditions and 
therefore it could be possible that CspE plays a similar role in the cell to its homologue 
in E. coil. This role may be even more crucial to S. typhimurium compared to E. co/i, 
due to the lower number of genomic cspA paralogues to compensate for deletions under 
cold shock. 
Another feature of the triple mutant cold shock growth study was that strains MPG524, 
MPG529 and MPG532 which have the genotypes AcspA /AcspC /Ac5pE::Km, .4cspA 
1Ac5pB /zlcspC and Ac.spA /.4cspB /AcspH respectively, also exhibited impaired growth 
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at 10°C compared to the wild-type and the other triple mutants, but not to the same 
extent as that shown by JvIPG53 I (see figure 6.4). It is interesting to note, that MPG529 
and MPG532 both have the deletion combination of AcspA /AcspB with a functional 
cspE gene, yet show slightly impaired growth compared to the wild-type at 10°C which 
is not observed for the double AcspA/A cspB mutant MPG5 11 (see figure 6.3). This 
suggests that CspC and the cold-inducible CspH may also play a role in adapting the cell 
to cold shock growth but are not as important as CspE. The fact that the MPG524 strain 
which still has a functional cspB gene is impaired in growth but not as much as 
MPG53 1, confirms that CspB still has an important role to play at low temperatures and 
can partially compensate for the loss of cspA, cspC and cspE. 
The study of cold shock growth in the quadruple cspA paralogue mutants of SL 1344 
resulted in some interesting findings. As illustrated by figure 6.5, the MPG537 strain 
which had the phenotype 4cpA /4cspB /AcspC /AcspE: :Km exhibited a failure to grow 
after cold shock at 10°C. When compared to MPG53 1, this finding suggests that CspC 
must play a partial compensatory role in the triple AcspA 12lcspB /4cspE strain at 10°C 
and when absent results in severe growth impairment during cold shock. 
Interestingly, CspC in S. typhimurium may also have a similar compensatory role to its 
homologue in E. co/i as Xia & colleagues (200 1 ) also report that CspC production was 
moderately increased and constitutively expressed in the mutant strain Ac5pA IAcspB 
21 cspE /AcspG i.e. before and after cold shock. However, deletion of cspC itself was not 
carried out. In E. coli, the cold-inducible CspI was found to be induced to a much higher 
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level compared to the wild-type, in the AcspA /AcspB /AcspE /4cspG strain of E. co/i 
under cold shock conditions but the absolute amount of CspI synthesised in this mutant 
was determined to be much less than the amount of CspE found in 4c.spA IAcspB /4cspG 
mutant cells under the same conditions (Xia e. al., 2001). This is reminiscent of the 
finding that although the CspH paralogue gene of SL 1344 has been determined to be 
cold- inducible (Kim et al., 200 1) it also cannot compensate for the severe cold sensitive 
phenotype resulting from the multiple loss of the cells 'core' CspA family genes i.e. 
cspA, cspB, cspC and cspE. 
The greater importance of CspC compared to CspH in mediating adaptation in the cold 
is indicated by the fact that although MPG54I which has a genotype AcspA /Ac.spB 
/4cspE: .Km /AcspH, is severely impaired in growth for the first 94 hours of cold shock, 
it appears to adapt faster and grow better than MPG537 (albeit very slowly) over the 
course of the experiment. As the growth impairment ofMPG54I is more severe than the 
triple mutant strain MPG53 1, CspH can still be considered to have a role in cold shock 
but not a major one which is only obvious when other asps are deleted/replaced. 
The MPG539 and MPG542 strains with the genotypes AcspA /AcsjB /4c5pD 
/2lcspE::Km and AcspA /.AcspC /Ac.spD /4cs1)h: :Km respectively, exhibited cell growth 
profiles which were similar to each other and healthier compared to those of strains 
MPG537 and MPG541 strains (see figure 6.5). However these strains were still impaired 
in growth compared to the other mutants and the wild-type. This may be due to the fact 
that these quadruple strains were the only other mutants apart from MPG537 and 
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MPG54 I which had the cspA and cspE genes deleted/replaced. All the other quadruple 
mutant strains tested in this experiment either had a functional cspA or cspk gene which 
enabled them to grow to levels comparable with that of a wild-type strain which had 
been continuously incubated at 37°C. The importance of both of these genes to the cold 
shock adaptation of SL1344 is demonstrated further by the fact that MPG550 which has 
functional cspA and cspE genes and the four remaining paralogue genes removed, 
exhibits a virtually identical cold shock growth pattern to that of the wild-type strain at 
10°C. 
The final group of mutants to be studied in this way were the monogene strains each of 
which only possessed one functional paralogue gene and the complete null mutant which 
had no functional paralogue genes. Figure 6.6 clearly shows that the MIPG55 I strain, 
which only has a functional cspA gene, exhibits a very similar level of growth to that of 
the wild-type throughout the whole experiment. This finding confirms what the other 
experiments have suggested: CspA is extremely important for bacterial growth 
adaptation under cold shock conditions (10°C) in SL 1344. This is not unexpected as 
CspA has already been identified as the most strongly cold-induced protein in E. co/i 
and S. typhimurium (Jones etal., 1987, Holden, 1999) and it also has 100% identity with 
S. typhimurium CspA (see table 1.2). An abundance of CspA during cold shock adapts 
the cell mRNA pool, via its RNA chaperone activity, for translation thus restarting bulk 
protein synthesis and allowing the resumption of cell division at a slower rate. 
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The MPG557 strain which has a functional cspE gene only, also exhibits a relatively 
high level of growth at low temperature which is just below that ofMPG5S1 and the 
wild-type. This result is also supported by the previous findings and suggests that CspE 
has an important function at low temperature but may not be present in the same 
amounts as the major cold shock protein, CspA. The discovery of the importance of 
CspE in S. typhimurium, could be viewed as even greater than that of its respective 
homologue in E. co/i with regards to cold shock. The products of the cold-inducible 
CspB and CspH genes would have been more obvious candidates for the perceived 
supplementary role which CspE seems to provide for CspA. 
The CspB monogene strain (MPG552) undoubtedly shows growth impairment at 10°C 
and thus CspB expression alone during cold shock cannot adapt the cell to the same 
level as CspA or even CspE. MPG553 shows an even greater growth impairment than 
MPG552 suggesting CspC is even less abundant or less capable at 10°C than CspB of 
enabling the resumption of growth at a level comparable to the wild-type. These two 
paralogues are still important as suggested by the increases in cold sensitivity observed 
in other mutant strains when they are deleted, but it would seem that they still only 
partially compensate for the roles to CspA and therefore are not as important to the cell 
for this process as CspE. This is rather unexpected when the microarray data from 
chapters 3 and 4 for cspB is considered. However, the high increases in the transcript 
detection after cold shock for cspB only indicate an increased level of transcription 
(mRNA stability) but it may not be translated as effectively as the cpA or c.spli 
transcripts. 
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After temperature downshift, the CspD and CspH monogene strains (MPG554 and 
MPG556 respectively) showed severely impaired growth comparable to that of the 
MPG537 (AcspA /AcspB /AcspC IAcspE::Km) strain of the previous experiment. This 
finding indicates that the addition of a cspD or cspH deletion to a strain harbouring 
mutations in what could be considered as the 'core' paralogue genes, has no perceived 
effect. The complete null strain with all six paralogue genes deleted/replaced (MPG558) 
also failed to grow after temperature downshift even after 165 hours. Therefore, as 
expected, a cspD and cspH double deletion also does not have an effect on the cold 
shock adaptation of the AcspA IAcspB/AcspC/AcspE SL1344 strain either. 
It is interesting to note that whilst cspH has been reported by Kim & colleagues (200 1) 
to be a cold-inducible gene, its mRNA appears to have a much shorter 5'-untranslated 
region of only 55 bp compared to that of the other cold-induced paralogues, cspA (145) 
and cspB (162). These unusually long 5'-UTRs have been identified as important 
regulatory elements which have a negative effect on cold shock gene expression at 37°C 
and a positive effect on their expression at low temperatures. Furthermore, the structure 
of CspH is different from that of CspA which has eight highly conserved aromatic 
amino acid residues thought to be essential for RNA and DNA binding. However, CspH 
only has 2 aromatic residues and is thus less likely to share the same potential for 
binding RNA or DNA as the more closely related paralogues. These findings give an 
indication of how different CspH is from CspA and CspB in S. typhimurium which may 
be linked to the observation from this study that, despite being cold-inducible, CspH 
expression alone in MPG556 cannot adapt the cell sufficiently for growth at 10°C 
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resulting in severe growth impairment. However, expression from a plasmid encoded 
cspH gene has been reported to abolish the cold sensitive phenotype of a quadruple csp 
mutant strain (AcspA IAcspB IAcspE /AcspG) in E. coil at 15°C suggesting the function 
of CspH in S. typhimurium may differ from its E coil homologue (Xia ci al., 2001). 
With regards to the function of CspD, it remains possible that it was not highly 
expressed at low temperature therefore explaining the inability ofMPGS54 to grow 
during cold shock conditions. The microarray data from chapters 3 and 4 would suggest 
minimal expression at the transcription level upon cold shock for CspD. 
It was important to prove that throughout these experiments, cell numbers were actually 
increasing after their adaptation to cold shock at 10°C therefore validating the 
assumption that an increase in turbidity is the result of cold-adapted cell division. It was 
also important to investigate if the constant optical density of the complete null strain, 
TviPG558, was due to cell death at the low temperature or if cells remained viable in an 
extended acclimation phase. To answer these questions, mid-exponential cultures of 
SL1344 and MPG558 were cold-shocked as before and triplicate portions of each 
culture were taken at three time points over the course of 214 hours, serially diluted and 
spread on LB agar plates. The cifu/mI at each time point indicated whether cell numbers 
increased or decreased over the course of the experiment. As illustrated in figure 6.7, the 
SL 1344 cell number can be seen to increase over the course of the first 96 hours of cold 
shock and then plateau as stationary phase sets in. Although the linear relationship 
between turbidity and cell number breaks down slightly at higher optical densities, it is 
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quite clear that the wild-type strain, with its full complement of CspA paralogues, adapts 
normally to a temperature downshift giving rise to a resumption of cell division. 
On the other hand, the number of MP0558 cells seemed to decrease in number after 
temperature downshift. This continued over the course of the experiment indicating that 
SL 1344 requires all of its six cspA paralogue genes to remain viable (i.e. to be able to 
form colonies) during long incubations at low temperatures. 
Xia & colleagues (2001) have previously reported that samples of overnight cultures of 
a AcspA /AcspB /AcspE IAcspG 12. coil strain (BX04) could not form colonies on LB 
agar plates incubated at either 25°C, 20°C or 15°C for 32, 48 and 72 hours, respectively. 
These simple tests were able to highlight the cold sensitivity of strains with csp 
mutations compared to other mutants which could cope with lower temperatures better 
and as a result adapt and form colonies. 
This same test was used on the monogene strains and the complete null mutant with 
each experiment for every strain being performed a minimum of 3 times. Small samples 
of overnight cultures were streaked for single colonies on LB agar plates and incubated 
at 15°C for 72 hours. The same test was carried out on the wild-type as a comparison. As 
figure 6.8 shows, the MPG551 and MPG557 strains recovered and grew to form single 
colonies as did the wild-type. This result supports the previous culture growth studies at 
10°C that CspA or CspE alone can effectively compensate for the lack of the other five 
csp genes. The MPG552 strain also formed single colonies, but the Ml extent of the 
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growth was never at the same level as that ofMPG55I and MPG557 and the colonies 
were smaller. This finding fits in with the previous observations also, in that although 
CspB functionality alone was enough to enable cell growth at 10°C to reach intermediate 
levels in liquid medium, the turbidity ofMPG552 cultures were not comparable with 
those of the CspA and CspE monogene strains (see figure 6.6). 
MP6553 was unable to form single colonies but growth at the point of inoculation and 
over the first two streaks on the plate was consistently evident. This indicates that CspC 
is normally central for SL 1344 adaptation to low temperature recovery and growth 
compared to CspB. Because each plate was streaked for single colonies, single TvIPG553 
cells must have not been able to divide at a sufficient rate over the 72 hours at 15°C to 
be seen as single colonies whereas the combined growth of the more densely populated 
areas of the plate enabled areas of lawn to be visualised. The fact that the CspB 
monogene strain could form small colonies seems to indicate that it can indeed grow 
better and faster over an extended period of time at low temperature, compared to the 
CspC monogene strain as indicated by figure 6.6. It remains possible that the ability for 
complementation reflects in part, differences in the levels of csp paralogue expression at 
low temperatures. This may well explain the reduced ability for growth at low 
temperature of the CspC monogene strain (MPG553). 
The strains MP0554, MPG556 and MPG558 did not form any single colonies or even 
bacterial lawn growth at the point of inoculation. These findings support those observed 
for the culture growth experiment (figure 6.6) and further prove that SL1 344 cells are 
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extremely impaired in bacterial growth under cold conditions if they only have the 
functional CspD or CspH genes from the CspA family, together with their normal 
regulatory sequences. 
The function of CspD in S. typhimurium has yet to be elucidated. It has 90.5% identity 
with its homologue in E. coil (see table 1.2). The cspD gene in E. co/i has been reported 
to be induced when cell growth enters the stationary phase and is repressed upon cold 
shock (Lee ci al., 1994, Yamanaka & Inouye, 1997). Furthermore, CspD was the only 
member of the CspA family in E. coil which could not complement the cold sensitive 
growth defect of the BX04 strain in the previously mentioned E. coil study (Xia etal., 
2001). In addition, CspD-GFP fusion experiments show that CspD-GFP is exclusively 
associated with the nucleoid during late exponential phase growth in E. coil (Giangrossi 
etal., 2001). All these reports suggest that CspD in E. coil is not a cold shock protein in 
the conventional sense, and that it may have a regulatory role in chromosomal 
replication in nutrient-depleted cells, possibly through its interaction with ssDNA 
(Yamanaka etal., 2001). The fact that the deletion of cspD in S. typhimurium has no 
obvious cumulative effect on low temperature growth impairment suggests that CspD 
may have a similar function to its homologue in E. co/i. 
In order to test the theory that bacteria were simply unable to adapt and grow to form 
single colonies as a result of the low temperature, plates that were incubated at 15°C for 
72 hours were left for a further 72 hours at room temperature to see if the temperature 
increase enabled growth and colony formation. All strains which did not form single 
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colonies before (?v1PG553, MPG554, MPG556 and MP0558) were able to grow with 
normal colony formation taking place. This would therefore suggest that the decline in 
colony forming ability ofMPG558 cells after extended low temperature incubation can 
be stopped if the temperature is increased. In comparison, the cold sensitive BX04 E. 
co/i strain which also exhibited a decrease in colony forming ability during extended 
incubation at low temperatures could be rescued by raising the temperature to 30°C. 
However, the exact underlying mechanism behind the cold sensitivity of the M1PG554, 
MPG556 and MPG558 strains cannot be ascertained from these experiments alone. 
When the same colony forming test was carried out on the same SL1344 mutant strains 
but at 20°C for 48 hours, the same results were observed (data not shown). This finding 
would suggest that the factors which help MPG558 grow normally at room temperature 
are not present at either 15°C or 20°C. However, when the experiment was performed at 
23°C for 40 hours, all of the monogene strains and the complete null mutant produced 
single colonies. At this temperature the mutations which had hindered the MPG553, 
MP0554, MPG556 and MPG558 strains from growing and forming single colonies 
were complemented by factors which were not present before. These findings indicate 
that there may be a specific point in the growth cycle of S. typhimurium which is 
blocked at low temperature. 
Many other cspA paralogue mutant strains were tested for their colony forming ability 
at 15°C for 72 hours. Only a selection of all the strains tested are shown is figure 6.9. 
These examples support the assumptions that have been made from the culture growth 
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experiments at 10°C. The MPG537 strain (zlcspA /zlcspB /AcspC /AcspE::Km) was 
unable to form colonies proving how important these four genes are to cold shock 
adaptation. Any strain which possessed either a functional cspA or cspE gene could form 
colonies, which is also supported by the previous experiments. And any mutant strain 
which had deletions in the cspA, cspB and cspE genes only or in addition to either CspD 
or CspH, exhibited an identical phenotype to a CspC monogene strain see figure 6.8 and 
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When the MP0537, MP0554, MPG556 and MP0558 strains were streaked on LB 
plates and incubated at 4°C for 28 days, none of them resumed growth when the plates 
were shifted to room temperature. It is therefore very likely that although slight growth 
was observed for M1PG537, MPG554, and MPG556 cultures at 10°C, their core AcspA 
/AcspB /AcspC /AcspE would still be enough to lower their viability over extended 
periods at low temperature. Other strains that were tested and had at least one of these 
four genes functional were still viable after 28 days at 4°C. 
From the culture growth and the plate study experiments at low temperatures, it could be 
argued that the CspA paralogues of S. typhimurium have a hierarchy of importance for 
cold shock adaptation. CspA seems to be the most important followed by CspE, CspB, 
CspC and finally CspD and CspH. 
It was found in E. coil that CspA negatively regulates its own gene expression and that 
of cspB and cspG since the expression of these genes increases in a AcspA strain (Bae et 
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al., 1997). 2D gel studies showed that single or double deletions of the cold inducible 
cspA, cspB and cspG caused the remaining csp genes to be up-regulated resulting in 
higher concentrations of their proteins. As CspE becomes more highly induced in a 
AcspA /AcspB /AcspG strain, and CspC is up-regulated in a AcspA /AcspB /AcspE 
IAcspG strain, it appears that the CspA family of genes in E. coli are connected to each 
other by a network of negative regulation (Xia etal., 2001). It would not be surprising if 
this was the case in S. typhimurium also, but more experiments need to be done to 
confirm this. 
S. typhimurium and E. co/i differ with respect to a particular phenotype observed in the 
quadruple mutant E. coil strain BX04. This strain exhibits filamentous growth when 
cells are incubated at 15°C for 72 hours in LB medium. Filaments reach up to 40 jm and 
are the result of a defect in septum formation. It was speculated that the expression of 
some key cell division protein(s) are cold sensitive and requires the CspA family 
members for efficient expression at 15°C (Xia etal., 2001). However, no such 
filamentous phenotype was found in MP0558 which was considered the perfect 
candidate for such a defect as it has no functional cspA paralogue genes, and like BX04, 
cannot form single colonies at 15°C and declines in colony forming ability more rapidly 
than its wild-type strain at 4°C. It would seem that BX04 is more physiologically 
impaired than MPG558 despite the fact that it has 5 other functional CspA paralogues 
present. This statement is further supported by the fact that BX04 cannot form colonies 
on LB plates incubated at 25°C for 32 hours whereas MPG558 can on plates incubated 
at 23°C. These findings highlight that although E. co!i and S. typhimurium may be 
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highly related their cold shock responses are highly complex and have certain 
differences for reasons which are as yet not entirely understood. 
The ability of the monogene and complete null strains to survive freeze/thaw challenges 
was also tested as reports from other groups have suggested that the Csp proteins of B. 
sub/i/is and L. lactis are important for cryotolerance. Exponentially growing cultures of 
the monogene, the complete null, and the wild-type strain were challenged with 
incubation at -20°C for 24 hours and thawed at 37°C for 3 minutes. This constituted one 
freeze/thaw cycle. Three more cycles were performed for each strain with viable counts 
being calculated after each cycle enabling the percentage survival to be determined 
compared to counts for strains which had not been challenged. MI experiments were 
done in triplicate. 
The main finding from this experiment was that the CspE monogene strain, MPG557, 
exhibited survival levels which were comparable to those for the wild-type after each 
freeze/thaw cycle. The CspC monogene strain (MPG553) showed an intermediate level 
of survival after each cycle that was consistently higher than that of the other strains but 
not as high as the wild-type and MP0557. The complete null and the other four 
monogene strains exhibited survival levels which were up to over 40-fold lower than 
that ofMPG5S3 after four cycles. 
Willimsky & colleagues (1992) have reported that deletion of the gene encoding the 
major cold shock protein CspB in B. sub/i/is resulted in a marked reduction in cell 
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survival compared to the wild-type, after exponential phase cultures growing at 37°C 
were frozen to -80°C and subsequently thawed after 24 hours. However, when 
exponential cultures of the AcspB strain were incubated at 10°C for 2 hours prior to 
freezing, the average percentage survival increased from 2% to 44%. But this was still 
much less than the survival level of the wild-type (96%). These findings clearly 
suggested that CspB was important for cryoprotection in B. sub/i/is and that the freeze 
survival level of aAcspB strain can be improved if cells are pre-incubated at 10°C. This 
indicated that other cold-induced proteins can compensate for the absence of CspB if 
they are given the opportunity to accumulate before freezing, CspC, rather than CspD, is 
most likely to be one of these proteins as it has been reported to be more important 
during cold shock in B. sub/his, with CspD being required more for effective growth at 
37°C (Willimsky et al., 1992, Graumann et a/., 1997). 
The positive effect of pre-exposure to cold shock conditions (10°C) on the percentage 
cell survival to freeze/thaw treatment has also been demonstrated for the food-borne 
pathogens S. enteritidis and E. co/i 0157:H7 (Jeifreys c/ a/., 1998, Bollman et al., 
2001). However, no studies concerning the CspA families of these organisms and 
freezing conditions has been carried out. But these reports do show that pre-adaptation 
to the cold before freezing is also important in other bacteria suggesting a common 
mechanism of cryoprotection. 
The involvement of CspA homologues in freeze/thaw survival of L. /actis and 
Lactococusplantarum have been found via studies of Csp-overproducing strains. Strains 
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harbouring vectors which overproduced CspB, CspD or CspE in L. lactis and CspP in L. 
plantarum exhibited enhanced survival to freeze thaw challenges (Wouters ci al., 2000, 
Derzelle etal., 2003). Wouters & colleagues (2001) have reported that when a double 
csp mutant strain of L. lactis (AcspA /AcspB) was tested for its freeze/thaw survival 
ability compared to that of the wild-type, the deletions had no effect with the strain 
exhibiting an identical response to freezing as the wild-type. Both these strains 
responded to pre-exposure at 10°C for 2 and 4 hour periods by showing survival 
increases of 50- and 1000-fold, respectively. However, the triple deletion strain (AcspA 
/AcspB /AcspE) showed a markedly decreased capacity to survive freeze/thaw treatment 
with 2 and 4 hour pre-exposures to 10°C only increasing survival by 10- and 100-fold. 
The cspA and cspB genes were previously reported to be cold-inducible while the cspE 
gene was found to be produced constitutively, like its homologue in E. co/i (Wouters et 
al., 1998). The freeze/thaw studies for L. lactis, which is the best studied species with 
regard to Csps and freeze/thaw challenge, provide interesting points of comparison when 
the results from the SL1344 mutant of this study are considered. 
Although the effect of pre-exposure to cold shock was not investigated for SL1344 and 
the csp deletion mutants, the results indicate that the presence of the cspE gene is 
important in SL1344 as demonstrated by the MPG557 strain. The freeze/thaw sensitivity 
of the AcspA /AcspB /AcspE strain of L. lactis compared to a AcspA /AcspB strain 
indicates that CspE is important in this organism too. As cspE is constantly expressed at 
37°C it may be the case that the concentration of CspE present in the cell is larger than 
that of the cold-inducible CspA and CspB before the cells freeze as it has had more time 
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to accumulate in sufficient concentrations for effective freeze/thaw survival as 
transcription and translation becomes impaired during temperature downshift from 37°C 
to -20°C. Therefore, a AcspA /AcspB strain with a functional cspE gene is better 
equipped to survive a freeze/thaw treatment. This theory is supported by the fact that 
pre-exposure of cells at 10°C for 2 and 4 hour periods, progressively enhance the 
survival of wild-type and mutant strains. The survival enhancement of the AcspA /AcspB 
/AcspE strain is most likely due to the accumulation of the other cold-inducible cold 
shock proteins of L. kictis, CspC and CspD. 
The fact that the cspE and cspC monogene strains exhibit better freeze/thaw survival 
compared to those strains that only harbour Csp genes that are cold-inducible (MIPG551, 
MP0552 and MPG556) or theoretically stationary phase or nutrient deprivation 
inducible (MP0554), supports the suggestion that constitutively induced Csps at 37°C 
are naturally more abundant or have more time to accumulate in the cells before 
freeze/thaw challenge. This may be the case considering CspE and CspC have been 
reported to be constitutively produced at 37°C in SL1344 like their homologues in E. 
coil (Sienkiewicz etal., unpublished data 1999). The fact that the cspC monogene strain 
has a lower level freeze/thaw survival than the cspE monogene strain could be 
considered as further evidence that CspE is more highly induced and thus more 
physiologically important than CspC as suggested by the previous cold shock 
experiments (see figures 6.6 and 6.8). CspD may not be expressed at all in MPG554 
during this experiment if it is only induced by stationary growth at 37°C like its 
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respective homologue in E. cob. Therefore it is not surprising that its survival is 
comparable to that of the complete null strain, MPG558. 
It is not clear how CspA paralogues are able to enhance freeze/thaw survival, although 
based on all the evidence it would seem that a high pre-existing concentration of Csps 
which have had time to accumulate before freezing is more important than the presence 
of a specific homologue, for increased cell survival. If this is the case, it could also be 
hypothesised that the protective action of Csps takes place as the cells are approaching 
freezing point allowing more to survive as opposed to the presence of Csps aiding their 
recovery after thawing. 
The proposed causes of bacterial cell death after freeze/thaw action are membrane 
damage and DNA denaturation due to the growth of large ice crystals during freezing 
(Panoffet al., 1998). It has been proposed that CspA homologues can act as antifreeze 
proteins which can lower the freezing temperature and inhibit re-crystallisation and 
growth of ice crystals. Antifreeze proteins are found in multicellular organisms living in 
very cold environments i.e. the serum of marine fishes and the haemolymph of insects in 
subfreezing climates. The structure of this low molecular weight protein appears to 
consist of a single a helix extending throughout the whole molecule which is thought to 
align and interact with the hydrogen bond dipoles on the surface of the ice lattice 
causing retardation of ice crystal growth. It has therefore been suggested that the large 
alpha helical regions found in CspA homologues confer homology with antifreeze 
proteins at the level of secondary structure and function (Goldstein et al., 1990, Kim €1 
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al., 1998). Although an attractive theory, it is more likely that the cryoprotective role of 
the CspA paralogues is based on their ability to prepare the cell for resistance to, or 
reversal of, the effects of ice crystal formation as opposed to preventing freezing. 
CspA paralogues may play an indirect role in cryoprotection via their RNA chaperone 
ability which is thought to enhance translation of mRNAs which can stimulate the 
production of important factors maintaining membrane fluidity, DNA conformation and 
protein integrity which are all vital for survival of freezing. The chaperone activity of 
these proteins may also play a direct role, by binding and protecting mRNAs from 
degradation thus allowing them to be transcribed upon temperature increase and 
subsequent thawing. Furthermore, homologues involved in chromosome condensation 
such as CspC and CspE in E. coil, may be able to directly bind and protect DNA from 
freezing, or restore structure after freezing (Hu et al., 1996a). Moreover, microarray data 
from chapters 3 and 4 also indicate that cspC and cspE are induced at 37°C and thus 
their protein products may indeed accumulate early if their transcripts are translated as S. 
typhimurium cultures are chilled to -20°C. 
The deletion of all of the cspA paralogue genes in SL1344 did not seem to have any 
negative or positive effects on the cells antibiotic sensitivity or swarming and swimming 
abilities (see figures 6.11 and 6.12). These tests were performed due to the findings that 
certain translation inhibiting antibiotics could invoke the cold shock response in E. coil 
(VanBogelen & Neidhardt, 1990, Jiang et al., 1993). Similarly, challenging E. coil with 
the colicin E3 (a bacteriocin) which selectively inactivates the prokaryotic ribosome 
(through enzyme cleavage of a single phosphodiester bond between two bases within the 
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ribosomal A site of 16S rRNA) invoked an increase in transcript levels of CspA, CspF 
and CspG and decreased the level of cspC and cspE transcription (Walker c/ al., 2004). 
It is also of note that, the disruption of the cspA gene in S. aureus was reported to lead to 
a decreased susceptibility to the human antimicrobial peptide CG 117-136 which has 
protease activity and belongs to a group of molecules implicated in the nonoxidative 
killing of phagocytosed bacteria (Katzif ci al., 2003). 
In light of all these reports, the sensitivity ofMPG558 to chloramphenicol (a SOS 
ribosomal sub-unit inhibitor) and tetracycline (a 30S inhibitor) was tested to see if the 
deletion of the cspA paralogues impacted on the susceptibility of SLI 344 to translational 
inactivation (either directly or indirectly). In addition, the antimicrobial peptide 
polymyxin B, which permeabilises outer and inner bacterial membranes forming pores 
and causing cell death, was also used in these tests. As no differences in susceptibility 
were observed in M1PG558 compared to the wild-type, it was inferred that the csp 
mutations did not result in any cellular changes that resulted in the targets of these 
antimicrobial agents being significantly modified and thus altering sensitivity. 
It had been previously reported that the mutation of certain genes result in loss of 
swarming motility. MPG558 was also tested for changes in its swarming and swimming 
ability compared to the wild-type. Swarm cell differentiation in S .iyphirnurium has been 
shown to increase its resistance to a range of antibiotics which target the cell envelope, 
such as polymyxin B, and components needed for translation, DNA replication and 
transcription (Tamayo et al., 2002). A recent global microarray analysis of the 
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transcriptome in swarming cells of S. typhimurium concluded that swarm-specific 
induction of flagellar gene expression was not generally apparent (Wang etal., 2004). 
The swarming ability ofMPG558 compared to SL1344 was tested to see if the deletion 
the cspA paralogue genes might enhance or down-regulate the expression of factors 
required for swarming. Indeed, swarming was concluded to be unaffected by the 
mutantions. Swimming ability was also tested to determine if the deletions had an 
impact on the complex chemotaxis system or flagellum function. This mode of motility 
was also unaffected by the mutations. 
The acid sensitivity of MPG558 was compared to that of the wild-type because the acid 
shock response is thought to be important for the pathogenicity of S. typhimurium as it 
encounters low pH conditions in the host during the course of infection. The acid 
sensitivity of SL1344 and MPG558 cells which were acid-adapted (pH 4.3) and non-
adapted was determined via the percentage cell survival compared to untreated samples. 
As figure 6.13 shows, both strains exhibited very similar survival levels indicating that 
the CspA paralogues are, not necessary for the exponential phase ATR of S. 
typhimurium. 
A recent study has shown that the acid shock survival of S. typhimurium can be 
influenced by low temperatures (Gawande & Bhagwat, 2002). It was reported that after 
acid challenge between pH 3 and 3.5, stationary phase cells survived significantly better 
at 10°C and 4°C compared to higher temperatures (22°C and 37C). This phenomenon 
was also found to be RpoS-independent. In contrast, exponentially growing S. 
typhimurium cells did not show any improved acid survival at any temperature. The 
physiological basis of this low temperature-mediated acid tolerance was postulated to be 
linked to a lowering in proton permeability of the cell membrane via cold-induced 
changes in the fluidity of membrane lipids (Sinensky, 1974, Gawande & Bhagwat, 
2002). As the acid shock experiments in this study were conducted at the mammalian 
host temperature (37'C) with exponential cultures, any possible effects the csp deletions 
could have on cold induced acid survival enhancement of S. typhimurium would not be 
seen. Therefore it would be interesting for acid challenge survival of MPG558 to be 
tested again in future studies with the Gawande & Bhagwat findings in mind. 
The .overexpression or deletion of crcA, cspE and crcB in E. coil, causes a decrease or 
increase in camphor sensitivity, respectively. Camphor crystal vapours are lethal to 
many organisms including bacteria and are thought to cause nucleoid decondensation 
resulting in cell death. Overexpression of cspE in E. co/i results in a 10-fold increase in 
camphor resistance and with the overexpression of cspE and crcB, 100-fold resistance. 
The effects of camphor are thought to be counteracted by the protection and promotion 
of chromosome folding, mediated by the products of these three genes (Hu et al., 1996a, 
Sand et al., 2003). Overproduction of CspE, CrcA and CrcB, along with CspC have 
previously been found to suppress similar defects to that found in camphor treated cells 
in a chromosomal partitioning mutant strain (AmukB) (Yamanaka et al., 1994, Sand et 
al., 2003). 
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The percentage survival of SL1344, MPG557 (cspE monogene) and MPG558 
(complete null) strains was determined after early exponential cultures were treated with 
camphor at 37°C. Figure 6.14 shows that, although camphor had increasing deleterious 
effects on the survival of all the strains as more time elapsed after initial treatment, there 
were no significant differences in sensitivity between strains. On the basis of the E. co/i 
studies it was expected that MPG558, which had no functional cspE gene, may be more 
susceptible to camphor compared to MPG557 and the wild-type which both harbour an 
intact cspE gene. Sand & colleagues (2003) only reported a reduction in camphor 
survival for the double mutant strain AcspE /AcrcB and the triple mutant AcrcA IAcspE 
/AcrcB strain, in E. coil. Therefore it is possible that a single cspE deletion in S. 
typhimurium may not be impaired to a degree which confers camphor sensitivity and 
that alternative and adequate strategies for protecting against camphor exist, which do 
not involve CspA paralogues. 
It has been reported that proteins of the heat shock response are down-regulated by cold 
shock and the presence of antibiotics which can invoke the cold shock response in F. 
coil (VanBogelen & Neidhardt, 1990). It was postulated that if the induction of the 
CspA family genes had a negative effect on heat shock protein induction, their deletion 
may abolish this perceived repression resulting in higher heat shock protein induction 
and better survival of a csp mutant strain at high temperature. Therefore, both 
exponential and stationary phase cultures of SL 1334 and MPG5 58 were tested for 
differences in their sensitivities to heat shock treatment. Figure 6.15 shows that the cspA 
paralogue gene deletions in the MPG558 do not affect the survival of exponential or 
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stationary phase cells when compared to the wild-type after heat treatment. Judging from 
these results it would appear that the state of the translational apparatus during cold 
adaptation and not the cold induced gene productsper Se, are responsible for repression 
of heat shock protein synthesis. Thus deletion of the cspA paralogues do not enhance 
heat shock survival, at least in SL1344. 
The effect of cspA paralogue gene deletion on the capacity for SLI 344 to survive 
oxidative shock was investigated. Stationary phase wild-type cells exhibited 200-fold 
higher survival compared to that ofMIPG558 cells when challenged with 20 mM H 202 
for 1 hour at 37°C (see figure 6.16A). As this experiment suggested the MPG5 58 strain 
was sensitive to peroxide stress, the monogene strains were similarly tested in an effort 
to discover if the absence of any particular cspA paralogue genes were important for this 
phenomenon. This experiment (figure 6.16 B) indicated that the cspC and cspE genes 
seem to complement the peroxide sensitive phenotype ofMPG558, as MPG553 (cspC) 
and MPG557 (cspE) exhibited comparable levels of survival to the wild-type after 
peroxide challenge (20 mM). The other monogene strains showed impaired survival like 
the complete null mutant strain, indicating that CspA, CspB, CspD and CspH were 
unable to complement the reduction in oxidative stress survival under the conditions 
tested. This may, of course, reflect their lack of expression under these conditions. The 
wild-type level of survival exhibited by MPG553 and MPG557 would seem to indicate 
CspC and CspE have an important role during stationary phase oxidative shock. 
In E. coil, iacZ translational fusion studies have shown that cspC and cspE are 
constitutively produced at 37°C during exponential and stationary phase growth (Bae et 
al., 1999, Phadtare & Inouye, 2001). This has also been shown to be the case in SL1344 
via the microarray studies described in chapters 3 and 4. Expression of the E. cob cspD 
gene has been determined to be expressed only after the transition from exponential to 
stationary phase or upon nutrient depletion (Yamanaka & Inouye, 1997). The array 
studies in this thesis also indicated that cspD in SL1344 is induced highly at 37°C in 
stationary phase cells. With these results in mind it may be the case that only the cspC, 
cspD and cspE gene products are present in the cell during stationary phase as cspA, 
cspB and cspH are cold-induced. 
The Dps protein (DNA-binding protein from starved cells) is considered to be very 
important for oxidative stress survival in E. cob and S. typhitnurium and is thought to 
physically protect DNA from oxidative damage by sequestration (Ho Choi ci al., 2000, 
Halsey ci al., 2004). Furthermore, Dps which is regulated by the stationary phase sigma 
factor, RpoS, has been found to promote survival of S. lyphimurium in macrophages 
(Halsey el al., 2004). Hydroperoxidase I, a catalase encoded by ku/U is also RpoS-
regulated and is important for breaking down H 202 in E. coil and S. typhimurium (Storz 
& Imlay, 1999). 
Interestingly, when E. coil cspC or cspE were cloned into IPTO-inducible vectors and 
overexpressed, they both increased the synthesis of Dps by 8-fold. The half-life of dps 
mRNA increased 12-fold in a cspC-overexpressing strain and decreased from 1.5 
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minutes (in the wild-type) to 30 seconds in a zlcspC /AcspE strain (Phadtare & Inouye, 
2001). Furthermore, the half-life of kaiG mRNA was increased by 10-fold in a CspC 
overexpressing strain. As dps and katG are regulated by RpoS, the effect of CspC and 
CspE overexpression on RpoS was investigated. Overexpression of either cold shock 
protein increased the mRNA stability of rpoS by around 6-fold. Western blot analysis 
also revealed that RpoS was up-regulated at the protein level by overexpression of CspC 
and CspE also. The amount and stability of *s mRNA was much lower in a CspC-
overexpressing ArpoS strain compared to its respective wild-type overexpressing strain. 
These experiments indicated that CspC and CspE may positively regulate the expression 
of rpoS resulting in the up-regulation of the RpoS-controlled KatU and Dps genes either 
via stabilization of rpoS mRNA through chaperone activity or indirectly through acting 
on other factors which enhance rpoS expression. (Phadtare & Inouye, 2001). 
The small regulatory RNA, OxyS, represses the expression of rpoS and thus RpoS-
dependant genes, via its binding to the Hfq protein. This protein is required for binding 
and melting of an inhibiting secondary structure which prevents translation of rpoS 
niRNA. However, OxyS RNA which has a secondary structure containing 3 stem loop 
regions, negatively affects Hfq activity and thus rpoS translation activation. Hfq, which 
preferentially binds A-rich sequences, is thought to bind to a linker region between two 
OxyS stem loops containing multiple AA regions. As a result, less Hfq is available for 
rpoS up-regulation. Mutation of the AA sequences of the OxyS linker region decreases 
its repression of rpoS, thus supporting this theory (Altuvia et al., 1997, Zhang etal., 
1998, Zhang et al., 2002). 
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The RNA chaperone activities of CspC and CspE may influence the induction ofRpoS 
through interaction with OxyS RNA regions. If CspC and CspE are capable of binding 
OxyS and preventing Hfq interaction, RpoS-dependant oxidative stress genes could be 
up-regulated in this way. 
Oxidation of DNA is a major cause of peroxide-induced cell death. CspC and CspE 
may also indirectly enhance cell survival to oxidative stress by cooperatively binding 
and protecting DNA through their reported involvement with nucleoid condensation in 
E. coil (Yamanaka et al., 1994). 
These findings may explain why the cspC and cspE monogene strains in this study 
survive oxidative stress better during stationary phase compared to the other mutant 
strains. Since the other strains do not have functional cspC and cspE genes, the 
expression of rpoS may be reduced resulting in the down-regulation of KatG and Dps 
which are important for oxidative stress survival. It should also be noted that RpoS plays 
a positive regulatory role in the expression of x1/-I,4 and kalE which encode a DNA repair 
enzyme and another catalase, respectively, which are both protective enzymes against 
14202 stress (Loewen ci al., 1998). 
CspD in E. coil has been found to be expressed during stationary phase in an RpoS-
independent manner. Its structure is very different from that of the other CspA 
homologues and as a result is considered to have a specialized function not fully 
understood (Yamanaka & Inouye, 1997, Yamanaka el al., 2001). Therefore, although it 
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could be expressed by MPG554 during stationary phase oxidative shock, it may not be 
involved in RpoS regulation, unlike CspC and CspE, and thus not conferring a survival 
level comparable to that of the wild-type. 
Exponential phase cells of SL1344, MPG558 and each monogene strain were 
challenged with 5 mlvi H202 for 1 hour at 37°C. Figure 6.17 shows that all these strains 
including the wild-type, were more sensitive to oxidative shock during exponential 
phase growth compared to stationary phase, in terms of percentage survival. This was 
expected due to the naturally higher stress resistance of stationary phase cells (Kolter et 
al., 1993). However, in contrast to the stationary phase experiment, the wild-type, cspC 
and cspE monogene strains all exhibited comparable survival levels with the cspA and 
cspB monogene strains. These five strains were able to survive better than the complete 
null, cspD and cspH monogene strains which had percentage survivals that were 9.5-, 8-
and 4-fold lower than the wild-type, respectively. This may suggest that the production 
of.CspA or CspB occurs in the MPG551 and MPG552 cells, respectively, during 
exponential phase under the conditions tested. Although the complete null, cspD and 
cspH monogene strains are more impaired with regards to oxidative stress than the other 
strains, it would appear that there seems to be no advantage in having all (SL1344) or 
one particular (MP0553/7) functional CspA paralogue in exponential phase. This 
observation may be due to physiological differences in the exponential phase cells 
challenged in this experiment compared to the stationary phase cells in the previous one. 
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RpoS levels are virtually undetectable during exponential phase growth in Gram-
negative bacteria (Loewen et al., 1998). Therefore, it is conceivable that the involvement 
of CspC and CspE in the positive regulation of oxidative stress proteins becomes 
redundant in exponential phase for S. typhimurium. The transcription factor OxyR 
regulates the expression of kaiG and dps during exponential phase growth (Storz & 
Imlay, 1999) and therefore these proteins can still be made for oxidative protection. It is 
also of note that many conditions which decrease growth rate during exponential phase 
e.g. carbon, phosphate or nitrogen starvation (Loewen el al., 1998), may also elicit RpoS 
accumulation and it would therefore be of interest to explore the possible roles of the 
paralogues during these phenomena. 
WI! 
Chapter 7 
Global transcriptional analysis of 
the cold shock response in 
Salmonella typhimurium multiple 
cspA paralogue mutants 
7.1 Introduction 
With microarray techniques becoming more popular, the use of this mode of analysis in 
helping to gain an insight into regulatory networks involved in bacterial stress responses 
is becoming more common. This has been achieved via the monitoring of the molecular 
impact that specific mutations have on stress induced gene expression, compared to a 
wild-type genetic background. For example, such methods have already been used for 
studying the global genetic impact of particular mutations on the general stress response 
in Bacillus subtilis (Petersohn et al., 2001) and more specific stresses such as peroxide 
stress in Escherichia coli (Zheng et al., 2001). 
Characterisation of the impact of a mutation(s) on gene expression in bacteria and other 
organisms has previously been achieved with (among other methods) the analysis of 
protein induction levels with 2D-PAGE studies by comparing protein profiles of mutant 
strains with that of the corresponding wild-type. Any increase or decrease in induction 
levels of certain proteins in mutant strains compared to the wild-type could be 
considered as a result of up or down-regulation of their genes due to the mutation(s). 
This has been a successful method for uncovering differences at the molecular level 
between wild-type and mutant strains of bacteria. 
As described in section 5. 1, there have been many 2D-PAGE experiments performed 
with the purpose of profiling the protein induction patterns in strains of E. co/i and B. 
subtilis which are defective in one or more of their cspA paralogues, during cold shock. 
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In E. coil the most extensive 2D-PAGE analysis of csp mutants has been carried out by 
Xia & colleagues (2001) on strains with one to four cspA paralogues replaced with 
antibiotic markers. This group reported that although there was no discernable 
phenotypes observed for the single and double csp mutant strains, 2D-PAGE analysis 
did show that the remaining cold-inducible csp genes in these strains showed an increase 
in expression for longer periods at 15°C. Protein profiling using 2D-PAGE analysis of a 
triple deletion E. coil strain (AcspA IAcspB IAcspG) during cold shock also revealed that 
the non-cold-inducible paralogue, CspE, was over-produced (compared to the wild-type) 
as well as the remaining functional cold-induced paralogue, CspI. Further deletion of 
cspE and 213-analysis of the resulting quadruple mutant strain showed an additional 
increase in the induction of CspI levels, with a moderate increase in production of the 
non-cold-inducible CspC protein at optimal and low temperature, compared to the wild-
type (Xia ci al., 2001). Although these studies allowed the induction levels of the 
majority of E. coil CspA paralogues in multiple csp mutants to be monitored 
simultaneously, other non-CspA family proteins were not investigated for changes in 
their expression levels. 
Graumann & colleagues (1996) used 2D-PAGE analysis to investigate the extent to 
which the major cold shock protein, CspB, contributed to the cold shock response of B. 
su,btiiis by looking at protein induction profiles of a cspB mutant strain and comparing 
them to that of the wild-type. No differences were detected at 37°C but changes in the 
protein profile were observed from extracts taken from mutant cultures incubated at 
15°C. 
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Although the two other CspB paralogues in B. subtilis, CspC and CspD were induced to 
an even higher level during cold shock in the cspB mutant, a group of 7 other cold-
induced proteins (CIPs) involved in a wide range of functions such as CheY (motility) 
and PPiB (isomerase) were not expressed at a higher level compared to those observed 
at 37°C. As well as CspC and CspD, 4 other CIPs including llvC (amino acid synthesis) 
and Gap (glycolysis) were more highly induced at 15°C compared to the wild-type. The 
increased induction of CspC and CspD as well as other CIPs continued in the mutant 
strain at a time when the cold shock response in the wild-type was completed. Only one 
protein, which was not cold-induced at all in the wild-type was found to be over-
expressed in the AcspB strain (Graumann etal., 1996). 
7.2 Aims of this chapter 
The use of 2D-PAGE analysis for monitoring cold-induced changes in de novo protein 
synthesis in Salmonella typhimurium has previously been performed in our lab (Holden, 
1999, Sienkiewicz, 1999) with a strain harbouring a Mudlux insertion within the ORF of 
cspB, designated MPG361 (Craig et al., 1998). The most notable difference between the 
protein profiles of the wild-type and this cspB mutant strain was a higher level of CspA 
synthesis in the mutant during the acclimation phase after a temperature downshift from 
37°C to 10°C (Holden, 1999). 
As previously mentioned, the use of fill genome microarrays is proving to be a useful 
method for studying mutation-induced alterations in global bacterial gene expression. 
A recent study carried out by Phadtare & Inouye (2004) with E. co/i is the only example 
to date whereby microarrays have been employed in this way for investigating the 
genetic effects of cspA paralogue mutations in bacteria. A global gene expression profile 
of a quadruple csp mutant strain (AcspA / AcspB I AcspE / AcspG) was compared to that 
of the wild-type. This study revealed many differences in gene expression between the 
mutant and the wild-type strains after temperature downshift from 37°C to 10°C. How 
these results compare with those in this study will be discussed in section 7.4. 
The experiments described in this chapter employed microarray analysis using the same 
S. typhimurium LT2 genome arrays described in section 4.3. Global transcriptional 
profiling was performed for the three multiple cspA paralogue mutant strains, MPG55I 
(cspA monogene), MIPG5 57 (cspE monogene) and MP0558 (null mutant) - see table 2.1. 
These experiments were carried out to ascertain if any differences in global gene 
expression could be observed between the csp mutants and the wild-type strain which 
was examined in chapter 4, after a temperature downshift from 37°C to 10°C during 
exponential phase growth. 
The cspA monogene strain, MP0551, was chosen for microarray analysis because even 
after extended incubation at 10°C, its level of growth in LB medium appeared to be 
unaffected when compared to the wild-type as shown by culture turbidity studies (see 
figure 6.6). Furthermore, the colony forming ability ofMPG55 1 cells after incubation at 
15°C for 72 hours on LB agar plates was the same as wild-type SL1344 cells (see figure 
6.8). These results indicated that even though MPG55I has deletions in  of the 6 cspA 
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paralogues of SL13 44,  with a genotype cspAt'AcspB /AcspC /AcspD /AcspE::Km 
/AcspH, it still seems to cope with cold shock as effectively as wild-type SL1344 cells 
under the conditions examined. It was therefore chosen for global microarray analysis in 
a bid to gain an insight into how this is achieved at the level of gene expression and to 
determine how the deletions impacted on patterns of gene expression. 
MPG557 or the cspE monogene strain has the genotype cspE t'AcspA /AcspB /AcspC 
/AcspD /AcspH. This csp mutant has very similar phenotypes to MPG55 1 and therefore 
the wild-type with regards to its level of growth and its colony forming ability at 
10°C/I 5°C in LB medium/agar, respectively (see figures 6.6 and 6.8). CspE has been 
demonstrated in our lab to be constitutively produced at high and low temperatures 
(Sienkiewicz et al., unpublished data 1999) and therefore, like its homologue in E. co/i, 
is not considered as a cold shock protein in the conventional sense. As described before, 
Xia & colleagues (2001) also demonstrated how this protein seemed to acquire more 
importance for cold shock adaptation in E. co/i with the accumulation of cold-inducible 
csp gene inactivations (AcspA, AcspB and then AcspG). This indicated that CspE played 
an important compensatory role in E. co/i when other major Csps were not present 
during cold shock. Its importance was confirmed with the insertional mutation of cspE 
which led to a cold sensitive quadruple csp mutant strain (LxcspA /AcspB 
/AcspElAcspG). The observation in this study that MPG557 appears to grow to almost 
the same level as MPG551 and SL1334 during extended low temperature incubation 
would seem to indicate that CspE in S. typhimurium may have a similar role to its 
homologue in E. co/i. Microarray analysis on MPG557 under cold shock conditions was 
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therefore carried out to investigate how only a functional cspE gene can effectively cold 
adapt the cell. 
MPG558 with the genotype AcspA /AcspB /AcspC /AcspD /AcspE: Km /LicspH was 
also studied using global microarray analysis because of its extreme cold sensitive 
phenotype. As can be seen in figure 6.6, turbidity studies for this strain indicated that it 
could not grow at 10°C in LB medium and was also unable to form colonies at 15°C 
(see figure 6.8) or 20°C on LB agar (data not shown). It therefore would appear that 
deletion of all 6 of the cspA paralogues in SL1344 induces severe effects on the cell 
during low temperature growth, leading to the assumption that its physiology and thus 
gene expression could be dramatically altered. With this in mind, the global 
transcriptional profile ofMPG558 was examined using microarray analysis. 
7.3 Results 
Global transcriptional analysis of csp mutant strains IVIPG55I, 
MPG557 and MPG558 in response to a temperature downshift from 
37°C to 10°C during exponential phase growth 
The method for the genomic microarray experiments with the MPG551, MPG557 and 
MPG558 strains was similar to that for the wild-type (SL1344) study described in 
section 4.4.1. A single colony of the MPG55 1 mutant strain was used to inoculate 5 ml 
of LB medium which was incubated at 37°C for 16 hours with shaking. The 5 ml of this 
overnight culture was added to 1 L of fresh LB and incubated with shaking, until the 
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culture reached an 0D600 of 0.5 (exponential phase). 100 ml of culture (the T 0 sample) 
was removed immediately for RNA isolation with hot phenol extraction, as described in 
section 2.2.3. The remainder of the culture was then transferred to a 10°C water-bath. 
This protocol was performed with two other independent cultures (in triplicate). 
Additional 100 ml samples, from each of the three MPG551 cultures were also 
processed after 2 hours of incubation at 10°C (the middle of the acclimation phase). 20 
g of the To  and 2 hour time point RNA samples were labelled with Cy-dyes via reverse 
transcription. The T 0  samples were labelled with Cy3 and the 2 hour sample with Cy5. 
The triplicate sets of cDNAs were combined and hybridised to genomic arrays (3 arrays 
in total), scanned and analysed as described in section 2.2.3. There was no dye-swapping 
in these experiments during labelling. The same protocol was carried out for the 
MPG557 and MPG558 strains. Due to the large volume of data procured from these 
experiments, all the raw and normalised data for each gene can be found on the CD 
appendixes B5 and C5, respectively. 
Using the parameters outlined in section 4.3, the number of statistically significant (p= 
0.05) genes which were induced by 2-fold or more after 2 hours of cold shock was 
found for these experiments. Compared to the 364 genes which were induced in wild-
type SL1344 at the 2 hour time point (see section 4.4.1), 335, 246 and 679 genes 
exhibited transcriptional up-regulation in the MP0551, MP0557 and MP0558 strains, 
respectively. The number of genes which exhibited at least a 2-fold decrease in 
transcription upon cold shock i.e. had mean induction ratios which were 0.5, was also 
found for each strain. Data for the MPG55 1, MPG557 and MPG558 strains showed that 
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212, 128 and 546 genes, respectively, were repressed and fell within the desired 
significance confidence levels whereas 120 genes were repressed in SL1344 at the 2 
hour time point. This appeared to indicate only moderate changes in the transcriptome 
for the cspA and cspE monogene strains compared to the wild-type, but a dramatic 
alteration of global gene transcription in the complete csp null mutant strain (MPG558), 
upon cold shock. 
A comparison of the most strongly up- and down-regulated genes for the 2 hour time 
point in SL 1344 with those of the mutant strains indicated that there were many general 
similarities despite the differences in genetic background indicating that the cold 
induction of some genes does not involve the csp products. For example, the ddg and 
mop genes were still among the most highly induced and repressed genes in the cell, 
respectively, in all three strains after cold shock. However, the overall number of genes 
induced above 5-fold for each strain was 17, 17, 23 and 86 for the SL1344, MP0551, 
MP0557 and MPG558 strains, respectively, which again illustrates how prominent the 
impact of the six mutations were on MPG558 gene expression. It is important to note 
that some but not all of these ?5-fold induced genes were the same between different 
strains i.e the exact same 17 genes were not induced by over 5-fold in SL1344 and 
MPG551. 
Table 7.1 shows a number of genes in the mutant strains which have significantly 
different inductions (ratio values which were higher by a margin of >2.0) compared to 
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those for the same genes in SL1344 at 10°C (2 hour time point). The T0 intensities for 
the genes listed in table 7.1 (along with the average T0 intensity for the whole cell for 
each strain) are also given. 
The induction ratio for cspA in MPG55I (cspA monogene strain) was not statistically 
significant. However, the To intensities for cspA appeared to indicate that the deletion of 
the five other paralogue genes in MPG551 did not have an effect on its transcription 
level at 37°C. The table shows that the induction ratio for the csp.E gene in MPG557 
(cspE monogene strain) is only moderately higher than that of the wild-type with a value 
of 3.9 compared to 2.2. It thus does not appear to be substantially up-regulated in the 
absence of the other five csp genes. 
Expression of the nusA gene which encodes an important class I CIP (proteins which are 
highly induced upon cold shock before decreasing to a lower basal level upon cold-
adaptation) was highly repressed in MPG558 with a ratio value of 0.2 (5-fold decrease in 
transcription) compared to a 3.1-fold induction after 2 hours at 10°C in SL 1344 
(Thieringer etal., 1998). Mother CIP gene, pnp was more highly induced in MPG558 
(a ratio of 6.5) than in the wild-type experiment (ratios of 2.8). The statistically 
significant induction ratios for rbfA in the SL1344, MPG55I and Tv1IPG558 strains were 
4.4, 2.6 and 5.9, respectively. The recA gene was also repressed in MPG558 yet 
moderately expressed in the wild-type with induction ratios of 0.3 and 1.9, respectively, 
after cold shock. 
Table 7.1 Induction ratios for differentially up-regulated CIP and other genes in 
SL1 3441 MPG551, MPG557 and MPG558 after 2 hours of cold-shock at 10°C 
during exponential phase growth 
Gene Strain Mean GeneT0 Induction ± standard t - test Functionfproperties 
name To Intensity Ratio deviation P of gene product 
Intensity value (2hrs) value 
for cell 
ospA 8L1344 248.5 99.7 2.7 2.4 0.05 Major cold shock 
MPG551 258.2 72.4 2.0 1.7 0.1 protein 
MPG557 516.5 - . - - 
MPG558 552.2 - - - 
cspE 5L1344 248.5 257.6 2.2 1.6 0.01 Constitutively 
MPG551 258.2 . - . - produced CspA 
MPG557 516.8 899.3 3.9 3.5 0.05 paralogue 
MPG558 552.2 - - - - 
nusA SL1 344 248.5 568.6 3.1 3.4 0.01 Transcription 
MPG551 258.2 451.0 2.1 3.3 0.3 terminator/ 
MPG557 516.8 789.0 0.8 1.2 0.7 anti-terminator 
MPG558 552.2 905.2 0.2 0.2 0.05 
pnp SL1 344 248.5 532.5 2.8 0.9 0.001 Polynucleotide 
MPG551 256.2 516.5 2.1 1.4 0.08 phosphorylase 
MPG557 516.8 634.6 2.6 2.1 0.07 3'-* 5' exonuclease 
MPG556 552.2 865.1 6.5 0.8 0.001 
rbfA SL1 344 248.5 104.3 4.4 2.0 0.001 Ribosome-binding 
MPG551 258.2 269.0 2.6 1.5 0.05 factor, role in 
MPG557 516.8 576.5 2.6 2.2 0.08 processing of 1 O 
MPG558 552.2 656.2 5.9 1.7 0.001 rRNA 
recA SL1 344 248.5 656.3 1.9 0.6 0.001 Protease and 
MPG551 258.2 906.6 1.3 0.4 0.1 nuclease activity. 
MPG557 516.8 1688.2 0.9 1.0 0.8 Recombination/ 
MPG558 552.2 2616.0 0.3 0.3 0.05 SOS response 
umuD SL1344 248.5 97.3 1.7 1.1 0.05 Error-prone repair 
MPG55I 258.2 79.3 3.5 1.3 0.001 component of DNA 
MPG557 516.8 288.0 1.9 0.9 0.06 polymerase V with 
MPG558 552.2 198.7 4.1 0.3 0.001 UmuC 
cpxP SL1344 248.5 131.4 13.3 7.6 0.001 Periplasmic 
MPG551 258.2 114.7 9.6 3.9 0.001 repressor of the 
MPG557 516.8 207.6 20.3 9.6 0.001 CpxA regulon. 
MPG558 552.2 448.4 10.6 4.8 0.001 
riflE 5L1344 246.5 177.7 5.6 3.3 0.001 Putative ATP- 
MPG551 258.2 145.0 5.9 1.2 0.001 dependant RNA 
MPG557 516.6 226.0 8.1 5.3 0.01 helicase 
MPG556 552.2 332.4 9.3 1.9 0.001 
lieU SL1344 248.5 74.4 1.2 0.9 0.4 Glutamate tRNA 2 
MPG551 258.2 51.4 2.1 1.9 0.1 (duplicate of 
MPG557 516.8 254.9 5.0 3.3 0.01 gltU,V, 
MPG558 552.2 113.4 12.3 5.2 0.001 
Table 7.1 continued. 
Gene 	Strain Mean GeneTo Induction ± t- Function/properties 
name To Intensity Ratio standard test of gene product 
Intensity value deviation P 
for cell value 
rrmA 	SL1344 248.5 79.8 1.9 0.7 0.01 235 rRNA m1G745 
MPG55I 258.2 74.2 2.3 0.7 0.01 methyltransferase 
MPG557 516.8 248.2 2.7 1.8 0.05 
MPG558 552.2 189.1 4.4 0.5 0.001 
yjfJ SL1 344 248.5 52.7 1.4 0.5 0.05 Putative pnage 
MPG551 258.2 66.9 2.4 2.0 0.09 shock protein A 
MPG557 516.8 158.5 2.9 2.0 0.05 
MPG558 552.2 72.7 14.7 4.0 0.001 
suh8 SL1 344 248.5 125.6 4.0 2.2 0.001 Inositol 
MPG551 258.2 133.7 6.4 2.9 0.01 monophosphatase 
MPG557 516.8 356.0 8.6 5.0 0.01 
MPG558 552.2 343.8 10.7 5.1 0.001 
rtT SL1344 248.5 94.7 3.1 1.0 0.001 Regulatory RNA 
MPG551 258.2 120.8 5.1 2.9 0.01 
MPG557 516.8 283.0 13.7 9.3 0.01 
MPG558 552.2 482.9 7.8 3.2 0.001 
pipA 	SL1344 248.5 105.9 3.6 2.1 0.001 Pathogenicity 
MPG551 258.2 80.2 7.1 5.4 0.01 island encoded 
MPG557 516.8 119.6 22.6 3.7 0.001 protein: SPI3 
MPG558 552.2 148.4 27.0 15.1 0.001 
pipS SL1344 248.5 441.6 0.9 1.4 0.1 vatnogenicity 
MPG551 258.2 61.2 2.4 2.8 0.1 island encoded 
MPG557 516.8 90.4 6.1 2.6 0.001 protein: SPI3 
MPG558 552.2 94.7 14.6 2.4 0.001 
S1M0257 SL1344 248.5 78.7 1.4 1.0 0.2 Putative drug efflux 
MPG551 258.2 76.7 3.1 1.4 0.01 protein (perhaps 
MPG557 516,8 287.1 2.2 2.2 0.1 chloramphenicol). 
MPG558 552.2 160.3 13.5 3.8 0.001 
yafC SL1344 248.5 118.2 1.3 0.6 0.2 Putative 
MPG551 258.2 127.5 2.1 0.9 0.05 transcriptional 
MPG557 516.8 351.9 2.0 3.1 0.3 regulator, LysH 
MPG558 552.2 289.7 10.2 1.6 0.001 family 
SL1344 248.5 64.8 1.9 1.1 0.05 Putative bacterial 
MPG551 258.2 63.9 2.8 1.4 0.05 regulatory protein, 
MPG557 516.8 193.7 8.5 12.1 0.05 MerR family 
MPG558 552.2 109.4 11.6 3.2 0.001 
we 
Other cold shock genes in these mutant array experiments such as deaD, infA/B/C, 
gyrA, fig or hns either exhibited poor statistical data for their induction ratios or did not 
show dramatically different expression when compared to the wild-type and thus are not 
listed in table 7.1. 
Table 7.1 shows that umuD, which encodes a precursor to part of the DNA polymerase 
V involved in SOS mutagenesis (Reuven et al., 1999) is up-regulated at 10°C to a 
greater extent in MPG55 1 (3.5-fold) and MP0558 (4.1-fold) compared to the wild-type 
(1.7-fold). The cpxP gene which encodes a periplasmic repressor of the CpxA regulon 
(Raivio & Silhavy, 1997), is induced by 13.3-fold in the wild-type after cold shock but 
to a lesser degree in MPG551 (9.6-fold) and MPG558 (10.6-fold). However, MPG557 
exhibits a 20.3-fold increase in transcription of this gene. 
Induction values for the rhIE gene which encodes a putative RNA helicase (Raynal & 
Carpousis, 1999) are higher for the MPG557 and MPG558 strains (8.1- and 9.3-fold, 
respectively) compared to the ratios for the wild-type and MPG551 strains (5.6 and 5.9, 
respectively). Although the induction value for ileU at the 2 hour time point in the wild-
type is not statistically significant, it is clear from table 7.1 that MPG558 exhibits a 
much higher up-regulation of this glutamate tRNA gene (12.3-fold) compared to the 
other mutant strains MP055 1(2.1-fold) and MPG557 (5.0-fold) (McClelland etal., 
2001). Additionally, a gene encoding an important 23S rRNA methyltransferase, rrmA 
(Gustafsson etal., 1998), is also more highly up-regulated at 10°C in MPG558 (4.5-fold 
induction) compared to the MPG551 and MPG557 strains (2.3- and 2.7-fold, 
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respectively) whilst the gene is only moderately induced in the wild-type strain i.e 1.9-
fold (see table 7.1). In addition, the yjfJ gene, which encodes a putative phage shock 
protein (McClelland et al., 2001) is very highly induced after cold shock in MPG558 (by 
14.7-fold) compared to the SL1344 (1.4-fold) and MP0557 (2.9-fold) strains. 
The suhB gene encodes an inositol monophosphatase in E. coli (Matsuhisa etal., 1995) 
and its mutation has also been reported to impart cold sensitivity to the cell (Shiba et al., 
1984). Table 7.1 shows that the S. typhimurium homologue of this gene exhibits higher 
mean induction ratios in the mutant strains after 2 hours at 10°C with values of 6.4, 8.6 
and 10.1 for IvIPG55 1, M1PG557 and MPG558, respectively, compared to the wild-type 
strain, with a value of 4.0. 
Table 7.1 also shows that the nT gene which encodes a regulatory RNA in E. colt (Bosl 
& Kertsten, 1991) also appears to be differentially cold-induced between the mutant and 
the wild-type S. typhimurium strains after cold shock with an induction ratio of 13.7-fold 
for MPG557, compared to 3.1-fold, 5.1-fold and 7.8-fold for the SL1344, MIPG55 1 and 
MPG558 strains, respectively. 
Table 7.1 shows that transcription of the pathogencity island (SPI3) gene designated 
pipA (McClelland ci al., 2001) is very highly up-regulated at 10°C in MPG558 (by 27-
fold) and MPG557 (22.6-fold) compared to the SL1344 and MPG551 strains with 
induction ratios of 3.6 and 7. 1, respectively. Transcription of another gene located 
within the SPI3 region of S. typhimurium, pipB, is induced by 14.6-fold after cold shock 
in MPG558 but only by 6.1-fold in MPG557 (McClelland et al., 2001). No statistically 
significant ratios could be obtained for this gene in the wild-type or TvIPG5 51 strains. 
The two uncharacterised genes, STM0257 and yafC, were much more highly induced in 
the MP0558 strain (13.5- and 10.2-fold, respectively) compared to the MPG551 strain 
(3.1-and 2.1-fold, respectively). STM0257 encodes a putative drug efflux protein and 
yafC a putative transcriptional regulator with homology to the LysR family of protein 
activators (McClelland etal., 2001). Induction values for both of these genes in SL1344 
and MPG557 were not statistically significant (see table 7.1). Table 7.1 also shows that 
STM4320, a gene which encodes another putative transcriptional activator, this time of 
the MerR family (McClelland etal., 2001), is only moderately induced in the wild-type 
strain after 2 hours at 10°C (1.86-fold) compared to the increasingly higher inductions 
exhibited by the mutant strains MPG55 1(2.8-fold), MP0557 (8.5-fold) and MPG558 
(11.5-fold). 
There were many other genes with ratio values which were higher or lower by a margin 
of at least 2.0 in the mutant strains compared to the corresponding value for the wild-
type. Between MP0551 and the wild-type, 10 genes fell into this category, while for 
MPG557, 21 genes, and for MPG558, there were 41 genes, most of which had putative 
functions. The most dramatically different of these genes are included in table 7.1. 
Some of these genes have already been described in chapter 4 (see table 4.2) such as ais 
and rho which interestingly show the lowest induction in MPG558 compared to the 
other 3 strains whereas, ddg, exhibited the highest induction in MPG558. Other genes 
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which specifically exhibited higher induction ratios in MP0558 when compared to the 
other strains included rcsC (regulator of capsule biosynthesis), sapF (peptide transport 
protein), zapR (LysR-family regulator), yihG (putative endonuclease), yj/K (putative 
cytoplasmic protein), acrF (multi-drug transport protein) and the SOS response gene 
poiB (DNA polymerase/exonuclease). 
The genes which were strongly repressed after cold shock in the wild-type strain, such 
as mopA and mopB, as well as ion, dps, s/pA, tsr and a large proportion of theflg operon 
(see table 4.3), were also similarly repressed in the MIPG55I, MPG557 and MPG558 
strains (see appendix CS). The main noticeable differences in the induction values for 
the down-regulated genes were that the mopA and mopB genes in SL1344 (2 hours 
10°C) tended to be 3-to 4-fold and 2-to 3-fold more highly repressed, respectively, than 
they were in all three mutant strains (which were still highly repressed). However this 
difference can be attributed to the lower To intensities and thus expression levels at 37°C 
for these genes in the mutant strains when compared to the global average signals. This 
suggests that expression of the mop genes is influenced by the cspA paralogue mutations 
at this temperature. 
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7.4 Discussion 
The main aim of this set of experiments was to analyse and interpret the differences in 
the transcriptome between the wild-type S. typhimurium strain, SL1344, and three other 
cspA paralogue mutant strains, after a 2 hour period of low temperature incubation at 
10°C, during exponential phase growth. The mutant strains MPG551 and MPG557 only 
possessed one of the six cspA paralogue genes (cspA and cspE, respectively) whereas 
MP0558 had all six paralogue genes disrupted or deleted. Phenotypic studies described 
in chapter 6 found that MPG55I and to a lesser extent, MIPG557, were capable of 
growing comparably to the wild-type at 10°C but MPG558 was not capable of growth at 
this temperature. Genomic microarrays were used to investigate how cspA alone could 
apparently compensate for the loss of the other five paralogue genes. MPG557 was also 
included in the study as it was not entirely expected that cspE, which was not considered 
to be a cold shock gene in the conventional sense, was capable of compensating to 
nearly the same degree as cspA. MPG558 was included in this study as it was unable to 
grow in liquid or solid media under cold conditions and thus it was hoped that array 
studies could give an insight into the impact of the six csp mutations on global 
transcription at low temperatures for this strain. 
Examination of the general transcriptional response to cold shock for the mutant strains 
compared to that of the wild-type indicated that deletion of the cspA paralogue genes 
definitely have a profound effect on the transcriptome of S. typhimurium. Of the 335 
genes which were up-regulated in MPG55 1 (within already specified parameters), 140 
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were newly induced in the mutant strain and not in the wild-type. In MPG557, 144 of 
the 246 cold-induced genes were uniquely induced in this strain whereas in MPG558, 
452 of the 679 up-regulated genes were exclusively induced in this mutant strain and not 
in the wild-type. Despite the fact that some of these genes are inevitably going to be 
induced in the wild-type strain also but happen to have poor statistical significance due 
to microarray artefacts (thus not being included in the analysis) a general picture can still 
be seen. It appears that while below half of the total number of up-regulated genes were 
newly induced in MP0551, the number of newly induced genes in MPG557 were above 
and in MPG558 substantially above half of the total number of highly expressed genes. 
It would therefore seem that although the transcriptome has changed only marginally for 
MPG551 compared to the wild-type with regards to cold-induced genes, there would 
appear to be a slightly bigger change occurring in MPG557 and a major change in 
M1P0558. These results seem to be reflected by the capacity for these strains to adapt 
and survive during cold shock compared to SL13 44. 
The fact that deletion of the cspA paralogue genes appears to have an effect on the 
transcription profile of the cell indicates that the protein products of these genes 
probably influence gene transcription by mostly determining which mRNAs are 
stabilised for translation during cold shock some of which may be important regulatory 
factors involved in the induction/repression of a number of genes. The lack of secondary 
structure removal and subsequent reduction in cold-adapted translation of certain 
regulatory factor transcripts could therefore have the net result of up/down-regulating 
the transcription of genes which are repressed/induced by these proteins due to less Csp 
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activity. This may partially account for the changes in the number of induced (and 
repressed) genes upon cold shock in the mutants, especially M1PG558. However another 
reason for increases in transcript detection in MPG558 may be a result of translational 
blockage itself, leading to abnormal transcript accumulation or the stabilisation of 
certain nIRNAs due to the different physiological conditions in the cell. In addition, 
altered gene expression may occur as a consequence of cell system failures. 
Table 7.1 shows that the remaining functional cspA paralogue gene, cspE, in MP0557, 
exhibits an increase in cold-induction when compared to the ratio for this gene in the 
wild-type strain but it was not as high as expected considering this strain exhibits 
minimal cold sensitivity in terms of altered growth characteristics (see chapter 6), 
despite being the only functional csp. Examination of the T O intensities for cspA in 
MPG55 1 and cspE in MPG557 (see table 7.1) shows that cspA transcription was still 
below the cell average found before cold shock (37C), as found in the wild-type, but 
that cspE was much more highly induced at optimal temperature compared to the wild-
type (nearly twice as high as the average as opposed to being close to the average level). 
Therefore, it may be the case that cspE is over expressed at 37°C in MPG557 and that 
pre-existing high levels of CspE are assisting the of cold-adaptation of the cell to a 
comparable level to that of the wild-type and MPG551 strains. 
It is interesting that transcription of the nusA gene is 5-fold lower upon cold shock in the 
null mutant strain (MYG558) compared to the wild-type (see table 7.1). Since the p-
values for the mean induction ratios of this gene are poor in W0551 and MPG557 it is 
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not possible to say for sure that the down-regulation of this gene is directly related to the 
absence of any functional csp genes in MP0558. As already described the nusA gene is 
located in a 'cold shock locus' in E. co/i and S. typhimurium along with genes encoding 
many other class I CIPs whose transcription is thought to be enhanced during cold shock 
by possible antitenninator activities of CspE, CspA and CspC in E. co/i (Bae etal., 
2000, McClelland etal., 2001). NusA has already been characterised as an important 
transcriptional regulator which modulates transcription by binding to RNA polymerase. 
It is thought to affect termination and antitermination of transcription in E. co!i and to be 
important during the acclimation phase under low temperature conditions (Greenblatt & 
Li, 1981, Jones etal., 1987). Structural comparisons between this and other proteins 
have established that NusA shares a similar nucleic acid-binding domain (Si) to that of 
the CspA paralogues and other RNA-associated proteins such as PNPase (a class I CIP), 
RNaseE and RNase II (Bycroft etal., 1997). The absence of functional Csps in MPG558 
may lead to a reduction in antiterminator-mediated promotion of effective transcription 
of the cold shock operon genes (metY-rpsO) and therefore may be the main cause for the 
lower level of nusA transcription upon cold shock (Bae etal., 2000) i.e. loss of a 
regulatory cascade. Similarly, the yhbC gene which encodes a putative cytoplasmic 
protein and lies directly upstream of nusA in the locus sharing a common promoter, is 
induced by over 8-fold in SL1344 but by less than half of this level in MPG558 (3.82-
fold). Although the repression of this gene is not as pronounced as that exhibited by 
nusA, it supports the notion that Csp-mediated antitermination of transcription at this 
region of the cold shock locus is less in MPG558 compared to the wild-type. 
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However, this may not be the case at other regions of this locus, as the transcription of 
pnp, a class I CIP gene which is in the same cold shock region but further downstream 
and under the control of its own promoter, actually exhibits over twice the level of 
transcription in MPG558 compared to SL 1344 (see table 7.1). The pnp gene encodes a 
3 '-exoribonuclease (PNPase) which in E. coil is thought to be important for aiding the 
transition from acclimation to complete low temperature adaptation in the cell via 
selective degradation of cold shock mRNAs which trap ribosomes thus blocking 
translation of bulk transcripts (Yamanaka & Inouye, 2001). There is evidence to suggest 
thatpnp mRNA is dramatically stabilized during the first 2 hours of cold shock in E. coil 
after which it becomes progressively unstable and that the enhanced transcriptional 
activation of pnp plays a minimal role in the cold shock induction of this gene (Beran & 
Simons, 2001, Zangrossi el al., 2000). This would support the finding that Csp-mediated 
antitermination appears not to be important for the higher level of pnp signal in 
MPG558. Zangrossi & colleagues reported that despite its dramatic increase in mRNA 
stability upon cold shock in E. coil, translation of this pnp mRNA is not as efficient as 
first suggested by Jones & colleagues (1987), with only a 2-fold increase in PNPase 
induction during early acclimation phase while the level of transcript was still relatively 
high. It may be the case that the higher level of pnp transcript signal in MPG558 is a 
result of an even lower level of translation for this mRNA due to chronic ribosome 
jamming by other transcripts which have become untranslatable as a result of no Csp 
chaperone activity for secondary structure removal. This could result in a higher 
accumulation of the pnp transcript in this strain. Alternatively, the rate of pnp (and 
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general) mRNA decay after initial stabilization may me slower in these cells, resulting in 
its higher level of detection compared to the wild-type. 
The rbfA gene, which is another class I CIP member of the cold shock operon in E. colt 
and S. typhimurium (Bae etal., 2000, McClelland et al., 2001) is important for 
adaptation of E. coli to low temperature by associating with ribosomes and converting 
them for translation of bulk mRNA in cold conditions (Jones & Inouye, 1996). In these 
mutant array studies, it was found that although the induction of this gene appeared to be 
higher in MPG558 compared to the wild-type, (a ratio of 5.9 compared to 4.4) the bigger 
expression changes appeared to occur at 37°C between all three csp mutant strains and 
the wild-type. The T o intensities in SL1344 for rbfA implied that transcription of this 
gene was well below the average level for the whole cell and thus was truly cold-
induced upon low temperature incubation (see table 7.1). The T 0 intensities for 
MPG551, MP0557 and MP0558 all show that the level of rbfA expression is average to 
above average at 37'C, indicating that this gene is switched on at this temperature, 
probably as a result of the csp mutations. These findings conflict with reports that 
overproduction of CspC and CspE at 37°C causes increased transcription of the cold 
shock locus genes in E. coil (Bae etal., 2000). As the removal of these proteins from the 
cell via deletion of their genes results in the up-regulation of some (rbfA) but not all of 
the genes of this region, it may be the case that the constitutively produced CspC and 
CspE proteins somehow promote rbfA transcript instability at 37°C. 
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As shown in table 7. 1, the induction level of recA appears to nearly reach a 2-fold 
induction after 2 hours of cold shock at 10°C in exponential phase SL1344 cells. This 
contrasts sharply with the over 3-fold decrease (a ratio of 0.3) in transcription of this 
gene exhibited by the MPG558 cells under the same conditions. However, the To 
intensity value for recA, whose product was initially identified as being moderately cold-
induced in E. coil by Jones & colleagues (1987), appears to be higher than the average 
T0 signal for the whole cell by a much greater margin (4.7-fold higher) in MPG558 
compared to that of the signal exhibited in SL1344 (2.5-fold higher). This higher 
induction at 37°C would account for the much lower cold shock induction ratio of this 
gene compared to the wild-type. It is not clear how the level of transcription or mRNA 
stabilisation of recA becomes enhanced at 37°C in the complete csp null mutant 
compared to the wild-type. Since other genes of the SOS regulon do not exhibit greatly 
altered expression at 37°C, it can be assumed that the higher level of recA transcript 
detection in MPG558 is a result of altered physiology due to the six csp mutations. 
Table 7.1 shows that the MIPG551 and MPG558 strains both exhibit higher levels of 
induction for the SOS-regulated umuD gene (ratios of 3.5 and 4. 1, respectively) 
compared to moderate induction (1.7) observed in the wild-type strain after 2 hours of 
incubation at 10°C. Despite the higher induction of umuD, the umuC gene remains only 
moderately induced in MPG55 1 (a ratio of 1.5) and M1PG558 (1.9) which represents 
little change when compared to SL1344 at the same time point (1.3). As described in 
chapter 4, the umuD and umuC genes, whose protein products form a DNA polymerase 
required for replication over DNA damage lesions (Reuvan ci al., 1999), are more 
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highly induced at 4°C during exponential growth (maximum induction over 7- and 4-
fold, respectively) compared to the moderate induction (below 2-fold) shown at 10°C in 
SL1344 (see CD appendixes C  and C2). Although umuC does not show as high an 
expression increase in the mutant strains as umuD it would seem that the higher 
transcription of these genes (particularly umuD) is a result of the deletion of cspA 
paralogue genes in MPG551 and MPG558 (there is poor statistical data for MPG557). 
As MPG55 1 is not cold sensitive like MPG558 (complete null mutant) it would seem 
unlikely that the increased umuD transcript detection is a result of accumulation of its 
mitNAs due to chronic translation blockage. Equally, an increase in csp mutant umuD/C 
levels seem unlikely to be the result of the SOS mutagenesis system being activated by 
the non-coding 'scars' left behind in place of the csp ORFs after their deletion from the 
chromosome in MPG558 cells, since other genes of the SOS response are not unduly up-
regulated. Since recA is down-regulated (at least in MPG558) it may simply be the case 
that umuD/C mRINA is stabilised in the mutant genetic background. Interestingly, 
overexpression of the umuD/C gene products causes cold sensitive growth in E. coil 
during which DNA synthesis (but not protein synthesis) is rapidly inhibited below 30°C 
(Sutton & Walker, 2001). No such consequence is observed in MPG551, although no 
basis for comparison of levels of up-regulation is available between K coil and this 
study. 
The mean induction ratios in all three of the mutant csp strains and the wild-type for 
cpxP were significantly high after 2 hours of cold shock at 10°C (see table 7.1). This 
gene along with ddg, nipI and others involved in invasion, DNA repair and chromosome 
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replication i.e., mv, din, dna and mioC, were among a group of genes induced in 
exponential phase wild-type cells after cold shock at 10°C (and 4°C) and up-regulated in 
the three csp mutant strains also. However cpxP (and c/zig) exhibited the biggest range of 
induction ratios across the four strains at the 2 hour time point at 10°C. The cpxP gene, 
as previously described in chapter 4, encodes a periplasmic repressor of the Cpx regulon 
which encompasses a number of proteins involved in envelope damage repair (Danese & 
Silhavy, 1998). The activation of this regulon is obviously still important in the mutant 
strains yet, MPG557 and to a lesser extent, the wild-type showed higher inductions of 
cpxP compared to MPG55 1 and MPG558. It is not clear if the much higher induction of 
this gene in MPG557 has any real significance. However, it is interesting that this strain 
exhibits a comparable level of cryotolerance to that of the wild-type whilst MPG551 and 
MPG558 are much more sensitive to freezing (see chapter 6). It may be the case that the 
higher expression of cpxP in MPG557 is the result of a scaled up role for the Cpx 
regulon in these cells helping to more efficiently maintain the integrity of the cell 
envelope and thus enable better survival in sub-zero temperatures. However, a more 
simple explanation for the higher expression, such as more efficient mRNA stabilisation, 
possibly due to a higher accumulation of CspE in MPG557 from initial incubation at 
3 7°C, may apply to these findings. 
The rhiE gene which encodes a putative DEAD-box RNA helicase, also shows 
noticeable differences in the level of its cold-inducibility in MP0557 and MIPG558 
compared to the MPG55 1 and wild-type strains at 10°C (see table 7.1) (Raynal & 
Carpousis, 1999). If the higher induction of rhiE is a direct result of the mutant 
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genotypes of these strains then it may be the case that this helicase is also important for 
low temperature RNA degradosome activity, working in concert with poly (A) 
polymerase and PNPase (whose gene is also up-regulated in MPG558) to unwind 
mRINA which has been or becomes poly(A) tagged for degradation by PNPase. 
Yamanaka & Phadtare (2001) have previously proposed that poly (A) polymerase, 
PNIPase and the cold-induced RNA helicase DeaD work in concert as a low temperature 
RNA degradsome required for the decay of cold shock milNAs at the end of the 
acclimation phase. The RhIE helicase may be induced to a higher level in the MPG557 
and MPG558 strains, to supplement DeaD RNA unwinding activity as part of a similar 
degradosome, due to an increase in the concentration of untranslatable mRNAs as a 
result of reduced (or absence of in MPG558) Csp RNA chaperone activity compared to 
SL1344 and MP0551. The mechanism by which this up-regulation occurs is presently 
unknown. 
Table 7.1 shows that the lieU gene which is a duplicate gene of the glutamate tRNA 
(McClelland etal., 2001) exhibits a much higher induction ratio in MPG558 than that of 
MPG557. Unfortunately the wild-type and MPG55 1 ratio values at the 2 hour time point 
were not statistically significant. Nevertheless, the difference in expression level for 
lieU, which also showed low T3 intensity values in all four strains (see table 7. 1), may 
indicate that this tRNA cannot be processed, is more stable, or its gene is simply more 
prolifically transcribed in MP0558 cells. This may be related to the apparent breakdown 
of translational adaptation and resulting cold sensitive growth in this strain. 
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In E. colt, rrmA was identified as a gene encoding a rRNA-modifying enzyme called 
235 rRNA m 1 G745-methyltransferase A. This enzyme was reported to catalyse the 
methylation of a nucleotide (G745) within the 23S rRNA (a component of the large 
ribosomal subunit, SOS). Additionally, an rrmA E. colt mutant exhibited a decreased rate 
of translation and growth in rich media which was attributed to defective subunit 
association between 505 and 305 (Gustafsson & Persson, 1998). There are a number 
specific nucleotides present in both the 16S and 23S rRNAs which are methylated but 
the function of these modified nucleotides is poorly understood. It has been suggested 
that they modulate rRNA maturation/stability or alter translation rates (Caldas c/ al., 
2000). The higher induction of rrmA in TvIPG558 compared to the wild-type and the two 
other mutant strains as shown in table 7. 1, may be an attempt by the cell to complement 
the suspected malfunctioning ribosome at 10°C by modification of its assembly in this 
mutant. Interestingly, the cold-induced RNA helicase Deal) (or CsdA) has recently been 
reported to be involved in a late step of SOS biogenesis in E. co/i (Charollais el al., 
2004). However, as mentioned above, no statistically significant ratios could be obtained 
for this gene in the mutant strains. 
The putative phage shock geneyfJ(McClelland etal., 2001) exhibits a dramatically 
higher increase in transcription level upon cold shock in MPG558 compared to SL1344 
and fvlPG557 (see table 7.1). The To intensities for this gene in all the strains showed 
that it is truly cold-induced with well below average expression signals at 37°C. This 
gene is homologous topspA (phage shock protein A) which in E. coli is part of an 
operon which is reportedly associated with a variety of membrane stresses (Jones el al., 
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2003). Interestingly, a PspA homologue in B. sub/ills, PspB, was found to be induced by 
cold shock (Graumann et al., 1996). It should be mentioned that expression ofthepspA 
gene itself in this study is actually repressed upon cold shock at 10°C in MPG558 and 
the wild-type, but its T o intensity signal shows that it is expressed to a significant level at 
37°C. Therefore it is possible that the homologous protein encoded by yjfJ may carry out 
a completely different role to PspA in S. typhimurium. PspA has been linked to the inner 
membrane of the cell in E. coil and has been reported to be induced by many stresses 
such as heat and osmotic shock as well as exposure to organic solvents. It is thought to 
combat the effects of insults on the cell membrane caused by stresses such as blockage 
of the Sec pathway (a protein secretory system) or lipid depletion, by assisting in the 
maintenance of the proton motive force (Model el al., 1997). The secY gene encodes an 
integral trans-membrane component of the Sec pathway with secY mutants exhibiting 
defective cell growth, as well as retarded protein secretion below 20°C in E. coil (Chiba 
etal., 2002). Interestingly, the secY gene is only moderately induced (1.5-fold) in 
MPG558 but expressed to a higher level (2.3-fold) in wild-type cells after cold shock. 
This suggests that there may be a requirement for the protein product of this gene at low 
temperatures and that csp mutations interfere with its inductionlmRNA stability in S. 
lyphimurium (see CD appendixes C  and CS). An attractive theory with regards to these 
findings is that the protein encoded by yfff may mimic the role of PspA in S. 
typhimurium at low temperatures with its rapid induction in M1PG558 being the response 
to defective maintenance of the inner membrane, as a result of blocked protein synthesis 
arising from reduced Csp chaperone activity. 
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Mutation of the suhB gene in E. coil does not only cause temperature sensitivity due to 
impaired protein synthesis at reduced temperatures (30°C), but the mutation also 
suppresses a temperature-sensitive mutation itself and restores a protein secretion defect 
in a secY mutant strain (Shiba et al., 1984) Table 7.1 shows that although suhB is cold-
induced in wild-type cells in this study, it clearly becomes more highly induced in the 
csp mutant strains with the highest ratio being exhibited by MPG558. This finding 
would appear to correspond well with the E. coil reports that its product seems to play an 
important role in the cell at lower temperatures. E. coil studies confirmed that SOB has 
inositol monophosphatase activity. This activity is important for the biosynthesis of 
inositol phosphates and phospholipids which are involved in signal transduction in 
mammalian and plant cells (Matsuhisa et al., 1995). However it is not obvious how its 
activity affects Gram negative bacteria or how suhB deletion can lead to a defect in 
protein synthesis below 30°C. Nevertheless, it may be the case in MPG558 (and to a 
lesser degree in Tv1PG557 and MP6551) that translational blockage due to increased 
levels of highly structured ntRNAs as a result of less Csp activity leads to a feedback 
activation of suhB transcription in an attempt to rectify the problem. However, as 
always, the notion that suhB mRNA could be either stabilised or accumulate in higher 
amounts as a result of less efficient or blocked translation itself, cannot be discounted. 
The rtT gene was first identified as a novel regulatory RNA which was thought to be 
released from the primary transcript of the tRNA gene, tyrT, in E. coil (Bosl & Kersten, 
1991). The same study found that the extended lag phase, exhibited by a tyrT mutant 
strain growing in minimal medium caused by amino acid limitation, could be drastically 
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shortened when the coding sequence for rtTRINA was supplied in trans. It was thus 
proposed that this regulatory RNA modulates the stringent response in E. co/i through an 
unknown mechanism (BOsl & Kertsten, 1991). In the present study it can be seen that 
the homologous gene for this RNA in S. typhimurium is the most highly induced at 10°C 
in the MPG557 strain compared to the two other mutant strains and the wild-type, in 
which it is also cold-induced but to a lesser extent (see table 7.1). T 0 intensity signals 
shown in the table revealed that the expression of the rITRNA was well below the cell 
average at 37°C in all strains except in the complete null strain (MPG558) where the 
expression level was closer to the average. This could account for the lower induction 
value for HT in MPG558 compared to MPG557 upon cold shock. It also suggests that 
the removal of all Csp activity moderately derepresses rtT transcription at 37°C. As 
described in chapter 1, it has been postulated that the translational machinery of the cell 
can act as .a temperature sensor via the stringent response with (p)ppGpp being a 
possible signal for the induction of heat shock or cold shock proteins (VanBogelen & 
Neidhardt, 1990, Jones et al., 1992a). In this instance it may be the case that the 
suspected translation modulating activities of rET is required in greater amounts in the 
MPG557 and MPG558 as a result of the less efficient (CspE only) or severely retarded 
(no Csp activity) cold adapted translation in these strains compared to MPG551 and the 
wild-type. 
Another interesting finding in this set of experiments was that the pathogenicity island 
genes pepA and pipB exhibited great differences in transcriptional up-shift between the 
mutant strains after cold shock. Mutational studies with Salmonella dub/in have 
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previously suggested that these SPI5-encoded genes (SPI3 in S. typhithurium) are 
involved in the promotion of enteric but not systemic salmonellosis (Wood et al., 1998). 
The exact function of the protein products of these genes is unknown, but sequence 
studies have suggested that PipB may have a role in glycolipid synthesis. Table 7.1 
shows a much higher induction ratio of pipA in MPG557 and MPG558 (both over 20-
fold) compared to MP0551 (around 7-fold) which itself was a level of induction almost 
double of that in the wild-type strain for this gene (3.6-fold). The T 0 intensities forpipA 
in all four strains suggested that expression was below the global average meaning that 
host temperature (37°C) is not likely to be a cue for its transcription. Therefore, its 
significant induction in the wild-type S. typhimurium strain (at 10°C and 4°C) and even 
higher expression in the mutants must be a related to some common physiological aspect 
of the cold shock response. However, the proportionally lower T o intensities (when 
compared to the cell average) for both pip genes in MPG557 and MPG558 are a likely 
contributing factor to their high induction ratios in these strains (see table 7.1). 
Studies already carried out in chapter 6 of this thesis suggest that the translational 
machinery in the wild-type, MPG551, MPG557 and M1PG558 strains must progressively 
get more jammed with highly structured mRNAs and thus become increasingly more 
inefficient. The high pHloxidative/osmolarity/low oxygen stress conditions found within 
the gut lumen prior to invasion or inside the macrophage/ host epithelial cells (Groisman 
& Ochman, 1997, Bajaj ci al., 1996) could lead to a similar inhibitory effect on 
translation and therefore this may be the natural environmental cue that is being 
mimicked by these cold shock experiments to inducep,pA by such a high degree. The 
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pipB gene also shows higher induction in the MPG557 and MPG558 strains (no 
statistically significant data for the other two strains) but not to the same level asp1jA. 
The same principles may apply for this pathogenicity gene. Another theory is that a 
lower temperature (10°C) is physiologically representative of a stimulus for directed 
entry into a previously uncharacterised host, such as a unicellular eukaryotic organism 
e.g. Tetrahymena 
Table 7.1 also shows that the increase in transcription of the uncharacterised ORF, 
STM0257, which encodes a putative chloramphenicol drug efflux protein (McClelland 
etal., 2001) is over 4 and 6 times greater in MP0558 upon cold shock than in MPG55 1 
and MPG557 cells, respectively. No statistically significant data for this gene in SL1344 
was found. It is interesting that this gene should be so much more highly induced in 
response to cold shock in M1PG558. T0 intensities show that minimal transcription of this 
gene takes place in all the strains, including the wild-type, at 37°C. Thus it is tempting to 
speculate that the cold-induced block of translation in MPG558 somehow mimics 
chloramphenicol-mediated SOS inhibition which in turn activates transcription of this 
putative chloramphenicol efflux gene. As MPG55 1 and MPG557 have already been 
shown to be capable of coping with translational block at 10°C, induction of STM0257 
would be expected to be lower (as observed) in these strains. It is also interesting that 
non-lethal concentrations of chloramphenicol have been reported to invoke the cold 
shock response in E. coil (VanBogelen & Neidhardt, 1990). 
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Two uncharacterised genes encoding putative regulatory proteins were also shown to 
exhibit significantly different induction levels between the mutant strains after 
temperature downshift. These were yafC and STM4320 which encoded putative 
members of the LysR and MerR families of transcriptional regulators, respectively 
(McClelland et al., 2001). Table 7.1 shows that the STM4320 locus exhibits 
progressively higher induction ratios in the SL1344, MPG551, MPG557 and MPG558 
strains, respectively, while the transcription increase of yafC in TvIPG558 is nearly 5-fold 
higher than that observed in MPG551. No statistically significant values could be 
observed for this gene in the SL1344 and MPG557 strains. The LysR DNA-binding 
regulators belong to a large family of prokaryotic transcription factors which reportedly 
up-regulate the transcription of operons and regulons involved in a plethora of cellular 
activities such as nitrogen fixation, bacterial virulence and oxidative stress survival 
(Ziam & Kierzek, 2003). Like the LysR family members, the MerR transcriptional 
activators have a similar general structure with an N-terminal helix-turn-helix DNA-
binding region and also respond to a number of stimuli including oxidative stress, heavy 
metals and interestingly in light of the data for STM0257, antibiotics (Brown et at, 
2003). As already described for some of the other genes, it is possible that the increased 
induction of these putative regulators in MPG558 (and to a lesser extent MPG557) is a 
direct or indirect consequence of the loss of the csp genes in S. typhimurium which 
demonstrates the importance of Csps during cold shock. The stress caused by the lower 
level of cold-adapted translation may be a universal stress cue for the transcriptional 
activation of these regulatory proteins which if translated may influence the transcription 
levels of many other genes. This would be expected to occur to a lesser extent in 
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MPG551 which still has a functional cold-induced cspA gene and less still in the wild-
type. 
It is interesting that the cold shock induction level for the transcription termination 
factor gene, rho, which has been postulated to work in concert with NusA-mediated 
transcriptional pausing in some circumstances (Worbs etal., 2001) is also, like nusA, 
lower in MPG558 (2.0-fold) compared to SL1344 (5.8-fold). This lower mean induction 
value for rho may be due to the much higher level of expression observed at 37°C in 
MPG558 with a T0 intensity almost 4 times higher than the global average compared to 
around a 2-fold higher increment for the other three strains (see table 7.1). This suggests 
that the removal of all the csp genes directly or indirectly enhances rho transcription/ 
mRNA stabilisation at 37°C in S. typhimurium. 
As mentioned before, the genes exhibiting the biggest decreases in transcription after 
cold shock in these experiments were the same in the mutant strains as they were in the 
wild-type experiments discussed in chapter 4. One notable difference was the higher 
induction of the mopA and mopB genes prior to cold-shock in the wild-type strains 
compared to the three csp mutants. These genes encode important protein chaperones 
essential for growth above 30°C (Fayet ci all, 1989) and it would appear from these 
findings that the cspA paralogue genes have a role to play in the expression of these 
genes, directly or indirectly, at optimal growth temperature. Interestingly, the E. coil 
microarray cold shock study conducted by Phadtare & Inouye (2004) observed that 
although the transcription of the mopA and mopB genes were induced by cold shock in 
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the wild-type strain, they were highly repressed in the quadruple csp deletion mutant 
(LicspA/ AcspB/ AcspE/ AcspG) with mean induction ratios of 0.13 (mopA) and 0.18 
(mopB). These results are different for the mopA/B gene induction patterns observed in 
this study which shows that both genes are repressed in the wild-type and csp mutant S. 
typhimurium strains upon cold shock. As discussed in chapter 4, these curious 
discrepancies between two closely related enteric bacteria may be due to experimental 
differences between the two microarray studies which could be related to the array itself, 
or the difference in cold shock temperature (15°C compared to 10°C). 
It should also be noted that the cold shock microarray study for E. co/i was conducted 
with cells that were likely to be at a later stage of growth (0D 600 = 0.8) compared to the 
cultures that were cold shocked in this study (0D 600 = 0.5). Furthermore, labeled RNA 
samples from the cold shocked E. colt csp mutant were hybridized to slides with T O 
RNA samples from the wild-type and not the same mutant in the IPhadtare & Inouye 
array study. This was to allow easier identification of genes that were differentially 
expressed as a result of the csp mutations. In this study, the cold shock mutant RNA 
samples were hybridized with T o samples from the same mutant strain which enabled 
differences in gene induction at 37'C, as a result of the csp deletions, to be observed 
also. It is not clear if this could be a factor in the mutant expression differences observed 
for the mop genes between E. colt and S. typhimurium. 
A similar finding to those observed for the mop genes can be seen for the dps gene 
which encodes an important DNA-binding stress response protein. Phadtare & Inouye 
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(2004) report that transcription of this gene is induced in the wild-type E. coil strain (2-
fold) but is moderately repressed in the cold sensitive quadruple csp mutant strain (0.7-
fold). Expression of this gene in S. typhimurium is repressed in both the wild-type and 
mutant strains with statistically significant ratios being 0. 19. Additionally, ddg 
transcription is actually repressed in the wild-type E. coil strain (0.1) but induced (5.4) in 
the mutant strain (Phadtare & Inouye, 2004). As already mentioned, this gene is 
significantly induced in the S. typhimurium wild-type and csp mutant strains in this 
study (ratios ranging from 12.6- to 35.0-fold at the 2 hour time point). As with the mop 
inductions, it is difficult to ascertain the exact reason behind these inter-species 
discrepancies with regards to the cold shock expression of these genes. 
In chapter 6 of this thesis, many multiple cspA paralogue mutant strains were tested for 
their ability to grow in liquid LB medium at 10°C and form colonies at 15°C as well as 
their survival abilities to freeze/thaw challenge, antibiotics, high pH, camphor treatment, 
heat shock and oxidative shock. One of the most striking findings was that the MPG558 
strain could not grow in liquid LB culture at 10°C or form colonies on solid LB agar at 
15°C even with prolonged incubation. This was attributed to the lack of any functional 
cspA paralogue in this strain which was thought to be incapable of adapting to the cold 
as a result of highly structured mRNAs blocking protein synthesis due to the loss of vital 
RNA chaperone activity usually provided by the Csps at these temperatures. The 
MPG55 1 and MPG57 strains, which both possessed only the genes for the highly cold-
induced CspA and the constitutively produced CspE chaperone, respectively, both grew 
in the liquid and solid LB tests to a level comparable with the wild-type. This cold shock 
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growth indicated that these proteins were produced in sufficient amounts to fhnctionally 
adapt S. typhimurium to low temperatures on their own (without the five other paralogue 
genes) and thus must have allowed protein synthesis to become re-established for the 
return of bulk mRNA translation and subsequent cell growth at 10°C! 15°C. 
With regards to the microarray experiments described in this chapter, no significant 
differences in the induction of genes involved in cell division/replication such as the 
cedA, sn/A, mioC,fts, min and muk genes, were found between the cold-sensitive 
MIPG558 strain and the wild-type, MPG551 and MPG557 strains (see CD appendixes 
C  and CS). On the basis if this observation, it would seem likely that the cold-sensitive 
growth ofMPG55S is not due to differential expression of important cell division genes 
at 10°C but rather that the problem is associated with defects in cellular activities 
downstream of transcription which globally manifest themselves in arrested cell 
division. As already described, there were many differences in the number/expression 
level of genes which were induced/repressed by more than 2-fold in MPG558 when 
compared to the other 2 mutant strains and the wild-type. It would seem that the 
dramatically altered transcriptome of MP0558 could be due to translational block 
resulting in a 'back-log' of mRNAs accumulating in the cell and thus leading to higher 
detection levels of many genes on a global scale. The resultant drought in new protein 
synthesis could also lead to a further transcriptional induction/repression of other genes 
in response to this. It is possible some mRNAs may become more stable/unstable under 
these conditions compared to the other mutant strains at 10°C. This would also result in 
differential transcript detection for MPG558. 
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The other finding in chapter 6 relating to the mutant array experiments was that 
exponential phase MPG551 and MP0557 cells exhibited comparable levels of survival 
to that of the wild-type strain after peroxide challenge whereas MPG558 appeared to be 
more susceptible to oxidative stress and thus had a lower % survival. With these results 
in mind, induction ratios and T o intensities for the currently known key regulators and 
regulon members of the oxidative stress response were compared between the three 
mutant strains and the wild-type at the 2 hour time point. These genes included oryRS, 
rpoS, soxRS, dps, katEG, ahpCF sodABC and to/C among others (Storz & Imlay, 1999). 
While many induction values were not statistically significant, there did not appear to be 
any significantly large differences in the level of expression of these genes between 
these strains at 10°C or 37°C. It would therefore appear that microarray experiments 
may be needed under oxidative stress to ascertain the exact nature of the lower survival 
upon peroxide challenge for the complete null mutant strain in comparison to MPG55I 
and MPG557. 
As opposed to having a decreased expression of antioxidant genes due to csp deletions, 
it could be possible that the increased susceptibility ofMPG558 to peroxide may be a 
result of a defective cell envelope which allows increased/or faster cell entry of H 202 
and thus an accelerated rate of cell death for this strain. This same theory could also 
apply to the other strains (tvJIPG554 and MPG556) which were also found to be peroxide 




8.1 The cold shock response 
Differential translation efficiency has been implicated as the principal determining 
factor for growth at low temperatures in bacteria. Shifting E. co/i cells to 5°C from 37°C 
results in an accumulation of 70S monosomes and a transient inhibition of protein 
synthesis and cell growth (Broeze etal., 1978). The cold shock response was first 
characterised in E. coil by a number of cold-induced proteins (CIP5) being induced upon 
temperature downshift, despite translation blockage during the growth lag period. 
Induction of these proteins subsided as bulk protein synthesis and cell division returned. 
Further studies showed that the most highly induced CIP, called cold shock protein A 
(CspA), was part of a family of paralogous proteins some of which were cold-induced 
and others which were not (Jones et al., 1987, Yamanaka etal., 1998). 
Salmonella typhimurium is a clinically important bacterial pathogen and a major cause 
of food-borne infection in humans, usually due to the consumption of raw, under-cooked 
or contaminated meats (Pang etal., 1995). The capacity for Salmonella to survive and 
grow at low temperatures is important for its potential to cause food-borne infection thus 
making refrigeration (usually below 8°C) during the storage and transit of foodstuffs a 
key aspect regarding the potential for salmonellosis. This places an importance in 
understanding the molecular characteristics of the cold shock response of S. 
typhimurium as it is likely to play an essential role in survival of this pathogen at low 
temperatures, thus having implications for the incidence of food borne disease. The 
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regulation of the cold shock response in S. typhimurium, which has its own CspA family, 
is therefore the subject of this thesis. 
8.2 Expression of the cspA paralogues in Salmonella typhimurium 
The simultaneous changes in the relative amount of transcript and thus transcription 
level for each of the cspA paralogue genes of S. typhimurium SL1344 cells was 
monoitored at various time points in response to a downshift in temperature from 37°C 
to either 10°C or 4°C during exponential or stationary phase growth, using custom made 
small DNA microarrays (mini-arrays). The cspA and cspB genes exhibited the most 
pronounced increases in transcription out of the 6 paralogue genes after temperature 
downshift, with the highest peak increases occurring at 10°C in exponential phase cells 
within the first 2 hours of cold shock. The peak increases in transcription for these two 
genes appeared to be lower and occur later, around 24 hours after cold shock, when 
exponential phase SL1344 cells were shifted to a temperature below the minimum 
required for cell division (4°C). Their induction levels were lower still when cells were 
cold shocked in the stationary phase to 10°C yet, their observed expression was still 
much higher than the other csp genes. 
These transcription profiles complemented findings from previous work carried out in 
our lab (Holden ci al., 1999, Craig ci al., 1998) and from other groups (Horton ci al., 
2000, Kim etal., 2001) which suggested that CspA and CspB in Si lyphimurium are 
highly induced upon cold shock and play important roles in the adaptation of the cell to 
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low temperatures. This is thought to be due to RNA-binding abilities which have been 
reported for their respective E. coil homologues thus leading to their suspected function 
as RNA chaperones. The current hypothesis on how they enable adaptation of the cell to 
the lower temperature is that csp gene transcripts are stabilised and selectively translated 
at low temperatures. This leads to a significant increase in the amount of Csps upon cold 
shock, as cell division ceases due to the rapid decline of bulk protein synthesis, because 
of mis-formed transcripts jamming in the ribosome. CspA and CspB along with other 
paralogues are thought to bind to and reverse/prevent the formation of the stabilised 
secondary structures of untranslatable mRNAs (Jiang et at, 1997, Bae etal., 2000, 
Phadtare & Inouye, 1999). They are also thought to regulate the expression of other 
important cold shock adaptation proteins involved in ribosome maturation, RNA 
recycling and transcription pausing/termination including their own expression (Bae et 
al., 2000). Once the translational machinery has become cold-adapted, protein synthesis 
resumes as bulk mRNAs again become translated but at the lower temperature. This is 
followed by the resumption of cell division providing the temperature is above the 
minimum required for proliferation. This is concomitant with the repression of Csp 
induction to a new basal level as they are no longer needed (Jones et al., 1987, Jiang et 
al., 1997, Bae et al., 2000, Phadtare & Inouye, 1999). 
The end of the cold-induced growth lag, called the acclimation phase, could be 
observed in the mini-array expression profiles for cspA and cspB as their induction 
levels decreased after peak expression (see chapter 3). The induction pattern of the cspH 
gene was similar to that of cspA and cspB only at a much lower level, thus supporting 
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the finding by Kim & colleagues (2001) that this is also a cold-inducible cspA paralogue 
in S. typhimurium. However, the same study also found that the CspH protein was more 
likely to bind DNA rather than RNA, and thus probably had a different function to that 
of CspA, which was not crucial for cold shock adaptation. The cspH gene has also been 
shown to be induced upon nutrient up-shift in S. typhimurium at 37°C (Kim et al., 2001, 
2004). The lower cold shock expression level for cspH observed in this study would 
appear to confirm that it is not likely to play a major role in the cold shock response 
when compared to major cold-induced Csps like CspA and CspB. 
The mini-array experiments indicated that the cspC and cspE genes whose protein 
products have been shown to be constitutively expressed at 37°C, as well as at low 
temperatures in E. co/i (Yamanaka etal., 1994, Phadtare & Inouye, 200 1) and S. 
typhimurium (Sienkiewicz etal., unpublished data 1999) exhibit increases in 
transcription during the initial hours of cold shock in exponential phase cells (10°C and 
4°C) with cspE showing the higher induction ratio of the two genes. This appeared to 
confirm that at the transcriptional level cspC and cspE were induced in S. typhimurium 
by cold shock during exponential phase but not to any great level in stationary phase 
cells. However, their induction levels were many orders of magnitude lower than that of 
the cspA and cspB genes. This suggested that the additional protein products of these 
genes may well play a putative supplementary role to the CspA and CspB chaperones 
during cold shock adaptation. This view was supported indirectly by mutational work 
performed with E. co/i reporting higher CspC and CspE induction at 15°C when the 
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major cold-induced csp genes such as cspA among others, were deleted (Xia et al., 
2001). 
Mini-array analysis of cspD induction upon cold shock in SL1344 indicated that this 
gene was induced, at best by 2-fold but mostly repressed at both 10°C and 4°C and in 
exponential and stationary phase cells. In E. coil, the homologue of this gene is also 
reported to be not cold-inducible and is actually induced upon the transition from 
exponential to stationary phase at 37°C or upon carbon starvation (Yamanaka & Inouye, 
1997). CspD has been reported to be bind ssDNA and to be exclusively associated with 
the nucleoid in E. coil when induced, possibly functioning as a repressor of chromosome 
replication (Giangrossi et at., 2001, Yamanaka etal., 2001). On the basis of the lower 
cold shock inducibility of cspD in the mini-array experiments, it is possible that this 
gene has the same putative function in S. typhimurium since cspD transcript was 
detected at 37°C in the stationary phase experiments. 
These minarray results indicated that selected csp genes are induced in S. typhimurium 
to adapt the cell to chilled conditions (10°C) as expected but also, when cells are 3°C 
below the minimum temperature for cell division i.e. at 4°C, which would be likely to be 
the temperature at which clinically important foodstuffs, like poultry products, are stored 
in a domestic or commercial situation. The length of the acclimation phase on the basis 
of the 4°C experiment suggests that the cells could become adapted to the lower 
temperature after 24 hours and thus be ready for immediate cell division once the 
temperature is raised above 7°C. Induction of the major csp genes in stationary phase 
also means that cells which are under starvation conditions, a common physiological 
situation for most bacteria in the environment, also have a normal, albeit weaker cold 
shock response at 10°C showing that these pathogens may also be able to adapt to 
refrigeration even in low nutrient situations. 
8.3 Global transcriptional analysis of the cold shock response in S. 
typhimurium 
Microarrays which had printed ORFs that constituted 97.5% of the S. typhimurium 
genome were utilised to get transcription data for the majority of genes in the whole cell 
after cold shock at 10°C and 4°C and during exponential and stationary phase growth. 
Induction patterns for the cspA paralogues were generally much lower using these arrays 
compared to the mini-arrays as a result of cross-hybridisation caused by the sequence 
similarities between the csp ORFs. As the DNA probes for the mini-arrays were oligos 
representing the most variable regions between the csp 5'/3'-UTRs, cross-hybridisation 
was avoided thus making the induction values for the cspA paralogues in these 
experiments a more accurate representation of their transcription patterns in SL1344. 
Despite this, the genomic arrays enabled an extensive characterisation of the cold shock 
response in S. typhimurium with regards to other cold-induced protein genes (CIPs) i.e. 
genes which were not cspA paralogues. Homologues of many previously characterised 
genes whose products were highly induced during the cold shock response in E. colt, 
exhibited significant increases in transcription at 10°C and 4°C in this study. Induction 
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of genes, such as nusA, rbfA, deaD and pnp, confirmed that they were up-regulated by 
the cold in SL1344 also and, that the genomic arrays were detecting the cold shock 
response at the transcriptional level in S. typhimurium (Thieringer etal., 1998). 
It could be seen from the cold shock induction patterns for the CIP and cspA paralogue 
genes that the acclimation period in exponential phase SL1344 cells appeared to be 
around 4 hours at 10°C and 24 hours at 4°C. This also confirmed findings from previous 
protein profile studies in S. typhimurium (Holden, 1999) and E. coli (Jones etal., 1987), 
as well as generally complementing the expression data from the mini-arrays. Compared 
to the 10°C experiment, the 4°C genomic array study showed that the maximal induction 
of already characterised and newly discovered cold-induced genes was delayed but that 
S. typhimurium probably still adapts its translation to the lower temperature without the 
concomitant return of cell division. As mentioned above, this indicates that the adaptive 
cold shock response of Salmonella is still very active in commonly used refrigerated 
conditions i.e. a temperature below 8°C. This adaptation is probably crucial for ensuring 
that this pathogen is physiologically prepared for an efficient recovery of growth once 
conditions become favourable again. 
The 4°C genomic array data for stationary phase SL1344 cells implied that the cold 
shock response was dramatically different with the general level of transcription increase 
for cold induced genes being much lower compared to the exponential phase 
experiments. This is likely to be a result of the additional stress of starvation being 
experienced by the cell but also of normal 'protective' alterations which occur in 
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stationary phase. Statistically significant data for genes with putative major roles in the 
cold shock response was lacking in this experiment but it could be seen that cspB 
transcription was reduced by many orders of magnitude during this experiment 
compared to the similar study in exponential phase cells. The globally lower 
transcription levels which exhibit a pattern that fails to show an obvious end to 
acclimation suggests that stationary phase SL1344 cells do not become cold adapted at 
4°C or do not undergo such an extensive adaptation process. Whether this represents a 
weakness in the bacterial armoury, remains to be seen. However, the mini-array results 
suggest that cold adaptation probably still takes place at 10°C in stationary phase cells, 
with transcription of cspA and cspB being significantly induced before subsiding after 4 
hours. 
With regards to the other genes which were found to be cold-induced in these genomic 
array experiments, it became clear that many genes whose products were involved in 
various facets of the cells' physiology were induced by a temperature downshift. Certain 
genes encoded products which were involved in the cellular response to formation of 
mis-folded proteins of the outer/inner membrane and the periplasm. These included 
cpxP a repressor of the Cpx regulon which is required for outer membrane protein 
folding and rpoE, the sigma factor for extracytoplasmic stress usually induced by 
improper folding of proteins of the inner membrane (Danese & Silhavy, 1998, Alba & 
Gross, 2004). The induction of these genes suggested that the overlapping Cpx and 
RpoE cell envelope stress combative pathways were activated by cold shock in an effort 
to prevent/reverse the mis-folding of envelope proteins damaged by low temperature 
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incubation. This aspect of the cold shock response may be very important for 
maintaining the membrane integrity of the cell and enhancing survival under refrigerated 
conditions. 
Transcription of a number of genes such as suiA, umuDC, poiB, dinF/G and yebG also 
appeared to be induced by low temperature in SL1344. These DNA damage inducible 
genes are members of the SOS regulon which is positively regulated by RecA. RecA 
was one of the first proteins to be characterised as moderately cold-induced in E. coil 
(Jones etal., 1987) and the recA gene is also observed to be cold-induced in this study. 
RecA is usually activated after a DNA damage event with the signal for induction being 
the generation of ssDNA as a result of nuclease activity or stalled replication forks 
(Bianco & Kowalczykowki, 2001). Cold-induced changes in nucleoid topology, which 
may result in ssDNA generation, has been reported in E. coil (Jones etal., 1992b, 
Mizushima etal., 1997). These changes may be responsible for partially activating the 
SOS response in S. typhimurium via RecA allowing the cell to maintain function at low 
temperatures through DNA repair activities caused by cold shock DNA damage. 
Another feature of the cold shock response in S. typhimurium was the increased 
transcription of a number of genes related to pathogenicity. These included genes 
involved in invasion of host epithelial cells and antigen surface presentation, such as the 
mv, prg, spa, siD and sirC, as well as other pathogencity island encoded genes with 
unknown functions such aspipA and piB. The transcription of the majority of these 
genes is reportedly induced indirectly by a number of environmental signals including 
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changes in oxygen concentration, pH, osmolarity and growth state (Bajaj el al., 1996, 
Lee & Falkow, 1990). 
These findings indicate that chilled conditions may cause S. typhimurium cells to induce 
their pathogenicity genes. It is possible that the translational blockage induced by cold 
shock could mimic a signal or signals that are similar to those of the environment during 
host infection. If these genes are efficiently translated in cold-adapted cells, they would 
have the potential to cause disease immediately, once inside a host. This phenomenon 
would seem to indicate that refrigeration of Salmonella cells may well result in virulence 
factors being activated. Interestingly, the Cpx system and RpoE have been reported to be 
involved in host cell invasion and virulence also (De Wulf c/ al., 2002, Miticka el al., 
2003). 
Although the genomic array experiments also uncovered cold induction of many other 
interesting groups of genes involved in a plethora of cellular activities such as copper 
transport/resistance, transcription termination/activation, vitamin B12  transport/ synthesis 
and LPS maintenance, there were also groups of genes whose transcription was 
consistently repressed upon cold shock. One group of genes included the heat shock 
genes groEL/ES, dnaKIJ clpB and grpE (Yura & Nakahigashi, 1999). This 
demonstrated how strictly controlled the transcription of these genes are after cells are 
incubated at low temperatures when synthesis of their protein products is no longer 
required. Additionally, the transcription levels of many of theflg operon genes which 
encode proteins for the flagellum were also repressed upon cold shock (Chillcott & 
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Hughes, 2000). These findings correlated well with the notion that the transcription of 
these genes may constitute non-essential gene expression under the growth limiting and 
adaptation conditions of cold shock. 
The genomic microarray experiments with SL1344 appeared to indicate that the genes 
involved in the cold shock response are not exclusively related to the adaptation of the 
ribosomal machinery, but are involved in the regulation of other important aspects of the 
cell to ensure its survival at low temperatures. 
8.4 Deletion of the espA paralogues in S. typhimurium 
The genes encoding the six members of the CspA-family in S. typhimurium, CspA, 
CspB, CspC, CspD, CspE and CspH, were all individually deleted in SL1344 using 
conditionally replicating plasmids with cloned flanking sequences for each gene. 
Chromosomal integration and resolution of these vectors replaced each csp ORF with a 
kanamycin resistance gene which was subsequently excised using a recombinase 
(encoded by another plasmid) which acted upon specific sequences flanking the 
resistance gene resulting in its removal from the csp ORF locus to produce the final 
deletion mutant. Multiple csp deletion mutants were then constructed by moving csp 
replacements into strains already harbouring one or more csp deletions, by P22 
transduction, and then selecting for kanamycin resistance. The antibiotic resistance gene 
was removed again before transduction of a further csp replacement was made. 
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Using this method, a number of double, triple and quadruple csp deletion strains were 
constructed in S. typhimurium SL1344. The most important mutants however, were 
those that possessed only one functional csp gene, with the other five paralogous genes 
being deleted or replaced. These monogene strains were thus able to give an indication 
of the importance of a particular functional cspA paralogue, without the possibility of 
another csp masking its effect in the cell. A complete csp deletion/replacement strain 
which had no functional cspA paralogue genes (referred to as the null mutant) was also 
constructed. 
There have been no previous reports of cspA paralogue genes being deleted/replaced in 
any Salmonella species and the strain constructed with no functional csp genes 
(designated MPG558) would also appear to be the first example of a csp 'null' in the 
enterobacteriaceae, with the highest number of csp deletions in E. colt being four (from 
nine cspA paralogues) reported by Xia & colleagues (2001). 
A mutant strain harbouring deletions in all three of the csp genes of Bacillus subtilL 
(cspB, cspC and cspD) has been constructed (Graumann et al., 1997). However it was 
only viable if the cspB gene was supplied in trans on a plasmid. As MPG558 in this 
study was viable without a csp gene being supplied in trans, it would appear that the 
cspA paralogues are expendable in S. typhimurium at 37°C. This could be attributed to 
the much more complex life cycle of Salmonella species, which have evolved as 
pathogens, compared to B. subtilis which is a mesophilic soil bacterium and may be 
more susceptible to sudden temperature gradients if unable to produce at least one of its 
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Csps for adapting translation. Alternatively, other factors may compensate to prevent 
lethality in Salmonella. 
8.5 Phenotypic characterisation of the cspA paralogue mutants in 
S. typhimurium 
The first experiments carried out on the various cspA paralogue mutant strains involved 
comparing their levels of growth in nutrient rich liquid media under cold shock 
conditions to that of wild-type SL1344 cells over an extended period of time. Culture 
turbidity measurements were carried out at various time points for up to a week from 
exponential phase cultures which had been shifted from 37°C to 10°C. Growth patterns 
indicated that while some mutant strains adapted to the cold and subsequently grew at 
similar rates and to comparable optical densities as the wild-type, others appeared to be 
less capable of adapting and growing in the same way. Some strains appeared to take 
longer to adapt to cold shock with a prolonged growth lag (acclimation) phase before 
resuming cell division while other strains became incapable of growth once the 
temperature was shifted to 10°C. 
Turbidity measurements revealed that most of the single and double csp mutant strains 
only exhibited small differences in their capacity to adapt and grow at 10°C when 
compared to the wild-type. The triple mutant strain MPG53 I which had the genotype 
AcspA/AcspB/zicspE was the first strain to exhibit a dramatically different growth 
pattern which suggested that this combination of deletions resulted in a degree of cold 
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sensitivity at 10°C. This strain had an extended lag period and grew at a slower rate 
when cell division resumed compared to the wild-type. Comparison with relevant double 
mutant studies confirmed the importance of CspA and CspB in S. typhimurium at low 
temperatures but also indicated that CspE plays an important part in cold shock 
adaptation of MPG5I 1 (zlcspA/AcspB) which was less cold sensitive. 
When all the quadruple csp mutants were tested for defects in cold shock adaptation, it 
was found that MPG5 3 7which had the genotype A cspA/A cspB/A cspC/zl cspE:: Km, was 
the only strain not able to grow once the temperature was shifted to 10°C. This 
suggested that CspA, CspB, CspC and CspE represented a 'core' of important Csps 
which were capable of compensating for each other to varying degrees but when all 
were absent from the cell, cold shock adaptation was not successful resulting in no 
resumption of cell growth and division probably due to indefinite impairment of 
translation. This also implied that the cspD and cspH genes must either have no role or 
minimal roles in cold shock adaptation of S. typhimuriurn as they are unable to 
complement this quadruple mutation even with extended incubation for 7 days at 10°C. 
This suggestion is supported by the fact that every monogene strain except those 
harbouring only a functional cspD and cspH gene (MPG554 and MPG556, respectively) 
or the complete null mutant (MPG558), are capable of adapting for cold shock growth 
with some degree of success. This also appears to complement the mini-array and 
genomic array findings that showed cspD and cspH exhibiting limited increases in 
transcription upon temperature downshift and also gives credence to the notion that their 
products (and expression) could be specialised for other functions involved in nucleoid 
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replication (like E. coli CspD) and adaptation to a nutrient upshift (CspH) in S. 
typhimuriurn (Yamanaka et al., 2001, Kim etal., 2004). 
The cold shock growth studies (10°C) with the other 4 monogene strains also showed 
some interesting growth patterns. As might be expected, the cspA monogene strain 
(MPG55 1) exhibited a very similar growth pattern to that of the wild-type showing that, 
at low temperature this gene appeared to compensate filly for the deletion of the five 
other paralogue genes. Moreover, the cspE (MPG557) but not the cspB monogene strain 
(MPG552), appeared to exhibit almost the same level of growth at 10°C as MPG551 and 
the wild-type. This suggested that CspE despite not being exclusively cold-induced but 
also synthesised at 37°C in S. typhimurium (Sienkiewicz etal., unpublished data 1999), 
is more important for efficient cold adaptation compared to CspB whose gene is strictly 
induced at low temperature in S. typhimurium (Craig etal., 1998). MPG552 still 
exhibited growth at 10°C but only after an extended lag period. These findings were 
somewhat unexpected, as the cspB gene was much more highly induced than cspE in the 
mini and genomic array experiments (although induction provides little insight into pre-
existing paralogue levels and their importance). Interestingly, a AcspA/AcspE mutant 
strain (MP0514) exhibited a slightly longer lag phase than a zlcspA/AcspB strain 
(MPG51 1) which would also support the theory that cspE is more important for cold 
shock adaptation than cspB. The cspC monogene strain (MP0553) exhibited a lower 
level of growth at 10°C than that ofMPG552 and thus was considered to be the least 
important of the 4 'core' Csps for cold shock adaptation. 
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Viable plate counts were taken at a number of time points from a wild-type and a 
MPG558 culture growing at 10°C over a similar period of time to the previous growth 
experiments to correlate the optical density readings to actual cell growth. The colony 
counts indicated that the wild-type strain did show a rapid increase in cell number due to 
successful cold adaptation while MPG558 exhibited no increase in cell number at all and 
actually showed a slight decrease in colony counts with time. This is a clear indication 
that the csp genes (cspA, cspB, cspC and cspE, in particular) are essential for the 
adaptation and growth of S. typhimurium at low temperature. 
Colony forming ability tests were carried out with small liquid inocula of csp mutants 
including the monogene strains and the complete null mutant being streaked on LB agar 
plates and incubated at 15°C for 72 hours. These tests appeared to confirm results from 
the culture growth experiments with healthy sized colony formation from the wild-type 
and cspA /cspE monogene strains and no growth at all from the cspD /cspH monogene 
and complete csp null mutant strains. The cspB/cspC monogene strains exhibited of 
intermediate plate growth. It would thus appear that the cspA paralogue genes of S. 
typhimurium exhibit a hierarchy of importance with regards to their ability to adapt the 
cell for cold shock growth with the most important being cspA then cspE, cspB, cspC 
and finally cspH and cspD. 
Other phenotypic studies were carried out on the monogene and complete null csp 
mutant strains. These included freeze/thaw challenge and hydrogen peroxide treatment 
survival tests, with colony counts determining the level of survival for each strain. The 
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cspE monogene strain exhibited comparable levels of survival after 4 x 24 hour 
freeze/thaw (-20°C/ 37°C) cycles with 1 ml (LB) portions of mid-exponential phase 
culture being used for each strain. The cspC monogene strain exhibited an intermediate 
level of survival and the remaining strains tested showed lower levels (over 100-fold 
lower than the wild-type % survival). 
These results may indicate that CspE, and to a lesser extent CspC, which were both 
reported to be produced during mid-exponential phase in S. typhimurium (Sienkiewicz et 
at, unpublished data 1999) may have more time to accumulate in greater concentrations 
in the cell as the temperature drops to freezing point from 37°C compared to the other 
paralogues which were either cold-induced (CspA, CspB and CspH) or not induced in 
either situation (CspD). Therefore it may be the case that the cryoprotection imparted to 
the cell by CspE and CspC may not be a specific function but simply a manifestation of 
an indirect role via RNA chaperone activity which could enhance the translation of 
proteins involved in maintaining the structural integrity of proteins or the cell membrane 
and /or nucleoid. It is also possible that these proteins could protect niRNA/DNA 
themselves from freeze/thaw damage by direct binding or reverse their structural 
damage after freezing. Indeed, their homologues have been reported to be involved in 
chromosome condensation in E. coli (Hue/al., 1996). 
Csp proteins have previously been shown to be important for freeze/thaw survival in B 
subtilis and also Lactococcus lactis (Willimsky etal., 1992, Wouters et at, 2001). It 
would appear to also be the case in S. typhimurium, at least under the conditions tested. 
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In addition to refrigeration many high risk foods with regards to salmonellosis are also 
frozen to reduce spoilage during transit/storage. These results imply that immediate 
freezing and not gradual freezing may reduce the level of Salmonella survival as the 
Csps would not have adequate time to accumulate and adapt the cell for cryo-survival. 
It was found that when stationary phase cells of wild-type, the monogene and the 
complete csp null mutant strains of S. typhimurium were tested for their survival ability 
to peroxide treatment (20mM H 202) at 370C, only the cspC and cspE monogene strains 
exhibited comparable levels of survival to that of the wild-type while the other strains 
showed impaired survival. Findings from a separate study involving the CspC and CspE 
homologues of E. co/i, seemed to indicate that overproduction of these two Csps 
indirectly up-regulates the expression of the oxidative stress combative genes dps and 
kaiG which are part of the RpoS regulon, at least in part, by stabilising rpoS mRNA 
(Phadtare & Inouye, 2001). It is possible that the cspC/E monogene strains in this study 
enhance oxidative stress survival via the same mechanism. As the experiment in this 
thesis was was carried out at 37°C in stationary phase cells, previous evidence would 
suggest that only CspC, CspE and possibly CspD would be present in the cell under 
these conditions. As results from this work and some E. coil studies suggest that CspD is 
not likely to have RNA chaperone activity, the impaired survival of the other strains 
including the cspD monogene strain would make sense. These findings raise important 
questions about the roles of certain Csps in response to other stresses besides cold shock 
and freezing and warrant further investigation. However it is of note that the survival of 
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the cspC/E monogene strains is not as high when they are in exponential phase 
compared to stationary phase. 
8.6 Global transcriptional analysis of S. typhimurium csp deletion 
mutants 
The global transcription changes in response to cold shock during exponential phase 
growth of the cspA and cspE monogene strains (MPG551 and MPG557, respectively) as 
well as the complete null mutant (MP0558), were analysed using genomic microarrays. 
When compared to the wild-type genomic array study for the same time point (2 hours 
after cold shock) it was observed that the number of new genes which exhibited 
significant increases in transcript detection for the cspA monogene strain were about half 
of the total number of up-regulated genes. The proportion of newly induced genes was 
slightly higher for the espE monogene strain and much higher still for the complete null. 
It could also be seen that over twice as many genes in MP0558 were significantly up-
regulated when compared to the total numbers of induced genes for the cspA and cspE 
monogene strains. This was also the case for cold-repressed genes. The T o intensity 
values for the mutant strains also revealed that csp deletions may invoke changes in gene 
expression at 37°C. Significant levels of increase in transcript detection at 37°C were 
observed for the cspE and rho genes in MPG557 and MPG558, respectively, while all 
three csp mutant strains tested exhibited higher levels of relative T o signal for recA (see 
appendixes Cl/CS and table 7.1). 
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General observations suggest that the physiology of the complete null strain under cold 
shock conditions has been changed on a global scale by the mutation of all of the cspA 
paralogue genes which must ultimately result in its lack of cold shock adaptation and 
cell division at 10°C. The less dramatic transcriptome changes in MPG55 land MIPG557 
which are more similar to the wild-type, complement the finding that they can adapt to 
the cold and grow to a level that is comparable with the wild-type with MPG55 1 being 
slightly less impaired than MPG557. However, it was rather unexpected that MPG558 
might exhibit a higher general level of gene induction, as well as a higher number of 
induced genes despite the lack of cold shock adaptation. This might suggest that the 
higher induction levels are a direct result of the cold sensitivity exhibited by this strain, 
due to chronic translational impairment. However, indirect effects of paralogue absence 
on mRNA stability, antitermination/termination or altered gene expression (up or down) 
are also possibilities. 
Figure 8.1A illustrates the various systems which may be switched on in the cell as a 
result of temperature downshift based on the data procured from the microarray studies 
and what is already known about cold shock in other bacteria. Essentially, when there is 
enough Csp chaperone activity either in the wild-type or cspA/cspE monogene situation, 
untranslatable transcripts with cold-stabilised secondary structures produced during 
acclimation phase can be adapted for translation by Csp binding or targeted for 
degradation. Other induced genes encode proteins with important roles in low 
temperature translation of bulk mRNAs such as ribosome maturation (rbfA, deaD) or 
RNA processing (pnp, deaD, rh/K). Other CIP genes such as nusA, and possibly the rho 
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termination factor gene may also influence low temperature transcription of important 
genes for cell adaptation. Cold shock appears to invoke induction of genes involved in 
maintenance of the cell envelope (cpx, rpoE) and DNA integrity (umuDC, poiB, 
dEnFUIP) possibly to overcome the rigours of cold shock damage to these cellular 
components. It is important to note that the induction of these different sets of genes 
may be induced separately by the various effects that cold shock has on the cell and may 
only influence the expression of each other in an indirect way. In this respect, it could be 
said that the genes involved in these up-regulated systems make up part of a cold shock 
stimulon and are regulated via quite different pathways. 
Figure 8.1B shows a simple model of how an increase in transcript detection may occur 
when there are less/no Csp RNA chaperones to adapt the cell to cold shock. In a cold 
sensitive csp mutant or the complete csp null mutant, where there would be less or no 
Csp chaperone activity to reverse/prevent mRNA secondary structure formation, 
untranslatable mRNAs may accumulate in the cell to much higher levels, especially if 
they are continually transcribed due to cold induction and if they cannot be easily 
degraded by RNases due to a higher degree of stabilisation. The decline in functional 
protein synthesis may indirectly act as a signal for the induction of several other genes 
which encode products that the cell now urgently requires as a result of the breakdown 
in translation leading to their increased induction at the transcriptional level thus adding 
to the amount of untranslatable niRNA in the cell. This would account for the higher 
levels of transcript detection on a global scale in this strain, culminating in cold 
adaptation being delayed/blocked with extended low temperature incubation. Cell death 
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could follow in the complete null mutant situation as shown by plating studies in chapter 
6. The reduction in transcript detection for a number of genes may also be a result of this 
with certain transcriptional activators being unable to get past, the translation stage upon 
cold shock or because of an atypical exposure of nuclease sensitive sites in mRNA. 
Differences in transcript ratios for many genes involved in many different cellular 
activities were observed in the absence of cspA paralogue genes with progressive 
increases in ratios observed with the cspA monogene strain (small change), the cspE 
monogene (intermediate change) and the complete knockout strain (large changes). This 
seems to complement the order of the functional hierarchy of importance for the csp 
genes in S. typhimurium, as previously suggested. Many of the same genes which were 
among the most highly induced in the wild-type cells were also shown to be up-
regulated in the mutant strains upon cold shock. This may imply an absence of direct 
involvement of Csp paralogues in their regulation. The genes which were differentially 
expressed to a large degree in the mutant strains had some interesting confirmed and 
putative functions involved in RNA degradation, ribosome maturation, inner membrane 
integrity, drug efflux, pathogenicity and regulation of transcription. This would appear 
to support the theory outlined above with regard to the wide reaching influence of cold 
shock on the cell and confirm the need of these genes for successful cold adaptation to 
survive in refrigerated conditions. 
8.7 Further work 
In this study, the cold shock transcriptional analysis of the cspA paralogue genes as well 
as the majority the whole genome using DNA microarrays, has provided valuable 
information on the extent to which cold shock influences gene expression in S. 
typhimurium. This includes observed changes in a number of genes involved in the 
maintenance of the cell membrane, chromosomal integrity and pathogenicity, in addition 
to ribosomal function. The major induction of several cspA paralogues in the response 
has been confirmed by the microarray data. Evidence has also been provided for genes 
encoding other well characterised cold-induced proteins such as PNIPase, DeaD, RbfA 
and NusA. 
The extent to which certain regulons like the Cpx and RpoE systems, are involved in the 
cold shock response are worth further investigation as are the cold-induced changes in 
the pathogencity genes which could have important clinical implications. In this regard it 
may be worth carrying out immunological tests with mice to determine if the csp mutant 
strains are more resistant or attenuated in an infection situation. 
The microarray studies also showed that the cold shock response is only delayed but not 
stopped when exponential phase cells are incubated below the minimum temperature 
(4°C) for proliferation. Exponential phase MPG558 cells which do not have any 
functional CspA paralogues cannot achieve this even at 10°C thus showing how 
important these proteins are. However, wild-type stationary phase cells seemed 
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incapable of cold shock adaptation indicating that the physiological state of the cell prior 
to temperature downshift is also important for the cold shock response (such cells may 
already be adapted, at least in part). 
The mutational studies also revealed a great deal about the individual importance of 
each cspA paralogue gene. The results of cold shock growth tests seemed to indicate that 
the function of most of the Csps in S. typhimurium were generally similar to those 
designated to their corresponding homologues in E. coli. The cspA and cspB genes 
seemed to be strictly cold-induced at the transcriptional level and important for cold 
shock adaptation while the cspC and cspE genes are induced at 37°C as well as at low 
temperature and appear to also have important roles in cold shock, with cspE being 
particularly important. Although CspE has been reported to contribute to efficient cold 
shock adaptation in E. coil its importance has always been slightly understated. This 
study shows that CspE can make a substantial contribution to cold shock adaptation in S. 
typhimurium and may be worth studying in more detail. Indeed, other phenotypic studies 
during this investigation observed that CspE may also be instrumental in cryoprotection 
and oxidative shock survival. 
The genomic microarray studies revealed that the deletion of csp genes can influence 
the whole transcriptome of S. typhimurium cells. However, accurate assumptions cannot 
be made about regulation events occurring post-transcriptionally with microarray 
experiments alone. In this respect, it may be useful to perform some 2D PAGE gel 
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studies to examine the influence that these csp mutations might have on the Salmonella 
proteome at low temperatures. 
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Appendixes 
Appendix A CD appendix containing the miniarray data 
The microarray data for the miniarray experiments are presented in a Microsoft Excel 
format. The files Al, A2 and A3 contain the miniarray data for the 10°C exponential 
phase, 4°C exponential phase and 10°C stationary phase experiments, respectively. 
Appendix Al 
The data for each time point is presented in different Excel 'sheets' which are labelled 
for example as I  for the 1 hour time point etc. In each sheet, columns A, B, C and D 
list the information for the first slide (of 2) for that time point. Column A shows the 
identities of each printed oligo (6 replicates of each oligo type). Column B shows the 
median pixel intensity values for each replicate spot in the cold shocked situation. 
Column C shows the median intensity values for each spot in the non-cold shock (37°C) 
situation referred to as the tO value. Column D shows the ratios calculated from the 
column B and C values for each replicated spot with the cold shock values being divided 
by the tO values to get the cold shock induction ratios. The identity of the Cy dye (Cy3 
or Cy5) used for labelling in each set of cDNA was also given at the top of this column. 
The values for the duplicate slide for the same time point were given in the same format 
in columns U, H, I and J. 
At the lower end of each time point sheet, starting at the A70 cell is a summary of all 
the median intensity ratios for each csp oligo replicate from both slides along with the 
mean, median, standard deviation and standard error of these intensities for each asp. 
The mean tO value from all the replicates from each slide is also given. In addition, a 
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summary sheet for these important values for every time point of the experiment, are 
given. The final sheet shows the bar graphs which were constructed on Excel from the 
data. 
Appendixes A21A3 
The miniarray data in the A2 and A3 appendixes are set out in the same format as that 
shown in appendix Al. 
Appendix B 
The CD appendix B files contain all the raw unprocessed (not normalised etc) data for 
the genomic microarray experiments with the wild-type and csp mutant strains i.e. 
Appendix B!: 10°C exponential phase experiment with SL1344. 
Appendix B2: 4°C exponential phase experiment with SL1344. 
Appendix B3: 10°C stationary phase experiment with SL1344. 
Appendix B4: 4°C stationary phase experiment with SL1344. 
Appendix B5: 10°C exponential phase experiments with MPG551 (cspA monogene 
strain), MPG557 (cspE monogene strain) and MPG558 (complete null mutant strain). 
Each Excel sheet is labelled with the time point after cold shock in the same way as th 
miniarray data, Column A displays the identities of the individual spots/genes for the 
whole array. Columns B and C shows median intensity value (given here as density) for 
each spot/gene in the cold shock (CS) and 37°C (tO) channels, respectively. Columns D 
SIM 
and E show the background median intensity values for a specific concentric area around 
each spot in the cold shock and tO channels, respectively. Columns F and ci show the 
calculated final signal value for each spot/gene in the cold shock and to channels, 
respectively. This was calculated via the subtraction of the background median intensity 
signal values from the spot median intensity values. These final signal values were then 
normalised and used to calculate the induction ratios (CS/to) for each spot/gene. Column 
H lists the function or putative function of each gene. 
The raw data for the other slide (duplicate experiments for the wild-type strain) is 
shown in the same format in columns 0 to V. The raw data for the other two slides in 
the csp mutant experiments (triplicate slides) are shown in columns 0 to V and AA to 
AH. 
Appendix C 
The CD appendix C files contain all the normalised for the wild-type and mutant strain 
genomic array experiments i.e. 
Appendix Cl: 10°C exponential phase experiment with SL1344. 
Appendix C2: 4°C exponential phase experiment with 5L1344. 
Appendix C3: 10°C stationary phase experiment with SL1344. 
Appendix C4: 4°C stationary phase experiment with SL1344. 
Appendix C5: 10°C exponential phase experiments with M1G551 (cspA monogene 
strain), MP0557 (cspE monogene strain) and MPGSSS (complete null mutant strain). 
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Each sheet shows the data for each time point as before. In these files the data 
encompasses normalised values for all the replicate slides.On each sheet, column A lists 
the identities of each spot/gene. Column B shows the mean normalised induction ratio 
value from all the replicated spots in all of the slides used in the experiment for that time 
point (2 slides for the wild-type and three for the csp mutant experiments). Columns C 
and D show the lowest and highest of these normalised ratio values, respectively. 
Columns E and F show the standard error and standard deviation, respectively, for these 
same values. Column 0 shows p-values for each induction ratio calculated as a measure 
of its statistical significance (t-test). Column H shows the mean to normalised intensities 
for each spot/gene (from intensities across slides and internal slide replicates). The first 
value at the top of this column is the average to intensity of all the spots for the whole 
slide and thus represents the average level of normalised expression signal for the cell at 
37°C. Column I lists the functions of each printed gene. 
Columns 0 to W on each sheet display the same information for genes that show an 
induction ratio ?2.0 which also have ap-value that is O.O5. In the cases where most or 
all the gene induction ratios representing particular time points have poorp-values i.e 
above 0.05 and thus not statistically significant, column 0 lists only lists genes that have 
an induction ratio ?2.0 regardless of the p-value. Columns AA to Al in each sheet list 
the same information on genes that exhibit at least a 2.0-fold repression in transcription 
level i.e. induction ratios 0,5. The same parameters for the p-values as for the inducted 


















A The pIWH3 construct. B The pIWH4 construct. 
A Diagram of the pIWH3 construct showing the relevant restriction sites and genes 
including the cloned fusion PCR insert with the N-cspB and C-cspB regions. B Diagram 
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A The pIWH5 construct. B The pIWH6 construct. 
A Diagram of the pIWH5 construct showing the relevant restriction sites and genes 
including the cloned fusion PCR insert with the N-cspC and C-cspC regions. B Diagram 


























A The pIWH7 construct. B The pIWH8 construct. 
A Diagram of the pIWH7 construct showing the relevant restriction sites and genes 
including the cloned fusion PCR insert with the N-cspD and C-cspD regions. B Diagram 
















A The pIWH9 construct. B The pIWHIO construct. 
A Diagram of the plWH9 construct showing the relevant restriction sites and genes 
including the cloned fusion PCR insert with the N-cspE and C-cspE regions. B Diagram 
























A The pIWHII construct. B The pIWHI2 construct. 
A Diagram of the pIWH1 1 construct showing the relevant restriction sites and genes 
including the cloned fusion PCR insert with the N-cspH and C-cspH regions. B Diagram 
of the pIWH1 2 construct used for the integration and replacement of the cspH ORF. 
Appendix E Confirmatory DNA gel analysis images of deletion of 
the cspB, cspC, cspD, cspE and cspH ORFs 









PCR confirmation of cspB ORF deletion 
Lane 1, PCR of wild-type genomic DNA with NextcspB and CextcspB primers 
producing a 1296 bp fragment; lane 2, PCR of genomic DNA isolated from a 
colony of MPG496 yielding a 1184 bp fragment confirming the removal of the 











Kb M 	1 	2 
PCR confirmation of cspC ORF deletion 
Lane 1, PCR of wild-type genomic DNA with 5'-CspC-F and 3'-CspC-R primers 
producing a 1261 bp fragment; lane 2, PCR of genomic DNA isolated from a 
colony of MPG497 yielding a 1182 bp fragment confirming the removal of the 
FRI cassette to produce the cspC ORF deletion strain; M, 1 Kb DNA marker. 
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PCR confirmation of cspD ORF deletion 
Lane 1, PCR of wild-type genomic DNA with NextcspD and CextcspD primers 
producing a 1276 bp fragment; lane 2, PCR of genomic DNA isolated from a 
colony of MPG498 yielding a 1155 bp fragment confirming the removal of the 








Kb 	1 	2 
PCR confirmation of cspE ORF deletion 
Lane 1, PCR of wild-type genomic DNA with 5'-CspE-F and CextcspE primers 
producing a 1378 bp fragment; lane 2, PCR of genomic DNA isolated from a 
colony of MPG499 yielding a 1277 bp fragment confirming the removal of the 










Kb 	1 	2 
PCR confirmation of cspH ORF deletion 
Lane 1, PCR of wild-type genomic DNA with 5'-CspH-F and 3-CspH-R primers 
producing a 1217 bp fragment; lane 2, PCR of genomic DNA isolated from a 
colony of MPG500 yielding a 1179 bp fragment confirming the removal of the 
FRT cassette to produce the cspH ORF deletion strain; M, 1 Kb DNA marker. 
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